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PREFACE
This outline of the philosophical literature of the Indian Madhyamaka
school is based on the Sanskrit sources to the limited extent they are now
available to us. The major part of this literature is unfortunately not extant in
the original and must be presumed lost. However, this loss is at least partly
compensated for by the fact that a very large number of important works of
this school were translated into Chinese and Tibetan; and for the purposes of
the present publication use has been made chiefly of the translations contained
in the Peking edition of the Tibetan bsTan*'gyur in the facsimile reprint of
the Tibetan Tripitaka Research Institute (Tokyo-Kyoto, 1958). The fact that
we possess few good modern editions of the surviving Sanskrit texts and the
very nature of our translated sources inevitably raise important philological
and exegetical problems which it has not always been possible to pursue in the
space available.
Limitations of space have moreover allowed the inclusion of short and hence
selective summaries of only some of the most fundamental texts from the 1000year history of the Indian Madhyamaka. The majority of the works from this
vast literature have had to be mentioned simply by title, with brief indications
being given as to the contents of some of the more important ones. A comprehensive historical treatment and systematic analysis of the Madhyamaka in
its entirety will thus have to await much larger publications. Here an attempt
has of course been made to determine thj3 relative—and whenever possible also
the absolute—chronology of the Madhyamikas; but the same name has not
infrequently been borne by more than one person, and in a number of cases
the attribution of a work to an author as well as even its precise Sanskrit title
remain doubtful and will have to be the subject of future investigation. Because of the paucity of reliable historical materials and disagreements between
some of our sources many questions may remain open indefinitely; furthermore,
the fact that most of our texts are now available only in translations into
Chinese and Tibetan makes certain essential kinds of historical, literary and
sometimes even philosophical analysis exceedingly precarious if not quite impossible. Since relatively few texts and masters of the Madhyamaka school have
hitherto been the subject of monographic study, the present work will in many
cases be a preliminary exploration in well-nigh uncharted territory.
Further research will also be needed in order to establish the relation of
the Madhyamaka with other schools of Indian thought, non-Buddhist as well
as Buddhist. If this has not been done extensively in the present book (on
earlier connexions with non-Buddhist schools see nevertheless p. 6 note 11),
this is because of the complex historical and methodological questions posed
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by such an investigation and the lack of space to pursue such problems; it is
not because we would subscribe to the view that the schools of Indian philosophy
are to be kept apart according to the particular religion of their representatives:
Buddhist (and Jain) philosophers are surely as much part of the history of
Indian philosophy as 'orthodox' Hindu philosophers. It can at least be pointed
out here, however, that in his Khandanakhandakhadya the twelfth-century
Vedantin Sriharsa—who admits the vitandd procedure (see § 168; cf. §§ 14—16)—
has throughout regularly employed a method of reasoning based on what he terms
khandanayukti, which is very close to the Madhyamika's form of argument in
the frrasanga-type of reasoning. At a much earlier period of the Vedanta also
the links between the Gaudapadiya- or Mandukya-Karikas (c. 500 ?) and
Buddhist thought are well-known. Moreover, the continuous debates carried
on between Brahmanical, Buddhist and Jain thinkers led not only to a sharpening of minds and a refinement of argument on all sides but also to commonly
recognized methods in philosophical discussion; but the precise history of
these developments still remains to be traced in detail.
In writing a work of this kind there arises the question of the extent to
which the secondary literature in Asiatic languages can be included by a
single writer and in a limited space. Scholars from East and Central Asia in
particular have in fact devoted themselves over the centuries to translating,
commenting on and explaining the Madhyamaka literature. (In Tibet for
example there has existed for over a millennium a tradition of study of a very
considerable portion of Indian literature, including even works that are not
specifically Buddhist; and with a view to both translation and exegesis Tibetan
scholars developed remarkable philological and interpretative methods that
could well justify us in regarding them as Indologists avant la lettre.) The
sheer bulk of the secondary literature in Chinese, Japanese, Tibetan, and
Mongolian relating to the Madhyamaka is, however, so great that it will have
to be the subject of separate publications.1
1
Although the Tibetan secondary literature to which it has been possible to
refer in this book cannot pretend to be representative of all schools, the works
used are all of the highest interest. Among historical sources these are mainly the
rGya'garchos''byun by Taranatha (born in 1575) edited by A. SCHIEFNEB (St.
Petersburg, 1868), the well-known Chos-'byun by Bu'ston (1290—1364) in the Zol
edition reprinted by LOKESH CHANDRA (New Delhi, 1971) with page references
also to E. OBERMJXLER'S incomplete English translation (2 parts, Heidelberg,
1931—32), and the Deb'ther-snon-po by 'Gos'gZon-mrdpal (1392—1481) in the
Kmrbde-glin edition reprinted by LOKESH CHANDRA (New Delhi, 1976) with page
references also to G. N. ROERICH'S English translation (The Blue Annals, 2 volumes,
Calcutta, 1949—53); hagiographies of several Madhyamaka masters are also to be
found collected together in the Byan'chub'lanrgyrrinrpa'rbla'ma-brgyud'pa'r
rnanrparthar-pa by Ye'sesTgyal'mchan (1713—93) reprinted by NGAWANG GELEK
DEMO (New Delhi, 1970). From the rich mine of Tibetan exegetical and doctrinal
literature reference has been made principally to the Legs-bsad#snirrpo (in the
lHa'sa edition of the gSurr'bum) and the Lanrrinrchen'mo (in the old bKra'sis'-
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The above-mentioned considerations of a philological, bibliographical and
material nature will explain why the present work differs in certain respects
from many of the other volumes appearing in the same series. Some attempt
at a connected account treating this body of literature, however tentative, is
clearly a desideratum at the present time.

lhun-po edition, reprinted by NGAWANG GELEK DEMO, New Delhi, 1977) by
Corrkha'pa (1357—1419); to the sTon-thun"chen*mo (in the lHa*sa edition of the
gSunf'bum) and the rGyud"sde-spyrrnam (in the edition by F. D. LESSING and
A. WAYMAN, Fundamentals of the Buddhist Tantras, The Hague, 1968) by
mKhas'grub'dGe'legs'dpal'bzan (1385—1438); and to the invaluable doxographical
works (Grub'mtha') by 'Jarrrdbyans*bzad-pa'Nag-dbarVbrcon*'grus (1648—1722)
reprinted by NGAWANG GELEK DEMO (New Delhi, 1973), and by lCan'skya'Rol*pa'rrdoTje (1717—86)' reprinted by LOKESH CHANDRA (New Delhi, 1977).
As for the extensive and important modern secondary literature from Japan,
references have had to be limited mainly to one of the few generally available
Japanese publications, the Indogaku bukkyogaku kenkyu (Journal of Indian and
Buddhist studies, abbreviated IBK). Useful bibliographical surveys of this literature are to be found in the publications listed on p. 4 note 9.

INTRODUCTION: THE NAME MADHYAMAKA

The Madhyamaka school of Mahayana Buddhism goes back to Nagarjuna,
the great Indian Buddhist philosopher who is placed early in the first millennium P.C. 2
The school derives its name of Madhyamaka, i.e. 'middlemost' (Chinese
chung, Tibetan dbu ma), from the fact that Nagarjuna and his followers
developed a particular theory which avoids the twin dogmatic extremes of
eternalism (sdsvatavdda) and annihilationism (ucchedavdda) rejected by the
Buddhist tradition and keeps to a philosophical via media in a specific and very
interesting manner. While all Buddhists would of course observe the Middle
Way (madhyamd pratipat) in their theory and practice, the philosophers of
this school especially have therefore come to be known as Madhyamikas or
'followers of the middle' (Tibetan dbu ma pa).3 Similarly, the advocates of the
other great Mahayanist school, the Yogacara/Vijnanavada, are known as
Yogacarins although other Buddhists are of course also practisers of Yoga;
and Aryadeva's Catuhsataka, an early treatise of the Madhyamaka school,
indeed makes specific reference in its chapter-colophons to the follower of the
Madhyamaka as a Yogacara. In the Sino-Japanese Buddhist tradition the
Madhyamaka is frequently referred to as the Three Treatises (San-lun/Sanron)
School after its three basic sources—the Chung-lun (Madhyamakasastra),4
2

On Nagarjuna's date see below, p. 4. *
The use of the terms madhyamaka (-darfana) and madhyamilca as designations
for the school and its followers was perhaps a somewhat later development. At
least they do not seem to be found in the body of early works—e.g. the Mulamadhyamakakarikas (MMK) of Nagarjuna and the Catuhsataka of Aryadeva. They appear
in the oldest available Sanskrit commentary on the MMK, Candrakirti's Prasannapada Madhyamakavrttih. Buddhapalita's earlier commentary (unavailable in
Sanskrit) seems to have also had the title Madhyamaka vrtti; and Bhavaviveka's
great treatise was entitled Madhyamakahrdayakarika. The Chinese translations
point to a quite early origin for the terms (cf. Chung-lun = Madhyamakasastra).
As for the title Mulamadhyamakakarikas, it was adopted by L. de LA VALLEE
POTJSSIN in his classical edition, apparently on the basis of the title given in the
Tibetan bsTan-'gyur (Prajnanamamulamadhyamakakarika = dBu ma rca ba'i
chig le'ur byas pa ses rab ces bya ba); this title has been retained by J. W. DE JONG
in his new edition (Adyar, 1977). This text is actually available in Sanskrit only in
the version embedded in Candrakirti's Prasannapada Madhyamakavrttih; in this
commentary no title is in fact indicated (and Candrakirti occasionally speaks of the
madhyamaka 6dstra, p. 40. 7; cf. p. 548. 5). In the Madhyamakasastrastuti (see
below, p. 8) this text is referred to as £dstragadita-kdrikds.
4
The Chung-lun (Madhyamakasastra, Taisho 1564) consists of Nagarjuna's verses
(kdrikd) together with the commentary of Ch'ing-mu (see below, p. 48).
3
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Nagarjuna's Shih-erh-men-mn (*Dvadas'amukhasastra) and Aryadeva's Pailun (Satasastra)—-which were translated into Chinese by Kumarajiva at the
very beginning of the fifth century.
Because of his basic doctrine that all factors of existence (dharma) and all
entities (bhdva) are empty of own being (svabhdva-sunya) and non-substantial
(nihsvabhdva)-i.e. not ultimately real substantial entities—the Madhyamika
is also known as a &unya(ta)vadin and Nihsvabhavavadin.5 And the Madhyamaka theory is designated as the !§unya(ta)vada, &unyatadarsana and
Nihsvabhavavada.6
Over the past half-century the doctrine of the Madhyamaka school, and in
particular that of Nagarjuna, has been variously described as nihilism, monism,
irrationalism, misology, agnosticism, scepticism, criticism, dialectic, mysticism,
acosmism, absolutism, relativism, nominalism, and linguistic analysis with
therapeutic value. With the exception of the first five which are hardly appropriate in any context and become quite misleading when taken in their
usual senses, such descriptions no doubt correspond to some aspect of Madhyamaka thought.7 Also, as the sunyavdda par excellence, the Madhyamaka has
5
In the course of the discussion and refutation of it in the MMK and the rest
of the Madhyamaka literature, svabhdva 'own being, self-nature, aseity' has been
defined as some thing unproduced (akrtrima) which is independent of all other
things (nirapeksah paratra; see MMK xv. 2 and xxiv. 33); those who postulated a
svabhdva have indeed conceived of it as not produced through causal conditioning
(see i. 3 and xv. 1). Now, the onto-logical correlate of a svabhdva is a parabhdva
'other being' (cf. i. 3; xv. 3 sq.); and the pair comprised of svabhdva and parabhdva
is then described as necessary for establishing any (postulated) bhdva 'substantial
thing, entity' having a svabhdva or self-nature and distinct from everything else.
But according to Nagarjuna neither really exists; and in their absence there can
be no bhdva (xv. 4: svabhdvaparabhdvdbhydm rte bhdvah kutah punah/ svabhdve
parabhdve vd soli bhdvo hi sidhyali). Nagarjuna has furthermore stated—paradoxically
and perhaps by oxymoron—that whatever exists in dependence (pratltya) is still
(idnta) 'by nature' (svabhdvatah, vii. 16); it is clear from the doctrinal context that
what is so must be precisely without the svabhdva postulated by his opponents.
Cf. MMK xviii. 10 (below, pp. 38 sq., 43).
6
The words s'unyatddars'ana, attested in Candrakirti's Prasannapada (PP)
xviii. 5 and xxiv. 13, and Sunyatdvada have to be distinguished from the term
gunyatddrsti, which denotes a speculative view that hypostatizes emptiness (see
MMK xiii. 8; cf. also the Sunyatdkoti in PP xxiii. 14). The word iunyatdvddin
'maintainer of the philosophy of iunyata1 is found e.g. in Nagarjuna's Vigrahavyavartani 69 and VaidalyaprakaraNa 1.
7
In an article in RO 10 (1934), p. 21 note 1, TH. STCHERBATSKY defended his use
of the term monism by taking it to mean not a 'monistic reality' (svabhdva), but a
single 'Erklarungsprinzip' that excludes any real plurality, in the sense of monistic
knowledge. But this usage is hardly usual and employment of the term monism
can therefore easily mislead.
As for scepticism (or Pyrrhonism) as a valid description of the Madhyamaka, the
term would have to refer to the Sceptics' epoche or methodically motivated withholding of judgement and to their aporetic (as opposed to dogmatism and speculative
metaphysics). See e.g. S. SCHAYER, Ausgewahlte Kapitel aus der Prasannapada
(Krakow, 1931), pp. xxx—xxxiii.
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been neologistically termed a 'zerology', the reference being to a philosophical
rather than to a mathematical feature.8 Yet, since none of these descriptions
defines fully and adequately this school of thought, it will probably be preferable simply to retain the established term madhyamaka that came to be used
by the school itself; for by emphasizing the theoretical and practical 'middle'
on the gnoseological and soteriological levels it fits very well the main concerns
of the school.
Considering then all dharmas to be as it were 'ciphers' empty (iunya) of
substantial own being (svabhdva 'self-existence, aseity'), the Madhyamikas
refrain from taking up any speculative or dogmatic position definable in terms
of dichotomizing conceptual thinking polarized into binary (e.g. positive/
negative, identity/difference) or quaternary (e.g. positive/negative/positivecum-negative/neither-positive-nor-negative, or conditioned production/nonconditioned production/both/neither) sets of constructs, and from postulating
any absolutely (paramdrthatas) real bhdva 'entity' in terms of these positions.
Although they did not therefore propound any thesis in support of such views,
the Madhyamikas nevertheless regarded themselves as a philosophical school
(vdda = darsana) devoted to upholding and explicating what they considered
to be the teaching of the Buddha. Accordingly, the Madhyamaka can properly
be said to have a philosophical theory (darsana)—as distinct from a speculative
view or dogmatic opinion (drsti)—albeit not one founded on any conceptually
constructed hypostatizing of some kind of entity, be it positive, negative, both,
or neither.9
8
The expression 'zerology' has been employed by L. MALX,, Une approche
possible du ^unyavada, Tel Quel 32 (Hiver 1968), p. 54 sq.—Although the arithmetical zero and a knowledge of place-value were no doubt current in India in
Nagarjuna's time, there is no evidence to sh*bw that he was actually employing the
term iunya in its mathematical sense. In Madhyamaka usage iunya refers to the
fact that dharmas are 'empty' of own being (svabhdva-iunya ) ; the idea is therefore
the philosophical one of the onto-logical null value of all dharmas as so to speak
ciphers without independent and ultimate existence (see below) .—Sunya is an
epithet of all dharmas; and iunyatva designates emptiness as the quality characterizing all dharmas. Sunyata on the other hand is the fact, or truth, of the emptiness
of all dharmas. Thus the words iunya and iunyatva pertain to the conventional
surface level of samvrti; while iunyatd is used to indicate or point to the level of
ultimate reality (paramdrtha) (to the extent that this is at all possible in terms of
language and discursivity).
The use of the word iunya to designate the arithmetical zero is almost certainly
later than Nagarjuna (at whose time the usual terms seem to have been kha and
bindu); in any case, it is clearly later than the early uses of iunya in the canonical
literature of Buddhism, where the reference is to something empty. On this question
see D. SEYFORT RTJEGG, Mathematical and linguistic models in Indian thought: the
case of iunyatd, WZKS 22 (1978), p. 174 sq;
9
For bibliographies of the Madhyamaka see E. LAMOTTE, Le traits de la Grande
Vertu de Sagesse (five volumes, Louvain, 1944, 1949, 1970, 1976 and 1980); J. MAY,
Candrakirti: Prasannapada Madhyamakavrtti (Paris, 1959), pp. 23—45; R. H.
ROBINSON, Early Madhyamika in India and China (Madison, 1967), pp. 321—8; and

THE EARLY PERIOD:
THE FORMATION OF THE MADHYAMAKA SCHOOL

Nagarjuna

According to a tradition of Indian origin reported by several of the Buddhist
historiographers and doxographers of Tibet, Nagarjuna had as his immediate
predecessor and teacher a certain Rahulabhadra, to whom is ascribed a wellknown hymn to the Prajflaparamita. But according to another (probably more
accurate) tradition known from both Chinese and Tibetan sources, this Rahulabhadra was a follower of Nagarjuna.10 No master is therefore known to
have preceded Nagarjuna at the head of the Madhyamaka school in the strict
sense. At all events it is Nagarjuna who in the present state of our knowledge
has to be considered the source or originator of this school; and this is the way
he has in fact been regarded by modern historians, as well as by the Madhyamikas themselves including even those who make Rahulabhadra his master.
Nagarjuna is generally believed to have been born and to have worked in
South-Central India (South Kosala or Vidarbha ?) early in the first millennium
P.O.11
F. STRENG, Emptiness (Nashville, 1967), p . 237 sq. (in which publications most of
the Western literature on the subject has been listed). See also K. POTTER, Encyclopedia of Indian philosophies, i (Bibliography). A survey of S. Yamaguchi's important
publications is given by J . W. de JONG, I I J 19 (1977), 99—103. Brief accounts of
modern Japanese work on the Madhyamaka are given by H . NAKAMUBA, Acta
asiatica 1 (1960), p . 56 sq., and G. NAGAO, Acta asiatica 29 (1975), p . I l l sq. A
general bibliographical survey of studies on Madhyamaka literature with special
reference to Japanese publications is given by H . NAKAMUBA, Journal of intercultural studies no. 4 (1977), pp. 77—94, 126—31.
Detailed bibliographies relating to both editions cf and studies on Madhyamaka
texts are given by Y. E JIMA in the prefaces t o : The sDe dge Tibetan Tripitaka—bsTan
hgyur preserved at the Faculty of Letters, University of Tokyo (Deruge-ban
Chibetto Daizokyo, Ronsho-bu, Tokyo Daigaku Bungaku-bu shozo; Sekai seiten
kanko kyokai, Tokyd, 1977—79).
10
On Rahulabhadra and the question whether he preceded or followed Nagarjuna
see below, p . 54.
11
Nagarjuna has been variously placed at the end of the first century P . C.
(S. L E V I , J A 1936, pp. 96, 103 sq.; D. SHACKXETON BAILEY, &atapancasatka of

Matrceta [Cambridge, 1951], p . 9); in the second century (M. WINTERNITZ, History
of Indian literature, ii [Calcutta, 1933], p . 342; E. LAMOTTE, Traite de la Grande
Vertu de Sagesse, i [Louvain, 1944], p . x ; T. R. V. MURTI, Central philosophy of
Buddhism [London, 1955], p . 87); and in the third century (M. WALLESER, Life of
Nagarjuna, in Asia Major, Hirt Anniversary Volume [1923], p . 423). E. FRATTWALLNEE has placed him c. 200 (Die Philosophic des Buddhismus [1969], p . 170);
but E. LAMOTTE opted for the chronology adopted by Kumarajlva's school which
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Nagarjuna's writings are the first philosophic treatises (ddstra) known to us
in which an attempt has been made to give a systematic scholastic exposition
places Nagarjuna and his disciple Aryadeva in the eighth century after the Buddha's
Nirvana, i.e. in the third century P. C. (L'enseignement de Vimalakirti [Louvain,
1962], pp. 74—77; cf. Traite, iii [Louvain, 1970], p. li sq.).
For discussions of the synchronism between Nagarjuna and a Kaniska and also a
Satavahana monarch, see S. LEVI, loc. cit.; K. VENKATA RAMANAN, Nagarjuna's

philosophy (Rutland and Tokyo, 1966), pp. 27—30 (who identifies the Satavahana
as Gautamiputra Satakarni); and the contributions by A. K. WARDER, F. WILHELM
et al. in A. L. BASHAM (ed.), Papers on the date of Kaniska (1960) (Leiden, 1968),
pp. 328—31, 334—6, 342—3, 427—8, 433 (according to Warder, p. 334, the Satavahana in question would be Puhimayi II [Vasisthiputra]; see in addition A. K.
WARDER, Indian Buddhism [Delhi, 1970], p. 375, and Indian Kavya literature, ii
[Delhi, 1974], pp. 183—4, 213—14, 230). Cf. also E. LAMOTTE, Sur la formation du
Mahayana, in Asiatica (Festschrift F. Weller, Leipzig, 1954), pp. 386—8, 391—2, and
Traite, iii, p. ix sq.; P. S. SASTRI, IHQ 31 (1955), p. 198; below, p. 26 note 59. In
KalhaNa's Rajatarangini i. 173 the Bodhisattva Nagarjuna is associated with the
Sadarhadvana (Harwan) in Kasmir at the time of the Turuska kings Huska, Juska
and Kaniska. Even in recent studies the first regnal year of Kaniska is variously
dated by different scholars between 78 (e.g. G. FUSSMANN) and 238 (R. GOBL) ; two
recent writers have opted for 200 (H. PLAESCHKE and Th. DAMSTEEGT). For a
survey of the problem see Th. DAMSTEEGT, Epigraphical hybrid Sanskrit (Leiden,
1978), p. 10 sq.—On the other hand, in Baiia's Harsacarita (Chapter viii) Nagarjuna
is linked with a Satavahana king. A Bhadanta Na.garjunaca.rya is furthermore
mentioned in an inscription discovered near the Jaggayyapeta Stupa; see J. BURGESS,
Notes on the Amaravati Stupa (Madras, 1882), p. 57, and The Buddhist Stiipas of
Amaravati and Jaggayyapeta (Archaeological Survey of South India, i, London,
1887), pp. Ill—12 (who dates the writing of the inscription to c. 600; but G. Tucci,
Minor Buddhist texts, ii [Rome, 1958], p. 284, suggests the dating 450—500); T. N.
RAMACHANDRAN, Nagarjunakonda 1938 (Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey
of India 71, Delhi, 1953), pp. 28—29 (who thinks the inscription relates to the
Tantrik Siddha Nagarjuna). Concerning Nagarjunakonda and its inscriptions see
also J. Ph. VOGEL, E l 20 (1929); N. DUTT, IHQ 7 (1931), p. 633 sq.; A. H.
LONGHURST, The Buddhist antiquities of Nagarjunakonda (Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India 54, 1938).
On the life and legend of Nagarjuna seef, e.g., S. BEAL, Si-yu-ki: Buddhist records of the western world (London, 1906), ii, p. 210; T. WATTERS, On Yuan
Chwang's travels in India, ii (London, 1905), p. 200 sq.; J. TAKAKUSU, Record of the
Buddhist religion by I-tsing (Oxford, 1896), p. 158 sq. (on *Jantaka/*Jetaka and
Satavahana); M. WALLESER, The life of Nagarjuna from Tibetan and Chinese
sorces, Asia Major, Introductory Volume (Hirth Anniversary Volume, Leipzig,
1923), pp. 421—55; P. DEMIEVIIXE, Sur un passage du Mahameghasutra, BEFEO
1924, pp. 227—8; G. Tucci, JPASB 26 (1930), p. 138 sq. ( = Opera minora, i [Rome,
1971], p. 209 sq.); S. K. PATHAK, Life of Nagarjuna, IHQ 30 (1954), pp. 93—95;
P. S. SASTRI, Nagarjuna and Aryadeva, IHQ 31 (1955), pp. 193—202; K. VENKATA
RAMANAN, Nagarjuna's philosophy as presented in the Maha-PrajnaparamitaSastra (Rutland and Tokyo 1966), p. 25 sq.; R. H. ROBINSON, Early Madhyamika
in India and China (Madison, 1967), p. 21 sq.; D. SEYFORT RUEGG, Le Dharmadhatustava de Nagarjuna, in Etudes tibetaines dediees a la memoire de Marcelle Lalou
(Paris, 1971), p. 448 sq.; J. FILLIOZAT, Yogasataka (Pondicherry, 1979), pp. iv—xix
(who proposes, p. xviii, explaining I-ching's Shi-yen-te-ka/*Jantaka as *Sa(m)taka(m)> i-e. Satakani/Satakarm)On the relation between the Madhyamaka and the great philosophical Sutras of
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of the theory of emptiness (sunyatd) and non-substantiality (nihsvabhdvatd)
not only of the self (dtman) or individual (pudgala) but also of all factors of
existence (dharma), one of the most fundamental ideas of the Mahayanasutras.
In Buddhist tradition Nagarjuna is linked especially closely with the Prajnaparamitasutras, the Mahayanist scriptures that devote much space to this
theory; and he is indeed credited with having rescued parts of them from
oblivion.12
Nagarjuna has accordingly been regarded by the Buddhist traditions, and
also by most modern scholars, as one of the very first and most original thinkers of the Mahayana.13 A verse of the Mulamadhyamakakarikas (MMK xiii. 8)
appears clearly to presuppose a section of the Ratnakuta collection, the
Kasyapaparivarta; and Nagarjuna's doctrine based on the analysis of dichotthe Brahmanical tradition, see the older discussion by H. JACOBI, JAOS 31 (1911),
pp. 1—29. Concerning the relation between Nagarjuna (and the early Madhyamikas)
and other schools of Indian philosophy see more recently, for the Samkhya, W.
LiEBBNTHAL, Satkarya in der Darstellung seiner buddhistischen Gegner (Stuttgart,
1934); E. H. JOHNSTON, Early Samkhya (London, 1937), pp. 66—67; N. AIYASWAMI
SASTRI, Sino-Indian studies 4 (1951), pp. 47—50; and E. FRAUWALLNER, WZKSO 2
(1958), p. 131. For the Nyaya see W. RUBEN, Die Nyayasutras (Leipzig, 1928);
S. YAMAGUCHI, JA 1929, ii, p. 62 sq.; G. Tuccr, Pre-Dinnaga Buddhist texts on
logic (Baroda, 1929), p. xv sq.; E. H. JOHNSTON and A. KUNST in the introduction
to their edition of the VigrahavyavartanI, MCB 9 (1951), p. 106; G. OBERHAMMER,
WZKSO 7 (1963), p. 64 sq.; B. K. MATILAL, Epistemology, grammar and logic in
Indian philosophical analysis (The Hague, 1971); K. BHATTACHARYA, Journal of
Indo-European studies 5 (177), p. 265 sq., and The dialectical method of Nagarjuna
(Delhi, 1978). For the Vaisesika see G. Tucci, op. cit., pp. xxiv—xxvii; G. OBERHAMMER, loc. cit., p. 70. The relation between Nagarjuna on the one hand and on
the other the Carakasarnhita, the Vaisesikasutras and the Nyayasutras and Bhasya
has been touched on by A. K. WARDER in A. L. BASHAM (ed.), Papers on the date
of Kaniska (Leiden, 1968), p. 330—1. With reference to the Ta-chih-tu-lun see
E. LAMOTTE, Traite, iii, p. xxv—xxvii; K. VENKATA RAMANAN, op. cit., passim.
See also P. S. SHASTRI, IHQ 31 (1955), p. 199—201; R. H. ROBINSON, Early
Madhyamika, p. 68 sq.—On parallels between Madhyamika thought and Bhartrhari
(fifth century), see H. NAKAMURA, Journ. Ganganath Jha Kendriya Sanskrit
Vidyapeetha 29 (1973), p. 367 sq.
12
See for example Candrakirti, PP i, p. 2—3. Cf. R. H. ROBINSON, Early Madhyamika, pp. 61—63, 177—80.—Contra: A. K. WARDER, Indian Buddhism, p. 388—9.
13
Recently it has been suggested that Nagarjuna was not a Mahayanist in the
strict sense since his MMK and the other most closely related works nowhere
mention the Mahayana and make no explicit reference to Mahayanist texts; see
A. K. WARDER in M. SPRUNG (ed.), The problem of the two truths in Buddhism and
Vedanta (Dordrecht, 1973), p. 78 sq.—It is indeed true that no Mahayanist text has
been mentioned explicitly in the MMK—the only text named therein (xv. 7) being
the Katyayanavavada, a text of the Samyuktagama (cf. Samyuttanikaya, ii, p. 17)
that deals with the two extreme views of eternalism and annihilationism— and that
the MMK allude, in order to criticize them, chiefly to Abhidharmika doctrines.
However, given the implicit reference to the Ratnakuta (see below) as well as the
elaboration of doctrines characteristic of the Mahayana in the MMK and the
related works, this view seems extremely difficult to maintain. The Ratnavali as
well as several other works ascribed to Nagarjuna refer at length to the Mahayana.
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omously opposed pairs of concepts is characteristic of this work also. In sum,
in view of his place in the history of Buddhist thought and because of his
development of the theory of the non-substantiality and emptiness of all
dharmas, it seems only natural to regard Nagarjuna as one of the first and most
important systematizers of Mahayanist thought.
Nagarjuna at the same time explored philosophical topics known to the old
Canon as well as to the schools of the Sravakayana.14 In particular, he was well
acquainted with doctrines taught by the Sarvastivadins.15 And even the
doctrine of dharma-nairdtmya and emptiness which Nagarjuna contributed so
much to explicating was certainly not unknown to the canonical texts and
treatises of the Sravakayana.16
The Mahayanist canonical sources of the Madhyamaka school are chiefly (if
not exclusively) the Prajnaparamita, Ratnakuta and Avatamsaka literature.
And the Ta-chih-tu-lun (*MahaprajnaparamitopadeSa), which is ascribed to
(a) Nagarjuna and is formally a commentary on the PancavimSatisahasrika
Prajnaparamita, cites among other scriptures the Vimalakirtinirdesa, the
Suramgamasamadhi, the Saddharmapundarika, the DaSabhumika, the Aksayamatinirdesa, the Tathagataguhyaka, and the - Kasyapaparivarta. Most of
these Sutras continued to be regularly quoted by the later Madhyamikas. In
two works by Candrakirti (seventh century) for example, the Prasannapada
and the Madhyamakavatara, among Sutras cited in addition to the Prajnaparamita (Astasahasrika, DvyardhaSatika and Vajracchadika) we find the
AksayamatinirdeSa, Anavataptahradapasamkramana, Upalipariprccha, Kasyapaparivarta, Gaganagafija, Tathagataguhya, DaSabhumika, DrdhadhyaSaya,
Dharanisvararaja, Pitaputrasamagama, ManjuSripariprccha, Ratnakuta, Ratnacudapariprccha, Ratnamegha, Ratnakara, Lankavatara, Lalitavistara,
Vimalakirtinirdesa, Salistamba, Satyadvayavatara, Saddharmapundarika,
Samadhiraja (Candrapradipa), and Hastikaksya.
14

See L. de LA VAIXEE POUSSIN, MCB 2 (1932—33), pp. 10—12; T. R. V. MURTI,
Central philosophy of Buddhism, p. 50 so^.; K. VENKATA RAMANAN, Nagarjuna's
philosophy, p. 46 sq. Cf. also A. BAREAU, L'absolu en philosophie bouddhique:
Evolution de la notion d'asamskrta (Paris, 1951), pp. 174—86.—On 'proto-Madhyamika' elements in the Pali canon see L. G6MEZ, PEW 26 (1976), p. 137 sq.
15
The relation between the author of the Ta-chih-tu-lun (*Mahaprajnaparamitopadesa, attributed to Nagarjuna) and the Sarvastivada has been studied in some
detail by K. VENKATA RAMANAN, Nagarjuna's philosophy, pp. 28 sq. and 57 sq.,
and by E\ LAMOTTE, Traite, iii, p. xiv sq. But on the question of the authorship of
this treatise see below, p. 32.
16
The Madhyamikas do not themselves claim that the dharmanairdtmya was
their own discovery and that it was unknown to the Sravakas. See for example
Candrakirti, Prasannapada on MMK xviii. 5 and Madhyamakavatara i. 8 (below,
p. 74).—For the canonical formula sabbe dhammd anattd see Majjhimanikaya i,
p. 227—8; Samyuttanikaya iii, p. 132—4, and.iv, p. 401; Anguttaranikaya i, p. 286.
Compare Vasubandhu, Abhidharmakosabhasya vi. 14d. This formula is one of the
'characteristics' or 'seals' of the Dharma (together with sabbe sahkhdrd aniccd, and
in Anguttaranikaya i, p. 286 sabbe sankhdrd dukkhd). See also Bodhisattvabhumi,
Chapter xvii (p. 276—7).
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Any attempt to trace the history of the Madhyamaka school is beset by the
numerous problems that result from the obscurity in which the lives, work and
chronology of so many of its masters remain shrouded. Only if this obscurity
can be dispelled by the extensive historical, philological and philosophical
study that is still required will it eventually become possible fully to elucidate
these problems. Of primary importance is the still embroiled question of the
figure of Nagarjuna as a person and the author of certain works, and of the
relationship between the various compositions ascribed to the masters who
have borne this great name; for it is hardly to be doubted that there lived in
India more than one person having this name and belonging to different
periods in the history of the Madhyamaka.17
The Madhyamakasastrastuti attributed to Candrakirti has referred to eight
works by Nagarjuna: the (Madhyamaka)karikas, the Yuktisastika, the Sunyatasaptati, the Vigrahavyavartam, the Vidala (i.e. Vaidalyasutra/Vaidalyaprakarana), the Ratnavali, the Sutrasamuccaya, and Samstutis.18 This list
covers not only much less than the grand total of works ascribed to Nagarjuna
in the Chinese and Tibetan collections, but it does not even include all such
works that Candrakirti has himself cited in his writings. It is of particular
interest also to note that Samstutis or hymns are included in this list since
some at least of the hymns ascribed to Nagarjuna pose difficult problems of
authorship owing to the fact that their doctrines sometimes appear to differ
appreciably from those of the theoretical scholastic treatises; unfortunately,
however, this list does not give the titles of the hymns its author had in mind,
but quotations from at least some hymns ascribed to Nagarjuna are to be found
in Candrakirti's works (see below, p. 31).
The first six works enumerated above correspond to the six well-known
theoretical scholastic treatises of Nagarjuna—the so-called Yukti-corpus (rigs
chogs) of the Tibetan tradition (except that for the Ratnavali a certain nonextant *Vyavaharasiddhi is often substituted). Beside them the Tibetan
sources place a collection of hymns—the Stava-corpus (bstod ihogs)—as well
as a body of tracts and epistles—the Parikatha-corpus (gtam chogs)—which includes the Suhrllekha, sometimes the Rajaparikatha-Ratnavali, and some
minor works.
In view of the above-mentioned opacity and confusion in the records as well
as the uncertainty concerning the authorship of several works ascribed to
Nagarjuna, it will be convenient for the historian of the Madhyamaka to take
as his point of departure the treatise universally considered as the Madhyamaka17
It is important to observe that even if the Tibetan historiographers and
doxographers have ascribed a variety of doctrinally distinct works to Nagarjuna,
they generally differentiate clearly between different phases in his doctrines,
assigning these works to distinct periods in a miraculously long life. See D. SEYFORT
RUEGG, Le Dharmadhatustava, in Etudes tibetaines dedie"es a la memoire do M.
Lalou (Paris, 1971), pp. 448—53.
18
Edited by J. W. de JONG, OE 9 (1962), p. 49 sq.
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gastra par excellence—namely the MMK—together with any other texts ascribable to the same author that are doctrinally related, and to regard this textual
corpus as a standard of reference when describing Nagarjuna's philosophy. In
this way a relatively homogeneous body of literature can be used as the basis
for the discussion of the earliest period of Madhyamaka thought and also as
one criterion for determining what other texts might be attributed to Nagarjuna, the originator of the Madhyamaka school.
The Mula-Madhyamakakarikas
The extant Sanskrit text of the MMK is embedded in the Prasannapada
Madhyamakavrttih, a commentary written by Candrakirti perhaps half a
millennium after the time of Nagarjuna. This work is now available to us in
three manuscripts—all mediocre copies of an original which was apparently
not faultless—used by L. de La Vallee Poussin for his edition of 1903—13 and
in a fourth manuscript used by J. W. de Jong for his edition of 1977. This text
of the MMK has to be compared with the text contained in other commentaries
on the MMK, which are now accessible only in Chinese and Tibetan, and in
quotations in the exegetical literature of the Mahayana.19
Qur MMK number 447 or 449 verses according to whether the two introductory stanzas to the Awakened One, the best of philosophers who taught
origination in dependence (pratityasamutpdda) free of eight limiting qualities,
are included or not in the count. These verses are divided into 27 chapters.
t The first chapter of the MMK takes up the topic of the dependent origination
of things in the process of conditioning.20 Things (bhdva 'entity'), Nagarjuna
states, are never found anywhere produced from themselves, from others, from
both themselves and others, or from no cause at all (1). Now, in principle, the
production of things would have to take place in dependence (pratltya) on
conditions (jrratyaya); and Nagarjuna enumerates the four kinds of condition
known to Abhidharma philosophy, namely the causal condition (hetu), the
objective one (dlambana), the immediately preceding one ([samjanantara),
and the governing one (adhijnti) (2). However, it is not to be supposed that
in these conditions a specific and independent nature (svabhdva 'own being,
aseity') of the thing is to be found; and in the absence of such own being the
correlative and complementary category of 'other being' (parabhdva 'alterity')
cannot exist either (3).21 Moreover, mention has been made of conditions on
19
For a brief comparison of the Sanskrit version of the MMK with the Chinese
see R. H. ROBINSON, Early Madhyamika, p. 30—31. On the title 'Mulamadhyamakakarika' see above, note 3.
20
In the following resume", the chapter titles of the MMK as found in Candrakirti's
Prasannapada have been t ken as a basis. In the Tibetan translations of Buddhapalita's and Bhavaviveka's commentaries on the MMK, the chapter titles differ in
some places.
21
See also MMK, Chapter xv.
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the ground that we speak of production in dependence on them; but as long
as no entity is actually produced, in the last analysis one must allow that no
conditioning entities exist either (5). In fact, for either a real or a non-real
thing no condition is possible; that is, an existent thing (sat) needs no additional condition to make it what it already is by definition, whereas no condition could effectively relate to a non-existent thing (asat) (6). If no factor
(dharma) is produced as real, non-real or a combination of both, there can
then be no cause producing it (nirvartako hetuh) (7); and the same holds,
mutatis mutandis, for the other three kinds of pratyaya (8—10). Finally, when
a product is not present in conditions taken either singly or all together, what
is not present in conditions could not be produced from them (11). Now, were
a non-existent (asat) product to proceed from conditions, why, being nonexistent, should it not proceed equally from non-conditions (12) ? A product
is by definition a result of its conditioning factors, whereas conditions are not
made up of themselves; but a product supposed to be made up of such (in
fact non-substantial) conditions could not in fact really be their product (13).
Here Nagarjuna's critique is intended to reveal the antinomies and paradoxes
in a notion of causation that presupposes the existence of a number of substantial and self-existent entities; and it thus covers both the Abhidharmika
concept of origination in dependence (pratUyasamutpdda) of dharmaa as factors
each possessing a specific characteristic property, and also doctrines such as
those of the Samkhya and Vaisesika. And the conclusion then is that there
exists no substantive product issuing from a real causal nexus with substantive
conditions (or, indeed, non-conditions, 14), each conceived of as an entity
(bhdva) possessing a positive (or even a negative) own being (svabhdva).
Nagarjuna's analysis thus serves to relativize and deconstruct our artificially
posited entities with their respective conditions, which are thus annulled
('zeroed') both as substantial entities and ulimately valid philosophical categories.
Chapter ii is devoted to a critique and deconstruction of the category of
movement over space in time, as situated in either the two aspects of traversed/
past (gata = son ba) and untraversed/future (agata = ma son ba: andgata)
space-in-time (: adhvajdta) or in a third aspect apart from (and between)
these two which might be supposed to be in process of being moved over
(gamyamdna = bgom pa) (I).22 Now going (gati) cannot in fact attach to the
22
For a discussion of the philosophical problem taken up in Chapter ii of the
MMK, see M. SIDERITS and J. D. O'BRIEN, Zeno and Nagarjuna on motion,
PEW 26 (1976), pp. 281—99, who propose a 'mathematical' interpretation of
Nagarjuna's analyses in addition to the 'conceptual' interpretation. The authors
draw a parallel with Zeno's paradoxes on the grounds that Nagarjuna was arguing
against a concept of motion that postulated spatial and temporal minims ('atoms'
and 'instants') in the frame of a theory that reified the terms analysed and assumed
a language-reality isomorphism and a correspondence theory of truth.
The commentary on this chapter of the MMK in Con'kha'pa's Rigs*pa'iTgya-mcho
has been translated into English by J. HOPKINS and NGAWANG LENGDEN, Chapter
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first two aspects because there is no movement (cestd) in them (2). Nor can
it be superadded, as an additional action of going, to the third aspect mentioned
above because movement in process devoid of movement (vigamana) to begin
with does not apply (3). Also, when going (gamana) is postulated for this third
aspect there would ensue (prasajyate) the existence of movement in process
without an agent (gantr 'goer') (4). Since in the absence of a goer there is in
fact no going, the occurrence (prasanga) of two gamanas would entail the
occurrence of two goers for each movement, something that does not apply (6).
It is moreover pointed out that there is neither going of an independent goer
nor going of a non-goer (agantr); but there exists no third possibility (trtlya,
tertium non datur) (8; cf. 15). A proposition (paksa) asserting: 'the goer goes'
and involving gamana and gantr as two distinct entities would entail (: prasajyate) for him who maintains it a goer without movement (10), something that
has been seen not to apply (9). Since no undertaking (drambha) of going can
be found located in any of the three spatio-temporally defined phases of movement, the latter are nothing but the product of dichotomizing conceptualization (vihalpa, 14). Thus, through conjoined linguistic and conceptual analysis,
the category of movement is relativized and annulled ('zeroed') with respect
to its conceptually interrelated and imaginarily constructed components—viz.
the action of going (gati, gamana) and its agent (gantr)—and also with respect
to its opposed correlate (pratipaksa) of stationariness and one who stands
(i.e. desists from movement) (15—17). In addition, it is shown that (the categories of) the action and agent of going cannot ontologically stand in a relation
of either oneness (ektbhava) or difference (ndndbhdva) (18—21); they are
merely the product of dichotomizing conceptualization (20). Agent and action
of movement cannot then be hypostatized as independent entities having the
ontological status of real, unreal or both-real-and-unreal (24). It is therefore
concluded that the posited factors making up the triad of agent, action and
object (karman, i.e. gantavya) of movement do not exist per se (25cd; cf.
Prasannapada ii. 6). It is to be noted*that Nagarjuna's analysis here lends
itself to interpretation in terms of grammatical categories; and Candrakirti
in fact introduces the concept of sddhana or kdraka as a sakti in his comment
(PP ii. 6).
In its method of argument founded on dialectical cancellation and analytical
deconstruction of the concepts and categories of discursive thinking and
ordinary language through prasanga-type reasoning, Chapter ii of the MMK
serves as a model for the discussion of other concepts and categories in the
sequel. Since such discussion is essentially analytical and seeks to deconstruct
dogmatically posited conceptual entities issuing from dichotomizing construction, Nagarjuna's procedure can hardly be regarded as mere sophistical argutwo of the Ocean of Reasoning (Dharamsala, 1974); an English translation of MMK
ii with the Prasannapada has also been made by them: Analysis of going and
coming (Dharamsala, 1976).
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ment employing deceptive devices or fallacious means to construct some
(counter )dogma.
Chapter iii subjects to a critique the category of the sense faculties (indriya)
—viz. the five internal sensory bases of the visual, auditory, olfactory, gustatory, and tactile, and the mental base23—founded on the idea of a triad of factors
comprising a sensory function (e.g. sight), an agent (e.g. the seer) and an object
(e.g. a visible thing). All are shown by Nagarjuna to be interdependent conceptual factors, not substantial and independent entities having own being
(svabhdva) as was supposed by other schools of thought.
Subsequent chapters are devoted to similar analyses of other categories (the
succeeding one, according to Candrakirti, often being introduced by an opponent in the belief that it presupposes and therefore establishes the reality of
the preceding category that had just been criticized). In every case Nagarjuna
demonstrates that each new category is itself an unreal construct having only
a limited conventional and transactional validity on the surface level without,
however, constituting an entity having own being.
The following concepts/categories are thus analysed and the antinomies
involved in their postulation are revealed, (iv) The five groups (skandha, i.e.
the physical and mental factors, which entail the existence of the indriyas
because, if the skandhas in which they are included exist, the indriyas must
exist). In this chapter silnyatd is referred to together with some fundamental
principles of Madhyamaka thought in connexion with problems raised in
philosophical argument and explication. Thus: 'When a disputation is conducted by means of sunyatd, should [an opponent] state a reply (panhdra)
nothing will serve him as a reply: there emerges a sameness with what is to be
established (samam sddhyena); when an explication is made by means of
dunyatd, should someone [a quasi disciple (iisyadeMya) according to Candrakirti] state an objection (updlambha) nothing will serve him as an objection:
there emerges a sameness with what is to be established' (8—9). That is, the
substantial reality of vedand or whatever other thing is adduced as a counterinstance in a reply or objection intended to establish the reality of e.g. rupa—
the sddhya—inevitably itself falls within the scope of iunyatd; and it cannot
therefore be used to invalidate the emptiness of own being of any dharma
(rupa, etc.).24—(v) The elements (dhdtu)—earth, water, fire, air, dkdda, and
vijndna—duTQ next introduced (on the supposition that since they at least have
not been negated they would have the ontological status necessary to establish
the preceding category by analogy). The discussion excludes the idea that these
elements could really be characterized things (lahsya 'marked', i.e. bhdvas) in
relation to their (supposed) characteristics (laksana 'mark' or specific prop23
In Buddhapalita's and Bhavaviveka's commentaries and the *Akutobhaya,
Chapter iii is entitled dyatana.

24
Cf. Aryadeva's Catuhsataka viii. 16: bhdvasyaikasya yo drastd drastd sarvasya sa
smrtah/ ekasya gunyata yaiva saiva sarvasya &unyatd\\—On sddhyasama cf. below,

note 49.
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erty).—(vi) Passion and the subject of passion (rdga-rakta) (presupposing the
existence of the skandhas, dyatanas and dhdtus as the basis of such samklesa).
The discussion involves in particular an examination of the applicability here
of the relational concepts of oneness (ekatva) and difference (prthaktva)—the
two conditions under which any real entity might be supposed to exist—which
constitute fundamental modes of analysis employed by the Madhyamika to
show that an entity having own being can exist under neither of these conditions.25—(vii) Production, insofar as it is conditioned (samskrta), has three
phases, namely origination, duration with change, and decay (i.e. the three
characteristics of the conditioned—samskrtalaksana—which might be thought
to belong to, and hence entail the existence of, the skandhas, dyatanas and
dhdtus).26 But when applied to a conditioned entity, precisely, these three
laksanas are shown to involve the fault of infinite regress (anavasthd, 3).27 If
on the other hand production were unconditioned, it could present no samskrtalaksana. Here are also discussed problems arising from the notions of the dependently produced (utpddyamdnam pratltya, 15) and the production of an
already existing entity, a non-existing one, and one that is both (20), as well
as from the notions of duration (22) and destruction (26). In sum, because
production, duration and decay are not themselves to be established as real,
the conditioned (samskrta) cannot exist. And being complementary to the
samskrta how then could an unconditioned (asamskrta) thing be established ? (33) The three samskrtalaksanas are thus like illusions (34).—(viii) Action
and its agent (karma-kdraka) (the 'causes' entailing the existence of vijndna
and the other conditioned factors).—(ix) The pre-existent (purva) (i.e. the
appropriating subject, or wpdddtr, supposed to be the precondition for perceptions and sensations, and assumed under the name of pudgala by the
Sammatiyas amongst the Buddhists).28—(x) Fire and fuel, the relation between
25

See below, p. 38 sq.
The three samskrtalaksanas--utpdda 'origination', sthiti 'duration' (or sthityanyathdtva 'alteration in duration': Candrakirti, Prasannapada vii. 11) and vyaya —
bhanga 'decay'—are referred to in the title of Chapter vii as found in Buddhapalita's
and Bhavaviveka's commentaries, as well as in the *Akutobhaya. For the three
(or four) laksanas of the conditioned, see Vasubandhu's discussion in his Abhidharmakosabhasya ii. 45.
27
For an example of this anavasthd 'regressus in infinitum', see MMK vii. 18—19
on the production of production of . . . production. In other words, if origination
as an entity is assumed, then the origination of the entity origination has also to
be assumed, and so on ad infinitum. See also Nagarjuna's Vigrahavyavartani 32,
where the problem of infinite regress is shown to arise in connexion with the
establishment of an object of correct knowledge (prameya) by means of something
else known as the means of correct knowledge (pramdna), which then itself requires
to be established by still another pramdna, and so on infinitely.— The aparyavasdnadosa 'fault of infinite regress' is noticed by Candrakirti (Prasannapada vii. 3), as
well as by Vasubandhu (Abhidharmakosabhasya ii. 45—46) who, following the
Sautrantika view, points out the problem posed by the notion of jdtijdti, etc.
28
The updddtr and updddna are mentioned in the title of Chapter ix in Buddhapalita's and Bhavaviveka's commentaries, and in the *Akutobhaya.
26
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which is analysed in terms of that between an appropriator (upaddtr) and the
appropriated (updddna). This relation raises the question of oneness or difference and of the five forms of relation between fire as appropriator and the
appropriated fuel.29
The next chapters take up the Buddhist's own soteriological and gnoseological categories of samsdra and nirvana and their putative experiencing
subjects. Thus we have critiques of the following topics, (xi) The prior and
posterior limits (Jcoti) of samsdra30 (the existence of which might b e thought
to entail the existence in it of some transmigrating experiencer [sa msartrj or
appropriating self [dtman]).—(xii) Suffering (duhkha, the existence of which
might be thought to entail the existence of an dtman or pudgala to experience
it). It is shown how an experiencing entity cannot serve as a base for the
experience of suffering.—These points are reinforced by a critique of (xiii) the
conditioned (samskdra = samskrta), defined as false and delusive (I). 31 Now
an opponent might hold that bhdvas are not without own being because of
their iunyatd (3). But: 'Were there some thing not empty (aiunya) there might
be some thing empty; since there is nothing that is not empty how could there
be some thing empty V (7, a reasoning founded on the interrelatedness of all
dichotomously opposed but still complementary categories and concepts which
serves to do away with the idea that there might exist some thing qualifiable
as empty).32 Sunyatd is in fact release from (or: the expeller of, nihsarana)
all speculative views (drsti); and it is not to be resorted to as a surrogate third
dogma or speculative position replacing the binary set of extremes that have
been rejected (8).—(xiv) The conceptual category of contact (samsarga, e.g.
between the object seen, the seer and sight, contact between which might be
thought to entail the existence of these factors as entities having own being).
This discussion raises the question of the ontological and logical status of
otherness (anyatva) in the frame of the principle of origination in dependence.—(xv) Own being (svabhdva, 'aseity', which would be entailed by the
causality of hetu-pratyayas). This notion is subjected to a critique showing
that it is not compatible with the idea of production by causes and conditions
because by definition svabhdva should be independent of any other thing
causing or conditioning it; it is therefore not produced.33 Nor can there be
'other being' (parabhdva) since this would involve an own being in relation to
which it is to be established. This being so, how could there be any kind of
entity (bhdva) ? And in the absence of bhdva there can be no 'non-entity'
29
30

x. 14. This investigation (vicdra) concerns five points, on which see below, p. 40.
Samsdra is the title of Chapter xi in Buddhapalita's and Bhavaviveka's
commentaries, and in the *Akutobhaya.
31
Tattva is the title of Chapter xiii in Buddhapalita's and Bhavaviveka's commentaries,
and in the *Akutobhaya.
32
Cf. Aryadeva, Catuhsataka xvi. 7.—This does not seem to be the case of the
logical error of negation of the antecedent since we do not in fact have a hypothetical
syllogism
here.
33
On MMK xv. 1—2 cf. Candrakirti, Madhyamakavatara vi. 181—183 a.
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(abhdva) either.34—(xvi) The twin categories of bondage and release (bandhanamoksa, the existence of bondage—or samsdra—entailing the existence of some
svabhdva in things and of a transmigrating pudgala, as well as the idea that the
correlative category of release—or nirvana—is an opposed entity in a binary
set).—(xvii) Action and its result (karma-phala, which would entail the existence
of an entity termed 'samsdra').—(xviii) The category of a self (dtman) as the
appropriating subject to which actions, their fruits and the associated defilements attach as things belonging to it (dtmiya); whereas once appropriation
(wpdddna) has ceased birth, etc. also come to a stop (4).35—(xix) Time present,
past and future (the existence of which might be thought to presuppose the
own being of things that, in their various states of temporal being, make time
knowable since it is their support).—(xx) The complex aggregate (sdmagrl) of
causes and conditions (which would together bring about, in a subsequent
moment of time, the production of a result whereby the existence of time as a
cooperating cause—sahakdrikdrana—might be supposed to be established). The
discussion here raises once more the question of the two conditions—oneness
(ekatva) and difference (anyatva)—in which a cause might be supposed to stand
in relation to its putative effect if they are conceived of as entities (19).36—
(xxi) Production and destruction (sambhava-vibhava, which might also be
thought to presuppose time as the continuum in which they would successively
take place). As entities they are shown to be in fact inapplicable categories.—
(xxii) The tathdgata (in virtue of whose continuing existence through aeons a
continuity of existence—bhavasamtati—in time might be entailed). The discussion includes an investigation of five modes of relation between a tathdgata
and 'his' appropriated skandhas.37—(xxiii) Error (viparydsa) and defilement
(kleda, viz. passion, hate and confusion) (which might entail a continuity of
existence in time by being its ultimate cause). Special consideration is here
given to the Mesas (passion and hate proceed from erroneously grasping
something as agreeable or disagreeable, and confusion proceeds from erroneously taking something to be whafr it is not—e. g. the impermanent as
permanent). In the absence of any dtman it then appears that the kles"as are
themselves not things which could be regarded as real entities to be eliminated (3). And just as there is no entity called error and hence nothing real to be
eliminated, there is no correlative non-error to be grasped (16), the binary
category of error and non-error as well as ignorance (avidyd) and the samskdras (23) being thus annulled. Indeed, there could be no real elimination of
defilements that are either existent (bhuta 'real', 24) or non-existent (abhuta, 25).
34
Bhavabhava is the title of Chapter xv in Buddhapalita's and Bhavaviveka's
commentaries, and in the *Akutobhaya.
35
In this chapter the relation of an dtman to the skandhas is discussed in terms
of 36the investigation (vicdra) in five points. See below, p. 40.
Hetupfiala is the title of Chapter xx in Buddhapalita's and Bhavaviveka's
commentaries, and in the *Akutobhaya.
37

See below, p. 40.
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When an investigation of the above-mentioned categories has revealed the
paradoxes and antinomies that attach to their (postulated) existence, and once
they have been relativized and 'zeroed'—both as entities through the principle
of origination in dependence (pratityasamutpdda) as understood by the Madhyamika, and as logical categories through a process of analysis and deconstruction that shows them to have as their foundation nothing but pairs of dichotomously opposed complementary concepts—and have been seen to be empty
of own being, such basic principles of Buddhism as the four noble truths
(dryasatya)—namely suffering which is to be known, its origination which is
to be eliminated, its cessation which is to be realized, and the path to cessation
which is to be cultivated—are themselves relativized; for it becomes plain that
they belong not to ultimate reality (paramdrtha) but, semantically, to the
surface level of dichotomizing conceptualization and, pragmatically, to transactional usage. Moreover, in the absence of the four noble truths the four
fruits of sainthood would also not exist as real entities, so that there could be
no saints (drya), and hence no community (samgha), no dharma and no buddha
existing as real entities. The question then arises: Have these basic principles of
Buddhist thought been rejected or abolished by Nagarjuna (either by inadvertence and a failure to foresee the power of the critical analysis he was
employing, or intentionally out of a bent towards nihilism) ? In his considered
and acute reply in Chapter xxiv, Nagarjuna sets out several of the key principles of the Madhyamaka. To begin with, it is observed that an opponent who
raises the above question merely reveals his own ignorance of the sense of
emptiness (sunyatd, 7). One must first distinguish between the two levels to
which the Buddha's teachings relate: the 'worldly surface truth' (lokasamvrtisatya) and truth as ultimate reality (satyam ... paramdrthatah, 8); for the
person who cannot distinguish between them simply does not understand the
deep reality (tattva) of the teaching (9). Now, there can be no communication
of ultimate reality (paramdrtha) without resorting to transactional usage
(vyavahdra); and without comprehending the paramdrtha, nirvana is not to
be attained (10).38 Emptiness may then be likened to a dangerous serpent
because it destroys foolish people who do not grasp it correctly; and this
indeed accounts for the Teacher's initial hesitation to teach (11—12). Nagarjuna
furthermore observes that the criticism levelled against sunyatd by the opponent does not fault it because this criticism has no applicability to the
empty: the opponent is in fact only attributing his own errors to another
(13, 15). In the Madhyamaka the word iunyatd is used as a term for origination
in dependence (pratityasamutpdda), and it is a conditional (pragmatic) designation (prajnaptir updddya); this is the middle way (pratipat madhyamd, which
38
andgamya is rendered here as 'without comprehending' following Candraklrti,
who glosses anadhigamya, and the Tibetan translation. The word is sometimes also
understood as meaning 'without having recourse to', as in the Tibetan translation
(ma brten pas) of this verse as quoted in the Madhyamakavatara vi. 80. And in
MMK xxvi. 3 agamy a certainly means 'in dependence on' (brten nas).
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falls neither into annihilationism by denying what originates in dependence,
nor into eternalism by hypostatizing as real what are constructs and designations originating in dependence and, consequently, empty of own being) (18).39
Indeed, only when dunyatd is found to be applicable does everything become
applicable ('fitting') (14) ;40 were everything on the contrary non-empty nothing
could either arise or cease, and it is this (rather than the theory of sunyatd)
that has as its undesired consequence the non-existence of the four noble
truths (20). For how could there be suffering if a thing were independently
produced, since the impermanent which by definition is painful would not be
present when something has own being in virtue of its own independent existence (21) ? With respect to the second noble truth, to deny sunyatd involves
one in a position where origination could never take place because anything
existing by own being will clearly not require to be produced in order to
exist (22).41 Nor could there be cessation (nirodha) of suffering existing by
own being, so that it is just by holding to own being that one rejects the third
noble truth (23). Finally, were the path to possess own being its cultivation
would not be possible (24). And if the first three noble truths did not exist,
what kind of path is it that would have the function of leading to attainment
in virtue of the fact of the cessation of suffering (25) ? Moreover, even actions
can appertain only to the empty—i.e. to what is without own being—because
nothing is to be effected for any thing that is not empty; own being is not
effected (33). To reject sunyatd residing in the principle of origination in interdependence42 is therefore to reject all worldly transactional usages (vyavahdra,

39
The pronoun sd in MKK xxiv. 18 c might refer either to pratityasamutpada in
the first quarter, or to iunyatd in the second quarter; and Candraklrti gives an
explanation that in fact takes into account both these possibilities.—Bhavaviveka
(za, fol. 287b 6) speaks of Sunyatd called pratityasamutpada which is updddya
prajnaptih and also (fol. 288 b 3) madhyamd pratipat. In Buddhapalita's commentary
(tsa, fol. 306 b) the pronoun would seem *o refer only to pratityasamutpada (but the
Sanskrit construction naturally does not come through altogether unambiguously
in the Tibetan translation).
Compare the expression pratityasamutpadas'unyata in MMK xxiv. 36c. See also
PP xxiv. 13 (M?iyatdrtha is pratityasamutpdddrtha), 40 (sarvadharmapratityasamutpddalaksand svabhdva&unyatd), and xxvi. 1 (p. 542. 6). In Nagarjuna's commentary
on his Vigrahavyavartani 70 there is the verse:
yah gunyatdm pratityasamutpddam madhyamdm pratipadam ca\
ekdrthdm nijagdda pranamdmi tarn apratimabuddham\\
See also Vigrahavyavartani 22.
40
yujyate = Tib. run ba. Cf. Vigrahavyavartani 70:
prabhavati ca iunyateyam yasya prabhavanti tasya sarvdrthdh\
prabhavati na tasya kimcin na prabhavati iunyatd yasya] \
where prabhavati is translated into Tibetan by srid pa. For the idea see also MMK
xxiv. 36; and below, p. 23 with note 51.
41
See also Chapters i and xv, and below, p. 60.
42
Pratityasamutpdda-s'unyatd, an appositional (karmadhdraya) compound. See
also above, note 39.
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36). He who recognizes pratityasamutpdda according to the Madhyamaka—that
is, in the perspective of iunyatd (18)—alone really recognizes the four noble
truths (40).
Chapter xxv then turns to the unconditioned (asamskrta) par excellence—
nirvana—and examines its status both ontologically and logically. Earlier it
was said that, to the extent that an asamskrta is posited as an entity in relation
to its complementary opposite (samskrta), it cannot be established because
the samskrta is not established (vii. 33). It is now shown that if nirvana is no
thing (bhdva 'existence') it is equally not no thing (abhdva 'non-existence');
it cannot be posited ontologically or logically in terms of any of the four
imaginable positions of the 'tetralemma' (catuskoti), viz. bhdva, abhdva, both
bhdva and abhdva, and neither bhdva nor abhdva. It is no empirical or conceptual
entity, existent or non-existent, and relatable to a person thought of as attaining it (17—18; cf. xvi. 4 sq.). Given the fact that nirvana as well as all the
factors (dharma) pertaining to samsdra are accordingly empty of own being,
it may be said that there is no differentiating property (vUesana) between
samsdra and nirvana (19; cf. 9). And there is nothing whatsoever between the
terminal (koti 'limit') of samsdra and the terminal of nirvana (20). In the final
analysis, then, no dharma has ever been communicated anywhere to anybody
by a Buddha; such is the stilling of all objectification (saropalambhopaiama),
the peaceful stilling of all discursive development (prapancopas'ama) (24). As
observed earlier by Nagarjuna, the object of designation (abhidhdtavya) comes
to a stop as the domain of thinking (cittagocara) comes to a stop, dharmatd like
nirvana being unproduced and undestroyed (xviii. 7); and the characteristic
of reality (tattva) is to be not dependent on another (i.e. not to be communicated), still, not discursively developed through discursive developments (prapanca), without dichotomizing conceptualization (vikalpa), and free from
differentiation (xviii. 9).
The last two chapters of the MMK deal with the twelve members (anga)—
viz. the conditioning 'occasions' (niddna)—of origination in dependence (xxvi)
and the sixteen speculative views (drsti) that stand in the way of the correct
understanding of pratityasamutpdda and iunyatd (xxvii), the good dharma being
taught with a view to eliminating all such views (30). Although these two
chapters add little that is philosophically essential to Madhyamaka doctrine as
expounded in the preceding chapters of the MMK, they deal with topics that
are traditionally of importance in the history of Buddhist thought.
Together the chapters of the MMK explicate the terms and ideas mentioned
in the two introductory verses placed at the head of the treatise: 'I pay homage
to the best of teachers, the perfectly awakened one (sambuddha) who has
taught origination in dependence (pratityasamutpdda), the stilling of discursive
development (prapancopas'ama) and peaceful (siva), which is without destruction and production, not annihilated and not eternal, neither undifferentiated
nor differentiated, and without both coming and going'.
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Nagarjuna's 'Minor' Treatises and Commentaries
About fire other works, four of which are more or less minor at least with
respect to their extent when compared with the MMK, may be regarded as
belonging to the same category of scholastic texts as Nagarjuna's great
Madhyamaka - Sastr a.
The Yuktisastika, a verse-text taking its name from the principle of reasoning (yukti) applied in the Madhyamaka, deals with the non-apprehension
(anupalambha) of both positive and negative entities, and with the understanding of pratityasamutpdda free from the twin extremes of existence and
non-existence which leads to final release.*3 Once the idea of nihilistic nonexistence, the source of all faults, has been eliminated—for in the search for
reality (tattva) one has in fact to start with the principle 'AH exists' (sarvam
asti, 31) even though it is certainly not to be made the object of conceptual
attachment (41)—this yukti is specified as that by which existence also is
excluded (3). Release is then to be defined in terms of neither existence nor
non-existence of any entity whatsoever (5); it is rather stoppage of all impurities (10). All dharmas are in fact to be realized as empty (sunya), nonsubstantial (andtman) and 'isolated' (vivikta, 26) (cf. 31—32, 57, 60). Thorough
penetration (parijndna) of existence is indeed termed 'nirvana' (7); and this
involves comprehending the cessation (nirodha) of what appeared, in the way
of an illusion (maya), as production of an entity (8). Ignorance (avidyd) is the
origin of all; but through exact knowledge (samyagjndna) no birth and destruction whatsoever is apprehended (11). This is then what is known as nirvana
in the present (drstadharma) (12). Whereas in truth neither birth nor destruction of an entity is found, references in the teaching to birth and destruction
have as their motivation the fact that through knowing birth one comes to
know destruction, through knowing the latter one comes to know impermanence, and through knowing the latter one will understand the Law (dharma)
(22—23). However, in truth pratityasamutpdda excludes the real birth or destruction of any thing; and knowing this one crosses the ocean of existences (24).
Ordinary worldlings (prthagjana) assuming the existence of substantial entities
fall into error concerning existence and non-existence; and being under the
influence of Ide&a they are deceived by their own minds (25). Not only the
teaching concerning the results of acts (karmaphala) and states of existence
(gati) (33), but also its references to a self (dtman) and what belongs to a self
(dtmiya) as well as to the skandhas, dhdtus and ayatanas are all well-motivated
(34). Still, nirvana alone is true (36). Entities originating in dependence are like
43

The numbering of the verses of the Yuktisastika here follows the Tibetan
version in the bsTan-'gyur. For a translation of Shih-hu's Chinese version see
P. SCHAEFFER, Yukti-sastika, die 60 Satze des Negativismus (Materialien zur Kunde
des Buddhismus 3, Heidelberg, 1924). A very few fragments of the Sanskrit text
survive in quotations. See also S. YAMAGUCHI, Chugan bukky5 ronko (Tokyo, 1965),
p. 29 sq.
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the moon reflected in water, i.e. neither real nor altogether unreal; knowing
this one is not carried away by dogmatic views (46). The postulating of entities
is in fact the cause of holding to dogmatic views that entail attraction, repulsion
and disputes (47); whereas in the absence of dogmatic views no Mesa will
occur (48). Attachment is the source of grasping the untrue as true and of
disputing about it, under the influence of false knowledge (mithydjndna) (50).
But those who give up disputes maintain no unilateral thesis (paksa, i.e. one
seeking to establish some kind of thing as ultimately true); consequently,
being without a thesis of their own, they do not lay themselves open to another
counterthesis (parapaksa) (51). It is, then, by freeing the mind from fixation
on any unilateral position with all the accompanying kleSa that release is
attained (52 sq.). And since a great being (mahdtman, cf. 5) sees with the eye
of gnosis (jndnacaksus) that entities are like mere reflections (pratibimba), he
does not stick in the mire of sense objects (visaya) (55). Beings can be divided
into three classes: the childish (bdla) who are attached to sense objects such
as visible form (rupa), the middling who become free from passion in this
respect, and those of superior intelligence who are released through knowledge
of the nature of rupa (56). The first class remains attached to what it finds
attractive, the second frees itself from this attachment, and the third sees that
things are vivikta, like a man projected in a magical show (mdydpurusa) (57).44
The Sunyatasaptati, a treatise in verse accompanied by a prose commentary
ascribed to Nagar juna himself, establishes emptiness on the ground of pratltyasamutpdda, the principle of origination in dependence that excludes the idea
of any independent substantial entity. In particular, it discusses the nonsubstantiality of the twelve members of origination in dependence (avidyd,
44

The Yuktisastika contains a verse (35) stating that the four elements fmahdbhuta) are contained in vijnana: byun ba che la sogs bSad paj \rnam par ies su yan
dag 'duj /de ses pas ni 'bral gyur na] /log par mam brtags ma yin namjj (The Sanskrit
of this verse seems to be equivalent to Jnanasrlmitra, Sakarasamgrahasutra 3. 27
[p. 545]: mahdbhutddi vijnane proktam samavarudhyatej tajjndne vigamam ydti [read:
yadi] nanu mithyd vikalpitam\\). Later advocates of a Yogacara-Madhyamaka
synthesis have cited this verse in support of their doctrine; see e. g. Santaraksita,
Madhyamakalamkaravrtti 92 (fol. 79b); and Ratnakarasanti, Prajnaparamitopadesa, fol. 161b—162a, 169b.
Just before this verse, and after a quotation from the Lankavatarasutra (x.
256 sq.), ^antaraksita has quoted a verse that seems to correspond to Yuktisastika
22, except that the Tibetan translation has Ses pa (instead of dgos pa as in the text
of the Yuktisastika): 'di la skye ba ci yan med\ Cgag par 'gyur ba ci yan medj jskye ba
dan ni 'gag pa dag I jses pa '6a' zig kho na'ojl (Madhyamakalamkaravrtti 92, fol. 79 b).
And Ratnakarasanti has then cited this verse together with verse 35 in favour of
his 'Vijnapti-Madhyamaka' theory (see below, Appendix II). However, Kamalasila
evidently considers this verse to be taken from the Lankavatarasutra (see his
Madhyamakalamkarapanjika ad loo., fol. 138 a—b); cf. also Vidyakaraprabha,
Madhyamakanayasarasamasaprakarana, fol. 52 a 1. Ratnakarasanti's interpretation
has been criticized by Con"kha-pa, Legs-bsad*snirrpo, fol. 56 a.
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samskdra, etc.), as well as kle&a, karman, agency, and the four erroneous conceptual inversions (viparydsa). The canonical statement 'Everything is impermanent (anitya)' shows that all (conditioned) things are impermanent; but
it is not to be interpreted as admitting entities having the property of impermanence (58). Paramdrtha is then nothing but pratltyasamutpdda; still,
having recourse to worldly transactional usage (vyavahdra), the Buddha has
given a true construction of the world of manifoldness (69). Thus the teaching
of a dharma on the worldly level has not been simply destroyed, but in truth no
dharma at all is taught; those who fail to comprehend this teaching, however,
fear the Buddha's faultless declaration (70). The worldly principle 'This arises
in dependence on that' is accordingly not simply cancelled (71). A person
endowed with clear receptivity of mind {Sraddhd 'faith') who searches for
reality (tattva) will investigate through correct analytic reasoning (yukti) the
principle of dependent origination; and having thereby eliminated the idea of
any positive or negative entity he achieves tranquillity (72)."
The Vaidalya-'Sutra' with its accompanying Prakarana is a prose work
dealing with eristic (vdda). It subjects to a critique the sixteen categories
(paddrtha) accepted by other philosophers who maintain the substantive
reality of a self and of entities in the world.46
The Vigrahavyavartani, a work in seventy verses accompanied by an autocommentary, contains a very important discussion of the objections raised
against the Madhyamaka theory of the non-substantial (nihsvabhdva) and
hence empty (6unya) character of all dharmas together with Nagarjuna's
replies, a searching critique of the opponents' own logical and epistemological
assumptions, and a demonstration of the validity of the Madhyamika's theory
45
The verses of the ^unyatasaptati are to be found in the bsTan*'gyur in three
separate, and often diverging, versions, viz. the kdrikds alone, the verses with a
commentary ascribed to Nagarjuna, and the verses with Candrakirti's Vrtti; the
variations between these versions pose* a number of philological and historical
problems. On the Tibetan tradition of this text see 'Gos'gZon'mrdpal, Deb*ther*
snon*po, cha, fol. 7 b.—The version accompanying the Tibetan translation of
Candrakirti's commentary, and hence this commentary itself, differs from the
version accompanying the commentary ascribed to Nagarjuna; and the question
arises as to whether Candrakirti knew this commentary or recognized it to be by
Nagarjuna. The f§unyatasaptati is not included in the Chinese canon. On it see
S. YAMAGUCHI, Bukkyogaku bunshu, i (Tokyo, 1972), p. 5 sq.
46
The sixteen paddrthas of Indian philosophy are: pramdna, prameya, samdaya,
prayojana, drstdnta, siddhdnta, avayava, tarka, nirnaya, vdda, jalpa, vitandd,
hetvdbhdsa, chala, jdti, and nigrahasthana; cf. e.g. Nyayasutra I. i. 1.
Amongst the philosophers referred to in the Prakarana (section 8) we find Kapila,
Mathara, Uliika, and Vyasa.—On the Vaidalya see S. YAMAGUCHI, Chugan bukkyo
ronko (Tokyo, 1965), p. I l l sq.; Y. KAJIYAMA, Miscellanea Indologica Kiotiensia
6—7 (1965), p. 134 sq., and IBK 5/1 (1957), pp. 192—5; P. WILLIAMS, J I P 6 (1978),
p. 287 sq.
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and method.47 This treatise is especially noteworthy for its critique of the forms
of correct knowledge (pramdna, viz. pratyahsa, anumana, dgama, and upamdna)
current at the time and of their objects (prameya) (30—51). Attention is called
in particular to the infinite regress (anavasthd) involved in attempting to
establish prameyas by means of pramdnas, which would then require further
pramdnas to establish them, and so on ad infinitum (32 sq.). Nagarjuna explains
furthermore that it is not the Madhyamika's statement (vacana) 'All things
(bhdva) are without own being' that makes things so; the statement simply
serves to make it known that they are empty (64). Thus the opponent's contention that, on the assumption of Mnyatd, the Madhyamika's own statements
will be as empty as everything else and hence unable to establish the nonsubstantiality of things merely reveals the opponent's failure to understand
the sense of s"unyatd and his misapprehension concerning what the Madhyamika
is in fact about (21 sq.); and it cannot be used as an argument to invalidate the
communicative (jndpaka) function of the statement in philosophical practice
(cf. 64).48 The Madhyamaka, based as it is on the iunyatd theory and the prasanga
method, is indeed unassailable; for not only does a Madhyamika restrict himself to a kind of philosophical deconstruction—and therapeutic dehabituation—
with respect to dichotomizing conceptualization while refraining from propounding any propositional thesis (pratijnd, 29 and 59) of his own, but any
argument adduced to combat and refute the theory of s'unyatd is devoid of
cogency, and falls into line with and reinforces the Madhyamaka theory, since
all things can be shown to be equally non-substantial (28).49 Accordingly, just
as the Madhyamika is not adopting an antiphilosophical stance when he states
that he has no thesis, so he is not taking up an antirational position when he
observes that Madhyamaka theory is immune from refutation. In sum, while the
Madhyamika's statement (vacana) is not supposed to establish some entity
47
See K. BHATTACHARYA, The dialectical method of Nagarjuna (Delhi, 1978), for
an English translation of the verses and autocommentary. The Sanskrit text has
been edited by E. H. JOHNSTON and A. KUNST, MCB 9 (1949—51), pp. 108—51,
reprinted in K. Bhattacharya's book just cited. See also S. YAMAGUCHI, Bukkyogaku
bunshu (Tokyo, 1972—3), i, pp. 1—86; ii, pp. 5—33.
48
Elsewhere it is explained that s'unyatd does not have the function of making
dharmas empty since this is what they are; a sentence concerning s'unyatd therefore
serves to make this fact known (see Kasyapaparivarta §§ 63—64; cf. Candraklrti,
PP xiii. 8 and Madhyamaka vatara vi. 34). Candraklrti (PP iv. 8) has also referred
to s'unyatd as an instrument (Tearana) revealing that rupa is nihsvabhdva. (Cf. the
notion of the vyanjaka-hetu). See also Pancavimsatisahasrika (ed. N. DUTT), p. 37—38.
49
Here the word sddhyasama apparently does not refer to the logical fault of
circularity or petitio prindpii so named. On sddhyasama see also VigrahavyavartaniVrtti 69, and MMK iv. 8—9 (above, p. 12) .—Moreover, the fault that an opponent
may allege with respect to iunyata does not touch the Madhyamika since, in the
case of what is empty, it simply does not apply (MMK xxiv. 13; above, p. 13); cf.
Vigrahavyavartani 59 (and Aryadeva, Catuhsataka xvi. 25).—On sddhyasama as a
fallacy in Nyaya and in Buddhist usage cf. B. K. MATILAL, J I P 2 (1974), pp. 211—24,
and K. BHATTACHAEYA, ibid., pp. 225—30.
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as being non-substantial in the manner of either a syllogism or a propositional
thesis with probative force, it retains its function as a sentence and statement
having communicative (jndpaka) force; and the Madhyamika does not hesitate
to uphold it as expressing a doctrine of Buddhism. As for the immunity of
Madhyamaka theory against refutation, it evidently stems from the fact that,
once the concept of an entity endowed with own being has been criticized and
deconstructed through the understanding of non-substantiality and emptiness,
not only is no position postulating such an entity to be maintained by the
Madhyamika himself, but also no refutation from a counterposition can be
successfully made by an opponent in the frame of any of the current philosophical positions based on the postulation of some sort of entity. The Madhyamika does not therefore turn out to be trying to devise a strategy of immunization to make his theory empirically and logically unassailable; for the immunity
of Madhyamaka theory is the consequence of the annulment ('zeroing') of all
hypostatized and dichotomously structured concepts, and it pertains only to
the domain of an entity conceived of in terms of a conceptual dichotomy: the
Madhyamika simply postulates no entity which could become the object of
conceptualisation involving alternative speculative views and hence of debate.
But, as already noted, the Madhyamika still does have a theory and doctrine—
a dar&ana and vdda—which he takes to be that of the Buddha (see above,
pp. 2—3); and his doctrine then requires validation and eventually defence
against attempts to falsify and refute it, something that the successive masters
of the Madhyamaka have sought to supply.50 The VV then concludes with the
observation that for someone for whom sunyatd applies all applies, whereas
nothing can apply for someone for whom sunyatd does not apply (70).51
Although basically concerned with the logical and epistemological implications
of the sunyatd theory, this work does not fail to say something also about
soteriology and the religious life (brahmacarya) (54—56, 70).52
The Ratnavali, a treatise in some 500 verses divided into five chapters, has
also been customarily regarded as a minor work of Nagarjuna despite the fact
that it is actually longer than the MMKfthis is probably because it is somewhat
less philosophically incisive and comprehensive than the latter treatise.53 It
80
Absence of thesis and immunity from refutation as twin features of Madhyamaka theory require further historical study and philosophical analysis.
51
Compare MMK xxiv. 14 (above, p. 17), where the correlative pronouns
yasya . . . tasya could grammatically be interpreted as referring not to a person but
to a thing. However, the gloss to the PP which equates yujyate, rotate and Jcsamate
can apply only to a person. The purport of Candraklrti's explanation supports this
interpretation also; and Bhavaviveka in his Prajnapradipa (za, fol. 285a—286b)
indicates that the pronouns in the first hemistich refer to persons, namely those
Buddhists who do not accept Sunyatd.
82
Compare the first part of Chapter xxiv of the MMK.
53
It has not been included in the Madhyamaka section of the bsTan#'gyur but
in the sPrirryig section of epistles etc. On its inclusion in the Parikatha-corpus see
above, p. 8.
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takes the form of a partly paraenetic discourse addressed to a king, usually
identified as a Satavahana monarch, whence its subtitle of rdjaparikathd.5i
The first two chapters are concerned chiefly with the temporal good (abhyudaya)
to be gained through salutary deeds and with the summum bonum (naihdreyasa)
achieved through knowledge; they accordingly deal with ethics (e.g. the ten
salutary karmapatha, i. 8—24) and discriminative understanding (prajnd).
Prajnd is supreme and through it one understands reality (tattva); but faith
(sraddhd) is a necessary preliminary by which one as it were 'participates'
(bhaj-) in dharma (5; cf. ii. 27). Philosophical egoism {ahamkdra 'self-grasping')
along with the positing of things belonging to the self (mama) are founded on
error and are eliminated by exact knowledge (yathdbhutaparijndna, 28); so
long as they have not yet been removed they are the source of acts (karman)
binding one to the round of existences and hence to birth (35—37; cf. ii. 24).
The five psycho-somatic groups (skandha) proceed from ahamkdra (29), which
is itself perceived on the basis of the skandhas (32 a b); but in truth ahamkdra
has no reality and is like a reflection (pratibimba) in a mirror (32 cd—33).
Knowing the skandhas to be ultimately not true (asatya) one eliminates
ahamkdra, and as a consequence the skandhas do not arise again (30). The round
of existences proceeding from mutual causal conditioning has no more substance
than a wheel of flames formed by a rotating firebrand [aldtamandala, 36). As
for nirvana, while it is absence of all that makes up samsdra it is not to be
regarded as either non-existence or existence: it is cessation of the postulation
of both existence and non-existence (bhdvdbhdvapardmarsaksaya) (42). Yet, as
an ethically valid theory, astitddrsti consists in accepting that acts bear fruit;
and this leads to favourable states of existence (sugati) (44). By the stilling
(idnti) of the ideas of existence and non-existence in gnosis both sin and merit
are transcended (pdpapunyavyatikrama), and there is release from good and
evil states of existence (of which five are enumerated in 23) (45). Knowing
conditioned production one goes beyond nihilism (ndstitd), and understanding
arrest (nirodha) one does not become involved in existence (astitd) (46).
A cause that is either antecedent or simultaneous in relation to its effect is in
fact no cause at all;55 and production (utpatti, of self-existent entities) is accordingly not understandable in terms of either conventional designations
(prajnapti) or ultimate reality (tattva) (47). The canonical formula for conditionship 'This being that is' (asmin satidam bhavati) does not then imply
self-existence (svabhdva); it refers rather to conditioned relation, as between
the long and the short (48—49; cf. 92, 95). The same applies to the canonical
formula for a causal relation, e.g. between a lamp and light (48—49). Because
he resorts to neither existence nor non-existence he who is not fixed in duality
64
The identification with King bDe'spyod is made by the commentator Ajitamitra, whose work is contained in the bsTan*'gyur. Cf. below, note 59.
55
Because an antecedent cause could not enter into immediate connexion with
its supposed effect, and a cause existing simultaneously with its supposed effect
would be redundant.
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(advayanUrita) is released (51, 57). On the contrary, if one erroneously takes
the world —which is at the same time causally conditioned and mirage-like
(maricipratima)—to be either existence or non-existence of some thing (like
water in a mirage), one is not released (55—56).58 Moreover, by the denial of
existence non-existence would be implied (dksip-), and vice versa (58—59).
But for those taking recourse in bodhi, there is really no propositional thesis
(pratijnd), no conduct, no citta relating to nihilism; and one cannot therefore
speak in this case of nihilists (60, i.e. persons bound for a durgati, 57, the
ndstitddrsti consisting besides in denying that deeds bear fruit, 43). The follower of the Madhyamaka differs from such people as the Samkhya, Vaisesika( ?)
and Nirgrantha, as well as from a Pudgalavadin, by transcending all positions
based on existence opposed to non-existence (61): the quintessence of the
Buddha's teaching lies precisely in the fact that it transcends any such position (62). The idea of a thing being either permanent or momentary is illogical
too (66—70); and the idea of an atomic substance is antinomic (71). A thesis
(paksa) implies a counter-thesis (pratipaksa), but neither obtains in fact
(ii. 4; cf. i. 72); this world is thus in truth (paramdrthatah) beyond truth and
falseness (satydnrtdtlta), and neither existence nor non-existence really applies (5). Now, since anything that is altogether 'not so' (neti)57 cannot be
stated (in some determinate manner in terms of a logico-ontological position)
by the omniscient Sage, the teacher has refrained from stating that the world
(loka) has a (posterior) limit, does not have one, both has and does not have
one, and neither has nor does not have one (6).58 That the world is like a magical
show (mdyd) is indeed the quintessence of the Buddha's teaching (9). An end
of birth there may be, just as the magician's magically projected elephant
comes to an end; but at no stage is it some thing that is real (10—11). To maintain that some thing is or is not is then nothing but transactional usage
(vyavahdra) (14). Hence the four conceivable positions (within a catuskoti)
relating to the end of the world have been left unexplicated (avydkrta) by the
Buddha (15) (cf. i. 73 on the silence of the Buddha). And it is this very subtlety
and profundity of the dharma realized by him that accounts for the Buddha's
initial hesitation to teach (18). Rejection and nihilism are to be avoided (23).
So long as the dharma putting a stop to ahamkdra has not been fathomed, one
must observe the dharma that consists in liberality, ethics and patience (25).
Truth (salya) lies not in agreement (or correspondence: avisamvddavat) but in
total altruism (paraikdntahita); and the false (mrsd) is comprised of nonbeneficialness (ahitatva) (35). Truth, liberality, tranquillity, and discriminative
understanding also make up the four virtuous qualities of a king (39). This
chapter also contains a section on the impure nature of the body of a woman
(a theme developed in Chapter iii of Aryadeva's Catuhsataka) and by the same
56

Cf. Vigrahavyavartani 65—68 for the mrgatrsnd simile, and also MMK xviii.

S-9.
57

53

Cf. MMK xviii. 8.
Cf. MMK xxii. 12 and xxv. 21—23.
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token of that of a man (48—70); and a section on the 32 marks and 80 signs
common to the Cakravartin and the Buddha (77 sq.), although there is really
no commensurability between these two beings (99—100). Chapter iii is devoted
to the collections (sambhdra) of merit and gnosis, from which proceed respectively the rupakdya and dharmakaya (10—12). Chapter iv is entitled 'An instruction on the conduct of a king', the maintainer of the dharma, on whom rest in
large part the economic and political dimensions of a religious foundation
(dharmdspada). In addition this chapter deals with the senses, their objects
and the mind (50—65), the two sambhdras (66 sq.) and the six pdramitds (80 sq.).
It includes also a defence of the Mahayana which—though not incompatible
with the Vehicle of the Auditors (irdvakaydna) (cf. 86 cd and i. 40—41)—differs
from it by expounding the vow (pranidhi) and conduct of the Bodhisattva
and his dedicatory transfer of conduct (carydparindmand) (cf. v. 84), so that
only in the Mahayana does the Bodhisattva ideal come to realization (90—91).
Furthermore, whereas for others iunyatd may be destruction of some thing, in
the Mahayana it is rather non-production (anutpdda) (86 a b). As between the
teaching of the one Vehicle (ekaydna) and of three Vehicles one has to guard
oneself with impartial equanimity (upeksd), for no demerit accrues from this
equanimity while evil results from aversion; indeed, it is not easy to penetrate
the intentional utterances (abhisamdhyoktdni) of the Tathagata (88—89). The
question further arises as to how the fruit of buddhahood is supreme if it
comes from a path that is entirely common with the Sravaka's (92); but the
difference lies in the Mahayana's proclamation of the Bodhisattva's ideal (93).
Finally, because of the harsh injustice (vaidharmya; Tib. mi bsrun) prevailing
in the world (whereas dharma is essentially compassion, 99), it is truly hard for
a king to exercise his rule according to dharma; hence, with a view to dharma
and glory (yasas), he may enter the life of religion (pravrajyd) (100). While
still a householder (grhastha) one remains characterized mainly by liberality,
ethical discipline and patience (99, qualities which permit one to achieve one's
own and others' benefit, 81). Chapter v treats of renunciation and the religious
life, and especially the ethical practices and the ten stages (bhiimi) of the
Bodhisattva, the Buddha-stage, and the Bodhisattva's vow. It is observed
that the precepts taught in the Ratnavali are useful not only to a king but to
all beings (98).
These five works represent, together with the fundamental MMK, Nagarjuna's above-mentioned theoretical scholastic treatises that have been referred
to by both Candrakirti and the Tibetan lists of the Yukti-corpus (rigs chogs,
where the Ratnavali is, however, often replaced by the now unvailable *Vyavaharasiddhi).
The Suhrllekha is also reported to have been addressed by Nagarjuna to a
king, just like the Ratnavali. 59 A homily dealing largely with ethical matters,
69
In verse 14 the king's name is given as bDe-byed. The Suhrllekha is
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it touches on some basic philosophical topics too; and it refers to Amitabha
and his pure field. Evidently intended to be a compendium of the ethicophilosophical ideas common to the Buddhist traditions, it contains little of
what may be regarded as Nagarjuna's particular contribution to the explication of Buddhist philosophy.60
Three collections of stanzas on the virtues of intelligence and moral conduct
ascribed to Nagarjuna are extant in Tibetan translation. Included in the section
of the bsTan-'gyur containing works on good conduct and polity (nlti), they
are entitled Prajfiasatakaprakarana, Nitisastra-Jantuposanabindu and Nitisastra-Prajnadanda.61 In Buddhist tradition Nagarjuna has indeed been
reckoned as one in a group of 'ascetics concerned with affairs of the realm'
(yatayo rdjyavrttindh); but it is uncertain which of these works, if any, are
actually by the author of the MMK.
Another important text ascribed to Nagarjuna is the Shih-erh-men-lun or
'Twelve-topic treatise' (*Dvada£anikaya° or *Dvada£amukha-s"astra?); one of
the three basic treatises of the Chinese Madhyamaka school, it is extant only

connected with King bDe'spyod (cf. above, p. 24 note 54) by the commentator Mahamati, whose work is included in the bsTan*'gyur. Cf. S. LEVI,
JA 1936, pp. 103—10; E, LAMOTTE, Traite", iii, p. liii—liv (referring to
Udayana and *Jantaka!), and i, p. xii—xiv (referring to YajfiasrI). The name
bDe'spyod (bzarrpo) has been identified with Udayana(bhadra) ~ Satavahana (or
Sata°) <•—' *Antivahana/mThar*'gro-zon; see e.g. P. CORDIER'S Index to the Peking
bsTan-'gyur, mDo*'grel, vol. gi, no. 32 (Suhrllelka), and vol. rie, nos. 27 and 35
(Suhrllekhatlka); Bu'ston, Chos-'byun, fol. 100b (ii, p. 127); Taranatha, rGya'gar
chos-'byun, pp. 55—60, and bKa'"babs-bdun*gyrrnanrthar, fol. 181b sq. Cf. also
Bana, Harsacarita, Chapter viii as well as Kuttihala, Lilavai 1008, and the later
Jaina tradition; J. TAKAKTJSTT, Record of the Buddhist religion by I-tsing (Oxford,
1896), p. 158; A. K. WARDER, Indian Kavya literature, ii (New Delhi, 1974),
pp. 183, 213—14; J. W. de JONG, IIJ 20 (1978), p. 137; above, p. 5 note 11.
60
On the concept of the Pure Land in Nagarjuna's doctrine see S. YAMAGTXCHI,
EB 1 (1966), pp. 34—47 (with special reference to the Dasabhumikavibhasasastra,
on which see below, p. 29). Both the Lankavatarasutra (x. 166) and the Manjusrlmulakalpa (liii. 451) mention that Nagarjuna is to be reborn in the Sukhavati.
(On Amitayus in the Dharmadhatustava see below, p. 32). A link between the
doctrine of gunyata and Amitabha is to be found in the Pratyutpannabuddhasammukhavasthitasamadhisutra for example.
English translations of the Suhrllekha have been made from the Tibetan version
by H. WENZEL, JPTS 1886, pp. 1—32, S. BEYER, The Buddhist experience (Eneino
and Belmont, California, 1974), pp. 10—18, and L. KAWAMURA, Golden Zephyr
(Emeryville, 1975); and from the Chinese version by S. BEAL, The Suhrillekha
(London, 1892).
61
The Prajnadanda (Lugs'kyi'bstan'bcos'ses'rab'sdorVbu/po) was published and
translated by W. L. CAMPBELL, She-rab Dong-bu or Prajnya Danda (Calcutta,
1919). As for the PrajnasatakaprakaraNa, it is included in the Madhyamaka section
of the bsTan-'gyur also.
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in Kumarajiva's Chinese translation (TaishS 1568).82 It has a number of verses
in common with the MMK. This treatise deals with twelve topics: origination
in dependence (pratltyasamutpdda, understood as the 'outer' co-operating
ketu-pratyayas in conditionship as well as the twelve 'inner' members or angas
beginning with avidyd), the theory of the pre-existence of an effect in its cause
(satkdrya) and the opposite (asatkdrya) theory, conditions (pratyaya), the
characteristics of conditioned things, the characterized and uncharacterized,
oneness and difference, existence and non-existence, own being (svabhava),
cause and effect, the agent, the three times (viz. past, present and future), and
birth. The commentary on this work, also available in Chinese only, is ascribed
sometimes to Nagarjuna himself and sometimes to Ch'ing-mu.
Also attributed to Nagarjuna are the Pratityasamutpadahrdayakarikas
with a Vyakhyana, which deal with the twelve members (anga) of origination
in dependence divided into the categories of kleSa (comprising avidyd, trsnd
and updddna), karman (comprising samskdra and bhava), and duhkha (i.e.
vipdka, comprising the remaining seven members). All these factors are shown
to be empty of own being, so that in reality there is no sattva. The final verse (7)
has a parallel in the Ratnagotravibhaga (i. 154) and the Abhisamayalamkara
(v. 21), and partially in AsVaghosa's Saundaranandakavya (xiii. 44).83 The
basic text and commentary take up the question of transfer (samkrdnti) from
one existence to another and deny any real transmigration of a being at the
time of reconnexion (pratisamdhi) of the skandhas.
The Bhavasamkranti, another short treatise ascribed to Nagarjuna, does not
actually deal with this transfer despite its title. It treats five topics: (i) the
absence of birth of entities and dharmatd; (ii) vikalpa as the source of the loka
and thinking (citta), which is by nature without vikalpa, and the emptiness
of the five skandhas; (iii) the non-existence of the dharmas given the ultimate
non-existence of citta, non-duality (advaya) and prajnd; (iv) the pdramitds as
means; and (v) the twin principles of updya and prajnd, the fact that things are
'mere designation' (ndmamdtra, the division between expressions and what
62

See N. AIYASWAMI SASTRI, Visvabharati Annals 6 (1954), pp. 165—231; R. H.
Early Madhyamika, pp. 32—33; R. GAUD, IBK 2/2 (1954), p. 717.
A text entitled sTon'pa'nid'kyrsgo'bcu'gnis^pa is listed in the lDan*dkar*ma
Catalogue
(no. 595), but it is not found in the existing editions of the bsTan-'gyur.
Bu-ston in fact notes that the sTon-pa-nid>kyi>sgo-bcu*gnis*pa>rca-'grel were not
available to him (Chos''byun, fol. 159 a 7).
68
See L. de LA VALLEE POTJSSIN, MCB 1 (1931—2), p. 394—5; D. SEYFORT
RUEGG, La theorie du tathagatagarbha et du gotra (Paris, 1969), pp. 313—36.—
Karika 5 is quoted and ascribed to Nagarjuna-pada in the Prasannapada xxi. 21
and xxvi. 2 (both passages are missing in the Tibetan translation of the PP).—See
V. V. GOKHALE, Studia Indologica (Festschrift W. Kirfel, Bonn, 1955), pp. 101—6;
C. DBAGONETTI, WZKS 22 (1978), pp. 87—93 (who argues against Nagarjuna's
authorship).
ROBINSON,
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they express being merely conventional), and the two truths.64 — On this work
there is a commentary by the Pandit Maitreyanatha, who quotes $antideva's
Bodhicarya vatara.
Causation and the twelve 'inner' angas are also explained briefly in the
Salistambakarikas ascribed to Nagarjuna, who is in addition credited with a
Tika on the £alistamba(ka)sUtra.65
Works on Madhyamaka practice and the path of the Bodhisattva are also
ascribed to Nagarjuna. The *Bodhisambhara-sastra treating of the Bodhisattva 's equipment conducive to Awakening (bodhi) was translated into
Chinese by Dharmagupta in the early seventh century (Taisho 1660), this
being the only version of the work now extant. It is quoted by Candrakirti in
his commentary on the Catuh§ataka.86
An important commentary on the Das"abhumikasutra dealing with the stages
(bhumi) of the Bodhisattva is attributed to Nagarjuna. It contains quotations
from the *Bodhisambhara-Sastra, on which it appears to be based.67
Nagarjuna is furthermore credited with an extensive anthology of canonical
texts, the Sutrasamuccaya. As already noticed above, it is included in the
MadhyamakaSastrastuti's list of the master's works.
Certain other minor works attributed to him by the Chinese or Tibetan
traditions are of uncertain authorship in view of their doctrinal contents. The
Mahayanavims'ika68 for example not only speaks of cittamdtra (18)—something
64

The treatment of these topics (if not the topics themselves) could suggest that
this treatise may be by a later author.—On this problematic work cf. N. AIYASWAMI
SASTRI, Bhavasankranti Sutra and Nagarjuna's Bhavasankranti ^astra (Adyar,
1938).
65
Compare MMK, Chapter xxvi.—For a Madhyamaka version of this Sutra see
V. V. GOKHALE in Mahayanasutrasamgraha i (ed. P. L. VAIDYA, Darbhanga, 1961),
pp. 107-16.
66
Catuhsatakatika, ya, fol. 103 a 2.—On the Bodhisambharasastra cf. URYtrzu
Ryushin, IBK 17/2 (1969), pp. 513-9; J. W. de JONG, AM 17 (1971), p. 109.
67
The authorship of this work available only in Kumarajiva's Chinese translation
(Taisho 1521) has been questioned by A. HIRAKAWA, IBK 5/2 (1957), p. 504 sq. But
see R. HIKATA, Suvikrantavikrami-Pariprccha Prajnaparamita-Sutra (Fukuoka,
1958), pp. lii sq., lxxii sq., where the following sequence of works by Nagarjuna is
suggested: MMK, Ta-chih-tu-lun, *Bodhisambharasastra, *Da^abhumika(sutra)vibhasa. See also S. YAMAGUCHI, Eastern Buddhist 1 (1966), pp. 45—47.—An earlier
Chinese translation of the *Dasabhumikavibhasa is reported to have been made by
Dharmaraksa, who worked at Ch'ang-an between 265 and 313. According to E.
LAMOTTE, L'enseignement de Vimalakirti (Louvain, 1962), p. 76, this could mean
that a work by Nagarjuna reached China by the year 265, long before Kumarajiva.—
On the critique of Vedic and Upanisadic doctrines in this work see H. NAKAMURA,
HJAS 18 (1955), pp. 89-92.
68
This work has been assigned to Nagarjuna in Dipamkarasrfjnana's Bodhi-
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a Madhyamika might well do in the sense the expression has in the DaSabhumikasutra69—but it also denies the existence of external objects (19), a
doctrine characteristic of the Vijfianavada that does not seem to have been a
tenet in the pure Madhyamaka school and which made its appearance only much
later in the Yogacara-Madhyamaka synthesis.70 The Svabhavatrayapravesasiddhi,71 the text of which is in any case closely related to Vasubandhu's
Trisvabhavanirdes'a from which it differs only in some details, can scarcely be
by Nagarjuna I (i.e. the author of the MMK) because it concerns the three
svabhdvas of the Vijfianavada school.72
The *Ekas'lokas'astra, extant in a Chinese translation by Gautama Prajnaruei (Taisho 1573), explains in a single stanza the sense of non-substantiality.73
Nagarjuna is also credited with a refutation of theism (isvara) .73a
The Aksarasataka although sometimes ascribed to Nagarjuna is likely to be
by Aryadeva.
margadipapanjika (fol. 324 a).—Cf. V. BHATTACHABYA, MahayanavimSaka of
Nagarjuna, Visvabharati Studies, I (Calcutta, 1931); S. YAMAGUCHI, Eastern
Buddhist 4 (1926), p. 56 sq.; (1927), p. 169 sq.; G. Ttroci, Minor Buddhist texts, I
(Rome, 1956), pp. 201 sq. The work exists in two Tibetan translations, and in a
Chinese one (Taisho 1576).
69
Dasabhumikasiitra, Chapter vi (E): cittamdtram idatn yad idam traidhatukam; cf.
Candrakirti, MA vi. 68 (below, p. 73).
70
Cf. Santaraksita, Tattvasamgraha, Chapter xxiii, with Kamalasila, Panjika, i. 6
(p. 18).
71

See S. YAMAGUOHI, Shukyo kenkyu, 1931; L. de LA VAIXEE POUSSIN, MCB 1

(1932), p. 404; 2 (1933), pp. 147—61.
72
The fact that three (at least partly) comparable notions are found in some of
the Prajnaparamita-Sutras does not seem to stand against this estimation since the
conception in these Sutras is perhaps at the most a forerunner of the developed
Yogacara/Vijnanavada theory of the three natures, which is reflected here in the
Trisvabhavanirdesa. On the Prajnaparamita-Sutra version of the doctrine see
E. CONZE and S. IIDA, Melanges Louis Renou (Paris, 1968), pp. 229—42; D. SEYFORT
RUEGG, Theorie du taihagatagarbha et du gotra, pp. 147—8, 325—6. See however
N. HAKAMAYA, IBK 24/1 (1975), pp. 20-30.
73
Translated by H. R. RANGASWAMI IYENGAB, Mysore University Journal for
Arts and Science 1 (1927), no. 2.—A Tibetan version, apparently not included in the
bsTan*'gyur, is in the Stein collection in London (no. 595 of L. de LA VAIXEE
POUSSIN, Catalogue of the Tibetan manuscripts from Tun-huang in the India
Office Library, Oxford, 1962).
73a The *Isvarakartrtvanirakrtih, VisNor Ekakartrtvanirakaranam included in
the bsTan-'gyur, the Sanskrit text of which has been published by F. W. THOMAS,
JRAS 1903, pp. 345—9 and 703, and Th. STCHEBBATSKY, A Buddhist philosopher
on monotheism, in H. C. GUPTA, ed.-transl., The papers of Th. STCHEBBATSKY (Calcutta, 1969), pp. 1—16 (translated from the original Russian published in Zapiski
vostok. otd. Imp. Rusk. Arkheol. Ob., St. Petersburg, 1904, vol. 16 no. i, pp. 058—
074). See also Nagarjuna's Shih-erh-men-lun, Chapter x; E". LAMOTTE, Traite de la
Grande Vertu de Sagesse, i, pp. 137, 141.—Cf. H. JACOBI, Die Entwicklung der
Gottesidee bei den Indern (Bonn, 1922), pp. 39, 63; H. NAKAMUBA, HJAS 18
(1955), p. 84 sq.; G. CHEMPARATHY, WZKSO 12—13 (1968—69), pp. 85—100; H. von
GLASENAPP, Buddhismus und Gottesidee (Akademie der Wissenschaften und der
Literatur, Mainz, 1954).
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The Hymns
Another important category of works ascribed to Nagarjuna consists of
hymns (stava). They are mentioned under the generic name of samstuti in the
Madhyamakasastrastuti;74 and in the Tibetan tradition they are known collectively as the hymnic corpus (bstod 6hogs, as opposed to the rigs dhogs or
scholastic corpus).75
Prajnakaramati has referred in particular to a group of four hymns, the
Catuhstava, in his Pafijika on the Bodhicaryavatara (ix. 76 which quotes the
Niraupamyastava, and ix. 108 which quotes the Lokatitastava). Our sources
do not however make clear which of the hymns ascribed to Nagarjuna actually
make up this quartet; and they have been variously identified as the Nirupama° or Niraupamya0, Lokatita0, Cittavajra0, and Paramartha-stava,76 as
the Nirupama0, Lokatita0, Acintya0, and Stutyatita0,77 and as the Lokatita0,
Niraupamya0, Acintya0, and Paramartha0 (this last identification follows the
commentator Amrtakara).78
In several of the hymns we find a positive conception of absolute reality
(paramartha) and a cataphatic approach to it, and these features distinguish
the hymns philosophically from the apophaticism which characterizes the
theoretical scholastic treatises comprising Nagarjuna's Yukti-corpus. The
Niraupamyastava speaks of the Buddha's being perceived by the faithful
(bhakta) and those who are devoted (lalasah = mos mams) to the idea of
the deeds accomplished by the Bodhisattva and Buddha (23). The Paramarthastava also alludes to praise bestowed with bhakti by the devotee on the guru,
i.e. the buddha who, though beyond speech, is praised by the devotee's use
of expressions belonging to ordinary linguistic usage. But in the final analysis
who/what is the object of praise when all dharmas are in reality empty (dunya) ?
Philosophically the Niraupamyastava is remarkable for its reference to the
non-differentiation of the dharmadhdtu, which justifies the non-differentiation
of the vehicles (ydna) and thus establishes the One Vehicle (ekaydna); the three
separate ydnas have been taught merely as a means to introduce living beings
to the teaching (21 ).79 This hymn adds that the dharmamaya kdya is permanent
(nitya), stable (dhruva) and peaceful (diva) (22). On these two points in
particular the Niraupamyastava is not far removed from the theory of the
absolute expounded in the doctrine of the tathdgatagarbha (to be found in
74
In his PP and Madhyamakavatara Candrakirti quotes verses from the Niraupamya- and Lokatita-stava.
75
Cf. D. SEYFORT RTJEGG, Le Dharmadhatustava, in: fitudes tibetaines dedie"es
a la memoire de Marcelle Lalou (Paris, 1971), p. 448 sq.
78

77

L. de LA VALLEE POUSSIN, Museon 14 (1913), pp. 1—18.

P. PATEL, IHQ 8 (1932), pp. 316—31, 689—705; 10 (1934), pp. 82—89.
78
G. Tucci, Minor Buddhist texts, i (Rome, 1956), pp. 235—7.—In his Traite de
la Grande Vertu de Sagesse, iii (Louvain, 1970), p. xliii, III. LAMOTTE opted for La
Vallee Poussin's identification.
79
Cf. Ratnavali iv. 88 (referred to above, p 26).
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certain Mahayanist Sutras and in the Ratnagotravibhaga) and the prakrtisthagotra (to be found in the Prajfiaparamita literature).
Still closer to the tathdgatagarbha/tathdgatadhdtu theory, and even more
consistently cataphatic in approach, is the Dharmadhatustava80 which, though
not included in the Catuhstava collection, has been ascribed to Nagarjuna both
by the Buddhist traditions and by a number of modern scholars.81 At first
sight this hymn would perhaps seem to be by a later Nagarjuna (there are
indeed traces in it of ideas associated in particular with Tantrik thought); but
in the present state of our knowledge the possibility cannot be altogether
excluded that at least the kernel of this work is an early production of the
Madhyamaka school, if not a work by Nagarjuna I. While the Suhrllekha
(like the commentary on the Das"abhumikasutra) contains a reference to
Amitabha, the Dharmadhatustava alludes to Amitayus (56 sq.).82
The *Mahaprajfiaparamitopadesa
The Ta-chih-tu-lun (*Mahaprajnaparamitopades'a, TaishS 1509), a most
extensive treatise of encyclopaedic scope ascribed to Nagarjuna, is formally a
commentary on a large PrajMparamitasutra (the Paficavims'atisahasrika). Its
authorship has been the subject of recent discussion, and it has been argued
that it is the work not of the author of the MMK (Nagarjuna I) but of an author
(a Nagarjuna II)—or authors—who lived in northwestern India or KaSmlr not
earlier than the beginning of the fourth century, i.e. at least a century later
than Nagarjuna I who is besides considered to have been a South Indian.83
Remarkably, this treatise is unknown to the Indian and Tibetan traditions;
and it is available only in the Chinese version made at the beginning of the
fifth century by Kumarajiva, a scholar and translator from Ku5a who had
studied in Ka^mir, and his Chinese collaborators.84 It is in fact not certain
exactly how much of the work we now have goes back to an Indian original,
which Kumarajiva is stated by his disciple Seng-jui to have used in his work
of translation, and how much of it might be the product of Central Asian (or
80

81

See D. SEYFORT RUEGG, Le-Dharmadhatustava de Nagarjuna, p. 448 sq.

S. SCHAYER, OLZ 1935, col. 402, 406; C. REGAMEY, Three chapters from the
Samadhirajasutra (Warsaw, 1938), p. 25; K. VENKATA RAMANAN, Nagarjuna's
philosophy as presented in the Maha-Prajnaparamita-!§astra (Rutland and Tokyo,
1966), pp. 35, 37, 368a; R. H. ROBINSON, Early Madhyamika, p. 27.
82
Cf. Le Dharmadhatustava de Nagarjuna, p. 468 note 103.
83
E. LAMOTTE, Traite" de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse, iii (Louvain, 1970), and
iv (1976). See also A. K. WARDER, Indian Buddhism (New Delhi, 1970), p. 388—9.
But J. W. DE JONG, AM 17 (1971), p. 105 sq., was not convinced by all of Lamotte's
arguments.
84
On Kumarajiva (344—413 or 350—409 ?) see J. NOBEL, Kumarajiva, Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philos.-hist. Kl. (Berlin,
1927), pp. 206—33; R. H. ROBINSON, Early Madhyamika in India and China
(Madison, 1967), p. 71 sq.; and E\ LAMOTTE'S translation of the Ta-chih-tu-lun: Le
traite1 de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse (Louvain, 1944 sq.).
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Serindian) scholarship in the fourth century, and also of Chinese exegetical
activity at the beginning of the fifth century.85 At all events there is much in
the treatise that speaks in favour of the hypothesis of multiple or collective
authorship. In addition to explaining a Prajfiaparamitasutra the *Upades"a
refers to a large number of other Mahayanist Sutras; and it quotes also the
Prajfiaparamitastotra of Rahulabhadra, evidently a contemporary and follower
of Nagarjuna I (see below), as well as Aryadeva.86 It constitutes furthermore
a very valuable source concerning Sravakayanist doctrines, especially those of
the Sarvastivada which it discusses at length; and it thus makes possible a
comparison of an important current of early Mahayanist thought and a leading
school of the Sravakayana.
Kumarajiva's version consists of two parts. The first, which is said to have
been translated in extenso into Chinese, corresponds to pp. 1—34 of the Paficavimgatisahasrika (in N. DTJTT'S edition) and contains 52 chapters (translated
by E. LAMOTTE, Traite de la Grande Vertu de Sagesse, volumes i—v [Louvain,
1944—80], pp. 1—2371). The second part, which is presented as an abridgement
of the original, contains 89 chapters (of which only Chapter xx dealing with the
Bodhisattva's entry in the Mahayana and the seven 'common' and ten 'special'
bhumis has been translated by LAMOTTE, Traite, v, pp. 2373—2445).
Especially noteworthy are the references found in the *Upadesa to a positive
theory of reality (dhafmata, tathatd, dharmadhdtu, bhutakoti).97

Some methodological and theoretical issues in Nagarjuna's philosophy
The procedure (mentioned above, p. 9) that consists in regarding the MMK
and related texts of the same category attributable to Nagarjuna as pro\iding
the criterion for establishing the genuineness of a text and defining the earliest
stage of Madhyamaka thought, however appropriate and indeed necessary it
is, clearly does not finally and decisively resolve all the problems that confront
the historian who attempts to establish the authenticity of a work traditionally
ascribed to Nagarjuna and to determine the characteristic features of his
philosophy. Not only is it possible that Nagarjuna's philosophy underwent
development and change in the course of his life, but he might even have
adopted more than one single approach to certain problems. In the works
ascribed to him we in fact find both a negative theory and apophatic treatment
and a positive theory and cataphatic treatment of the paramdrtha. And we
85

Cf. P. DEMIEVILLE,

JA

1950, p. 380 sq.; R. HIKATA,

Suvikrantavikrami-

Pariprccha, p. lii sq.; LAMOTTE, Traite, iii, p. xlv sq.—In these circumstances, the
fact that the Ta-chih-tu-lun quotes Rahulabhadra or Aryadeva (see below) cannot
be considered as conclusive proof that its author is a second Nagarjuna.
86
Whether it also refers to a chapter of Aryadeva's Catuhsataka, as has been
supposed by LAMOTTE (Traite, iii, pp. xl, 1370 note), has been discussed by DE JONG,
AM 17 (1971), pp. 107—8, whose conclusion is that it does not. See now LAMOTTE,
Traite" iv, pp. xiii—xv.
87

Cf. K. VENKATA RAMANAN, op. cit., pp. 16, 44—45, 251 sq.
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also meet an approach (that might perhaps be compared with the epocM)
according to which only silence—a philosophically motivated refraining from
the conceptualization and verbalization that belong to the discursive level of
relativity and transactional usage—is considered to correspond in the last
analysis to the paramdrtha, which is as such inconceivable and inexpressible
in terms of discursivity. While no doubt related to apophaticism, this latter
approach goes beyond a negative as well as a positive theory; and in the
Madhyamaka it is distinguishable from apophaticism as well as cataphaticism.
The MMK and the other related theoretical scholastic treatises which do not
employ such terms as dharmadhdtu, dharmakdya, tathatd, etc. are mainly
apophatic in their approach to reality. On the contrary, several of the hymns
ascribed to Nagarjuna are cataphatic in approach, mention the dharmadhdtu
and tathatd, and even qualify the dharmamaya-kdya positively. As for the
'epochistic' approach, it is exemplified in the MMK by the statements that no
dharma was ever taught by the buddha to anybody anywhere (xxv. 24cd)88
and that on the level of absolute reality designata and discursive development
have come to a stop (xviii. 7 and 9; xxii. 15; xxv. 24ab), as well as in hymns
such as the Paramarthastava (1—2ab, 9—10) and the Niraupamyastava (25a).
This theory was fulfilled in the idea of the silence of the Arya (drya-tusnlfmjbhdva).SB

The negative and positive theories of absolute reality together with the apophatic and cataphatic approaches to its description have often been represented
as opposed doctrines. For some Tibetan exegetes the difference between the
two was indeed at the root of the opposition between the doctrine of emptiness
of own being (ran ston) and that of the emptiness only of heterogeneous factors
that are not constitutive of the absolute (gzan ston). The advocates of the
gzan ston theory of an absolute that is not empty of certain constitutive
factors—which they developed partly an the basis of the tathdgatagarbha
doctrine—have then connected what they hold to be the opposed and unilaterally negative theory with Candrakirti's Madhyamakavatara and Prasannapada; and they have gone so far as to describe it as nihilistic emptiness (chad
ston).90 However, the fact remains that works connected with both theories
have been ascribed to Nagarjuna even by the Tibetan gzan ston tradition that
contrasts them by assigning them to two distinct literary genres (the scholastic
rigs dhogs and the hymnic bstod dhogs) as well as to quite different periods in
88
Cf. Sunyatasaptati 70.—In MMK xxvii. 30 it is said that Gautama taught the
dharma for the purpose of eliminating all dogmatic views (drsti; cf. xiii. 8).
89
See Ratnavall i. 73 and Candraklrti, PP i, p. 57. 8. Cf. G. M. NAGAO, The
silence of the Buddha, in: Studies in Indology and Buddhology (Fests. S. Yamaguchi, Kyoto, 1955), p. 137 sq.; andlS. LAMOTTE, Traite, i, p. 30 n. 2;iv, pp. 2021—7;
L'enseignement de Vimalaklrti (Louvain, 1962), pp. 109—10, 317—18.
90
Cf. D. SEYFOBT RUEGG, The Jo nan pas, JAOS 83 (1963), pp. 73—91; La
the"orie du tathdgatagarbha et du gotra (Paris, 1969); and Le traite" du tathdgatagarbha
de Bu ston Rin chen grub (Paris, 1973), indexes s.v. gzan ston.
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Nagarjuna's life.91 Furthermore, it has not so far proved possible to demonstrate that a hymn such as the Niraupamyastava with its more positive
theory of reality was composed by a writer different from the author of the
MMK. In these circumstances it may be appropriate to consider whether the
two approaches are not coordinate on the literary level (where a hymn may be
contrasted with a scholastic treatise) and complementary on the philosophical
and religious levels (where the two theories, though contrastive are not necessarily incompatible). This would appear to be consonant with the basic Mahayanist theory that ultimately reality is not verbalizable and discursively conceptualizable, and that it can be known only directly and immediately, i.e.
beyond vikalpa and prapanca. And it would conform with the idea that only
an as it were semioticized silence could adequately correspond to reality. In
sum, on the level of discursive thinking and language, the positive and negative
lines of approach (comparable respectively with the via eminentiae and via
negativa), though 'asymptotic', would be regarded as valid complementary
approximations to reality, for which the silence of the Arya is a still more
adequate 'signifier'.92
Consequently, to characterize Nagarjuna's philosophy as exclusively negativistic and his method as only apophatic on the basis of numerous statements
in the MMK and other closely related treatises, to take this view as the single
doctrinal standard by which the authenticity of any work ascribed to Nagarjuna has to be judged, and to conclude that a work that does not conform to
this standard cannot be by (the same) Nagarjuna is a procedure that poses at
least as many problems as it is supposed to solve. It is moreover circular inasmuch as it would attempt to settle the problem of the authenticity of a text
on the basis of a doctrinal criterion which can itself, however, only be established
on the basis of the entire corpus of Nagarjuna's writings. In the present state
of our knowledge it is therefore only proper to concede that we possess no
91

92

Cf. D. SEYFORT RTTEGG, Le Dharmadhatustava de Nagarjuna, p. 448 sq.

Silence as refraining from verbalization and as philosophically motivated
aposiopesis is not mere absence of semiosis on the pragmatic level. And it can
therefore be regarded as a semiotic sign in its own right, even though it abolishes
the ordinary processes of the semantic level.—It would also seem to be in some
respects comparable with 'learned ignorance', the docta ignorantia of Nicholas
Cusanus (Nicolaus of Cues). The complementarity referred to above should, however,
probably not be regarded as a coincidence of opposites (coinddentia oppositorum)
if opposed qualities are thereby thought of as converging in a supreme entity. For
the Madhyamika, reality is certainly not to be represented in terms of the third
position of the catuskoti, where an 'x' is conceived of as both 'A' and 'A'; and he
refrains from hypostatizing the paramartha. Unlike Cusanus, therefore, the
Madhyamika does not develop an idea like complicatio in contrast to explicatio
(though comparable ideas are perhaps latent in the Mahayana and were elaborated
in the Sutras and Sastras dealing with the tathagatagarbha, and then especially in
the gZan ston tradition). (In Buddhist canonical literature, silence (Pali tunhibhava)
was a sign of consent or affirmation regularly used by the Buddha. For Vedic links
between silence, the unexpressed (anirukta) and the brahman, see L. RENOU, La
valeur divsilence dans le culte vedique, JAOS 69 (1949), p. 11 sq.).
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philologically decisive or doctrinally binding criterion by which to determine
whether, in addition to the MMK and the treatises closely related to it, at least
some of the other works ascribed to Nagarjuna are by the author of the MMK.
Accordingly, it will be preferable to speak here of texts and philosophical
structures while for the time being reserving the question of the authorship of
some of these works, and without seeking to represent one single body of doctrine as the philosophy of Nagarjuna.
The following sketch of some salient points of philosophical interest in
Nagarjuna's thought is based mainly on the MMK, the principal theoretical
work and the chief scholastic treatise of the Madhyamaka school.
On the methodological side several points deserve special mention. First,
starting with Nagarjuna the Madhyamikas have employed a form of philosophical argument based on pointing out an eventuality or consequence
(prasanga) that results from any proposition or thesis operating with the idea
of the real existence of an entity (bhdva), this prasanga being unacceptable to
the advocate of the proposition himself. This method is used to reject and annul
any and all speculative views (drsti), whatever their source, that involve the
hypostatization of some entity possessing positive or even negative own being
(svabhdva). The Madhyamika's prasanga reasoning is evidently not strictly
speaking an apagogic proof because he does not seek to establish a contrario
something that is the reverse of what has been rejected. And it is to be regarded
as comparable with a reduction ad absurdum—a, procedure ordinarily used to
prove a proposition by deducing a contradiction from the negation of that
proposition taken together with other propositions explicitly or implicity
accepted—only on condition that it is clearly understood that propositions
postulating the substantial own being of some entity are the opponent's
exclusively, and also that the negated proposition stated by the Madhyamika
is not meant by him to express or imply a dogmatic counter-view intended to
supersede the rejected proposition in a dichotomously structured set of alternatives according to the semantic principle of bivalence. At the same time the
logical principle of the excluded middle is frequently evoked in Nagarjuna's
reasoning.93
93
See Candrakirti, Prasannapada i, p. 24. 3 sq.: nihsvabhdvabhdvavddind
sasvabhdvabhdvavddinah prasanga dpadyamdne
kutahprasangaviparitdrthaprasangitdj
. . . satydm iaktau valctur vivaksdm anuvidhiyantej tatas" ca parapratijndpratisedhamdtraphalatvdt prasangdpddanasya ndsti prasangaviparitdrthdpattih/ 'When the advocate of the doctrine that entities are without own being adduces a prasanga against
the advocate of the doctrine that entities have own being, how could there exist
[for the former] the occurring of some thing contrary to the prasanga ? . . . When
they have semantic capacity [words] conform to the intention of the speaker.
Therefore, because the application of the prasanga results exclusively in the negation
of the opponent's thesis, there can arise nothing that is contrary to the prasanga.''
Since all views postulating anything of any kind of entity (bhdva) are thus
excluded by the Madhyamika, even though he is seen to have a philosophical theory
(dar&ana or vdda) his prasanga method has therefore to be distinguished from the
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What came to be known later in the Madhyamaka school as prasajyapratisedha—i.e. non-presuppositional and non-implicative absolute negation as
opposed to parynddsapratisedha or presuppositional and implicative relative
negation—is accordingly of fundamental importance for the Madhyamika
because it does not commit him to maintaining the contradictory of the proposition he has negated, which he would indeed consider to be no less faulty
than the one negated. This prasajya-neg&tion will be discussed below in connexion with Bhavaviveka, who appears to be the first Madhyamika to make
use of the term, and Candrakirti. Suffice it to say here that by, for example,
denying by prasajya-neg&tion that an entity is produced in a certain way (see
e.g. MMK i. 1 and xxi. 13) the Madhyamika is not committed to asserting the
indirect proof (avita ~ s"esavat) by residue (pariiesa) in which one thesis about
an entity is established by eliminating all others as impossible. The pariiesa
has been denned in the Nyayabhasya I. i. 5 as follows: prasaktapratisedhe saty
anyatrdprasangdc chisyamdne sampratyayah. The Madhyamika's prasanga method
thus differs also from the vitandd 'cavil'—defined in the Nyayasutra I. ii. 3 as jalpa
or specious argument lacking the assertion of a counter-thesis (pratipaksasthdpand)
in the place of the opponent's paksa being rejected—to the extent that, according
at least to Vacaspatimisra's definition in his Nyayavarttikatatparyatlka, the
vaitandika is one who seeks to establish his own paksa by the method of residue
(pdriiesya). Following this definition, then, the vaitandika too has a paksa even if
he does not attempt to establish it directly, but only indirectly by eliminating other
paksas (tasmdd asti vaitandikasya paksah, na tu parapaksapratisedhdd anya sthdpandj
tendsya pakso 'sti, ndsti tu paksasthdpand). In sum, the prasanga method as used by
the Madhyamika would differ from the pari&esa-anumdna because the latter
consists in eliminating in a finite number of alternatives all the paksas belonging to
opponents, the residual paksa being then maintained as one's own without it being
thought necessary to establish it. But for the Madhyamika reality (paramdrtha,
tattva, etc.) cannot be one alternative, even a residual one, in a number of alternatives since it is not an entity about which a paksa or pratijnd can be stated within
the frame of complementary and dichotomous opposites.
Terms used in Madhyamaka literature to denote a complementarily opposed
concept or category are: pratidvandvin (Tib. 'gran zla, 'gal zla; see e.g. PPii. 17, xv. 5,
xvi. 4, and xx. 21), pratibandhin (Tib. 'gal zla; see e.g. P P xxiii. 21), and also
sometimes pratipaksa (see e.g. P P ii. 14, 17, vii. 33, xiii. 7), these expressions
being usually found in the course of the discussion of opponents' views. In the
Ratnavall (i. 72 and ii. 3—4) the word pratipaksa is used virtually in the same sense.
—On the principle of the solidarity of complementary opposites cf. J. MAY, Candrakirti, Prasannapada, Madhyamakavrtti, p. 16 and notes 68 and 80.
It does not seem that a prasanga-type argument is to be reduced to a hypothetical
syllogism in the tollendo tollens mode ('if p then q; but q; .-.p'); and according to
the Madhyamika no real entities actually correspond to the variables of the formula.
In any event, Nagarjuna's procedure in the case of prasanga-type reasoning does
not appear to involve the use of the hypothetical syllogism. Cf. D. SEYFORT RTJEGG,
J I P 5 (1977), pp. 55—56.
Concerning other early uses of the word, it is to be recalled that in the terminology
of the Indian grammarians prasanga meant 'occasion, [provisional] application
[of a rule].' And in scholastic usage prasanga = prdpti and prasajyate — prdpnoti
'occurs, applies'; cf. P P vii. 3 where prdpta is glossed as prasakta.—Cf. also D.
SEYFORT £ U E G G , WZKS 22 (1978), p. 177 sq.
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contradictory proposition that an entity is produced in the opposite way, as he
would be if the negation were of the implicative paryuddsa kind; similarly, by
denying that nirvana is a positive entity (bhdva, see e. g. MMK xxv) he is not
committed to asserting the contradictory proposition that it is a negative
entity (abhdva).9i
Nagarjuna's regular way of analysing and deconstructing (that is, 'emptying'
or 'zeroing') any postulated entity is first to show that its substantial self-nature
has been constructed and posited in terms of sets of related terms.
In the MMK we meet with binary sets such as origination/destruction
(utpdda/nirodha), own being/other being (svabhdva/parabhdva), existence/nonexistence (bhdvafabhdva), conditioned/unconditioned (samskrta/asamskrta),
defining mark/defined thing (laksanajlaksya), and identity/difference.95 Another binary set, that of agent and action (e.g. gantr 'goer' and gati 'going'),
may appear expanded into a ternary set, an example being the goer, the action
of going {gati or gamana, i.e. gatikriyd), and that which is to be gone over or
traversed (gantavya as karman), which can in its turn be trichotomized as
(already) traversed (gata), (still) untraversed (agata) and in process of being
traversed (gamyamdna) (Chapter ii). A further such set is made up of a seer
(drastr), seeing (darsana, i.e. drdikriyd 'action of seeing') and the object to be
seen (drastavya), which can in its turn be trichotomized into the (already) seen
(drsta), the (yet) unseen (adrsta) and what is in process of being seen (drs'yamdna: see Prasannapada iii. 3; cf. MMK, Chapter xiv). Other comparable sets
are made up of the impassioned person (rakta), passion (rdga) and the object
of passion (ranjaniya) (Chapter vi; cf. Chapter xiv); the bound (baddha)
person who has to be liberated and the unbound (abaddha) one, together with
the one becoming bound (see Prasannapada xvi. 7); and the person in error
94
Cf. Candraklrti, Prasannapada i, p. 13: nanu ca: naiva svata utpannd ity
avadhdryamdne parata utpannd ity anistam prdpnotif na prdpnotij prasajyapratisedhasya vivaksitatvdt parato 'py utpddasya pratisetsyamdnatvdtj This procedure is
not to be understood as ignoring or rejecting the principles of non-contradiction
and the excluded middle; see below, pp. 39, 41, 60, 65, 68, 79, 83n., 109.
The difference between these two forms of negation is in some respects parallel
to that between weak and strong negation, although it does not seem that they can
be wholly equated with these two kinds of negation in modern logic in view of the
special use of prasajya negation in Madhyamaka thought.—In the usage of the
Indian grammarians, prasajyapratisedha is verbally bound predicate or sentence
negation, and paryuddsapratisedha is nominally bound term negation. The difference
between prasajya and paryuddsa negation was also known to the Mimamsa school.
Cf. D. SEYFORT RUEGG, J I P 5 (1977), p. 3 sq. (with bibliography).
95
The terms used for identity and difference are: eka(tva) janya(tva) (see e.g.
MMK x. 1), ananyajanya (xiv. 7), eka(tva)jprihak(tva) (e.g. vi. 4 and xx. 20),
ekihhdva/ndndbhdva (ii. 21 cf. xviii. 10 and xxi. 10), and tattva\anyatva (xxii. 8, cf.
xviii. 10—11). These relata can be thought of as being in a relation of cause and
effect (e.g. in xx. 20).—Cf. Candrakirti, PP iv. 8,. xxii. 1 (p. 435), 5; xxvii. 6;
Madhyamakavatara vi. 143 on tattvdnyatva.
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(viparlta), the one not in error (aviparita) and the one in process of entering
into error (viparyasyamdna) (xxiii. 17—18).
Nagar juna shows that since these sets are made up of interrelated and hence
dependent concepts or categories, no term can be posited as a real entity
possessing independent and substantial svabhdva or 'aseity'; for the postulated
svabJbdva is by its very definition unable ontologically to exist within the
above-mentioned sets of correlates. Thus goer and going are said to be neither
one nor different (ii. 18); that is, they lack the postulated svabhdva of an entity.
The theory of emptiness of own being or non-substantiality of all entities
has also been explicated by means of the negation of the positions (koti) in
terms of which an entity may conceivably be posited, viz. a positive one (I), a
negative one (II), a conjunction of the positive and negative ones (III), and an
indeterminate one consisting in the bi-negation of both the positive and negative
positions (IV).96 Analysis by means of the negation of this fourfold set of
positions is a further feature characteristic of Nagar juna's philosophical method.
It is employed in his discussion of the absolute non-occurrence of a bhdva produced from itself (I), from another (II), from both itself and another (III), and
from neither (i.e. without a cause; i. 1; xxi. 13), as well as in his discussion of
the tathdgata as neither iunya (I), aiunya (II), both (III) and neither (IV) and
of nirvana as neither bhdva (I), abhdva (II), both (III) and neither (IV) (Chapters
xxii and xxv). This mode of analysis is founded on the consideration that an
entity and its qualifier can be conceptually related only in terms of these four
limiting positions, which together exhaust all conceivable relationships between a subject and its predicate; at the same time these positions stand in a
relation of complementarity in the frame of dichotomizing conceptualization
(vikalpa) and discursive development (prapanca), the one therefore both
depending on and evoking its conceptual correlate. Now, the things in question
are in fact found not to exist at all as self-existent entities since it has been
shown in Nagarjuna's analyses that severally or all together the four positions
do not apply. Moreover, the negation of a proposition expressing one position
does not imply the affirmation of the contrary one because the negation here is
non-presuppositional absolute pra-sa^a-negation, so that all four positions are
annulled ('zeroed').97
96

The term catuskoti has not actually been employed in the MMK, Aryadeva's
Catuhsataka and Candrakirti's Prasannapada. In Prajnakaramati's Bodhiearyavatarapanjika ix. 2 it is found in connexion with a quotation taken from a later
Madhyamika master (identified as Saraha).—On the uses of the catuskoti in the
Madhyamaka and other schools of the Mahayana, see D. SEYFOBT RCTEGG, J I P 5
(1977), pp. 1—71. And on the two distinct uses of the 'neither . . . nor' formula, one
of which presupposes an ineffable entity in position IV whereas the other does not,
see ibid., pp. 16—20.
97
In his analyses Nagarjuna has not in every case made use of all four positions
of the catuskoti, and in many passages we find mention of positions I and II only.
The 'tetralemma' is of course itself based in the last analysis on a binary set of
two opposed terms, in conformity with the principles of contradiction and excluded
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A further form of analysis in five points investigates the causal relation between two things, e.g. fire as one with its fuel (I), different from its fuel (II),
possessing fuel (III), the locus of fuel (IV), and located in fuel (V) (x. 14). It is
explained that the relation between fire and fuel is one of appropriator (updddtr) and appropriated (updddna), which is thus analogous to that between a
self (dtman) as appropriator and the five psycho-physical groups that are
appropriated (updddna-skandha, x. 15).98 Nagarjuna then demonstrates that
none of these five relations can obtain between the two relata so long as the
latter are supposed to be entities possessing independent and substantial own
being. Factors sustaining such relations since they have originated in dependence can, therefore, be shown to be without own being and empty.—As suggested by the reference to the relation appropriator/appropriated, this form of
analysis in five points evidently derives from a form of analysis used in the
Buddhist canon to investigate a designational entity with respect to the factors
(dharma) on the basis of which it is imaginarily constructed. Thus the concept
of an dtman or individual (pudgala)—which Buddhist thinkers have regarded
as a fictional construct superimposed on the five skandhas—was analysed with
respect to whether it is identical with the skandhas (I), different from the
skandhaa (II), the locus of the skandhas (III), located in the skandhas (IV), and
possessing the skandhas (V); and in each case the relation postulated has been
shown to be untenable, so that no dtman or pudgala can find a place among the
dharmas which are accepted as the only valid and real factors for the purpose
of philosophical analysis.99—The vicdra in five points has also been applied to
the tathdgatd's relation to the skandhas (MMK xxii).100
middle; the full quaternary set is then meant to cover exhaustively all conceptually
imaginable positions in which a putative entity might be postulated.—In MMK ii—
and in the parallel analyses in Chapters iii and xvi as summed up in the verses in
Prasannapada iii. 3 and xvi. 7—the analysis rests only on positions I, II and IV;
cf. ii. 8 and 15, with the Prasannapada, where the principle of excluded middle is
evoked (Buddhapalita evidently differs here and supposes the 'third' to correspond
to position III). In xxv. 15—16 we find positions I, II and IV. Elsewhere—e.g. in
i. 7, ii. 24—25, vii. 20, viii. 9—10, xxiii. 20, and xxv. 11—13—Nagarjuna's analysis
rests on positions I, II and III only. (It is to be noted that in xxvii. 17 and 27 the
subject is distributed between each predicate—'partly . . . partly'—in the case of
position III, and the proposition is negated by Nagarjuna.)
In MMK xviii. 8 a fourfold set of unnegated predicates—'so' (tathya, the antonym
of mrsd 'false' according to Candraklrti), 'not so,' 'both so and not so,' and 'neither
so nor not so'—is applied to all (conditioned) things (sarva = samskrtadharmas
according to Candraklrti) in conformity with the Buddha's graded and successive
teachings (anuidsana). And in MMK xviii. 6 the question of an dtman is taken up
under the unnegated positions I, II and IV. But in neither case is Nagarjuna stating
a view held by the Madhyamaka school; on the interpretation of these two passages
see D. SEYFORT RUEGG, J I P 5 (1977), pp. 5—9, 37—39.
98

Cf. Prasannapada xxvii. 26.
See MMK xvi. 2 on the pudgala in relation to the skandhas (and xxiii. 5 on the
klista in relation to the klegas). Only identity and difference between an dtman and
the skandhas are considered in xviii. 1.
A difference between these modes of fivefold analysis lies in the fact that the first
09
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A close examination of language and its categories thus reveals the groundlessness and untenability of the conventional notions of an entity possessing a
svabhdva and existing in a nexus of conceptual construction or causality. All
things are in fact ultimately non-substantial (nihsvdbhdva) and empty of own
being (svabhdvaiunya).
When it appears from Nagarjuna's discussion that he considers that no thing
is to be posited in terms either of the above-mentioned binary, ternary or
quinary sets of relations or of the four positions—in short, that no entity
possessing a svabhdva of any kind is to be postulated—there can be no ground
for supposing that he has either neglected or rejected the principle of the
excluded middle in 'classical' two-valued logic by positing an V that is neither
'A* nor 'A'. Nor is there then any reason to feel the need to suggest that as a
rational thinker he was using some kind of three-valued logic;101 for in the
MMK and his related treatises Nagarjuna has carefully refrained from postulating the existence of an indeterminate value for a real entity.102
Also, in his analysis and criticism of concepts and categories, Nagarjuna's
reasoning is clearly based on the principles of contradiction and exclusion.103
mentioned mode concerns two causally related entities (fire and fuel, for example)
which have the same ontological and epistemological status, whereas the following
mode relates to a designational entity (dtman or pudgala) imaginarily constructed
on the basis of dharmas, viz. the five skandhas which possess an accepted validity
in the Buddhist tradition, even though the Madhyamika does not allow them
ultimate reality. It seems likely that the latter served as a model for the application
of the fivefold analysis to the relationship between dharmas on the same level, and
basically it goes back to the canon; see e.g. Samyuttanikaya iii, p. 44, and iv, p. 287
on the fourfold investigation (i.e. rupam [or: vedandm . . . vinndnam] attato samanupassati, rupavantam vd attdnam, attani vd rupam, rupasmim vd attdnam). (Like the
canonical passage just mentioned, the Mahavyutpatti § 209 also enumerates four
rather than five points).—On the twenty forms of satkdyadrsti eliminated by this
form of analysis, see Candraklrti, Madhyamaka vatara vi. 144.—Concerning the
total of five rather than four, it is reached by that mode of counting which enumerates a covering item in addition to the items included under it. That is, we have
basically the two items of identity and difference (see MMK xxii. 8 and xviii. 1),
with difference then subdivided into three items; and the total can be regarded as
consisting in five or four items according to whether the covering item (difference)
is counted separately or not.
100 The word tathdgata is in this context interpreted as referring to the buddha
(MMK xxii. 15) or bhagavant after nirodha (i.e. in nirvana) (xxv. 17). (Elsewhere
however, e. g. in the context of the avydkrtavastus, tathdgata can refer to any individual. Compare Candrakirti's PP xxii. 1, where mention is made also of dtman).
101
Cf. for example F. STAAL, Exploring mysticism (Berkeley, 1975), p. 39 sq.
102 F o r the principle of excluded middle, see e.g. MMK ii. 8, 15 (cf. xvi. 8, xxi. 14
and xxv. 15—16); ^unyatasaptati 72. See also Candrakirti, Prasannapada v. 6, xv. 7
and xxiii. 14.
Concerning the special use of a formula corresponding to the (unnegated) fourth
koti—namely the 'neither . . . nor' formula—in connexion with ultimate reality
which is no entity of any kind (e.g. in MMK xxv. 10, where nirvana is said to be
neither entity nor absence of entity), see our discussion in J I P 5 (1977), pp. 16—20.
K>3 See e.£. MMK v. 6, vii. 30, viii. 7, xxi. 10, and xxv. 14. Cf. MMK xxvii. 22 and
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In view of his radical critique of conceptual entities and categories as
grounded in the discursivity of thinking and language, and because of his
method of argument based on prasanga-re&soning which points out the untenability of a view without implicitly postulating the counter-view, Nagarjuna's
theory in his scholastic works can no doubt be properly described as largely
negative, as already observed above. But this carefully worked out via negativa
is not nihilistic, nihilism being the extreme of the ucchedavdda which Nagarjuna
and his followers have avoided as strictly as its opposite, the eternalist extreme
of the sddvatavdda. Nor can his procedure be dismissed as mere sophistry, hairsplitting and fault-finding contentiousness. Its rationale lies on the one hand
in a philosophically elaborated theory of the non-substantiality of any entity
posited in the dichotomous structure of discursive thinking and language, and
on the other hand in the principle that ultimate reality (tattva) cannot be
expressed or conceived in the frame of vikalpa and prapanca (xviii. 9). For the
same reasons Nagarjuna's procedure cannot be described as anti-philosophical
even if he maintains no propositional thesis (pratijnd) intended to establish a
speculative metaphysical system.
Of fundamental importance in Nagarjuna's philosophy are the two truthlevels, that of worldly surface-convention (lokasamvrti ) and that which is true
ultimately (satyam paramdrthatah, xxiv. 8). The latter is of course the sole
truth, corresponding as it does to reality (tattva) characterized as still (ianta),
without discursive development and free from dichotomizing conceptualization
and multiplicity (xviii. 9; cf. xxv. 24). Yet the relative level is not simply to
be dispensed with, for it is on the basis of transactional usage (vyavahdra) that
the paramdrtha is indicated (de&yate; xxiv. 10); in order to penetrate the profundity of the teaching, therefore, one must understand the distinction between
the two satyas (xxiv. 9). The proper use of vyavahdra indeed makes it possible
to deal with the factors of relative existence and philosophical analysis, such
as the four truths (dryasatya, xxiv. 1—3), the three jewels of the buddha, dharma
snidsarngha, and the eight kinds of persons who cultivate the path (xxiv. 4—5ab),
all of which are recognized by the Buddhist tradition. It would be altogether
mistaken to suppose that iunyatd destroys (pratibddh-) these factors along
with the existence of karmic fruits, dharma and adharma, and the totality of
worldly usages (xxiv. 5cd—6).104 And since iunyatd could harm an unintelligent
person who has incorrectly grasped it (xxiv. II),105 in order not to be ruined
one must understand siinyatd according to the principle of dependent origina25; Candrakirti, Prasannapada i. 7, xv. 7, and xviii. 6; D. SEYFORT RUEGG, JIP 5
(1977), pp. 18, 48—49, 54—55.
104 The unconditioned (asamskrta) as well as the conditioned dharmas and factors
belonging to the surface level of transactional usage are accordingly not without a
certain 'as if validity, although they are in reality (paramdrthatah) all without own
being (cf. H. Vaihinger's 'Als ob' theory of fictions). This does not involve a rejection
of sarnvrti and vyavahdra: the phenomena are indeed 'saved.'
108 'Cf. Ratnavall ii. 20—22.
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tion and non-substantiality in its non-nihilistic sense along with the motive
(prayojana) determining the teaching of emptiness (i.e. the stilling of all
discursive development, according to Candrakirti) (xxiv. 7).
Nagarj una's philosophy is conceived with the purpose of revealing the convergence of sunyatd, pratityamutpdda and the Middle Way (madhyamd pratipat).106

As set out in the MMK, the idea of origination in conditioned dependence
(pratltyasamutpdda) is two-faceted since it evidently relates to both truthlevels, that of the surface (samvrti) and transactional usage (vyavahdra) and
that of ultimate reality (paramdrtha). Inasmuch as origination in dependence
embraces all the conditioned factors of the world, it clearly pertains to the
transactional level of surface truth.107 Now, since whatever dharma originates
in dependence on another is neither identical with it nor different from it
(xviii. 10), it might be said that for Nagarjuna this level is both unamenable
to ontological construction and antinomic—and perhaps even that it is characterized by causal indeterminism.108 Pratltyasamutpdda does not then imply,
as it did for the Abhidharmikas whom Nagarjuna criticizes, that a dharma
denned as a factor bearing its own specific characteristic (svalaksana) is born
from other such dharmas known as its cause(s) and condition(s).109 Rather, it
refers to interdependent dharmas in a field of conditionship which have transactional validity on the surface level, but whose nature consists precisely in
being non-substantial and hence empty of own being in virtue of the fact of
their dependent origination: they are as it were ciphers having no independent
ontological status as positive, negative, both positive and negative, or indeterminate entities.
What arises in conditioned dependence is therefore in the last analysis still
'by nature' (sdntam svabhdvatah, vii. 16). Now, looked at in this manner,
pratltyasamutpdda pertains to the fact or truth of dependent origination, i.e.
to the reality of all conditioned dharmas. And as the true state of affairs concerning these dharmas, which are thus empty of own being, pratltyasamutpdda
106 MMK xxiv. 18, and Vigrahavyavartam 22 with Vrtti on 70. Cf. MMK xxiv. 36,
and Candrakirti, Prasannapada xxiv. 40.
107
Cf. Candrakirti's expressions sdmvrta-pratityasamutpdda (PP i, p. 10—11) and
laukiha-tattvaldksana (PP xviii. 10).
108
See Candrakirti's remarks in PP i, pp. 9, 26, and Madhyamakavatara vi
(discussed below, pp. 72—78). This indeterminism is referred to by Nagarjuna as
'stillness by nature' in MMK vii. 16 quoted below (compare the expressions
prakrtis'anta and prakrtivivikta). Compare also Ratnavali i. 47, where it is stated that
production (utpatti, i.e. of a bhdva) is understood neither in terms of reality (tattvatas) nor even in terms of designation (prajnapti).
109
Cf. Candrakirti, PP xv. 2 (p. 261. 6) on the samvrta-svarupa of the Abhidharma.
—For the definition of a dharma as bearing a specific characteristic (svalaksanadharana), see Vasubandhu, Abhidharmakosabhasya i. 2 (ed. Pradhan, p. 2. 9). In
the Abhidharma, dharmas are regularly determined with reference to their characteristic natures.
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may then be termed emptiness (Sunyatd, xxiv. 18).110 In the introductory verses
to the MMK the pratltyasamutpdda is moreover described as not annihilated
and not eternal, undestroyed and unborn (just like nirvana in xxv. 3), and as
without multiplicity and tranquil (just like ultimate reality, tattva, in xviii. 9).
The complexity of the idea of pratltyasamutpdda is further brought out when
Nagarjuna states that he who recognizes it sees not only the characteristic
feature and the conditioned processes of the world—viz. 'suffering' (duhkha)111
and origination (samvdaya) respectively, i. e. the first two dryasatyas—but also
unconditioned cessation (nirodha), the third truth, and the path (mdrga), the
fourth truth that as it were leads from the first two truths to the third (cf.
xxiv. 40).
It would seem that the above-mentioned ambivalence of origination in
dependence as pertaining either to the dependency produced conditioned factors (pratltyasamutpannd dharmdh) or to the fact (or truth) of dependent
origination (pratltyasamutpdda) is paralleled in the terminology used to
express the theory of emptiness. Thus, as already noted, the term dunya
'empty' is an epithet of all dharmas; and dunyatva is then the state or property
of emptiness of all dharmas.112 On the other hand, the term iunyatd tends to be
reserved for this fact or true state of affairs; and it is accordingly a term that
110
The two aspects of pratltyasamutpdda might perhaps be clarified by saying
that as including (extensionally) all conditioned factors originating in dependence
(pratityasamutpanna) whose nature is to be empty (: iiinyatva), pratityasamutpdda
belongs to the samvrti level. But as the fact or true state of affairs of dependent
origination that relates (intensionally) to all conditioned factors, pratltyasamutpdda
concerns the ultimate reality or truth of their emptiness (iunyatd); and it accordingly pertains to paramdrtha (cf. PP vii. 15, p. 159. 6). (Because the asamskrta,
which is pdramdrthilca, is also svabhdvaiunya, iunya and samskrta are of course not
coterminous). Since pratityasamutpdda thus pertains, in the one way or the other,
to both the sdmvrta and pdramdrthika levels, it is equivalent in its range to iunyatd.
The two terms are not exact synonyms, however, and they have distinct spheres of
use even if essentially they have a common (nominalistic) reference (updddya
prajnaptih) .—Compare the old controversy as to whether pratltyasamutpdda is
samskrta or asamskrta. See also Abhidharmakosabhasya iii. 28. The old canon
already attests the application of the term dharmatd to the principle of pratltyasamutpdda comprising the twelve members of origination in dependence; see Samyuttanikaya ii, pp. 25—26, and Nidanasamyukta (ed. C. TRIPATHI, Berlin, 1962),
pp. 147—9, 164 (cf. Candrakirti, PP i, p. 39—40), where this description is found
with the key formula . . . utpdddd vd tathdgatdnam anutpdddd vd sthitd eveyam
dharmatd dharmasthitaye dhdtuh. Then in the Dasabhumikasutra (8G = p. 136) this
dharmatd is described as sarvadharmaiunyatd (and sarvadharmdnupalabdhi). The
meaning of the word dharmatd has of course developed during the history of
Buddhist thought, and it is in the Mahay ana that the link between iunyatd and
dharmatd has been worked out; but the connexion between pratltyasamutpdda and
iunyatd is found already e.g. in the Nidanasamyukta, p. 153.

m Cf. PP xxiv. 1.
112
See e.g. MMK xxvii. 29; Vigrahavyavartani 21—22, 57, 59, 61 with Vrtti.—
'Empty' is of course not to be understood here as the complementary opposite of
'not empty' in the binary set iunya\aiunya (see MMK xiii. 7; cf. vii. 33 on samskrta\
asamskrta as a dichotomous pair).
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relates to the paramdrtha (although as a name it belongs, like any designation,
to the transactional surface-level of samvrti).113
The twin principles of pratltyasamutpdda and dunyatd thus found a philosophical Middle Way that eschews both the extremes of annihilationism
(ucchedavdda) and eternalism (dddvatavdda). The Madhyamaka takes account
of 'phenomena'—the manifoldness of dharmas on the samvrti level—and reality—
the paramdrtha—while refraining from presenting them as opposed factors. And
instead of postulating either a pluralism of entities or a single monistic entity
it operates with the principle of non-duality.
What has been tentatively referred to above as the causal indeterminism of
the factors within the process to which the truth of pratltyasamutpdda applies
is inseparable from dunyatd both as emptiness of own being making everything
possible114 and as release from (or: expeller of) all speculative dogmatic views
(xiii. 8). And the 'stillness' in question is characteristic of both paramdrtha
(gnoseologically speaking) and nirvana (soteriologically speaking).
Both gnoseological and soteriological aspects are combined also in pratltyasamutpdda because, when ignorance (avidyd 'misknowledge', the first of the
twelve members of origination in dependence) has come to a stop, there is no
more possibility for the conditioning factors (samskdra, the second member of
this set) to arise (xxiii. 23). This stoppage of avidyd is achieved through gnosis
(jndna), as a result of meditative realization (of pratltyasamutpdda) (xxvi. 11).
Cessation of origination or birth may be said to result, according to Nagarjuna, also from the cessation of the notions of self (ahamfkdraj) and everything belonging to self (mama) which lead to appropriative clinging {updddna,
xviii. 3—4). Release thus follows from the cessation of action (Jcarman) and
the defilements (kleda) issuing from dichotomizing conceptualization (vikalpa),
113
In the Vigrahavyavartanl-Vrtti 22, pratityasamutpannatva is given as the
reason for a thing's having no own being (nihsvabhdva), which in turn is given as
the reason for a thing's being empty (dunya) in VV-Vrtti 21. In Prasannapada
xxvii. 29, Candrakirti has given pratityasamutpannatva as the reason for dunyatva;
cf. xxiv. 19 (p. 505. 16) on pratityasamutpanna and dunya.—Concerning the difference
in use between dunyatd and dunya (tva), it is true that inconsistencies are encountered
in our texts, where Skt. dunya has on occasion been translated by Tib. ston pa nid
instead of ston pa (examples are to be found in PP xxiv. 1, p. 475. 6, 8; conversely,
in the Sanskrit text of PP xxiii. 13 [p. 461. 15—16] we find svabhdvadunyatva where
the Tibetan has ran bzin gyis ston pa). And it is also true that the situation is
further complicated by the fact that Tib. ston pa nid renders both dunyatd and
dunyatva. Yet, as a rule, the Tibetan exegetes have distinguished between dunya =
ston pa as an adjective modifying all dharmas (chos), and ston pa nid ('== dunyatd).
(In a case where the Madhyantavibhaga i. 13 refers to dunya when dunyatd is the
topic in question, Sthiramati explains in his commentary that the suffix of state
fbhdvapratyaya] has been 'elided' [lupta] metri causa). According to the Prajnaparamita literature and the Madhyamaka, dunyatd is itself empty of own being (and
Sthiramati has pointed out in the same place that dunyatd is no more different from
what is empty than are duhkhata from what is painful or anityata from what is
impermanent, for it is the dharmatd of dharmas).
114
MMK xxiv. 14 and VigrahavyavartanI 70; cf. MMK xxiv. 36.
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which in its turn proceeds from discursive development (prapanca). Prapanca
itself comes to a stop in Sunyatd.11* Release is, however, not to be reined as one
term in a binary set made up of bondage/release; for bandhana/moksa belongs—
like sunyajasunya, samskrta/asamskrta or any other set of dichotomously
opposed complementary concepts or categories—to the realm of vikalpa.
On the level of paramartha, there is neither superaddition of nirvana nor
removal of samsdra as opposed entities (xvi. 10). Furthermore, the state of continuous interrelated and dependent coming-and-going (djavamjavlbhdva, in the
round of existences) comes, once stoppage of such interrelatedness and dependence is achieved, to be designated as nirvana (xxv. 9). In this way there is really
no differentiating property116 between samsdra and nirvana; and there is no
difference, however subtle, between a terminal limit of nirvana and a terminal
limit of samsdra (xxv. 19—20).117 Similarly, the tathdgata and the world of
living beings (jagat) have the same 'nature' (svabhdva), i.e. both are precisely
without own being (nihsvabhdva, xxii. 16). Nirvana—which as already observed
is not an entity to be posited in terms of the four positions (xxv. 4)—is also said
to be free from elimination and acquisition, and to be undestroyed and noneternal, neither stopped nor produced (xxv. 3), so that it has been 'defined'
in much the same way as the pratttyasamutpada in the introductory verses to
the MMK.
The characteristic of reality (tattva-laksana) is then to be free from dichotomizing conceptualization and, accordingly, to be without multiplicity, still and
undeveloped in discursive development (xviii. 9; cf. xxii. 15 and xxv. 24). On
this point too Nagarjuna's soteriology is closely linked with gnoseology. Reality,
the level of paramartha which is simply shown—and as it were plotted through
philosophical analysis of the 'zeroed' dharmas—is never hypostatized as an
entity of any kind whatsoever.
As noted above, terms to designate reality such as dharmadhdtu, dharmakdya
and tathatd employed elsewhere in the Mahayanist literature of the Sutras and
Sastras, including even some works connected with the Madhyamaka school,
do not occur in the MMK. To indicate reality Nagarjuna has there confined
himself—apart from the well-established words nirvana and sunyatd—-to the
terms paramartha (xxiv. 8, 10), tattva (xviii. 9 and xxiv. 9) and dharmatd
115
iunyatdydm, MMK xviii. 5. (There is the variant ston pa nid kyis — iunyatayd
'by emptiness'). Candrakirti here explains prapanca in terms of objectincation
(upalambha) of a vastu (PP xviii. 5, p. 350. 18); cf. P P xxii. 15 (vastunibandhand hi
prapancah), xxv. 24 (where prapanca is glossed as nimitta), xviii. 5 (p. 350. 15),
and i, p. 11. 6 (where prapanca is said to have the characteristic of a designatum,
etc.: abhidheyddilaksana). In MMK xxv. 24 upalambhopaiama and prapancopatfama
figure side by side. But in P P xviii. 9 (p. 373. 9) prapanca is said to be vac, which
'develops' arthas; and what is undeveloped in discursive development is unexpressed
by words (prapancair aprapandtam vdgbhir avydhrtam).
no vi^esana (Tib. khyad par) = viiesa 'difference' according to Candrakirti.
117 Candrakirti speaks of the imaginary construction of a prior and posterior
limit (purvdparakotikalpand), which is in fact impossible (PP xxv. 21 avataranikd;
cf. xi. 1).
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(xviii. 7).118 To be recalled here also is Nagarjuna's rejection of an asamskrta
opposed within dichotomizing conceptualization to the samskrta (vii. 33), of a
iunya opposed to the aAunya (xiii. 7), and even of absence of defilement opposed
to the state of defilement (cf. xxiii. 25).
The philosophy of the MMK and the related treatises differs from that of the
Abhidharmikas in that Nagarjuna moved from the taxonomic and constructive
inventorization of a plurality of dharmas, conceived of as individually specifiable
and analytically independent entities, with causal laws connecting them, to a
theory of dharmas operating as non-substantial factors arising in the functional
interdependence of conditionship. This theory is described by Nagarjuna in
terms of dependent origination, absence of own being and emptiness. Unlike
that of so many other philosophers, Nagarjuna's philosophical theory is not
made up basically of a system of propositional judgements with accompanying
categorical and hypothetical syllogisms; and it takes on not only a dialectical
but a structural character, its terms being conceptually, logically and linguistically interrelated—but nevertheless metaphysically non-substantial—
dharmas. The name of the basic principle of the theory—s'unyatd—is itself nonreferential, for Nagarjuna refrains from positing an absolute in the frame of any
conceptual position that would involve its hypostatization as a positive, negative or indeterminate entity.
Nagarjuna was thus engaged in a radical rethinking of the philosophical
endeavour, that is, of the very idea of philosophy and the terms in which it is to
be pursued. And by turning away from the construction of a speculative doctrine involving the postulation of entities having some kind of self-nature he
clearly sought to keep strictly to the Middle Way indicated by the Buddha in
the only manner he found commensurate with it.
It was left to Nagarjuna's Madhyamika successors to elaborate his philosophy and pursue in particular the refutation of the speculative views and
dogmas of both non-Buddhist and Buddhist philosophers (his pupil Aryadeva
was especially renowned for excelling in this task), and then to apply their
master's theory by undertaking the systematization of Madhyamaka philosophy in its three main schools (those of Bhavaviveka, Buddhapalita/Candrakirti and Santaraksita).
Commentaries on Nagarjuna's works

Commentaries on Nagarjuna's theoretical scholastic works, and in particular
on the MMK, are numerous. The *Akutobhaya was traditionally regarded as
118

The terms dharmadhdtu and tathatd do appear in Candrakirti's Prasannapada,
in quotations and discussions of Mahayanist doctrine. On the usage of the hymns
ascribed to Nagarjuna see above. (On the absence of dharmakdya and dharmadhdtu
in early Chinese versions of the Prajnaparamita-Sutra see L. LANCASTER, Eastern
Buddhist 8 [1975], p. 36 sq. And on the usage of the MMK see R. H. ROBINSON,
Early Madhyamika, p. 63.)
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Nagarjuna's own commentary on his MMK;119 but for some time this ascription
has been questioned.120 I t has been observed that a close connexion exists between this work and Aryadeva.121 I t has also been suggested that it is related
to the commentary, available only in Chinese (Taishd 1564), attributed to a
certain Ch'ing-mu122, an Indian master who was known in addition by a name
that appears in Chinese transcription as Pin-lo-chieh but whose identity remains to be elucidated.123 This Pin-lo-chieh has even been identified with
Aryadeva.124 At all events both the *Akutobhaya and Ch'ing-mu's commentary
show familiarity with Aryadeva's work. Ch'ing-mu has also sometimes been
credited with the commentary preserved in Chinese on Nagarjuna's Shih-erhmen-lun, a work otherwise ascribed to Nagarjuna himself.125
119
A German translation of this work was published by M. WALLESER, Die
mittlere Lehre des Nagarjuna, nach der tibetanischen Version iibertragen (Die
buddhistische Philosophic in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung, 2. Teil, Heidelber, 1911).
120
Because the *Akutobhaya (chapter xxvii, fol. 113a2) quotes a verse (nan pa
po dan mnan bya dan] jsmra po 'byun ba sin tu dkonj \de phyir mdor na 'khor ba nij
/rntha' yod ma yin mtha* med mini IJ that is found in Aryadeva's Catuhsataka (vii. 5).
(Cf. mKhas'grub'dGe'legs^dpal'bzan, sTon*thun*chen*mo, fol. 37 b—38a; E. OBERMIIXER, AO 11 [1933], p. 4 note 9.) The lDan'dkarma Catalogue lists the *Akutobhaya after both Bhavaviveka's and Buddhapalita's commentaries on the MMK.
Moreover, the main earlier Indian commentaries—Buddhapalita's Vrtti, Bhavaviveka's Prajnapradipa and Candrakirti's Prasannapada—do not appear to mention
the *Akutobhaya. (At the same time, there exist numerous similitarities between
the Tibetan version of the commentary of Buddhapalita on the MMK and
the *Akutobhaya). On the relation of the *Akutobhaya to the Chung -lun
and references to it in the Chinese tradition, see M. WALLESER, Die mittlere Lehre
des Nagarjuna nach der chinesischen Version iibertragen, Die buddhistische Philosophie in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung, 3. Teil (Heidelberg, 1912), p. ix sq. On
its authenticity see also C. IKEDA, Anesaki Commemoration Volume (Tokyo, 1934),
pp. 291—3.
121

See J. W. DE JONG, AM 17 (1971), p. 109.

122

Cf. E. LAMOTTE, Traite, iii, p. 1373; J. W. DE JONG, loc. cit.—A German
translation of this work was published by M. WALLESER, Die mittlere Lehre des
Nagarjuna, Die buddhistische Philosophie (see above, n. 120), 3. Teil (Heidelberg,
1912). Cf. R. A. GARD, IBK 3/1 (1954), pp. 376—370.
123
The Chinese transcription Pin-lo-chieh has been interpreted as Pingalaksa
(= Pingalanetra, Pingalacaksus); see E. LAMOTTE, Traite, iii, p. 1373. Ch'ing-mu
would correspond in meaning to something like NUanetra.— Cf. R. H. ROBINSON,
Early Madhyamika, p. 29, who gives Vimalaksa; N. PERI, BEFEO 1911, p. 366
note; M. WALLESER, Die mittlere Lehre, 3. Teil, p. x sq. (It may be noted that a
Pingala of the Brahmanical tradition, the supposed author of the Chandahsiitra,
was regarded as a ndgardja; cf. A. WEBER, Indische Studien [Berlin, 1863],
p. 157 sq.).
124

E. LAMOTTE, Traite, iii, pp. xxxix, 1373. Cf. P. DEMIEVILLE in L. RENOTT et

J. FILLIOZAT, L'Inde classique, ii (Paris, 1953), § 2137. 1. The identity of Aryadeva
and Ch'ing-mu was rejected by G. Tucci, Pre-Dinnaga Buddhist texts on logic
(Baroda, 1929), p. xvii.
125

Cf. R. A. GARD, IBK 2/2 (1954), pp. 747^742; P. DEMIEVILLE, op. cit.,

§ 2137. 2; N. AIYASWAMI SASTRI, Visvabharati Annals 6 (1954), p. 166.
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For the developed Madhyamaka school in its two main classical branches the commentaries on the MMK by Buddhapalita and his follower
Candrakirti and the one by Bhavaviveka are of fundamental importance
(see below).
It is to be noted that among the earlier commentaries on Nagarjuna's writings there are some by important masters of the Yogacarin/Vijrianavadin
school. A portion of a commentary ascribed to Asanga on the beginning of the
MMK is preserved in Chinese (Taisho 1565, translated in 543); it refers to
Rahulabhadra and comments also on the preliminary stanzas to the MMK concerned with the eight negative epithets applied to pratityasamutpdda.126
A commentary by Sthiramati is also preserved in Chinese (Taish5 1567, translated about 1000); it evidently knows Bhavaviveka's commentary on the
MMK.127 In addition, a commentary by Sthiramati's master Gunamati which
is no longer extant is known to tradition; it seems to have been known to
Bhavaviveka. The existence of such commentaries on the MMK by leading
authorities of the Vijfianavada clearly indicates that Nagarjuna's work was
not considered to be the exclusive property of the Madhyamikas in the narrow
sense of a particular school, and that it was regarded as fundamental by
Mahayanist thinkers of more than one tendency.
Commentaries on the MMK are also reported to have been composed by
Devasarman,128 Gunasri129 and Rahula(bhadra).130
There are commentaries on the Sunyatasaptati and the Yuktisastika by
Candrakirti, one by Ajitamitra on the Ratnavali (above, p. 24), one by Mahamati on the Suhrllekha (above, p. 26), and one by a certain Maitreyanatha on
the Bhavasamkranti (above, p. 29).
On the hymns ascribed to Nagarjuna, although some of them are referred to
and quoted for example by Candrakirti, the only commentary available in
Sanskrit is one by Amrtakara on the Lokatita0, the Niraupamya0, the Acintya0
and the Paramartha-stava.131
126

Cf. P. DEMIEVILLE, L'Inde classique, § 2138.
Cf. H. NAKAMHEA, Journal of Intercultural Studies no. 4 (1977), p. 79—80;
Y. KAJIYAMA, WZKSO 12—13 (1968), p. 198. (The Taisho edition contains only
Chapters i—xiii).
128 Devasarman is referred to by Avalokitavrata in his Tika on Bhavaviveka's
Prajfxapradipa, chapter i (wa, fol. 225a—226b), where the title of his commentary
is given as dKarpo-'charba.
129 j j e i s referred to by Avalokitavrata, op. cit., fol. 85a.—For a list of eight
commentaries—those of Nagarjuna himself (i.e. the*Akutobhaya), Buddhapalita,
Candrakirti, Devasarman, GuNasri, Gunamati, Sthiramati, and Bhavaviveka—see
the colophon to the *Akutobhaya (fol. 114a). (In his Bodhimargadlpapanjika, fol.
324b, Dipamkarasrljnana has substituted a commentary by Gunadatta for Devasarman's, which he stated is on the Prajnapradipa of Bhavya).
130
His commentary is said to have been translated into Chinese by Paramartha
(500—569); see E. LAMOTTE, Traite, iii, p. 1374.
131
Se&G. TTTCCT, Minor Buddhist texts, i (Rome, 1956), pp. 235—46.
127
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Aryadeva

The master usually considered to be next in importance after Nagarjuna in
the early undivided Madhyamaka school is Aryadeva, whom the sources
represent as a direct disciple of Nagarjuna.132 He was especially famed for his
skill in argument, notably against the representatives of schools such as the
Samkhya and Vaisesika concerning whose doctrines at this time his work
provides important information.133
According to Candrakirti, Aryadeva was born in the 'island' (glin) of Singala (Simhaladvipa) as the son of a king; but he renounced his station as prince,
left the world and came to South India where he attended on Nagarjuna as his
master.134 This Simhaladvipa has often been identified with Sri Lanka135—a
location which has been considered confirmed by references in the Dlpavamsa (xxii. 41 and 50) and Mahavamsa (xxxvi. 29) to a certain Deva, whom
these sources place in the second half of the third century when the
Vetullavada was wide-spread in Sri Lanka; but this identification has been put
in question.136
The commentary on the MadhyamakaSastra ascribed to Pin-lo-chieh has, as
already mentioned, been considered an authentic work by Aryadeva since
Pingala appears as an epithet of his.137 But this attribution has been questioned.138
Aryadeva has traditionally been credited with the authorship of the Sata(ka)s*astra (Pai/Po-lun) extant only in Kumarajiva's Chinese translation of the
early fifth century (Taisho 1569).139 The problem of the connexion between
this work and the Catuhsataka (available in Sanskrit fragments and in a Tibetan
132 Aryadeva is said to have been known also under the names Kanadeva,
Nilanetra, Pingalanetra, etc. (cf. ]£. LAMOTTE, Traite", iii, p. 1373 note; above, p. 48).
As for his date, it has to be determined in relation to Nagarjuna's, whose direct
disciple he is considered to be. There is a quotation from Aryadeva's Catuhsataka
(ii. 8) in Chapter cv of Harivarman's Tattva/Satyasiddhisastra (cf. the Sanskrit
translation by N. AIYASWAMI SASTBI, Baroda, 1975, p. 252).
las See M. HONDA, IBK 23/1 (1974), pp. 7—12, and E. FRATTWALLNER, WZKSO 2

(1958), p. 131 for the Samkhya; G. TTJCCI, Pre-Dinnaga Buddhist texts on logic,
pp. xiv—xxx for the Vaisesika and Nyaya.
is* Candrakirti, Catuhsataka-tika, fol. 34b. Cf. T. WATTERS, On Yuan Chwang's
travels in India (London, 1904—5), i, p. 320—1; ii, p. 200sq.
135 FJ. LAMOTTE, Traite, iii, p. 1373 note. Cf. Vidhushekhara BHATTACHARYA, The
Catuhsataka of Aryadeva (Calcutta, 1931), p. xix.
136 See N. DTJTT, IHQ 10 (1934), pp. 137—42, who places Simhapura in Northwest
India. P. S. SASTRI, IHQ 31 (1955), p. 196 sq., takes Andhra to be Aryadeva's
birthplace.
137 fi. LAMOTTE, Traite, iii, p. 1373.
is* See J. W. DE JONG, AM 17 (1971), p. 109.

139 For the &ata(ka)sastra see G. Tucci, Pre-Dinnaga Buddhist texts on logic
(Baroda, 1929), p. xiii sq. Cf. G. TTJCCI, La versione cinese del Catuhsataka di
Aryadeva confrontata col testo sanscrito e la traduzione tibetana, RSO 10 (1923),
pp. 522.—This text seems to be listed in the IDan'dkar'ma Catalogue (ed. M. Lalou,
JA 1953, p. 335, no. 677) ?
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translation as well as in a partial Chinese version)140 is complicated. The two
texts have much in common as to their contents, but they are not identical
either in the total number of their verses or with respect to the treatment of
their subject-matter; and the authenticity of the shorter work has even been
queried.141 This uncertainty is compounded by the fact that the Catuhsataka
is itself frequently referred to simply as Sataka, for example in Candrakirti's
Prasannapada. In his commentary on the Catuhs"ataka (fol. 34b) Candrakirti
furthermore observes that the word catuh had sometimes been (tendentiously)
omitted; and he states (fol. 34a) that when Dharmapala, the master of the
Nalanda school of the Vijnanavada, commented on the work, he in fact broke
it up into two parts, one dealing with an exposition of the Dharma and the
other with critical discussions of controversial topics, and then commented only
on the latter part. The second half of the Catuhsataka was translated into
Chinese together with Dharmapala's commentary in 650 by Hsiian-tsang (TaishS
1570-1).142
The ten chapters (in 50 'Mokas' or 32-syllable units) of Kumarajiva's Chinese
version of the first half of the £ata(ka)sastra are: (i) Renunciation of sin and
merit, (ii) Refutation of the dtman, (iii) Refutation of unity, (iv) Refutation of
diversity, (v) Refutation of sense-perceptions, (vi) Refutation of their objects,
(vii) Refutation of the existence of the effect in the cause, (viii) Refutation of
the non-existence of the effect in the cause, (ix) Refutation of permanence, and
(x) Critique of the empty. These chapters accordingly deal with approximately
the same subjects as the 200 verses of the last eight chapters of the CS, though
in different words. This text is accompanied by a commentary ascribed to Vasu
(certain passages of which follow almost verbatim the Ta-chih-tu-lun).143
Aryadeva's major work is the Catuhsataka, which is available in fragments
in Sanskrit, in Hsiian-tsang's above-mentioned Chinese translation of the
second part only, and in a Tibetan translation.144 The work consists of the follow140

See below.
See J. W. DE JONG, AM 17 (1971), p. 110. Cf. R. GARD, IBK 2/2 (1954),
p p . 751—747.
141

142

See E. LAMOTTE, Traite", iii, p. 1371—72; G. Tucci, RSO 10 (1923), p. 523 sq.,
and Pre-Dirinaga Buddhist texts on logic. Cf. R.H.ROBINSON,EarlyMadhyamika,
pp. 27, 33; P. DEMIEVILLE, L'Inde classique, ii, §2137. 3.—See also E. FRATTWAIXNER, Candramati, in Studia Indologica (Festschrift W. Kirfel, Bonn, 1955),
p. 66 sq., on Dharmapala's commentary and the Vaisesika.
143
On Vasu see N. PERI, BEFEO 1911, p. 361 sq.; G. Tucci, Pre-Dinnaga
Buddhist texts on logic, p. xiv; E. FRATTWALLNER, On the date of the Buddhist Master
of the Law Vausubandhu (Rome, 1951), pp. 35—38, 48—49 (who identifies this Vasu
with his Vasubandhu I); R. H. ROBINSON, Early Madhyamika, pp. 33, 211. On this
Vasu's knowledge of the Samkhya see E. FRAUWALLNER, WZKSO 2 (1958), p. 131.
144
See HARAPRASAD SASTRI, Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. iii,
no. 8 (1914), pp. 449—514; P. L. VAIDYA, Etudes sur Aryadeva et son Catuhsataka
(Paris, 1923); G. Tucci, RSO 10 (1923), pp. 521—67; V. BHATTACHARYA, Proceedings
and Transactions of the Fourth Oriental Conference, Allahabad (1926), pp. 831—71,
and The Catuhsataka of Aryadeva (Calcutta, 1931); S. YAMAGTJCHI, Chugan bukkyo
ronko (Tokyo, 1965), p. 197 sq.
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ing 16 chapters, (i—iv) Elimination of the erroneous positing of things as permanent (nitya), pleasant (sukha), pure {Subha or s"uci),li5 and self (dtman)
(according to Candrakirti these four chapters which dispel the four viparydsas
explain the nature of mundane things so that they may be abandoned and
buddhahood may be achieved), (v) The Bodhisattva's practice (which makes
it practically possible to achieve Buddhahood). (vi) Elimination of the defilements (kleda) which hinder the preceding, (vii) Elimination of attachment to
the enjoyment of seemingly desirable sensory objects (visaya), which causes
the defilements to arise and increase. And (viii) the practice of the disciple. The
first eight chapters of the C!§ are thus concerned with the preparation of those
who practise the path. The last eight chapters then explain the non-substantiality of the dharmas. They deal in turn with the negation (pratisedha) of (ix)
permanent entities, (x) self (dtman), (xi) time, (xii) dogmatic opinions (drsti),
(xiii) sense-faculties and their objects, (xiv) the positing of doctrinal extremes
(antagrdha, e.g. existence, non-existence, both, and neither) with special
reference to identity and difference, and (xv) the positing of conditioned
(samskrta) things as real. Finally chapter xvi, entitled 'An exposition of the
cultivation of ascertainment for master and disciple', is devoted to a consideration of logical and epistemological problems in the doctrine of iunyatd.
In particular, it is pointed out (in conformity with Vigrahavyavartam 29—30)
that he who does not maintain a thesis (paksa) based on the positions of
existence (sat), non-existence (asat), and both cannot be attacked in logic by
an opponent (xvi. 25).
The titles of the chapters of the C& differ slightly in the Tibetan translations
of the basic text and of Candraklrti's Tika, the latter adding the word bsgom pa
(bhdvand) where it is lacking in the former (e.g. Chapter xvi); this emphasis
on meditative realization (and on bhdvandsamddhi in the Tika version of
Chapter ix) accords with the reference to the Bodhisattva's t/ogra-practice in the
full title of the work, which in the bsTan*'gyur version is Bodhisattvayogacaryas'astra-Catuhs'ataka-Karika (the Sanskrit fragments have yogdcdra). It is
noteworthy that the term yogdcdra/yogacaryd is here applied to a work dealing
largely with a form of bhdvand directed towards philosophical analysis and the
critical treatment of controversial points. The use of this term is remarkable
since it came to be usually associated with the school of the Yogacarins/Vijnanavadins established subsequently by Asanga and appears already in the title of
one of their basic sources, the Yogacarabhumi (known in the bsTan*'gyur version
as Yogacaryabhumi). Some kind of close relation may well have existed between
Aryadeva and early masters of the Yogacarin school; for not only has the
Hastavalaprakarana, a work by Dignaga, been ascribed to him by an IndoTibetan tradition but, as already mentioned, the Yogacarin Dharmapala wrote
a commentary on the second portion of the CS" as late as the sixth century.146
1*6 See e. g. Ratnavali ii. 48—70.
1*6 There also exist, as mentioned above, some important commentaries on
Nagarjuna's MMK by masters of the Yogacarin/Vijnanavadin school.—The Chinese
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Yet the reference in the title of the C§ to yogdcdra/yogacaryd could hardly have
been intended to express any specific connexion between it and the school of
the Yogacarins/Vijnanavadins; and it appears that the word was then still
being used as a general term to denote practisers of the Buddhist spiritual and
intellectual disciplines without reference to a particular philosophical school.147
In addition to Dharmapala's above-mentioned commentary on the second
part of the C!§, there is a complete Tika by Candrakirti, now available only in
Tibetan. In it (fol. 35 a) reference is made to examples (dpe = drstdnta) relating
to the first eight chapters which had been supplied earlier by Dharmadasa.148
The AksaraSataka and its Vrtti have been ascribed to Nagarjuna by DipamkaraSrljfiana149 and the Tibetan tradition, but to Aryadeva by the Chinese.150
This work, which is mainly directed against Samkhya and VaiSesika type
theses, discusses inter alia the formal objections against establishing the
existence of entities by means of an inference (anumdna) comprising a thesis
and logical reason, as well as the epistemological difficulties involved in postulating their production, duration and destruction. In conventional transactional usage (vyavahdra) entities (bhdva) are said to be comparable to a
dream; that is, they lack the characteristics of existence, non-existence and
both existence and non-existence, and they are also not uncaused because they
arise through effort. I t is quite possible to speak conventionally of the existence
of things, but not from the point of view of ultimate reality; and it is altogether
impossible to deduce the existence of a thing from its name (Vrtti, fol. 164 b—
165a).
As for the Hastavalaprakarana and its Vrtti, although ascribed to Aryadeva
by an Indo-Tibetan tradition, they are probably by Dignaga, who is named as
their author in the Chinese tradition. 151
canon has preserved the above-mentioned commentary on the ^ataka by the
Bodhisattva Vasu translated, together with the basic text, by Kumarajiva (TaishS
1569); but it is uncertain whether this person is the same as the Vijnanavadm
Vasubandhu.
147
The fact that the term Madhyamaka is still not used could perhaps be understood as indicating that this term also was not yet in (regular) use to designate a
particular school of thought.
148
A certain Dharmadasa, clearly another Vijnanavadin, is known (along with
Dignaga) as a master of Dharmapala; see Taranatha, rGya*gar-chos-'byun, p. 124,
and Sunvpa"Ye#ses"dpal"'byor, dPag"bsanrljon*bzan (ed. S. Ch. Das), pp. 99, 102.
Taranatha has also mentioned Dharmadasa as a direct pupil of Asanga and Vasubandhu (p. 105), and as a teacher of Arya Vimuktisena (p. 108). (Is this the Dharmadasa mentioned as its author in a manuscript of the Vrtti on the Candra-Vyakarana ?)
149
Bodhimargadlpapanjika, fol. 324b.
150
See V. V. GOKHALE, Aksara-Qatakam, the hundred letters (Heidelberg, 1930),
who points out that the introductory verse indicates that the commentary was
composed by a pupil of (Arya-)Deva; S. YAMAGUCHI, Utani gakuho 9 (1930),
p. 191 sq.
151 See F. W. THOMAS and H. Ui, JRAS 1918, pp. 267—310; E. FRAUWALLNER,
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The bsTan*'gyur also contains two very short works attributed to Aryadeva,
the *Skhalitapramathanayuktihetusiddhi152 and the *Madhyamakabhramaghata. In the Chinese canon there is found a treatise attributed to the Bodhisattva Aryadeva on explanations of nirvana given by twenty sectarian teachers
mentioned in the Lankavatarasutra (Taisho 1640, translated in the first part
of the 6th century by Bodhiruci).153 Another work ascribed to him is a refutation of four Hinayanist schools mentioned in the Lankavatarasutra (TaishS
1639, also translated by Bodhiruci).
On the Jnanasarasamuccaya, which may be by a later author named Aryadeva, see below on the Madhyamaka-Vajrayana synthesis.
Bdhulabhadra

In the early Madhyamaka, in addition to the Stavas and Stotras ascribed to
Nagarjuna, the hymnic genre is represented by the Prajfiaparamitastotra of
Rahulabhadra.154 A Tibetan tradition has taken him to be the master of Nagarjuna (perhaps owing to a confusion with a later Nagarjuna whose master Saraha was otherwise known as Rahulabhadra). But according to other Tibetan
and the Chinese traditions, including one recorded by the Madhyamika master
Chi-tsang (549—623), he is regarded as a contemporary and follower of Nagarjuna. In other sources again he is regarded as a successor of Aryadeva.155 The
WZKSO 3 (1959), pp. 128—30, 152—6; M. HATTORI, Dignaga on perception
(Cambridge, Mass., 1968), p. 7.—THOMAS and T. R. V. MURTI, Central philosophy
of Buddhism (London, 1955), p. 94, ascribe the work to Aryadeva.
152 English version by R. W. CLARK and LOZANG JAMSPAL, Tibet Journal 4/2
(1979), p. 29 sq.
183
On this work see G. Tucci, Un traite d'Aryadeva sur le "Nirvana" des
here"tiques, TP 24 (1926), pp. 16-31; H. NAKAMURA, HJAS 18 (1955), pp. 93-102.
154
Ed. R. HIKATA, Suvikrantavikrami-Pariprccha Prajnaparamita-Sutra, pp.
1—2. This stotra is also found at the beginning of the Astasahasrika and Pancavimsatisahasrika Prajnaparamita (ed. N. DTJTT), as well as in part in the Ta-chih-tu-lun
(cf. LAMOTTE, Traite, ii, pp. 1061—5).
155
See Bu-ston, Chos-'byun, fol. 99a (OBERMILLER, ii, p. 123); 'Gos#g2on#nu-dpal,
Deb'ther*snon-po, ka, fol. 18a (ROERICH, i, p. 35); Taranatha, rGya*garchos#'byun.
(ed. SCHIEFNER), pp. 53 sq., 83, and bKa'-babs^bdrnvgyrrnanrthar, fol. 181 sq.
(GRUNWEDEL, p. 10 sq.), who also makes Rahulabhadra the master of Nagarjuna.—
But elsewhere in his rGya-garIchos*'byun (pp. 68, 73) Taranatha makes Rahulabhadra a successor of Nagarjuna and a disciple of Aryadeva. And Bu'ston also quotes a
lineage in which Rahula follows Aryadeva (Chos*'byun, fol. 94 a 1 [OBERMILLER, ii,
p. 109, has
Bahula, which is presumably a misreading or misprint for Rahula]; cf.
Sum*pa4mkhan*po, dPag#bsanrljon*bzan, (ed. S. Ch. Das), p. 90).—Cf. G. Tucci,
JPASB 26 (1930), p. 141 (= Opera minora, i, p. 212 sq.), and IS. LAMOTTE, Traite,
iii, p. 1374 note (who refers to the remark of Chi-tsang that Rahula was a contemporary of Nagarjuna, and to the information given by Chan-jan [711—782] according
to which Rahulabhadra composed a commentary on Nagarjuna's work). J. W. DE
JONG, AM 17 (1971), p. 107—8, seems to incline to the view that Rahulabhadra
preceded Nagarjuna. H. NAKAMTJRA, Acta Asiatica 1 (1960), p. 63, placed him in
the third century, after Aryadeva.
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Madhyamakas"astrastuti of Candrakirti speaks of Nagarjuna's being accompanied (sdhita) by Rahulabhadra. Writings attributed to Rahulabhadra are
quoted in the Ta-chih-tu-lun (chapter xviii), as well as in Asanga's commentary
on the MadhyamakaSastra (Taisho 1565) and *Saramati's *Mahayanavataras"astra (Taisho 1634).156
In the Prajriaparamitastotra the prajndpdramitd is described as beyond
dichotomizing conceptualization (nirvikalpd) and discursive development
(nisprapancd). Rahulabhadra writes: He who sees thee as thou really art (or:
devotedly)157 sees the tathdgata. The Buddhas are thy beloved sons, and thou
art thus the tender progenetrix of all Heroes devoted to the weal of others.
Though one, thou art praised under various appellations by the tathdgatas, who
thus make thee accessible to their disciples. Also, when thou art reached, faults
and disputes raised by polemists vanish. Thus thou terrifiest the foolish whilst
thou comfortest the wise. Not coming from anywhere and not going anywhere,
thou art not made into an object of perception (ndpalabhyase) by the wise;
however, those who see thee not but do truly (or: devotedly, bhdvatah) take
recourse (prapad-) to thee are released as soon as they have done so: this is a
great marvel! By the Protectors of the world (lokandtha) who, for the sake of
conventional communication (prajnaptyartham) with incarnate beings, adopt
transactional linguistic usage (vyavahdra) thou art expressed out of compassion—without being [really thus] expressed. Indeed, who is able to praise thee
who art without phenomenal mark (nirnimittd) and pure (niranjand), who
transcendest the entire realm of words, and who art not fixed anywhere ?
However, we who have praised thee who art not to be praised according to
convention (samvrti) are fulfilled through verbal expressions.
This hymn, besides containing ideas expressed also in some of the hymns
ascribed to Nagarjuna, is remarkable because it employs (though no doubt in a
different and still unsystematic way) terms such as prapad-, bhdva, d&aya, and
bhakti that were to become so usual in the works of the bhakti movements. As
for the conception of the prajndpdramitd—both transcendent and immanent,
and the ground of both bondage and release for all beings whether they see
her or not (15)—it is in certain respects comparable with the tathdgatagarbha/
tathdgatadhdtu theory of the Ratnagotravibhaga Commentary.158 And the
question arises as to whether Rahulabhadra represented a related trend in
early Madhyamaka thought. He also composed a hymn to the Saddharmapundarika,159 a Sutra devoted in large part to the theory of the One Vehicle
(ekaydna) which is closely connected with the tathdgatagarbha doctrine of the
156 See E\ LAMOTTE, Traite", ii, p. 1060; iii, p. 1374; H. Ui, ZII 6 (1928), p. 223—4;
G. Ttrcci, JRAS 1930, p. 612 ( = Opera minora, i, p. 240).
i " bhdvena, 'really, truly' or 'resolutely, devotedly, affectionately'.
158 Ratnagotravibhaga Commentary i. 149—52.
i69 Ed. WOGIHABA and TSTJCHIDA in their edition of the Saddharmapundarika
(Tokyo, 1934—5), Introduction, pp. 37—39. This hymn is included in the Kashgar
Ms. of the Saddharmapundarika from the Petrovskij collection (tentatively dated
to between the sixth and ninth century).
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Ratnagotravibhaga (which in fact cites the Saddharmapundarika in ii. 58).
Moreover, as already observed, he is quoted by *Saramati, the master of the
tathdgatagarbha doctrine and the Ratnagotravibhaga, in his *MahayanavataraSastra (Taisho 1634).160
Rahulabhadra thus represents a fairly distinct current in early Madhyamaka
thought that was not elaborated in the theoretical scholastic texts of the classical school based on the MMK, but which is reflected in the hymns ascribed to
Nagarjuna. Still a commentary on the MMK by Rahulabhadra is said to have
been translated into Chinese by Paramartha (see above, p. 49); but this work
is not extant.
'Naga'

A certain Nagahvaya—literally 'the one named Naga'—is mentioned in the
Lankavatarasutra in the context of a prophecy (vydkarana) where he is
evidently identified with Nagarjuna himself.181 'Naga' is, however, elsewhere
spoken of together with Aryadeva as a pupil of Nagarjuna.162
Nagahvaya has then been taken as a proper name and identified with a
certain Tathagatabhadra by Taranatha, who adds that he was the author of
hymns to the trihdya1*3 and on the (tathdgata) garbha16i and that the verses of
the Tathagatagarbhasutra were thereupon widely sung in the South. This
master is thus linked with the so-called Vijfiapti-Madhyamaka,165 a theory
associated with the tathdgatagarbha doctrine and the positive interpretation of
ultimate reality as empty only of the heterogeneous.166 The historical and
160

According to Taranatha (rGya^garchos-'byun, p. 68), Rahulabhadra received
the meaning of the (tathdgata Jgarbha from Aryadeva in the neighbourhood of
KancI!
161
Lankavatarasutra x. 165—6 (where Nagahvaya is translated into Tibetan as
Khrzes'bod'pa); cf. Candrakirti, Madhyamakavatara vi. 3 (p. 76). See also Manjusrlmulakalpa liii. 449—50 (ed. Ganapati Sastri, iii, p. 616—17; K. P. Jayaswal
and B. Samkrtyayana, Imperial History of India [Lahore, 1934], p. 35—36], where
Nagahvaya is said to be an adept of the mdyurl vidyd as well as nihsvabhdvdrthatattvavit. Cf. G. TtJCCi, JPASB 26 (1930), p. 142 ( = Opera minora, i, p. 212); N. DUTT,
IHQ 7 (1931), pp. 633-9.
162
Taranatha, rGya-garchos-'byun, p. 68 (where SCHIEFNER'S edition reads
Klu-bos).
163
sKu-gsunvla'bstod"pa (*Trikayastotra/stava or *Kayatrayastotra/stava?).
A hymn to the three kdyas has been published by A. von STAEL-HOLSTEIN, Bull, de
l'Academie Imperiale des Sciences de St. Petersbourg, no. 11 (1911), pp. 837—45;
this work is quoted by Nadapada (Naropa, Sekoddesatlka, p. 57—58) and is found at
the beginning of 'Gos'g^on'mrdpal's Deb"ther*snon-po. But in the bsTan*'gyur a
Kayatrayastotra the first three verses of which correspond to the first three of the
Sanskrit text just mentioned is ascribed to Nagarjuna himself.—Compare the
*Kayatrayavatara ascribed in the bsTan-'gyur to Nagamitra (Klu'i'bses'gfien).
164
snin po'i bstod pa (cf. Sunvpa-mkhan*po, dPag'bsarrrljoivbzari, ed. S. C. Das,
p. 90).
i«5 rnam rig gi dbu ma (Taranatha, op. cit., p. 68).
166 gzan ston; see above, p. 34. As already noticed, P^ahulabhadra is also linked
with this current of thought (see above, p. 55).
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doctrinal context in which the information available from our sources is
embedded often evokes the later Madhyamaka-Vajrayana synthesis, rather
than the early period of the Madhyamaka school.167 Yet at least certain of the
allusions appear to refer to an earlier time, indeed even to a period prior to the
author of the MMK.168 Taken together the available information points to
some (possibly quite early) doctrinal trends of considerable interest with which
certain currents in the Madhyamaka may have on occasion converged, although
in its classical period and going back as far as the MMK the pure Madhyamaka
school was characterized by apophaticism and appears to have had practically
nothing to do with the tathdgatagarbha doctrine.
Since the references in our sources to 'Naga' remain obscure and the history
of this period of Buddhist thought is very imperfectly known to us, considerable
further research is required to untangle the skein and reveal the literary,
philosophical and religious movements that stand veiled behind these allusions.169
Another figure whose name contains the word Naga and who is associated
with Nagarjuna is Nagabodhi. He is known to some sources as having lived on
the Sriparvata. It is not certain whether this shadowy and elusive figure is the
same as the Tantrika Nagabodhi, the disciple of the Tantrika Arya Nagarjunapada (see below, p. 104).17°

167

See Taranatha's rGya-garchos-'byun, pp. 66—68.
A Sthavira named Naga is connected with a certain 'Bhadra' (: Mahadeva)
and the five points (gzi Ina) at issue at the Council of Pataliputra, and also with a
certain Yid*brtan*pa (Sthiramati/*Sthitamati/*Saramati ?); see Bhavaviveka,
Tarkajvala, fol. 162b—163a (= Nikayabhedavibhangavyakhyana, u, fol. 179a 8).
Cf. ]5. LAMOTTE, Histoire du bouddhisme indien, i (Louvain, 1958), p. 308; D.
SEYFORT RUEGG, La the'orie du tathdgatagarbha et du gotra (Paris, 1969), p. 47.
169 F o r a brief discussion of some possible interpretations of the information
available to us on these persons and on the doctrinal connexions see D. SEYFORT
148

RUEGG, op. cit., pp. 46—50.
170
It has been suggested that Naga(bodhi) was the author of the Ta-chih-tu-lun
(see A. K. WARDER, Indian Buddhism [Delhi, 1970], p. 388).—As for the Tantrika
Nagabodhi, he is reported to have been the teacher of Vajrabodhi (c. 671—741),
a master of the Tattvasamgraha-Tantra, and Amoghavajra (c. 705—774). On him see
G.Tucci,JPASB26 (1930), p. 142 (= Opera minora, i, p. 212); Bu'ston, Chos-'byun,
fol. 102a (Obermiller, ii, p. 132); 'Gos'gZon-mrdpal, Deb'ther'snon'po, ja, fol.
4b—5a (Reerieh, i, p. 360—1); Taranatha, rGya-garchos-'byun, p. 68—89.

THE MIDDLE PERIOD:
THE SYSTEMATIZATION OF THE MADHYAMAKA SCHOOL

By the middle of the sixth century the Madhyamika followers of Nagarjuna
had not only formed into a distinct school known as the Madhyamaka, but
they were dividing into two branches with Buddhapalita (c. 470—540 ?) at the
head of one and Bhavaviveka (Bhavya, c. 500—570 ?) as the chief exponent of
the other.
Historians have used the term Prasangika to designate Buddhapalita's
school because it restricted itself to the prasanga-tyipe reasoning already used
by Nagarjuna, and the term Svatantrika to designate Bhavaviveka's school
since it introduced independent (svatantra) inferences into its process of
reasoning. The terms Svatantrika and Prasangika—which do not seem to be
actually attested as the names of the two branches of the Madhyamaka in the
Sanskrit sources now accessible to us171—correspond respectively to the Tibetan
terms Rarrrgyud*pa and Thal"'gyurba, which have been regularly employed by
Tibetan scholars to designate the two sections of the pure Madhyamaka school.
In his commentary on the Tattvasamgraha Kamalasila (eighth century)
speaks simply of undifferentiated Madhyamikas, while for the VijfLanavadins
he adopts the distinction between Sakaravadins and Nirakaravadins.172 In his
commentary on the Jiianasarasamuccaya (fol. 51b) Bodhibhadra (c. 1000)
mentions as the two schools of the Madhyamaka only Bhavaviveka's and
Santaraksita's.173 And in the eleventh century Advayavajra divides the
Madhyamikas into Mayopamadvayavadins and Sarvadharmapratisthanavadins.174
171
In most of our sources the protagonists of the various branches are referred
to either by name or simply by general expressions such as eke 'some'/apare 'others,'
svayuihya '[a master] of our own school,' dcdrya 'master,' etc. (The word prasangika
appears in another sense in Kamalaslla's Tattvasamgrahapanjika 3308 and Prajnakaramati's Bodhicaryavatarapanjika ix. 27 for example, but not in Candraklrti's
Prasannapada.)
172
See for example Kamalaslla's Tattvasamgragapanjika, 1916—17. For a similar
terminology cf. Ratnakarasanti, Triyanavyavasthana, fol. 114a sq. (kun rjob Ses

pa'i rnam par smra ba and ses pa rnam pa med par smra ba); see below, p. 122 sq.
173

In its Tibetan version Bodhibhadra's Jnanasarasamuccayanibandhana distinguishes, with regard to the analysis of samvrti, between masters like Bhavya
who do not take a cognitive image (dbhdsa) as the object of valid cognition (snan
ba la mi 'jal ba), and masters like Santaraksita who hold that inner cognition alone
appears as various (citra, vidtra), whereas things so appearing are not real (snan
ba'i dhos po ji Ita ba ma yin gyi nan gi ses pa kho na sna chogs su snan bar smra ba)
(fol. 51b).
" 4 Tattvaratnavali, pp. 14, 19 sq. (That is, the school of Santaraksita and
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Among Tibetan scholars the appellations mDo'sde'pa'rdbu'ma/mDo'sde1
spyod*pa'rdbu-ma (= Sautrantika-Madhyamaka) and rNal-'byorspyod*pa'r
dbu*ma (= Yogacara-Madhyamaka) were current by the end of the eighth
century.175 They are found in two of the earliest known Tibetan doxographical
treatises, the ITa'ba'rrinrpa'rman-nag written by dPal'brcegs (end of the
eighth century) and the lTa#ba'rkhyad"par written by Ye-ses-sde (c. 800), two
renowned scholars and translators who worked during the first diffusion of
Buddhism in Tibet.176 These two appellations distinguish between the Madhyamikas according to whether they maintain or reject the existence of an external
object (bdhydrtha) on the surface-level (samvrti or vyavahdra). On the other
hand the appellations Thal-'gyur-ba = Prasangika and Rarrrgyud'pa =
Svatantrika seem to appear only somewhat later in Tibet, towards the beginning
of the second diffusion of Buddhism in the eleventh century, when the Prasangika school became established there.
In the following pages Prasangika and Svatantrika will be employed as
convenient designations for the two main divisions of the pure Madhyamaka
school going back respectively to Buddhapalita and Bhavaviveka although
these terms refer to a single feature of each of their doctrines, namely their
methods of ascertaining reality through reasoning.177 And the name YogacaraMadhyamaka will be used, in accordance with earlier usage, to designate the
synthesizing school of Madhyamikas whose foremost representative was
Santaraksita.178
Haribhadra and the school of Candrakirti respectively according to mKhas'grub"
dGe*legs-dpal*bzan, sTorrthmrchen'mo, fol. 41a—b. See also 'Janvdbyans'bzad'pa*
Nag-dban-brcon-'grus, Grub'mtha'-chen-mo, ii, fol. 131b 6 and 142b 6; lCarrskya*
Rol'pa'rrdoTje, Grub'mtha', kha, fol. lib.) For the apratisthdnavdda, reference may
be made also to the Paramarthabodhicittabhavanakrama ascribed to Asvaghosa/
Sura (gi, fol. 156b 2—3).—In his lTa"ba'rrinrpa'rman - nag, however, dPal'brcegs
appears to apply a similar terminology differently (fol. 140 a—b, where he is speaking
of the Sautrantika-Madhyamikas and Yogacara-Madhyamikas).—Corresponding
Tibetan terms are sgyu ma rigs grub pa and rab tu mi gnas pa. According to (5on'kha*pa
(Lanrrinrchen-mo, fol. 342 a—b), these two appellations were (inappropriately)
given by some scholars to the two branches of Madhyamikas with reference to their
respective theories of the paramdriha. (3on"kha*pa refers to Bkrldan*ses*rab's
stricture against attempts to make such distinctions with respect to the Madhyami-

kas' theories of the paramdrtha.—On the term ''jig rten grogs sde spyod paH dbu ma
(pa) for the Prasangika school see below, note 259.
175
Bodhibhadra has stated that Sautrantikas too may be regarded as Mahayanists. And he notes that the expression Sautrantika has been explained as the name
given to those who accept literally the text of the Sanmukha and Bhadracaryasutra
(Jnanasarasamuccayanibandhana, fol. 49 a—b).
176
sKa-ba*dPal*brcegs, lTa'ba'rrinrpa'rman'nag, fol. 140a—b; Ye*ses*sde,
lTa ba'rkhyad - par, fol. 252b (cf. Manuscrit Pelliot tib^tain 814, fol. 5a sq.; see also
Manuscrit Pelliot tibe"tain 116, p. 112 sq.).
177
These terms may also refer to the manner of the generation in the mind
(sarntdna) of the theory ascertaining pdramdrihika-$unyatd; see 0on*kha"pa, op.
cit., fol. 343a4.
178 For further details see below, p. 87 sq.
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Buddhapalita

Concerning Buddhapalita's life little is reliably known except that he
flourished about the year 500.179 His extensive commentary (Vrtti) on the
MMK is now available only in a Tibetan translation ;180 but his great importance
for the history of the Madhyamaka is amply vouched for by his follower
Candrakirti.
Buddhapalita represents a conservative current in Madhyamaka thought
that resisted the adoption of the logico-epistemological innovations which
were at the time being brought into Mahayanist philosophy (e. g. by Dignaga,
c. 480—540). Thus he did not make use of independent inferences to establish
the Madhyamika's statements; and he employed the well-established prasanga
method, which points out the necessary but undesired consequence resulting
from a thesis or proposition intended to prove something concerning an entity.
From the Madhyamika's standpoint this method has the advantage of not
committing the critic who uses the prasanga to taking up a counter-position
and maintaining the contradictory of what he has denied, which as a Madhyamika he would consider to be just as faulty as the position he has negating.181
Buddhapalita's procedure appears accordingly to be in keeping with Nagarjuna's as expressed in the MMK and the Vigrahavyavartanl.
With respect to the Madhyamika's statement 'Things are not produced from
themselves' (cf. MMK i. 1), Buddhapalita points out that such production of a
thing having own being from itself would be quite useless because it would
already exist in virtue of the own being it is supposed to have; in addition,
such production would involve the fault of over-extension (atiprasanga), for
a thing already existing by own being would, on this assumption, never cease
being produced. Regarding the second negative statement 'Things are not
produced from an other', Buddhapalita observes that if they were so produced
the consequence would necessarily be that all things could be produced from
all things (sarvatah sarvasambhavaprasangah). With respect to the third
negative statement 'Things are not produced from both [themselves and an
other]', Buddhapalita points out that the faults attaching to the two preceding
alternatives would combine in this third one (ubhayadosaprasanga). Finally,
concerning the fourth negative statement 'Things are not produced from no
cause', Buddhapalita also observes that were they so produced the consequence
would necessarily be that all things could always be produced from all things
(soda ca sarvatas" ca sarvasambhavaprasangah).182
^ ^ T T ,
WZKSO 12—13 (1968-9), p.
H. Ui, who ggave
p 194, qquoting
g
470—540; D. SEYFORT RUEGG, ibid., p. 306; H. NAKAMURA, Journ. of Intercultural
Studies 4 (1977), p. 126. E. FRATTWAIXNER, Philosophie des Buddhismus (Berlin,
1956),
p. 221, put him a little earlier, in the fifth century.
180
On Chapter ii cf. M. TACHIKAWA, A study of Buddhapalita's Mulamadhyamakavrtti, Journal of the Faculty of Literature, Nagoya University, No. 63 (1974).
i« See above, p. 36—38.
182 Cf. MMK and Prasannapada i. 6 sq.; vii. 18 sq.; S\\nyatasaptati 4—5. It is to
be recalled that all these statements contain prasajya-neg&tions.
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In many passages Buddhapalita's Vrtti is closely related to or identical with
the *Akutobhaya. The precise relationship of these two works has yet to be
fully clarified, especially in view of the fact that the Tibetan texts of the last
five chapters of both works (translated by Jnanagarbha and CogTO'Klu'i*
rgyal-mdhan) are practically identical.
Bhavaviveka
Bhavaviveka (c. 500—570 ?) was born probably in South India. He was also
known as Bhavya and Bhaviveka.183
Bhavaviveka took up a position radically opposed to Buddhapalita's on the
matter of the logical establishment of the Madhyamika's philosophical position
in general and of the negative statements in particular. In his view the necessary co-ordination with scripture (dgama) of an adequate logical method of
reasoning (yukti) requires more than prasanga arguments because, to establish
the Madhyamika's position, there is needed in addition an independent
(svatantra) inference (anumdna), which can also be embodied in a proper
'syllogism' (prayogavdkya). And it is from this characteristic use of a svatantrdnumdna that Bhavaviveka's school has received its name of Svatantrika. This
school is also known as the Sautrantika-Madhyamaka, in contradistinction to
the synthesizing Yogacara-Madhyamaka.184
In thus seeking to establish the Madhyamika's doctrinal position by means
of logically elaborated inferences and 'syllogisms', rather than by the prasanga
method only, Bhavaviveka evidently wished to utilize methods developed by
the Buddhist logico-epistemological school headed by his elder contemporary
Dignaga, who has been regarded as belonging to a branch—the Satyakaravada
or Sakaravada—of the Vijfianavada school while at the same time continuing
Sautrantika tendencies.
Bhavaviveka's views on the philosophical status of the two truth-levels
(samvrti0 and paramdrtha-satya) and on the formulation of logical proofs made
him, however, the target of criticism by masters of the Vijfianavada: Sthiramati (c. 510—570 ?) of the Valabhi school, who commented on Nagarjuna's
MMK apparently after Bhavaviveka, and Dharmapala (c. 530—561 ?) of the
181

The name Bhavaviveka is attested in Candrakirti's Prasannapada. The form
Bhavya is found in the Mahavyutpatti (no. 3495: sKaMdan). And the form Bhaviveka is presupposed by some Chinese transliterations as well as by the Tibetan
translation sNan'bral (compare the name Bhavivikta, a Naiyayika of the sixth
century ?). In the Madhyamakasastrastuti of Candrakirti (11) we find also Bhavin.—
On him

see L. de LA VALISE POUSSIN, MCB

2 (1932—3), p. 60 sq.;

S. IIDA,

Reason and emptiness (Tokyo, 1980), p. 5 sq.
184
In the Tibetan doxographical literature the two schools are then known
respectively as the mDo'sde'fspyod'Jpa'rdbu'ma'franTgyud'pa]
= Sautrantika[Svatantrika-]Madhyamaka and the rNal>'byor#spyod>pa'rdbu'ma"[ranTgyud'pa] =
Yogacasa-[Svatantrika-]Madhyamaka.
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Nalanda school, who commented for example on Aryadeva's Catuhs"ataka.185
As understood by his commentator Avalokitavrata, Bhavaviveka has referred
critically to a commentary on the MMK written by Sthiramati's teacher
Gunamati.186 On the contrary, Bhavaviveka has quoted Devas'arman's commentary on the MMK with approval.187
Bhavaviveka's commentary on the MMK entitled Prajnapradipa, which is
now accessible only in Chinese (Taisho 1566) and Tibetan translations, is accordingly one of the most important explanations of that basic work from both
the historical and philosophical points of view. It is related to the *Akutobhaya
in many passages. And it contains a critique of Buddhapalita's interpretation
of Nagarjuna, as well as critical discussions of the Samkhya, Vais"esika, Nirgrantha (Jaina), and Abhidharmika doctrines.
No less important is Bhavaviveka's great original work comprising the
Madhyamakahrdayakarikas, available in the original Sanskrit and in a Tibetan
translation, and his own very extensive commentary entitled Tarkajvala, now
accessible only in Tibetan. This work is one of the earliest and most valuable
sources we possess for the history not only of Buddhist thought but also of
Indian philosophy in general, for it contains a review and critical discussion
of the doctrines of the main schools known to Bhavaviveka. Chapter ix refers
even to some practices of the Persian Magi (maga). This work has served as a
basis for later histories of Indian philosophy composed by Buddhist authors
in India and then, especially, in Tibet. It consists of the following eleven
chapters: (i) Maintenance of the bodhicitta, (ii) Following the Muni's vow,188
(iii) Quest for knowledge of reality (tattvajnana) ,189 (iv) Introduction to the
determination of reality according to the Sravaka, (v) Introduction to the
determination of reality according to the Yogacarin,190 (vi) Introduction to
reality according to the Samkhya,191 (vii) Introduction to reality according to
the Vais"esika, (viii) Introduction to reality according to the Vedanta,192
"a See Avalokitavrata, Tika, wa, fol. 103 a sq. Cf. Y. KAJIYAMA, WZKSO 12—13
(1968), pp. 193—203, on the controversy between Bhavaviveka and the VijMnavada.
is* See Prajnapradipa i. 4, and Avalokitavrata, Tika, wa, fol. 198 b—199 a. Cf.
Y. KAJIYAMA, WZKSO 7 (1963), p. 37-38; 8 (1964),' p. 106.
lg
7 See e.g. Prajnapradipa i. 7d.—Avalokitavrata notes (wa, fol. 225a7—226b)
that Bhavaviveka considered Devasarman's interpretation here as correct (in
contradistinction to Buddhapalita's).
las See V. V. GOKHALE, I I J 14 (1972), pp. 40—45.
189 See V. V. GOKHALE, I I J 5 (1961—2), pp. 271—5. Part of this chapter has been
studied by S. IIDA, op. cit., p. 52 sq.; see also the same author's article in M.
SPUTTNG (ed.), The problem of two truths in Buddhism and Vedanta, pp. 64—77.
190 See S. YAMAGXJCHI, Bukkyd ni okeru mu to u no tairon (Kyoto, 1941); S. IIDA,
Kanakura Festschrift (Tokyo, 1966), p. 79 sq.
"I See M. HONDA, IBK 16/1 (1967), pp. 33-38.
io2 This chapter of the MHK, which seems to contain the earliest known reference
to the term veddnta in Madhyamaka literature, has been published by V. V. GOKHALE
and H. NAKAMUBA, I I J 2 (1958), pp. 165—89, and H. NAKAMURA, ALB 39 (1975),
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(ix) Introduction to the determination of reality according to the Mimamsa,193
(x) Exposition of the realization of omniscience (sarvajnatdsiddhi), and
(xi) Exposition concerning praise a n d specific characteristics (stutilaksana).
The Tattvajnanamrtavatara, mentioned by Bhavaviveka in his 'Jewel in
hand treatise', is evidently the title of a work that comprised only chapters
i—iii of our Madhyamakahrdayakartkas and contained the main points of its
author's philosophy.194 The Nikayabhedavibhangavy^akhyana, which appears
separately in the bsTan*'gyur, corresponds to p a r t of Chapter iv of the
Tarkajvala.195
Bhavaviveka's 'Jewel in hand treatise' (Chang-chen-lun, available in Hsiiantsang's Chinese version, Taish5 1578)x96 was apparently composed between the
Tattvajnanamrtavatara and the expanded work in which this text has been
included, for it contains a reference t o the former title. It presents a summary
of Madhyamika doctrine and takes tlie form of a discussion, on the levels of
both reasoning and meditation, of t h e Madhyamika?s statement: 'In reality
conditioned things are empty (sunyaj because they axe produced from conditions, like a magical production; t h e unconditioned (asarnskrta) is not real
because it is not produced, like a sty-flower.' This statement consists of two
inferential propositions each accompanied by its logical reason and homologous
example (no heterologue being available since the propositions are universal),
and including the important qualification 'in reality' (paramdrthatah) which is
characteristic of Bhavaviveka's system. 197 The treatise also discusses and refutes Samkhya and Vaisesika doctrines, as well as trie VijMnavadin's theory
of the paratantra or dependent nature. It contains a defence of the Madhyamika's negative statements, and it emphasizes both, that they contain nonpresuppositional negation and that they have the function of showing that
what is negated is without own being (svabhdva, rather than of annulling some
own being possessed by the thing negated). 198 The final section of the treatise
is devoted to an important exposition of Madhyamalca gnoseology, bhdvand,
prajnd and the yogdcdra's understanding of reality,199 elimination of the
discursive concept of emptiness (4urtyatd), and realization of the Middle Way.
pp. 300—29. See also H. NAKAMURA, Shoki no Vedanta tetsugaku (Tokyo, 1950),
p. 238 sq.; HJAS 18 (1955), p. 103; J O I B 14 (1965), pp. 287—96.
"» See S. KAWASAKI, IBK

22/2 (19 74), pp.

1—8.

"4 See V. V. GOKHALE, I I J 2 (1958), p . 165 note; 14 ( 1972), p. 41.
195 On Madhyamakahrdayakarika irv. 8 (ja, fol. 161a3 sq.).—Cf. A. BAREATJ, JA
1956, pp. 167—91 (and Les sectes bouddhiques du P e t i t Vehicule [Paris, 1955],
pp. 17-26).
i»« See L. de LA VALLEE POUSSIN, 1VICB 2 (1932—33), pp>. 60—138; N. AIYASWAMI

SASTBI, Karatalaratna (Visva-Bharati Studies'No. 9, Santiniketan, 1949).
1 9 7 See below.
198 Cf. above, p. 22, 37—38.
1" That is, the Yogin's understanding (not specifically the Yogacarin/Vijnanavadin's); cf. above, p. 53 and below, p . 72.
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The *Madhyamakarthasamgraha200 presents a schematic division of the levels
of truth. The paramdrthasatya, which is without discursive development
(prapanca), comprises not only the pure and ultimate absolute free from all
conceptualized and verbalized forms (mam grans: parydya) whatsoever, but
also a second aspect associated with conceptualization and verbalization where
reasoning is employed to negate both the four conceivable positions (koti) and
the production of a thing in terms of any of the four positions mentioned in
MMK i. 1. On the other hand, samvrti is either 'true' (tathyasamvrti), in the
case of things that are causally efficient (arthakriydsamartha); or it is 'false'
(mithydsamvrti), in which case it may either be accompanied by imaginary
construction (e. g. the rope mistaken for a snake) or be without this imaginary
construction (e.g. the moon which is seen as double because of a physical
defect actually present in the eye and not because of imaginary construction).
While it has been suggested that the saparydya-paramdrtha and the tathyasamvrti are identical,201 it should be noted that the second kind of paramdrtha
(the saparydya) consists only in the negation of the positions in terms of which
an entity is posited as having own being (svabhdva)—that is, in a special kind
of propositional knowledge that may be considered pdramdrthika because it
pertains to ultimate reality or s"unyatd—whereas the tathyasamvrti covers all
things possessing causal efficiency on the surface level of relative transactional
convention. This discussion has a parallel in passages of the Tarkajvala (iii. 26,
fol. 63 a) where it is stated that there is a second form of. paramdrtha comprising
discursive development (prapanca) and notional construction (abhisamskdra)
which is exemplified in the negative propositions (pratisedha) of MMK i. 1;
it is therefore known as iuddlia-laukikajndna (as distinct from lokottarajndna).202
Bhavaviveka considered that what he termed the prasangavdkya of Buddhapalita remains open to objection (glags yod pa'i 6hig = sdvakds'avacana) from
an opponent because it lacks the logical reason (hetu, linga) and example
(drstdnta) necessary for a valid inference; and he argued that it therefore
cannot exclude the opposite thesis and thus acquire full probative force.203
Moreover, according to Bhavaviveka, by simply negating production without
any qualification or restriction the user of this prasangavdkya comes into conflict with the established Buddhist doctrine of origination in dependence
200

See N. AIYASWAMI SHASTRI, Journal of Oriental Research 5 (1931), pp. 41—49.
Y. KAJIYAMA, Bhavaviveka and the Prasangika School, Nava-NalandaMahavihara Research Publication, i (1957), pp. 302, 311, 314—15.
202 This parallel would appear to support the ascription of the *Madhyamakarthasarngraha to the author of the Tarkajvala.
203 Cf. Avalokitavrata, Tika, wa, fol. 86a—b: gian yan de ji Itar rigs pa ma yin
ze nal 9^a9s yoa" Va^ chig yin paH yan phyir tej gnas brtan buddha pa li tas bSad pa de
ni rgol ba gian gyi Man kcfi glags yod pa'i 6hig yin pa'i phyir yan rigs pa ma yin
no I \y&n %es bya ba'i sgra ni gtan 6higs dan dpe ma brjod pa'i phyir dan gzan gyis
smras po^i nes pa ma bsal ba'i phyir rigs pa ma yin par '6a' zig tu ma zad kyij de ni
qlaqs y°d Va^ ^hig yin pa'i phyir yan rigs pa ma yin no zes bya bar sbyar roll
201
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(pratityasamutpdda). Therefore, in place of it, Bhavaviveka introduced the
svantantrdnumdna qualified by the restriction paramdrthatah (don dam par na)

'in reality'; and he expressed this independent inference in the form of a
'syllogism' (prayogavdkya).ZOi When the Madhyamika's negative statements
are thus expanded by the restriction paramdrthatah, the propositions (pratijnd)
take the form: na paramdrthatah + subject of the proposition -f- svatah (or: paratah, etc.) utpannam 'x is not in reality produced from itself (or: an other, etc.).'208
In his Tarkajvala Bhavaviveka has specified that the qualification paramdrthatah relates to the predicate of the inferential proposition;206 and the
paramdrtha to which reference is made is Bhavaviveka's second kind which
involves discursive development (prapanca) and notional construction
(abhisamskara).207

With regard to the type of negation involved in the negative statements of
the Madhyamaka, Bhavaviveka appears to be the first thinker of the school to
have explicitly stated that it is absolute (non-presuppositional) negation
(prasajyapratisedha)-i.e. one that consists in pure negation without the
opposite of what is negated being even implicitly affirmed—rather than relative
(presuppositional) negation (paryudasapratisedha) where negation is subordinate to the implicit affirmation of the opposite of what is negated.208 This being
so, according to Bhavaviveka absolute negation of a proposition does not
involve the indirect affirmation of the contradictory proposition.
Since the negative propositions in question have universal validity for all
dharmas, any example (drstdnta) adduced cannot be other than a homologous
(sapaksa) one; and Bhavaviveka's prayogavdhya therefore lacks the heterologue
(vipaksa) in which the logical reason is absent, and which is an essential part
of a valid inference according to the logicians.209
Bhavaviveka has observed that his use of negative propositions does not
represent mere fault-finding contentiousness (vitandd); this is because his proposition does have as subject (paksa) a term that he accepts—namely iunyatd—
and it is therefore without the fault (paksadosa) of being empty.210
Bhavaviveka's arguments against the Vijnanavada are to be found in his
Prajnapradipa, and in Chapter v of the Madhyamakahrdayakarikas and the
Tarkajvala. It seems that in his time the doctrinal disagreements between the
Madhyamikas and Vijnanavadins became acute. This opposition did not, how2045 Prajnapradipa, passim. Cf. Candraklrti, Prasannapada i, pp. 14, 25, 36, 38.
2° Prajnapradipa, i. 1, p. 11, quoted by Candrakirti, Prasannapada i. 1, p. 25 sq.
2«« Tarkajvala iii. 26, fol. 63b—64a.
207
See above, p. 64.
208 Prajnapradipa i. 1, p. 10; Tarkajvala iii. 26.—It is to be noted that the
Tibetan doxographers take up the two types of negation when describing the
Sautrantika doctrines also. The Indian grammarians have of course used the terms
prasajya and paryuddsa from the time of Patanjali; see above, note 94.
2o» Cf. *Karatalaratna in MCB 2 (1932—33), p. 73. (On the absence of a sapaksa,
see ibid., p. 78.) From the point of view of these logicians, then, this formal deficiency is a very serious weakness in Bhavaviveka's system.
210 Taskajvala iii. 26, fol. 64b.
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ever, prevent him from adapting the advances made by Dignaga's branch of
the Yogacara-Vijfianavada in either logic and epistemology or in soteriology
and gnoseology whenever he found them appropriate, but without of course
abandoning the basic Madhyamaka principle of the emptiness of all dharmas
including consciousness (vi jndna) and the highest non-conceptual gnosis
(jndna) achieved in meditative realization. In other words, for the investigation of the surface level, Bhavaviveka was prepared to make use of methods
and insights developed by another school; but in his theory of the paramdrtha
he remained faithful to the basic theory of his school.211
Thus not only in the Tarkajvala but also in his 'Jewel in hand treatise'—in
connexion with the proposition 'The unconditioned is not real because it is
not produced'—Bhavaviveka presents a critique of the more or less substantialist
theories of absolute reality propounded by other schools. He rejects the
Vaibhasika's notion of pratisamkhydnirodha as an entity existing in reality,
as well as the conception that takes dkdia as some thing non-existent which he
ascribes to the Sautrantikas. And he dismisses the Vijfianavada idea of tathatd
as possessing substantive (dravyasat) own being, and as the object (dlambana)
of either supramundane non-dichotomizing gnosis (nirvikalpakalokottarajndna)
or pure post-concentrative mundane knowledge (prsthalabdha-laukikajndna);
for a theory of the tathatd that conceives it as an absolutely real entity, though
beyond the categories of existence and non-existence, merely assimilates it to
the ineffable dtman of the heterodox sectarians. Tathatd, then, is simply cessation of all dichotomizing conceptualization.212
The *Madhyamakaratnapradipa is also ascribed to Bhavya. In the Tibetan
translation, the only extant version of this work, the Tarkajvala is even referred to as having been composed by its author.213 However, the work contains
references to Dharmakirti and Candrakirti; and its doctrine bears the stamp of
later developments, including some inspired by the Vajrayana. Presumably it
has accordingly to be assigned to another (later) Bhavya.214
211
Bhavaviveka seems thus to have taken a step towards a synthesis of the
methods (if not the doctrines) of these two great schools of Mahayanist philosophy,
a synthesis that was developed further by Santaraksita in the eighth century.
Bhavaviveka's Sautrantika-Svatantrika-Madhyamaka is nevertheless considered
by doxographers to differ from &antaraksita's Yogacara-Svatantrika-Madhyamaka
by accepting external objects (bahyartha) and rejecting that form of direct knowledge additional to the cognitions derived through the five sense-faculties and the
mind, and known as 'self-awareness' (svasamvedana, svasamvitti). See below,p. 87.
212
See MCB 2 (1932—33), p p . 105—22.
213
Fol. 3 3 5 b 3 : bdag gis bkod pa rtog ge 'bar ba.
214
On this work cf. lCan#skya#Rol*pa'rrdoTJe, Grub'mtha', kha, fol. 6a; S.
SCHAYER, RO 11 (1935), pp. 206—11; S. YAMAGTJCHI, Bukkyogaku bunshii, i
(Tokyo, 1972), p. 249 sq.— C. LINDTNER, AO 40 (1979), p. 90, has ascribed this work
to Bhavya = Bhavaviveka I, disregarding the reference to Dharmakirti (and dating
Candrakirti as a consequence to 530—600).
A certain Bhavya (sKaHdan'rgyal'po) was, according to Bu'ston (Chos*'byun,
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Later Svdtantrikas
Avalokitavrata composed a very extensive and detailed Tika on Bhavaviveka's Prajnapradlpa.215 This work is of great value for the historian of
Indian philosophy during this important and active period in its development.
Among the great Buddhist masters of the seventh century to whom it refers are
Dharmakirti, the continuator of Dignaga's logico-epistemological school, and
Candrakirti, who opposed Bhavaviveka on several important points of Madhyamaka thought.216
An earlier commentary on the Prajfiapradipa by Gunadatta is referred to by
Avalokitavrata.217
Jnanaprabha, a follower of Bhavaviveka, was known to Fa-tsang (643—712)
on the authority of Divakara as a contemporary and opponent at Nalanda of
Silabhadra, the disciple of Dharmapala (c. 530—561 ?) and teacher of Hsiiantsang (602-664).218
Srigwpta
$rigupta (seventh century?) is the author of a small treatise entitled Tattvavataravrtti. According to Taranatha he was a teacher of Jnanagarbha;218
and he is often classified as a Yogacara-Madhyamika.220
fol. 138a7 [ii, p. 215]), the teacher of rNog'Blo-ldan-ses'rab (1059—1109), with whom
he translated Prajnakaragupta's Pramanavarttikalamkara; he must therefore be
distinguished also from the author of the Prajnapradlpa, etc. On the Tantrika
Bhavya see below, p. 106.
215
Taranatha makes Avalokitavrata a contemporary, in the South, of King
Devapala
(whom he places before Dharmapala, rg. c. 770—810 or 775—812); see
rGya-gar'chos"'byun, p. 162. He has been tentatively dated in the seventh century
by Y. KAJIYAMA, WZKS 17 (1973), p. 162.
216
It has been observed that Avalokitavrata has not gone into Candrakirti's
critique of Bhavaviveka's position; see Y. KAJIYAMA, WZKSO 7 (1963), p. 39.
217
Tika, wa, fol. 45 a 3. Dipamkarasrijnana has included a commentary by
GuNadatta in his list of the eight great commentaries on the MMK (Bodhimargadipapanjika, fol. 324b); but this indication seems to be due simply to confusion
with Devasarman, whom he has mentioned as a commentator on the Prajnapradlpa
(whereas, as noted above, Avalokitavrata states that Bhavaviveka refers to
Devasarman). In the list of the eight commentaries given by mKhas-grub"dGe"legs*dpal'bzan, Devasarman# in fact figures instead of Gunadatta; and Devasarman's
dKarpoTnanrpar'char ba is said to be the commentary on the MMK followed by
Bhavaviveka (sTorrthmvchen'mo, fol. 37 b).
218
See Fa-tsang's treatise on the 'Awakening of Faith' referred to by L. de LA
VAIXEE POTTSSIN, MCB 2 (1932—33), pp. 63—64, 139. Cf. N. AIYASWAMI SASTBI,
Karatalaratna, p. viii; N. PERI, BEFEO 1911, p. 367 note; A. FORTE, Divakara
(613—688), Annali di Ca'Foscari, 13/3 (Serie Orientale 5, Venice, 1974), pp. 150—1.
219
rGya-garchos-'byun, p. 152. See also the ordination-lineage quoted below,
p. 89 and note 285.—Taranatha makes Srlgupta a contemporary of Dharmakirti
and Vimalacandra (a king of the Candra dynasty which preceded the Palas), and
gives his teacher's name as *Sampraduta ( ?); see op. cit., p. 132.
220
Button counts Srlgupta as a Yogacara-Madhyamika (Chos#'byun, fol. 103a
[ii, p. 135]; cf. fol. 158 b).
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His treatise is devoted to the logical elaboration and explication of the
proposition that all things—external elements (paramdnu) and internal cognitions—are in reality (tattvatah) without own being, for they are all without
either simple or multiple self-nature (eicasvabhdva and aneJcasvabhdva) just like
a reflection (pratibimbavat). This argument constitutes one of the four (or five)
'great reasons' adduced to establish the Madhyamaka theory of non-substantiality by the later Indo-Tibetan tradition. A material element, it is explained, is not simple (i.e. partless and hence spatially unextended) because
there could then never be any extended aggregates of such elements in space;
nor is it multiple since multiplicity presupposes a plurality of simple elements
the possibility of which has just been refuted.221 Similarly it is argued that the
notion of either simple or multiple cognition is untenable. And any third
possibility (rail) beside the simple and multiple is unavailable owing to the
principles of contradiction and the excluded middle. Moreover, the images
(dkdra) of the mind are not false (alika). But ultimately mind as well as the
mental factors are without own being. And the teaching of Vijnapti is provisional since it serves as an expedient to bring persons who postulate the
existence of real entities to an understanding of non-substantiality. All things
perish in an instant (ksana) and are transient; permanent things could be
efficient (arthakriydsamartha) neither sequentially nor simultaneously. The
Middle Way lies then in eliminating the twin extremes of eternalistic imputation (samdropa) of a svabhdva and nihilistic denial (apavdda) of everything.
While one does not know reality, and so long as samvrti is not brought to a
stop, one is bound to the wheel of acts and their results, viz. the conditions
culminating in old age and death; passion, hate and the other MeAa& in fact
arise because of grasping at things misconceived as substantially real. But
through exact view (samyagdrsti ) both ultimate good (naihsreyasa, i.e. liberation) and well-being in the world (abhyudaya) are attained.
Jnanagarbha

Jnanagarbha, who is stated to have been a disciple of ^rigupta,222 is the
author of the Satyadvayavibhanga and its autocommentary (Vrtti).223 This
work has been commented on by Santaraksita in his Satyadvayavibhanga221 F o r a n earlier critique of the idea of a paramdnu along similar lines, see
Vasubandhu, Vim&atika 11 sq. And for the idea that an element is neither impartite
and simple (since it has multiple sides in space) nor multiple (because this could be
nothing but a multiplicity of the simple units just rejected), see also Ratnavali i. 71
(and Dharmaklrti, PramaNavarttika, Pratyaksapariccheda 360).
822
See Taranatha, rGya"garchos#'byun, p. 152.
223
These two works by Jnanagarbha are available in
the sDe'dge edition
(3881—2), but not in the Peking edition of the bsTan-'gyur.—Bu'ston counts
Jnanagarbha as -a Yogacara-Madhyamika (Chos*'byun, fol. 103a [ii,- p. -135]).
See also (5orrkha pa, Legs'bsad*snin*po, fol. 63a. According to nxKhas grub dGe-legs-dpal"bzari, Jfianagarbha's Satyadvayavibhanga, Santaraksita's Madhyama-
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Panjika.224 Jnanagarbha is also reported to have been a teacher of Santaraksita.225 In all probability he nourished in the first part of the eighth century.226
In his treatise he has sought to clarify the theory of the two truths, which
had become the object of misunderstanding even among some Buddhists. The
opponents against whom he was arguing were Dharmapala (c. 530—561) and
his followers according to Santaraksita (Panjika, fol. 4a2), who also notes
discussions by Jfianagarbha of the views of Sthiramati (c. 510—570) (fol. 32 b)
and Devendrabuddhi (c. 630—690) (fol. 28a). In conformity with the YogacaraMadhyamaka position, the theory of the paratantra—the second of the three
svabhavas—is alluded to (fol. 7 a, 12b); while the cittamdtra is regarded as only
a step leading finally to the ultimate understanding of dharmanairdtmya according to the Madhyamaka (fol. 13a).
Jfianagarbha explains that the first of the two truths, the paramdrtha, is nondeceptive. Its nature is in accord not with appearance (snan ba: pratibhdsa,
kalamkara and KamalaSila's Madhyamakaloka were known as the ran rgyud Sar
gsum (rGyud'sde'spyrrnam, ed. Lessing-Wayman, p. 90). But this authority counts
Jnanagarbha as a Sautrantika-Svatantrika-Madhyamika since (he says) the latter
maintained that rupa, iabda, etc. are other than citta and are therefore non-sentient
and material; while S§antaraksita and his school held them to be not other than citta
and considered the bahydrtha (corresponding to what others held to be jada or
material) to be unestablished (which is, however, not to say that they claimed all
dharmas to be simply one's own thought) (see op. cit., p. 92, and sTon'thmrchenTno,
fol. 37a).—For some Japanese studies on Jnanagarbha see H. INAGAKI, in: Buddhist,
/thought and Asian civilization (Fests. H. V. Guenther, Emeryville, 1977), p. 132 sq.
224
A Jnanagarbha translated Santaraksita's Satyadvayavibhanga-Panjika into
Tibetan together with Ye'Ses'sde in the early ninth century; this fact makes it
unlikely (though not entirely impossible) that he is the same Jnanagarbha as the
author of the basic text and Vrtti of the Satyadvayavibhanga. The translator
Jnanagarbha was also responsible, together with Cog'ro-Klu'i-rgyal*mchan, for the
Tibetan translations of Bhavaviveka's Prajnapradlpa and Avalokitavrata's Tika
thereon, so that he may have been a Svatantrika-Madhyamika; however, he also
translated Buddhapalita's commentary on the MMK (first translation). In these
circumstances it is difficult to determine which Jnanagarbha was the author of the
commentary on the Maitreya-chapter of the Samdhinirmocanasutra, and also of
the Yogabhavanamarga (or °patha) included in the Madhyamaka section of the
bsTan*'gyur (the latter work shares a concern with problems of meditational
practice treated by Kamala&ila in his Bhavanakrama).—Another Jnanagarbha was
a teacher and collaborator of Mar'pa-Chos*kyi*blo-gros in the eleventh century; see
e.g. 'Gos*g2on-mrdpal, Deb^ther'snon'po, na, fol. 2a (ii, p. 400, together with G. N.
ROERICH'S note on p. 417).

It is to be noted further that Taranatha has recorded the existence of doubts
concerning whether the author of the Satyadvayavibhanga-Panjika and the author
of the Madhyaraakalamkara are identical (rGya-gar#chos-'byun, p. 162—3). See also
OorVkha'pa, Legs*bsad#sfiirVpo, fol. 64b, and lCan.-skya"Rol-pa'rrdoTJe, Grub"mtha,
kha, fol. 6 a—b, who also reject the identity of authorship of these two works.
225
Cf. Sum'pa'mkhan'po'Ye'ses-dpal-'byor, dPag'bsanrljon'bzan (ed. S. Ch.
Das), p. H2.
226 Taranatha makes Jnanagarbha a contemporary of King *Govicandra (op. cit.,
p. 152).
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nirbhdsa, etc.) but with certain knowledge achieved through reasoned principles
(yukti or nydya) and a proper logical reason (trirupa-linga) (fol. 4 a). It is also
free from the movement of discursive thinking, not to speak of syllables (aksara)
(fol. 5 a); indeed, as stated in the Vimalakirtinirdesa, only silence is adequate
to the dharmamuicha which is without duality (advaya) and is free from discursive development (nisprapanca) (fol. 6 a—b). The samvrti on the contrary
is appearance, and it is not ultimately real or true. But what is perceived by
everybody inclusive even of untutored cowherds is still termed samvrti-satya
(fol. 4 a). It involves designations (prajnapti) in terms of worldly pragmatic
usage (lokavyavahdra), namely what is indicated by syllables, language and
linguistic convention (samketa) (fol. 5 a). What originates on the basis of causes
and conditions (hetupratyayaj—conceived of as authentic things (vastu) without, however, being imagined to be produced in reality—is true samvrti. It is
free from anything imaginarily construed as produced in reality (this latter
being a pure construct issuing merely from certain philosophical imputations)
as well as from the appearance of vijndna or the transformations (parindma)
of primordial matter (pradhdna, as in the Samkhya system) and material elements (bhuta) (fol. 5b; cf. 12bl), not to speak of erroneous perceptions such
as a double moon (dvicandra) (fol. 4 a). The samvrti is accordingly either true
or not true according to whether it has causal efficiency (arthakriydsdmarthya)
—as in the case e. g. of water, which is described as non-delusive on the relative
level—or does not have this causal efficiency—as in the case e. g. of a mirage,
which is delusive on the relative level. But both forms of samvrti are similar in
that they partake of appearance (snan ba can) (fol. 5b, 6b). The true samvrti
is then comprised of all things in their entire extension (ydvat) as they appear
from causes in the concordant cognitions of all people, including even the
simple-minded (bdla) (fol. 5 b). There is also no disagreement concerning their
appearance-aspect (snan ba'i cha) in the cognitions of a disputant (vddin) and
his opponent (prativddin) (fol. 5 a); and this fact makes possible meaningful
philosophical debate invoking the subject, attribute and example of an inference (anumdna) concerning things the status of which is in dispute and has
to be validly inferred (fol. 9 b). Yet in reality, with respect to their 'thusness'
(tathatd), paramdrtha and samvrti are not different (fol. 10 a). Jfianagarbha
has furthermore discussed the nature of selfawareness (svasamvedana or svasamvitti 'self-cognition,' fol. 4b) and the non-reality of the images (dkdra) of
knowledge (fol. 4b, 7a; cf. 13a). Special attention is given to the principle that
neither a simple nor a multiple thing can produce either a single or a multiple
effect, which is argued at some length (fol. 7 a sq.). The treatise ends with a
treatment of buddhahood and the three kdyas of the buddha together with
associated gnoseological matters (fol. 14a—15a).
In this treatise Jfianagarbha has mentioned (fol. l l a sq.) some 'bad disputants' who held not only that entities such as rupa are not produced in reality
but also that they are not produced even in samvrti, so that they are comparable
for example with the son of a barren woman (vandhydputra, etc., i.e. a mere
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flatus vocis); and he has criticized their opinion as being inter alia incompatible
with worldly pragmatic usage based on valid knowledge such as direct perception. The allusion might be to Candrakirti's theory of causal indeterminism
even on the relative level, or it may be to some other opponent; the name of
the opponent Jnanagarbha had in view is not given in the appropriate passage
of Santaraksita's Pafijika (fol. 36a sq.).
A Yogabhavanamarga (or Yogabhavanapatha) included in the Madhyamaka
section of the bsTan-'gyur is ascribed to (a) JMnagarbha.227
Candrakirti
Candrakirti, about whose life we have little reliable information, lived in the
seventh century (c. 600-650).228
He criticized with acumen and penetration the objections against Buddhapalita's procedure raised by Bhavaviveka and this Svatantrika master's
adoption of independent inferences and syllogisms. And he sought to establish
once for all the prasanga method of reasoning, so that he has been regarded as
the founder in the strict sense of the Prasangika school. Candrakirti's critique is
directed also against doctrines of the Buddhist logico-epistemological school
which he regarded as contrary to Nagarjuna's teaching, and against the metaphysical and gnoseological theories of the Yogacarins/Vijnanavadins.
Candrakirti's two largest and best-known works are the Madhyamakavatara,
which is available in some Sanskrit fragments and in Tibetan, and the Prasannapada Madhyamakavrttih, an extensive commentary on the MMK available in
the original Sanskrit as well as in Tibetan.229
The Madhyamakavatara-Karikas are accompanied by a detailed commentary
(Bhasya). This independent treatise is conceived as a general introduction
to the Madhyamaka-Sastra and was composed before the Prasannapada which
refers to it. It is divided into sections according to the ten productions of
thought (of Awakening, cittotpdda), each of which is linked with one of the ten
stages (bhumi) of the Bodhisattva and a corresponding perfection (pdramitd).
These ten sections are followed by a short one on the qualities (guna) of the
227
On the existence of different persons with the name Jnanagarbha see above,
note 224.
228 The dates 530—600 have been proposed by C. LINDTNER, AO 40 (1979), p. 91,
on the assumption that the *Madhyamakaratnapradipa was composed by Bhavya =
Bhavaviveka I. But this text refers not only to Candrakirti but also to Dharmakirti
(see above, p. 66), who is usually placed in the seventh century.
229 A Tibetan translation of the Madhyamakavatara was edited, together with
the autocommentary (Bhasya), by L. de LA VALLEE POTJSSIN, Bibliotheca Buddhica
ix (St. Petersburg, 1907—12); it was translated by him, up to vi. 165, in Museon 8
(1907), pp. 249—317; 11 (1910), pp. 271—358; and 12 (1911), pp. 235—328.—The
Sanskrit text of the Prasannapada was edited by L. de LA VALLEE POUSSIN,
Bibliotheca Buddhica iv (St. Petersburg, 1903—13). See also J. W. DE JONG, I I J 20
(1978), pp. 25—59 and pp. 217—52.
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Bodhisattva, one on the Buddha-stage (buddhabhumi), and a brief conclusion.
In this work Candrakirti has frequently mentioned the practiser of Yoga, or
yogdcdra, thus conforming with the usage of Aryadeva and also Bhavaviveka.
The emphasis placed in the MA on soteriological and connected gnoseological
topics, following the DaSabhumikasutra which serves as a point of departure
on the subject, both distinguishes this general treatise from works of the
school which relate to the MMK and brings it into line with what Nagarjuna
has himself written in some of his other works,230 and with topics already
treated by Bhavaviveka in his 'Jewel in hand treatise'.
The sixth section of the Madhyamakavatara dealing with the Abhimukhistage and the prajndpdramitd is by far the longest, and it explains in great
detail different themes connected with transcending discriminative knowledge
(prajnd) as the Bodhisattva's central perfection. Taking as his point of departure the negation of production from self etc. (cf. MMK i. 1), Candrakirti first
considers origination in dependence (pratltyasamutpdda) and emptiness (&unyatd). In particular, he discusses (12) Bhavaviveka's use of independent inference
to establish the Madhyamika's doctrines; and he examines his qualification of the
negative statements by the restriction 'in reality' (paramdrthatas), which he
rejects on the ground that production is no less unreal (indeterminate) on the
level of samvrti (this being one of the main points of the Prasangika school).231
Candrakirti also explains (23 sq.) the theory of the two truths—the samvrti0
and the paramdrtha-satya—in relation to the distinction between 'covering'
(vr-), which is characteristic of relative knowledge in the world (loka), and the
highest gnosis (jndna) of the saint (drya) which comprehends with perfect
accuracy. The samvrtisatya is then shown to be lokasamvrtisatya (27), i.e. what
originates in dependence and is thus well-established in worldly transactional
usage (in contradistinction to what is due to erroneous cognition, mithydjndna,
and is therefore untrue even on the surface-level) (28). Conventional transactional truth (vyavahdrasatya) is to be regarded as means (updya), and the
paramdrthasatya as what is attained by means of it (upeya) (80).232 Candrakirti
notes that all things (bhdva) have these two natures (23 and 27); but since the
first is actually delusive from the point of view of ultimate reality it is not in
fact 'true' (satya) (28). This leads to the examination (31) of what is established
in worldly consensus (lokaprasiddha), and of the question of valid knowledge
(pramdna) on the worldly surface level. Next, in connexion with the negation
of production from an other entity, Candrakirti takes up (34 sq.) the examination and refutation of the Vijnanavadin's doctrine of the three natures—in
particular the dependent nature (paratantrasvabhdva)—a,nd of the 'storeconsciousness' (dlayavijndna). And pointing to the fact that the Lankavatara230 Or: in works at least ascribed to Nagarjuna. On the Ratnavall, the *Bodhisambhara-sastra and the commentary on the Dasabhumika see above. Compare
also Chapter v of Aryadeva's Catuhsataka.
231
See above, p. 43; below, p. 77.
»• Cf. MMK xxiv. 10.
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siitra has identified the dlayavijndna with the tathdgatagarbha while at the same
time describing the latter doctrine as provisional and of indirect meaning
(neydrtha), Candraklrti seeks to establish that the dlayavijndna itself must by
the same token be of provisional and indirect meaning according to the Sutra
(95).233 The denial of an external object (bdhydrtha, bahirartha) of knowledge
and the theory of 'self-awareness' (svasamvedana, svasamvitti) are also criticized
in some detail (71 sq.). In the course of his discussion of the Vijnanavadin's
mind-only doctrine Candraklrti alludes to the cittamdtra concept mentioned in
the Da^abhumikasUtra;234 and he clearly distinguishes it from the Vijfiaptimatra doctrine he is refuting (83). Returning to the subject of origination in
dependence on the level of worldly transactional usage, Candraklrti notes that
the canonical formulae traditionally used to express it—viz. asmin sati idatn
bhavati 'this being, that is' and asyotpdddd idam utpadyate 'as a result of the
origination of this that originates'—are pure doctrinal convention (dharmasamketa) since no real production of an entity in fact takes place (114).235 As for
the Madhyamika's own method of analysis (vicdra) that puts a stop to all
mental construction, it is resorted to not out of a predilection for disputes and
a mere desire to refute an opponent's thesis. On the contrary, it is employed
with a view to liberation (vimukti). And if other doctrines are overwhelmed in
the course of this investigation, this is simply because they are dispelled by the
exposition of reality (tattva), just as darkness is by light (117—18). The nonsubstantiality of all factors (dharmanairdtmya) having thus been expounded,
the following part of the sixth section is devoted to the non-substantiality of
the individual (pudgalanairdtmya, 120 sq.) and to a refutation of the view
hypostatizing the individual constituents as real (sathdyadrsti, in twenty
canonical and twenty-five commentarial forms). This is done by means of the
fourfold and fivefold vicdra (144).236 To these five schemata—identity, otherness,
container, containedness, and connexion237—Candraklrti adds two more, namely
the aggregation of distinct component parts and shape as belonging either to
these individual components or to their totality (151 sq.). Here the classical
233
Lankavatarasutra vi, p. 235—6.—In this Sutra (ii, p. 77—78), the doctrine of
the tathdgatagarbha was compared with that of the dtman. The main line of the pure
Madhyamaka school appears either to disregard the tathdgatagarbha teaching, or to
consider it as an intentional (dbhiprdyika) teaching of indirect meaning (neydrtha}
similar to that of the dtman. This is the position e.g. of Bhavaviveka (Tarkajvala,.

ja, fol. 169a) and Candraklrti (Madhyamakavatara vi. 95); cf. D. SBYFOBT RUEGG,

La theorie du tathagatagarbha et du gotra (Paris, 1969), pp. 35 note, 402 sq.—On a
Madhyamika current of thought associated with the tathdgatagarbha doctrine see,
however, above, pp. 55—56.
For the distinction between neydrtha and nltdrtha see also Candraklrti, PP xv. 11
(p. 276) (cf. i. 1, p. 42).
23* Dasabhumikasutra, Chapter vi (E) (quoted above, note 69).
"s Cf. P P i, p. 9 sq.; 55; above, p. 43.
236 On satkdyadrsti see recently A. WAYMAJST in Studies in Pali and Buddhism, ed.
A. K. NARAIN (Demi, 1979), pp. 375—80.
237 See above, p. 40.
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example of 'chariot' as a mere fictional designation based on the assemblage of
individual parts is adduced with a view to analysing the fiction of the satkdyadrsti or dtmadrsti that is falsely constructed on the basis of the skandhas. This
analysis allows the Madhyamika to retain worldly transactional usage (lokavyavdhdra)—in terms of conditional designation (updddyaprajnaptih)—without,
however, positing any entity established either on the surface level of samvrti
or in ultimate reality (158). The sevenfold scheme of analysis thus reveals the
principle of pratityasamutpdda (158) while still saving the appearances of things
recognized consensually in the world (lokaprasiddha) of samvrti, but which
cannot sustain careful analysis (159); and it thus permits the Yogin to fathom
reality (tattvam avagah-) (160—4). After the fictional construct of an dtman the
resulting, and a fortiori fictional, construct of something related to the self
(dtmiya) is considered (165). The last part of the section comprises an explanation of the sixteen and twenty forms of dunyatd (179 sq.). Candrakirti observes
that the pudgalanairdtmya was taught to deliver the Sravaka and Pratyekabuddha, who cannot yet fully and completely comprehend the dharmanairdtmya in all its modes (179). Yet he concludes that they can comprehend it
within certain limits, inasmuch as they too must have the knowledge that all
dharmas are without self-existence (nihsvabhdva) ,238
The final section of the Madhyamaka vatara on the bvddhabhumi is of special
interest for the study of Madhyamaka thought since it is devoted to the
Prasangika school's buddhology, that is, to the nature and qualities of the
buddha and the gnosis (jndna) corresponding to this supreme level.
On the Madhyamakavatara there exists in Tibetan translation an extensive
commentary by Jayananda (see below, p. 113).
Candrakirti's commentary on the MMK, the Prasannapada Mulamadhyamakavrttih, is considerably more extensive than Buddhapalita's commentary on
the same stanzas. Very often in his philosophical discussion Candrakirti goes
beyond, and improves on, Buddhapalita's interpretations; this he does tacitly
without calling attention to his own contributions. Candrakirti's critique of
Bhavaviveka as well as of the Buddhist logico-epistemological school is to be
found explicitly set forth in his elaborate explanations on Chapter i of the
MMK.
In the Prasannapada (xxiv. 8) Candrakirti has again discussed the two truths.
Samvrti may, he explains, mean (i) ignorance since it completely covers (vr-)
the reality of all things, or (ii) interrelatedness, or (iii) convention (samketa),
i.e. worldly transactional usage (lokavyavdhdra) defined in terms of the relation
of a designation to its designatum and of a cognition to the object of cognition.
The samvrti in worldly usage is termed lokasamvrti; and while it can serve no
real purpose to distinguish an alokasamvrti opposed to it (from the point of
view of ultimate reality both are unreal, though in different degrees from the
ass ]y/[A i. 8, which quotes Da^abhumikasutra, Chapter vii (J); cf. PP xviii. 5. See
also MA vi. 179, and above, p. 7.
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relative standpoint), one may nevertheless speak of an alohasamvrti as distinct
from it when considering that there exist persons who can be described as 'not
of the world' (alohah) since they have experiences which are falsified because
of the fact that their sense-faculties are impaired (and which, therefore, do not
belong to the general worldly consensus).239 As for the lolcasamvrtisatya, it is
'true' in virtue of worldly convention (samvrti), and the whole of transactional
usage made up of designations in relation to their designata and cognitions in
relation to their objects is then termed 'true' by lokasamvrti; but it is not so
really (paramdrthatah) ,240 Candrakirti defines the paramdrtha on the basis of
the MMK (xviii. 7 and 9) as that with respect to which there is no functioning
of words and cognitions; for it is not communicated by another, and it is still,
directly knowable (pratydtmavedya) by the Aryas, and beyond all discursive
development (prapanca). Grammatically speaking, the word paramdrtha is
interpreted as an appositional compound (analysable as paramas" cdsdv arthaA
ca, i.e. a Jcarmadhdraya),241 Such is then what is true, the paramdrthasatya. For
a fuller discussion of the subject Candrakirti refers back to his Madhyamaka vatara (vi. 23 sq.).
Although relative and transactional 'truth' is regarded as the means through
which the paramdrtha is realized,242 Candrakirti evidently regards the surfacelevel processes of transactional usage as causally indeterminate—even as antinomic and unamenable to ontological construction. On this subject he quotes
Sutra texts as well as the verse of the MMK (xviii. 10), where Nagarjuna has
said that whatever originates in dependence on some thing is not that thing
nor is it different from it, and that that thing is consequently neither destroyed
nor eternal (PP i. 1, p. 25—26).243 In this matter of the samvrti level and its processes Candrakirti thus differs from Bhavaviveka, who has stated that tathyasamvrti, consisting as it does in avitatha-lokavyavahdra opposed to mithydsamvrti, is truth (satya) and valid knowledge (pramdna).2ii
239
Cf. MA vi. 24—28 on the question of factors that originate in dependence on
the surface level—e.g. dtta, rupa, vedand, etc.—and what is false even on that
level—e.g. a reflection (pratibimba), an echo (pratifrutka), etc. (The former may
be regarded as transactionally efficient and 'true', whereas the latter are not trans actionally efficient and are thus false.)—However, in PP xxiv. 11 lokasamvrti is
described as reflection-like (pratibimbdkdra). In fact the entire level of samvrti and
what originates through pratityasamutpdda is compared with a reflection; cf. xxii. 2,
xxiv. 35, xxvi. 11 and xxvii. 29.
240
Elsewhere Candrakirti has used the expression loka- (sam)vyavahdra; see PP i,
pp. 57. 10 and xv. 2.
241
Here Candrakirti agrees with the first interpretation in Bhavaviveka's
Tarkajvala (fol. 63 a), where the term paramdrtha is analysed as (i) a compound of
artha (that which is cognized) and parama (the supreme), (ii) a tatpurusa meaning
''artha of the supreme,' viz. non-conceptual gnosis, and (iii) that which conforms to
the supreme artha, viz. prajnd. But Candrakirti differs from Bhavaviveka in
regarding only the paramdrtha as satya.
242 MA vi. 80; cf. MMK xxiv. 9—11.
2*3 See above, p . 43.
244 Tarkajvala iii. 12 (fol. 60a).
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Self-causation, other-causation and causelessness as well as generation from
self, an other or a combination of both self and other having been rejected
(nisiddha) in the Madhyamaka, the relative surface-level nature of relative
things has been shown (udbhdvita). And it is this precisely that constitutes
relative surface-level production in dependence (sdmvrta-pratityasamutpdda).
Now, since there is no production in virtue of own being {svabhdva 'aseity') with
regard to the gnosis (jnana) of the Arya, no destruction (nirodha, i.e. as the
complementary opposite of utpdda 'production') is to be found there either;
and the same applies to uccheda and sddvata, ekdrtha and ndndrtha, dgama and
nirgama. The pratUyasamutpdda is accordingly characterized in the introductory
verses to the MMK as free from all these eight features: 'without destruction
and production, neither annihilated nor eternal, neither single nor multiple,
and without movement to an fro' (PP i, p. 10—11). Thus the principle of conditionship (idampratyayatd) has been rethought by the Madhyamika (PP i,
p. 9-10 and MA vi. 114).
With respect to the nature of things, in the discussion of the fourth position
of the so-called tetralemma (catuskoti) expressed in the form of a bi-negation
('neither ... nor') and elsewhere, it is observed that no property may be appropriately predicated of ultimately unreal entities. To ascribe a property to an
empty thing would indeed be like applying the predicate 'dark' or 'pale' to the
son of a barren woman (vandhydputra, vandhydsuta, etc.), which is simply a
non-referring designation.245 To exemplify a non-existent (avidyamdna: abhdva,
ndsti) construct or non-referring designation we find in addition the comparison
with a sky-flower (khapuspa, gaganakusuma) ,2i6 Furthermore, in the discussion
of the conditioned (samskrta), the sky-flower—which as a mere designation and
construct is not causally conditioned—is cited as a counter-example for whatever is causally conditioned, and hence transient and instantaneous (ksanika);2" but the perishing (vindsa) of things is not due to some separate and
self-existent cause, for it is precisely the nature of conditioned things to perish.248
Candrakirti's comment on the first chapter of the MMK provides an important account of the Prasangika's approach to the negative statements of the
Madhyamaka (MMK i. 1). Since all things are unproduced from self, etc. not
only on the level of the paramdrtha (on which point Bhavaviveka of course
agrees) but also on the surface level of samvrti (since the concept of the production of substantial self-existent entities through causes and conditions is
found to be antinomic and onto-logically untenable), Bhavaviveka's restriction,
in his independent inferences and syllogisms, of non-production to the paramdrtha level is unacceptable.249 Candrakirti adds that the qualification 'in
246
24«
247
248
249

P P xxii. 12, xxvii. 29 and xviii. 8 (cf. xiii. 3, xxiv. 1).
P P i. 1 (p. 64. 2), v. 2, xxiv. 21.
P P vii. 32; cf. xviii. 1 (p. 343), xxv, 4.
P P vii. 32 with i. 1 (p. 29. 4—5) and xxi. 4.
Cf. however P P xiii. 2 (p. 453. 5): 'tattvatah\..paramarthatah svabhavato na
te (speaking of the klegas).
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reality' (paramdrthatah) could not possibly be taken to refer exclusively to the
doctrines of causality held by non-Buddhist sectarians (tlrthika) because these
doctrines are invalid even for the surface level. Yet people do in fact commonly
speak of an effect proceeding from a cause; and so long as he does not attempt
to transform this conventional usage into a philosophical system postulating
the causation of substantial entities the Madhyamika may do so likewise. (Indeed Nagarjuna has himself proceeded in this way following the Buddha, who
is quoted as saying250 that, although people dispute with him, he does not
dispute with them inasmuch as he assents to what is agreed in the world and
does not assent to what is not so agreed (PP xviii. 8).) The qualification 'paramdrthatah'' introduced by Bhavaviveka is therefore quite without justification
(PP i. 1, pp. 26-27).
Candrakirti points out that Bhavaviveka's introduction into his independent
inferences and syllogisms of the qualification 'paramdrthatah' in order to avoid
the negation of production on the relative level is also faulty technically. For
the inference—na paramdrthata adhydtmikdny dyatandni svata utpanndni,
vidyamdnatvdt (pp. 25—26)—in which it is introduced will have a faulty thesis
(paksadosa), the subject of the proposition—the eye and the other internal
bases—being (in different ways) unreal and unestablished (asiddhddhdra) for
both its proponent and opponent. It is so for its proponent, the Madhyamika,
since he does not accept such an entity produced from self, etc., and the subject
is thus empty (null) for him. And Candrakirti observes that it would be of no
avail in this matter to maintain that the subject of the proposition is established
relatively (samvrtyd) because the question then arises as to what the qualification paramdrthatah relates to; if it has been used to qualify the negation of production the formula should have been sdmvrtdndm caksurddindm paramdrthato
ndsty utpattih, but this is not what Bhavaviveka has in fact written. In any
case, Bhavaviveka's inference remains faulty in its thesis from the point of
view of the opponent against whom he is arguing because, for this opponent,
the subject of the proposition is real (dravyasat) and an inner base unproduced
in reality is therefore meaningless for him (pp. 27—28).251—In addition, Bhavaviveka's svatantrdnumdna also contains a faulty reason because its ground or
logical reason—vidyamdnatvdt (p. 26.1) or sattvdt (pp. 30.15, 33.4) 'because it
exists'—is defective. This is so because, if existence refers here to the relative
surface-level (sarnvrti) only, the logical reason will be unestablished (asiddha)
from the point of view of its proponent, who does not actually accept the
reality of the thing. And if existence related here to the level of ultimate reality
(paramdrtha) the logical reason would be unestablished or contradictory
250
251

Samyuttanikaya iii, p. 38.
That is, to the opponent in the debate, who presupposes that the eye,
etc., are real (dravyasat), non-production of things is not acceptable; and the
logical fault of unestablished subject is then usually considered by the logicians,
with whom Bhavaviveka had allied himself, to be a fault in an argument with such
an opponent.
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(viruddha) from the point of view of the proponent, since the Madhyamika
(including Bhavaviveka) does not in fact accept the real production of any thing
(PP i, p. 31, which refers to MMK i. 7).
With regard to the status of a propositional thesis (pratijnd) in Madhyamaka
thought, it is of course recognized by Candrakirti (PP i, p. 16) that Nagarjuna
clearly stated that he maintains no pratijnd.252 Yet, in his interpretation of
MMK xxi. 2,253 Candrakirti describes the first half-verse as a pratijnd, the next
quarter-verse as the adducing of the undesired consequence (prasangdpddana),
and the last quarter-verse as the conclusion (nigamana).25i But this explanation is not intended to reject the usual Madhyamaka standpoint; for not only
does Candrakirti make it clear that we have to do here with a prasanga but
there is no suggestion that Nagarjuna was trying to establish the existence of
some entity presented as the subject of a proposition. In other words, notwithstanding the terminological difficulty raised by the use of the word pratijnd,
Candrakirti evidently does not repudiate here what he expressly stated in the
first part of the Prasannapada, following what Nagarjuna had himself said on
the subject.255
As to the logical status of the prasanga method, and in reply to Bhavaviveka's
criticism of Buddhapalita's prasanga-tyipe argument as being open to objection,
Candrakirti writes as follows: 'How could it be, as is suggested [by Bhavaviveka], that the master Buddhapalita who followed the faultless doctrine of the
master Nagarjuna, has propounded a statement that is open to objection
(sdvakds'avacana), so that an opponent would be in a position to impugn it ?
When the advocate of the doctrine that entities are without own being adduces
a prasanga against the advocate of the doctrine that entities have own being,
how could there exist [for him] the occurring of some thing contrary to the
prasanga ? For words do not reduce him who utters them to dependence, in the
manner of policemen armed with sticks and fetters! Rather, when they have
semantic capacity they conform to the intention of the speaker. Therefore,
because the application of the prasanga results exclusively in the negation
(pratisedhamdtra) of the opponent's thesis, there can arise nothing that is
252
See VigrahavyavartanI 29—30. Candrakirti also quotes in this connexion
Aryedeva's Catuhsataka xvi. 25: sadasatsadasac cSti yasya pakso na vidyate/
updlambhaS cirendpi tasya vaktum na &dkyate\\ 'He who has no thesis postulating
existence, non-existence and both existence and non-existence cannot have an
objection levelled against him.'
253
'How will there be destruction without production ? [Were this the case, there
would be] death without birth. There is no destruction without production.'
254 for Candrakirti's use of the word pratijnd see also PP iv. 2 and viii. 1 and 7;
for nigamana see v. 5 (and v. 6 [p. 134. 5], vi. 10, ix. 14, and xxvii. 8 for nigamayati).
The prasangdpddana has been explained in PP i. 1, p. 24 (see above, p. 36 note 93;
below).
255
The word pratijnd can mean either 'proposition' or 'thesis' (serving to
assert something of an entity). It is the second use of the word that can find no
legitimate application in the Madhyamaka according to Nagarjuna and Candrakirti;
cf. also D. SEYFORT RUEGG, J I P 5 (1977), p. 49—50.
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contrary to the prasanga'.256 Moreover, in contradistinction to relative (i.e.
presuppositional and implicative) negation (paryuddsapratisedha), the Madhyanaika's absolute non-presuppositional negation (prasajyapratisedha) does not
commit him to accepting the contradictory proposition concerning the existence
of any entity; and its force is fully exhausted in the annulment of the opponent's
proposition, as already observed.
In his discussion of the employment in philosophical argument of independent inferences (svatantrdnumana) and syllogisms (prayogavdkya) Candraklrti
has furthermore made a distinction of considerable interest between what we
could perhaps call logical referential presuppositions for the interpretation of a
proposition and pragmatic use of a proposition. He recalls that the logicians
accepted as a binding rule that in an anumdna it is necessary in any case to
reason with reference to entities the existence of which one accepts oneself
(svaprasiddha) (whether the reality of these entities has to be presupposed also
by one's opponent—ubhayaprasiddha, p. 35—is another question still). And a
proper anumdna is not valid so long as it is founded only on the opponent's
presuppositions (paraprasiddha, p. 34—35). On the contrary, for the philosopher
employing the above-mentioned form of reasoning that simply adduces an
undesired consequence in another's argument—the prasangdpddana—the situation is altogether different according to Candraklrti; for as the subjects of his
sentences, which contain non-presuppositional prasajya-neg&tions, this philosopher does not have to take entities which he himself supposes to be referential. And his prasangdpddana indeed has as its sole end the annulment of the
opponent's thesis (parapratijndnisedhaphalatva, p. 34) without its user being
committed to any counter-thesis concerning the existential nature of the
entities in question. A Prasangika is accordingly fully entitled to reason taking
as his point of departure only his opponent's existential presuppositions; and
he is then able to annul his opponent's statements solely on the basis of arguments that the latter has himself accepted (p. 34).
Now, in the light of this distinction, the referentiality of the subjects of their
sentences and the truth-value of their propositions become altogether problematical for the Svatantrika, who must use his svatantrdnumana and prayogavdkya in conformity with the established rules, but not for the Prasangika. For
whereas the terms of the former's propositions should be svaprasiddha for him
in order to fulfil the accepted logical requirements, they are in fact just as empty
(null) and non-referential for the Svatantrika as they are for any other Madhyamika.—As for the teaching of the Buddhas, since they adopt a transactional and
pragmatic procedure purely motivated by their desire to help (: anugraha)
others (p. 36), the terms of their statements need also not be dependent on
existential presuppositions of their own concerning the referentiality of any
entity being talked about. And they need take into account—in a so to speak
purely therapeutic manner—only their auditors' (mis)conceptions. The method
256
PP i, p. 24 (quoted above, p. 36 note 93); cf. p. 34. 5 and p. 13 (quoted
above, note 94).
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of their teaching is thus ad hominem in the best and most fitting sense (cf. P P
i. 1, p. 57—58; xviii. 8). The criterion is then the pragmatic one of the appropriateness of a sentence in a given pedagogical situation.
With respect to the theory of correct knowledge (pramdna) having a corresponding object (prameya), Candrakirti follows Nagarjuna's critique as set
forth in particular in the Vigrahavyavartani (31 sq.).257 Candrakirti's rejection
of the logico-epistemological school's doctrines extends to its whole theory of
the existence of only two forms of pramdna together with their corresponding
prameyas—namely pratyaksa relating to the particular (svalaksana) and
anumdna relating to the universal (sdrndnyalaksana)—for the relationship
between them is in no way different from that between a laksana and its
laksya which has already been criticized by Nagarjuna (PP i. 1, p. 61).258 In
his epistemology the Prasangika then proceeds in what at first appears to be
a quite naively realistic manner, taking what is accepted in worldly consensus
as the basis for his logical procedure (nydya) (PP i. 1, p. 35) ;259 yet, based as
it is on a prenetrating critique going back to Nagarjuna and Aryadeva of the
generally accepted logical and epistemological theories, the Prasafigika's
approach is in fact anything but naive or simplistic.260
Candrakirti also rejects the form of knowledge additional to the forms
derived from the five physical sense-faculties and the mind and known as
'self-awareness' (svasamvedana or svasamvitti) which was accepted by the
Sautrantikas and Vijnanavadins, inclusive of Dignaga's school, and later by
the Yogacara-Madhyamikas (PP i. 1, p. 61 sq.).261
For all his rejection of the pluralistic realism of the Sarvastivadin's dharmatheory, the Prasangika's criticism led him to adopt in matters of epistemology
(if not of ontology and gnoseology) a position that is not unrelated to the
Sarvastivadin's.262 For people in the world, Candrakirti observes, understanding of a thing is established through four means of knowledge. These are
257
258

PP i, pp. 55—75.

E.g. in MMK, Chapter v.
Hence the name 'Madhyamaka which goes along with the worldly consensus
(lokaprasiddhiy given by some Tibetan scholars to Buddhapalita's and Candrakirti's school ('jig Hen grags sde spyod pa'i dbu ma; see Bu-ston, Chos''byun, fol. 103a
[ii, p. 135], and above, pp. 76, 79; this terminology appears also in the Grub*
pa'rmtha'Tnanrparbsad # pa'rmjod, fol. 9b, by dBus"pa'Bkvgsal [fourteenth century]). But see mKhas-grub-dGe-legs*dpal*bzan, sTon'thuircheirmo, fol. 41b—42 a,
on the appropriateness of this terminology.
260
It might be described rather as nominalist (and sceptical in the sense of not
adopting dogmatic speculative views).—For a later defence of the existence of
external objects by S§ubhagupta (eighth century, between Dharmakirti and
Dharmottara) see his Bahyarthasiddhi (cf. M. HATTOBI, IBK 8/1 [1960], p. 9 sq.,
and N. AIYASWAMI SASTBI, Bull, of Tibetology 4 [1967], pp. 1—96). This position
was criticized not only by the Vijnanavadins but also by the Yogacara-Madhyarnikas
(cf. $antaraksita, Tattvasamgraha, verse 1971 sq.).
"I Cf. MA vi. 72 sq.
262 This is a complicated question that has been much discussed. Cf. MA xiii. 1—2
(p. 406—7); mKhas*grub*dGe*legs-dpal*bzan, sTorrthun'chen'mo, fol .42b.
259
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direct perceptual knowledge (pratyaksa); inference (anumdna), i.e. the form
of knowledge having as its object what is not directly perceptible (paroksa)
and produced by an inferential mark that does not deviate from what is to be
established (sddhydvyabhicdrilinga); scriptural testimony (agama), i.e. the
statement of reliable persons (dpta) who directly (sdksdt) know things inaccessible to the faculties (atlndriydriha); and analogy (upamdna), i.e. understanding through similarity (sddrsya) as when we say that the gayal is like
the cow (PP i, pp. 71-75).
At the end of each chapter of the PP are found extracts, often very lengthy
ones, from a number of Mahayanasutras (see above, p. 7) which help to exemplify and corroborate what has been stated in the stanzas of the MMK and
Candrakirti's comment. In several cases the Tibetan translation of the PP
does not contain all the quotations included in La Vallee Poussin's edition;
and it is therefore possible that some of them are additions to Candrakirti's
text made by the commentarial tradition (see for example La Vallee Poussin's
notes on pp. 388, 428 and 539 of his edition; compare also his note 2 on p. 336).
Vrttis by Candrakirti are available in Tibetan translation on Nagarjuna's
Sunyatasaptati and Yuktisastika. Candrakirti also wrote an extensive and
important Tika, extant in Sanskrit fragments and a Tibetan translation, on
Aryadeva's Catuhsataka; unlike his predecessor Dharmapala, whom he terms
a poet (snan dnags mkhan, fol. 34 a) and implicitly accuses of having interpreted
Aryadeva in a manner that is contrary to the principles of the Madhyamaka
(fol. 34 b), he commented not only on the second portion of the work dealing
with dharmanihsvabhdvatd but alsc on the first part containing an exposition
of the Dharma which he considered an essential part of the work (fol. 34a). In
his commentary on the Catuhsataka Candrakirti alludes to examples (dpe) set
forth by Dharmadasa, evidently another Vijfianavadin who turned his attention to Aryadeva's work (fol. 35a).263 Candrakirti has referred in this Tika to
his own Madhyamakavatara vi. 80 (fol. 63a).264
Candrakirti's Paficaskandhaprakarana is an independent treatise dealing
with the factors subsumed under the five groups (skandha) and with the
related topics of the twelve dyatanas and eighteen dhdtus.265
The *Madhyamakavataraprajna or *Madhyamakaprajnavatara translated
into Tibetan by its author together with 'Gos-khugtpa*lHa(s)"bcas must be by
another Candrakirti who lived much later, in the eleventh century.
On Candrakirti-pada, the author of important Tantrik works, see below,
p. 105.
263

See above, note 148.
2«4 On the Catuhsataka-tika see S. YAMAGTJCHI, Chugan bukkyo ronko (Tokyo,
1965), P- 167 sq.; Bukkyogaku bunshii, ii (Tokyo, 1973), pp. 259 sq., 349 sq.
265

Cf. S. YAMAGUCHI, Bukkyogaku bunshii, ii, p. 437 sq.; C. LINDTNEB, AO 40

(1979), P- 87 sq.
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Sdntideva

Santideva, the next great representative of the (Prasangika ?) Madhyamaka
school, flourished probably in the first part of the eighth century. He is reported
to have been born as the son of a king of Surastra and, like Aryadeva, to have
renounced his royal estate for a life of religion.266
Following on the elaboration and systematization of Madhyamaka thought
carried out by his great predecessors, ^antideva made a significant contribution to the school by taking the perfections (pdramitd) of the Bodhisattva as
the focus for his exposition of the Mahayana, which he presents as the union of
praxis (that is, compassionate method) and theoretical intellection, the two
inseparable and coordinate components of the mind of Awakening (bodhicitta).
Thus, while Candrakirti's 'Introduction to the Madhyamaka(-&astra)' is articulated round the ten stages of the Bodhisattva with their corresponding
paramitds, Santideva's Bodhicaryavatara constitutes an 'Introduction to the
practice of Awakening' founded on the great paramitds of the Bodhisattva,
the first five of which are auxiliary to and guided by the sixth, namely the
perfection of transcending discriminative understanding (prajndpdramitd).
The Bodhicaryavatara comprises the following chapters: (i) The advantages
of the bodhicitta in its two forms (viz. the Bodhisattva's preliminary resolution—
pranidhi—and its realization—prasthdna—through the perfections on the
Bodhisattva's path proper, 15—17); (ii) Offerings (pujd), homage (vandand)
and confession (pdpade£and); (iii) Assumption of the bodhicitta; (iv) Absence
of distraction in cultivating the bodhicitta; (v) Maintenance of awareness of
mind; (vi) The Perfection of patient capacity (ksdnti); (vii) The Perfection of
energy (virya); (viii) The Perfection of meditation (dhydna); (ix) The Prajnaparamita; and (x) The dedication (parindmand) of merit.267
In this work what might be called the mystical aspects of Madhyamaka
thought come to the fore in connexion with the exposition of the purification
of the spirit and contemplation, the Buddha's sustaining power (buddhdnubhdva, i. 5, which works as a predetermining force—adhisthdna—according
to the commentator Prajfiakaramati), and the theory of ultimate reality free
266

See Bu'ston, Chos*'byun, fol. 113b (ii, p. 161) ; Taranatha, rGya*garchos>'byuri,
p. 125 sq. Cf. A. PEZZAM, Santideva (Florence, 1968) and J. W. DE JONG, IIJ 16
(1975), pp. 163, 179—80.—^antideva's BCAis quoted in !§antaraksita's Tattvasiddhi,
fol. 38 b 6—7 (= BCA i. 10) and 38 b 7—8 (= BCA vii. 28).
267
A recension of the BCA is reported to have lacked Chapters ii and ix (see
Taranatha, rGya*gar*chos>'byun, p. 127). In the IDan'dkarma Catalogue (no. 659)
the extent of the BCA is given as 1600 ilokas (in two bam po), rather than the 1000
verses indicated by Bu'ston, Chos 'byun, fol. 114b 1, 159a). Bu'ston discusses the
discrepancy and states that a difference results from omitting the pdpadetfana
chapter (ii); and he observes that some have ascribed Chapter ix to a certain
Bkrgros'mi'zad'pa (= Aksayamati). Cf. Taranatha, op. cit., p. 127; J. W. DE JONG,
IIJ 16 (1975), p. 181.—On the question of the incomplete Chinese version of the
BCA (ascribed to Nagarjuna, Taisho 1662) see S. LEVI, BEFEO 1902, p. 253 sq.;
L. DE LA VALISE POUSSIN, Mus«§on 4 (1903), p. 313 sq.
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from the dichotomy of existence and non-existence. With respect to the last
point the Bodhicaryavatara contains a verse considered to be a summing up
of the central idea of the Middle Way (ix. 35): 'When neither existence nor
non-existence presents itself before the mind, then, being without any support
[to which to attach itself] because of the absence of any other course [for
thinking],268 the [mind] is still'. Noteworthy also is the final chapter on dedicatory transfer (parindmand) by the Bodhisattva, who assigns all merit accruing to him to the Awakening of all sentient beings without distinction. The
authenticity of this final chapter has been questioned on the ground that not
all the commentators have commented on it,269 but this point does not appear
to be decisive;270 in any case, the concept of dedicatory transfer is found in an
earlier chapter of the work (v. 101) as well as in the same author's Siksasamuccaya (xvi, p. 296), and of course also in a number of Mahayana-Sutras.—
Chapter ix consists essentially in a detailed study of the basic philosophical
ideas of the Madhyamaka school. We thus find in it a critique of the pramdnas;
a discussion of pratltyasamutpdda; the theory of the two truths271 together
with a demonstration establishing that the practice of the Mahayanist path
is not made redundant and unnecessary by the truth of the pdramdrthika level
of iunyatd; and a refutation of the Vijfianavada together with critiques of
other schools of Buddhist and non-Buddhist philosophy in India, including
theism (Idvaravdda, ix. 119 sq.).272
Because it is concerned also with the religious side of Madhyamaka thought
the Bodhicaryavatara has sometimes been described as a primarily religious
and devotional poem rather than a philosophical treatise. Such a description
however curiously neglects the ninth chapter—the longest in the whole workdealing with the prajndpdramitd, which clearly places the treatise in the main
stream of Madhyamaka thought; and if due consideration is given to this
chapter it becomes abundantly clear that the work is hardly more religious in
any sense exclusive of philosophy than certain earlier works of the school
attributed to Nagarjuna—e. g. the Ratnavall—as well as important portions of
Aryadeva's, Bhavaviveka's and Candrakirti's treatises.
Santideva's Siksasamuccaya is a work in nineteen chapters comprising a
total of twenty-seven verses with an extensive explanation made up largely of
quotations from canonical texts of the Mahayana and dealing inter alia with the
first five pdramitds (in Chapters i, ii—viii, ix, x, and xii sq.) as constituting the
268

Here the principle of the excluded middle (trtiya-raii) is clearly recognized.
See above, p. 41.
269 See L. DE LA VALLEE POTJSSIN, Introduction a la pratique des futurs Bouddhas
(Paris, 1907), pp. 143—4; cf. A. PEZZALI, op. cit., p. 48—49.
2'o See below, p. 84, on Prajnakaramati's reference to Chapter x.
27i On the samvrti level Prajnakaramati distinguishes between tathya~ and
mithy&sO'')7lv?t'i' (ix« 2) (as did Bhavaviveka et al.).
273 See above, p. 30, note 73a.—On ^antideva's attitude towards vijnana
theory see S. KANAOKA, IBK 10/2 (1962), p. 749 sq.
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Bodhisattva's discipline (vinaya). This anthology of canonical texts has
preserved Sanskrit versions of a large number of Sutra passages otherwise
unavailable in an Indian language. Of particular interest from the philosophical
point of view are Chapter xii on the cittaparikarman (preparation of the mind;
cf. Chapter vi, p. 122 sq.) and Chapter xiv which is largely devoted to a discussion of the emptiness of all dharmas. At the end of Chapter xv is found an
explanation of Sunyatd as endowed with all excellent modes (sarvdkdravaropetd), viz. seven pdramitds, mahdmaitrl, muditd and upeksd, satyajndndvatdra, bodhicittasattvdpeksd, diayddhydsayaprayoga, four samgrahavastus (i.e.
ddna, priyavadya, arthakriyd, and samdndrthatd), smrtisamprajanya, smrtyupa^tMna-samyakpraM^-rMhipdda47idriya-bala-bodhyanga-astdngamdrga, and
iamatha and vipatyand.273

On the basis of what Santideva has written in verses v. 105—6 of the Bodhicaryavatara Bu-ston274 and Taranatha275 have ascribed to him a work entitled
Sutrasamuccaya. The passage in question is not altogether clear, however, and
Nagarjuna, the author of the well-known Sutrasamuccaya, is also mentioned
in it. At all events, no work entitled Sutrasamuccaya attributable to Santideva
is known to exist; and it has therefore been concluded that the above-mentioned
ascription is erroneous.276
Concerning the master ^antideva who is identified with the Tantrika Bhusuku
see below.
On the Bodhicaryavatara there exist a number of commentaries, the best
known of which—Prajfiakaramati's Panjika—is the only one completely preserved in Sanskrit; as already noted above, it does not comment on Chapter x
although it does refer to it (in i. 33). Vibhuticandra's Tatparyapanjika Visesadyotani is available in a Tibetan translation (c. 1200), as are other earlier
and shorter commentaries on the Bodhicaryavatara by dGe-ba('i)-lha (Kalyanadeva?), Krsnapada (eleventh century?) and Vairocanaraksita (eleventh
century). Two abridgements of the Bodhicaryavatara connected with Dharmapala of Suvarnadvlpa (c. 1000) and transmitted by his disciples Kamalaraksita
and Dipamkarasrijnana (to whom one of them, the Bodhisattvacaryavatarasattrims'atpindartha, seems to be attributed by its colophon, whereas Dhar273

The expression [sarvdkdrabalopetal] sarvdkdravaropeta r-~> sabbdkdravarupeta
was used earlier as an epithet of the Sambuddha, e.g. at the end of the Mahaparinirvanasutra § 44. 10 (Pali § 6. 10) (ed. E. Waldschmidt, p. 400).—In the Ratnagotravibhaga i. 88—92 and elsewhere the concept of sarvdkdravaropeta gunyatd
occupies a prominent place in the theory of absolute reality.
"* Chos-'byun, fol. 114a (ii, p. 163), 115b (ii, p. 166).
275
rGya'garchos''byun, p. 127—8.
2'8 Cf. J. FILLIOZAT, JA 1964, pp. 473—8; A. PEZZALI, op. cit., pp. 80—86; J. W.

DE JONG, I I J 16 (1975), p. 182 and p. 171 (giving the text of Vibhuticandra's
account of Santideva's life, available in both Sanskrit [ed. HARAPBASAD SASTRI,
IA 42 (1913)] and Tibetan [at the beginning of the translation of Vibhuticandra's
Vi^esadyotani]).
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mapala himself is indicated as the author of the shorter Bodhisattvacaryavatarapindartha)277 are also available in Tibetan translations by DipamkaraSrijfiana and Chul-khrims-rgyal-ba. (The Bodhisattvacaryasutrikrtavavada
and Bodhisattvacaryavatarabhasya by Dipamkara^rijnana are not commentaries on Santideva's text).
As a result of the contributions made to the school by Candrakirti and
Santideva, the doctrine of the Prasangika branch of the Madhyamaka was
firmly and systematically established from the points of view of logic, gnoseology
and soteriology. During the last part of the first millennium Candrakirti's and
Santideva's writings are not known to have inspired commentarial attention
in India; but in Tibet Candrakirti's commentaries on the Yuktisastika and
Sunyatasaptati and Santideva's Bodhicaryavatara and Siksasamuccaya as well
as Buddhapalita's commentary on the MMK were translated by the beginning
of the ninth century, when they were included in the IDan'dkar-ma Catalogue.278
In the history of the Madhyamaka school the last quarter of the first millennium was rather the period of the great development and glory of the Yogacara-Madhyamaka synthesis, which will be the subject of the next chapter.
As for the Svatantrika school, the treatises of Bhavaviveka were being studied
especially during the third quarter of the first millennium, as is shown by the
activity carried on by his followers in India (see above, p. 67 sq.). Translations of
works of this branch of the Madhyamaka were made first into Chinese (Prabhakaramitra's Chinese translation of the Prajfiapradlpa, TaishS 1566, dates
from 630—2) and later into Tibetan (from about the beginning of the ninth
277
The sPyod*'jug*grdon*bsdus (translated by Nag4cho-Ohul*khrims'rgyal'ba) is
also ascribed to Suvamadvlpa(-Dharmapala) by Bu'ston (Chos*'byun, fol. 159a).
278
Commentators on works of the Prasangika school seem to appear only
in the late tenth century in India, first on ^antideva's (by Dharmapala and
Prajnakaramati) and then on Candrakirti's (by Jayananda, a Kasmiri master
who, however, seems to have worked largely in Central Asia).—Buddhapalita's
commentary on the MMK was, however, already translated by CogTO'Klu'rrgyal*m6han (with Jnanagarbha) during the Early Propagation of the Dharma (sna dar)
in Tibet; Candrakirti's Vrttis on the Yuktisastika and &unyatasaptati and &antideva's ^iksasamuccaya were translated also at that time by Ye#ses*sde (with
Jinamitra, Danaslla and Silendrabodhi). Santideva's Bodhicaryavatara was first
translated then by dPal'brcegs (with SarvajNadeva), and revised subsequently,
during the Later Propagation (phyi dar), by Rhvchen-bzarVpo (958—1055),
rNog'Bkrldan'ses'rab (1059—1109) et al. Candrakirti's major works—the Madhyamakavatara, Prasannapada and Catuhsatakatika—were translated into Tibetan
only in the eleventh century, by Nag-cho^hul'khrimsTgyarba (born in 1011),
Pa-chab'Nrma#grags (born in 1055), and rNog*Blo*ldan*ses*rab. Even Aryadeva's
Catuhsataka was translated only at that time, by Pa*chab.—It should be noted that
Button's catalogue contained in his Chos-'byun (fol. 157 b sq.) differs in certain
respects from the information given above taken from the colophons of the bsTan"
'gyur itself; for example, Bu'ston mentions only rNog as the translator of the
Bodhicaryavatara (fol. 159 a 2).
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century at the latest, when they are already found listed in the lDan#dkar*ma
Catalogue).279
The study of both the Svatantrika and Prasangika branches of the Madhyamaka received a new impulse from Bodhibhadra, Dipamkarasrijnana and
their disciples and contemporaries in India and Tibet starting at the end of the
tenth century (see below).

279

Bhavaviveka's Prajflapradlpa was translated into Tibetan by CogTo Klu'i*rgyarmchan (with Jnanagarbha)
along with Avalokitavrata's Tika; and they are
included in the lDan-dkar-ma catalogue. His Madhyamakahrdayakarikas and
Tarkajvala were translated only in the eleventh century, by Dipamkarasrijnana
and Nag'cho Chul'khrimsTgyal'ba; unlike the Prajnapradipa, this work is not
available in Chinese. iSrigupta's Tattvavataravrtti (included in the lDan*dkar*ma
catalogue) as well as Jnanagarbha's Satyadvayavibhanga (Karikas and Vrtti)
together
with the Panjika on it ascribed to Santaraksita (all included also in the
lDan-dkar*ma catalogue) were already translated during the Early Propagation
(sna dar) of the Dharma in Tibet, the last three works being translated by Ye*
§es*sde.

THE

YOGACARA-MADHYAMAKA

SYNTHESIS

Approximately half a millennium after Nagarjuna, and following on the
developments sketched above which resulted in the constitution and systematization of the two branches of the pure Madhyamaka school, there came to the
fore a school which elaborated a synthesis of the Madhyamaka and the Yogacara/Vijfianavada on the level of the philosophical analysis of surface-level
process (but not on that of ultimate reality). This school is known as the
Yogacara-Madhyamaka.280 &antaraksita, who lived in the eight century, is
often regarded as both its founder and leading exponent.
This synthesizing movement was, however, not without precedent before
the time of Santaraksita. As noted above, several major Yogacarin/Vijnanavadin masters wrote commentaries on works by Nagarjuna and Aryadeva; and
Bhavaviveka was evidently indebted to Dignaga's school for certain logicoepistemological methods he introduced into Madhyamaka thought, although
he was an opponent of the metaphysics of the Vijfianavada and was himself
criticized by its masters. The origin of the Yogacara-[Svatantrika-]Madhyamaka has been traced back to Arya Vimuktisena, a master of the Prajfiaparamita and a commentator on the Abhisamayalamkara, by Tibetan doxographers who have in fact held that the Abhisamayalamkara largely agrees in
its systemic tenor with the Svatantrika-Madhyamaka position and that most
of the Indian commentaries on it may accordingly be connected with that
school. This Vimuktisena appears to have been a contemporary of Dignaga
and Bhavaviveka, and he is reported to have been a pupil of theirs and even
of Vasubandhu; he is probably to be placed therefore in the first part of the
sixth century, a couple of centuries earlier than &antaraksita.281 Srlgupta and
in particular his disciple Jnanagarbha were also forerunners of Santaraksita.282
As seen above, the early Madhyamaka developed by Nagarjuna and Aryadeva had devoted little attention to establishing a theory of the factors and
processes of the surface-level samvrti per se, the concept of the real production
of entities being indeed regarded as analytically and causally antinomic. For
280

In Tibetan: rNal-'byor*spyod"pa'rdbu*ma. The Tibetan doxographical literature refers to it also as the Yogacara-Svatantrika-Madhyamaka (rNal''byor*spyod"
pa'rdbu#ma-ranTgyud"pa), in contradistinction to Bhavaviveka's SautrantikaSvatantrika-Madhyamaka, from which it differs notably by denying the existence
of an external object (bahydrtha) and accepting 'self-awareness' (svasamvedana,
svasamvitti).
281 On this question see D. SEYFOBT RUEGG, WZKSO 12—13 (1968), pp. 306—7.
And on the Madhyamaka-Prajnaparamita, synthesis see below, p. 101 sq.
282 On the doctrinal affiliations of these two masters see above, p. 67 sq.
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their part the Prasangikas considered these processes to be characterized by a
certain indeterminism; and they strictly kept to a method of reasoning criticizing all speculative opinions by means of prasanga arguments which preclude
any attempt to propound theses and syllogisms concerned with processes of
the world involving entities (bhdva) conceived of as amenable to onto-logical
construction. On the other hand the (Sautrantika-)Svatantrika-Madhyamikas
were prepared to assign an at least limited and provisional degree of (nonpdramdrthika) reality to the dependent origination of things without stressing
so forcefully the indeterminism of the dharmas and processes of the world; in
addition, they gave an important place in their doctrine both to independent
inference and to a particular kind of propositional knowledge regarded as
conforming to reality (the saparydya-paramdriha).
On their side the Yogacara-(Svatantrika-)Madhyamikas appear to have
continued earlier trends of thought when they undertook to complement the
Madhyamaka theory of the pure paramdrtha both with a system of metaphysics,
epistemology and logic providing an elaborated philosophical construction and
analysis of samvrti and with a system of ethico-spiritual praxis.283 As for the
impact of the Buddhist logico-epistemological school on these Madhyamikas,
Santaraksita is known to have been influenced by Dharmakirti (seventh
century) on whose Vadanyaya he wrote a long commentary, the Vipaficitartha;
and he thus shared certain antecedents with Bhavaviveka. But quite unlike
Bhavaviveka the Yogacara-Madhyamaka synthesized the pure Madhyamaka—
which it regarded as perfectly valid and adequate with respect to the paramdrtha—-with a form of philosophical analysis derived from the Yogacara/
Vijnanavada, a school which by the eighth century had attained a high degree
of development and whose achievements could not, it was evidently thought,
be ignored by the Madhyamika.
§dntaralcsita
Santaraksita flourished in the eighth century and is reported to have been
born in a royal line of Vanga (Bengal, at Sahor, Tibetan Za*hor). He worked
at the great monastic seminaries of his time and became one of the most
prominent and influential thinkers in the later history of Indian Buddhism.
More is known to us about his later life because he was one of the Indian
teachers chiefly responsible for the implantation of Buddhism in Tibet, and he
is therefore well known to the Tibetan records of the Dharma. Renowned there
as the Upadhyaya and Acarya-Bodhisattva, he was the first abbot (upddhydya)
of bSanryas, the main Tibetan monastery at that time. On the basis of the
Tibetan records it may be inferred that he went from Nepal to Tibet for the
283
On the question of the bodhicittotpddavidhi according to the Madhyamika
and the Vijnanavadin see e.g. 'Gos*gZon-mrdpal, Deb'ther*snon*po, ca, fol. 15a
(i, p. 272).
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first time in about 763, and that he again resided there from about 775 to the
time of his death in about 788.284
Santaraksita's ordination-lineage is given as: Nagarjuna, Bhavya (i.e.
Bhavaviveka), Srigupta, Jnanagarbha, Santaraksita.285 It was due to him and
his illustrious disciple Kamalas'Ila that the Yogacara-Madhyamaka became the
leading school of the Madhyamaka at that time, and so influenced very deeply
much of Buddhist thought in Tibet not only during his lifetime but for centuries
afterwards. He and Kamalas'Ila have been counted by doxographers as Satyakaravadins (Sakaravadins).286
Santaraksita's most extensive work, the Tattvasamgraha, is a critical study
of the doctrines of the different schools of Indian philosophy, the value of
which is enhanced by the detailed commentary on it by his disciple Kamalasila.
Both these works are extant in the original Sanskrit as well as in Tibetan
translation. The treatise begins with (i—-iii) a discussion of the Samkhya
prakrti and theory of causation,287 and of the concept of God (Idvara);288 and
it then goes on to examine the doctrine of a world endowed with own being (iv).
Next Santaraksita takes up the theories of the dabdabrahman (v), and purusa
(vi); and he examines the views of the Nyaya, the Mimamsa, the Samkhya,
the Jainas, and the Aupanisadikas (i.e. the Advaitadar&ana according to
Kamalasila) on the subject of a self (dtman), as well as the Buddhist Vatsiputriya's pudgala (vii).289 He then considers the doctrines of the existence of
permanent and stable (i.e. non-momentary) entities (viii), of action (karman)
and its fruit (ix), of the six categories (paddrtha) of substance (dravya) (x),
quality (guna) (xi), action (karman) (xii), the universal (sdmdnya) (xiii), the
particular (videsa) (xiv), and inherence (samavdya) (xv). The problem of
words and their intentional objects (dabddrtha) is also discussed in detail (xvi).
Next Santaraksita takes up direct perception (pratyaksa) and inference
(anumdna)290 as the means of correct knowledge (pramdna) (xvii—xviii). And
284
See E. FEAUWALLNEE, WZKSO 5 (1961), pp. 141—3, and G. Tucci, Minor
Buddhist texts, ii (Rome, 1958), pp. 28—31. Cf. Bu-ston, Chos-'byun, fol. 125b sq.
(ii, p. 187 sq.); sBa'bzed (ed. R. A. STEIN, Paris, 1961); 'Gos-gZon-mrdpal,
Deb"ther*snon-po, ka, fol. 21 b (i, p. 42—44); dPa'-bo*gCug#lag-phren*ba, mKhas'pa'i*
dga'*ston, ja, fol. 74b—114a; Sunrpa-mkhan*po, dPag'bsanrljon'bzan (ed. S. CH.
DAS), p. 112 and p. 49.
885
See e.g. 'Gos^g^on'mrdpal, Deb'ther-snon'po, ka, fol. 17b (i, p. 34); dPa'*
bo'gdug'lag^phrerVba, mKhas - pa'rdga' - ston, ja, fol. 103 a. Cf. G. Tucci, Minor
Buddhist texts, ii, pp. 25 sq., 122.
286
See e.g. 'Janrdbyans'bzad'pa'Nag^dban'brcon^'grus, Grub'mtha'*chen"mo,
fol. 130a; Pharphyin - mtha' # dpyod, i, fol. l i b (p. 23). But see below, p. 92.
287
See W. LIEBENTHAL, Satkarya in der Darstellung seiner buddhistischen
Gegner (Stuttgart, 1934).
ass On the Madhyamika's critique of the Uvaravdda see above, p. 30 note 73a
and p- 83.
289 See S. SCHAYER, RO 8 (1932), pp. 68—93.
280 See A. KUNST, Probleme der buddhistischen Logik in der Darstellung des
Tattvasamgraha (Krakow, 1939).
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he also discusses verbal knowledge (sabda), analogy (wpamdna), presumption
(arthdpatti), absence (abhdva), and traditional testimony (aitihya) claimed by
some to be further means of correct knowledge (xix). In the next sections Jaina
tropology (syddvdda) (xx) and Lokayata materialism (xxii) are discussed, as
are also the theory of the existence of past, present and future time (traikdlya)
(xxi)291 and the problems of the existence of an external object (bahirartha)
(xxiii), valid verbal knowledge (sruti), the eternity of Word (iabda), the
impersonal nature (apauruseyatva) of the Veda (xxiv) and its self-validation
(svatahprdmdnya) (xxv), suprasensory cognition, and omniscience (xxvi).
Since these topics have been discussed with reference to the views the various
Indian philosophical schools held on them, Santaraksita's basic treatise and
Kamalasila's Panjika are very valuable sources for the study both of the
Sravakayanist and Mahayanist schools of Buddhist thought at the peak of
their development and of Indian philosophy as a whole.
Santaraksita's Madhyamakaiamkara, a treatise in 97 stanzas accompanied by
an autocommentary (Vrtti), is of capital importance as the basic text of the
Yogacara-Madhyamaka school.292 The Vrtti refers to the Tattvasamgraha, and
the treatise may therefore be regarded as one of Santaraksita's later works
representing his mature thinking. In it we find not only that Santaraksita has
(like Bhavaviveka) formulated inferences to establish the Madhyamika's
principle of the insubstantiality of all factors of existence (dharma), but that
(unlike Bhavaviveka) he regarded the doctrine of Mind-only (cittamdtra) of
the VijMnavada as a philosophical propaedeutic leading up to the Madhyamika's goal of establishing the insubstantiality of all factors including the
mind. As Santaraksita puts the matter following the Lankavatarasutra, 'On
the basis of the cittamdtra one is to know the non-existence of external things,
and on the basis of this [Madhyamaka] system one is to know complete nonsubstantiality; riding the chariot of the two systems [i.e. the Cittamatra and
Madhyamaka] and holding the reins of reasoning (yulcti), [the philosopher]
therefore attains the sense as it is, the Mahayanist one itself.>293
291
See S. SCHAYER, Contributions to the problem of time in Indian philosophy
(Polska Akademia Umiej^tnosci, Prace Komisji Orientalistycznej, Nr. 31, Krakow,
1938), pp. 29-70.
292
On this work see Y. KAJIYAMA, Later Madhyamikas on epistemology and
meditation, in M. KIYOTA, ed., Mahayana Buddhist meditation (Honolulu, 1978),
pp. 114—43. For a brief analysis of it see M.ICHIGO, IBK 20/2 (1972), pp. 995—989.
293
Madhyamakaiamkara 92—93 (Madhyamakalamkaravrtti, fol. 79a—b).—The
Lankavatarasutra passage (x. 256—7) reads (in VAIDYA'S edition):
cittamdtram samdruhya bdhyam artham na kalpayet\
tathatdlambane sthitvd cittamdtram atikramet\\
cittamdtram atikramya nirdbhdsam atikramet\
nirdbhdsasthito yogi mahdydnam sa paiyati\ |
(NANJO reads na pafyate).—On the following quotation of the Yuktisastika see
above, note 44.
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The principle demonstrated in this treatise—first by means of reasoning
(yukti, verses 2—62) with respect to the analysis of knowledge and its objects
and then with regard to the two truths following philosophical tradition
(dgama, 63—97)—is the basic one that all entities (bhdva) held to be real by
either Buddhists or others are in fact without self-nature (nihsvabhdva).29i
To prove this by reasoning Santaraksita adduces as the logical reason the
argument that entities have neither a unitary nature (ekasvabhdva) nor a
multiple one (anekasvabhdva), the homologous example here being a reflection
(pratibimbavat). Now, taking the axiom295 that an entity would indeed by
definition have to be by nature either unitary or multiple as his basic argument
by which to establish that there exists no thing having self-nature (svabhdva),
he proceeds to apply it to both conditioned (satnskrta) elements such as the
paramdnu (11—15) and to the unconditioned (nirvana), as well as to constructs
like the Vatsiputriya's pudgala (cf. 9), the composite gross body, and allpervading space (dkdsa). He observes moreover (8) that an asamskrta that is
permanent and unchanging cannot have a capacity for causal efficiency
(arthakriyd), which had been established by Dharmakirti as the criterion for
existence (Pramanavarttika, Svarthanumana chapter, 166).
Turning from the discussion of rupa to that of vijndna, Santaraksita shows
that it also is devoid of a unitary and a multiple nature (16 sq.). He divides
theories of knowledge into the realist variety positing a duality between
knower (cognition) and external cognized object, and the 'mentalist' variety
maintaining the non-duality of cognition and the object of cognition which,
accordingly, is not really an external object (bdhydrtha). Examples of the realist
variety are the Vaibhasika theory that assumes a formless (andkdra) knowledge—i.e. one that per se does not have a cognitive image (dbhdsa) of the
object of cognition (visaya)—a,nd the Sautrantika one that assumes that
knowledge has such a form (sdkdra)-i.e. that it does possess a cognitive image
of the cognized (and external) object. Santaraksita goes on to discuss the idea
of the reflexivity of cognition (svasamvedana 'self-awareness'). And he argues
against the assumption that either a cognition that is imageless (anirbhdsa) or
one that possesses such an image (sanirbhdsa) could apprehend an external
object (16—21 and 22—34). In addition, he considers a number of theories on
the subject drawn from other non-Buddhist systems (35—40). The conclusion
then is that vijndna is not unitary (41—43). The theory of knowledge that
Santaraksita next examines is the 'mentalist' one of the Vijfianavadin, who
rejects any real duality between cognition (as grahaka) and the cognized (as
grdhya) (44-60).
2»4 Madhyamakalamkara 1 (quoted in Prajnakaramati's Bodhicaryavatarapanjika ix. 2):
nihsvabhdvd ami bhdvds tattvatah svaparoditdh]
ekdnekasvabhdvena viyogat pratibimbavat\ \
Comp&re the beginning of Srigupta's Tattvavataravrtti (above, p. 68).
a»» Cf. above, p. 38 sq.
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The Vijfianavadins differ among themselves, however, as to whether the
non-dual vijnana contains an objective image or not; and they accordingly are
divided into the two schools of the Satyakaravada (or Sakaravada), which
accepts that it does, and the Allkakaravada (or Anakaravada), which holds
that it does not. Santaraksita records arguments against both the former
doctrine (in its three versions, 46—51) and the latter one (52—60). And he
finally concludes that in the vijnana just like any other entity there can be
neither unitariness nor multiplicity of nature (61). But since no third possibility
is available in the case of something supposed to have a svabhdva, the conclusion must be that vijnana is no ultimately real entity (62); on this point, then,
he agrees with the rest of the Madhyamaka school which refuses to assign a
specially privileged status to mind, which it regards as empty of self-nature
like any other dharma. Santaraksita also subjects the Vijnanavadin's theory of
the three natures (svabhdva, i.e. parikalpita, paratantra and parinispanna) to a
critique (Vrtti, fol. 68 a).296 The last part of the Madhyamakalamkara is devoted
to a discussion of the two truths. The paramdrtha is free from the four extreme
positions of existence, etc. (68), and from all discursive development (prapanca) (70). On this level there is no coming into existence (production), etc.,
of any kind of entity; and one cannot therefore even postulate the non-production of an entity, for such a negation could only relate to what has objective
existence, which any entity does not (71—72).297 The samvrti has efficiency
(arthakriydsdmarthya), however (64); and it allows the use of inferences
(anumdna, 75) and logical proofs (76—78). In Santaraksita's system eternalism
and annihilation are then both equally rejected (82). And the elimination of
affects (samkleSa) and the achievement of purification (vyavaddna) as well as
the assembly of pure equipment (sambhdra) thus remain possible (83—85). Compassion (karund) finally is a distinguishing feature of those following the way
of the Tathagata (96). And the Protector becomes the object of the devotion
of those who perceive that other systems lack substance (97).
Although the Madhyamakalamkara and its Vrtti are not available in the
original Sanskrit, a number of verses from the mula are to be found in the
296

Santaraksita has been counted by doxographers as belonging to the Satya-

karavada/Sakaravada branch of the Yogaeara-Madhyamikas (see above, p. 89
note 286)—as have his disciple Kamalasila and his predecessor Arya Vimuktisena—
because, while rejecting the view that the vijnana is an ultimately real entity, he
has inclined toward the theory that cognition is endowed with an image at least on
the level of relativity (see Vrtti, fol. 57 b 3). Cf. D. SEYFOBT RUEGG, WZKSO 12—13
(1968), p. 307. But in the first part of his treatise Santaraksita has criticized the
Sautrantika and his Sakaravada (in its three versions, 23—34) as well as the
Vaibhasika and his Anakaravada (16—21, especially 20). And the Allkakaravada is
even presented as a higher philosophical stage; cf. Y. KAJIYAMA, loc. cit., pp. 120—32,
140. (The Sanskrit of many of the relevant stanzas is to be found in Santaraksita's
Tattvasamgraha, 1999 sq.).
297
See Haribhadra, Abhisamayalamkaraloka v. 8—9 (p. 838) who quotes verse 72:
na ca nirvisayah sddhu prayogo vidyate nanahj vikalpdpdirayatve, vd sdmvrtah sydn
na tdttvikahjl (See also op. cit., i. 27 [p. 45]).
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Pratyaksalaksanaparlksa and the Bahirarthapariksa of the Tattvasamgraha,
while others correspond with Dharmakirti's Pramanavarttika on which work
Santaraksita drew in appropriate places in his treatise;298 it has also been
quoted by Haribhadra in his Abhisamayalamkaraloka and by Prajnakaramati
in his Bodhicaryavatarapafijika. Both works are available in Tibetan translation. On this treatise there exists in Tibetan translation an extensive Panjika
ascribed to Kamalas'Ila.299
The Satyadvayavibhangapafijika, a commentary on Jnanagarbha's Satyadvayavibhanga, is ascribed to Santaraksita.300 It is available only in a Tibetan
translation.
In addition to the works by Santaraksita included in the Madhyamaka
section of the bsTan-'gyur, other sections of this collection contain treatises of
his dealing with logic—e.g. the Vipancitartha on Dharmakirti's Vadanyaya
which is available also in Sanskrit—and Tantra—e.g. the Tattvasiddhi (which
quotes Santideva's Bodhicaryavatara).301
Santaraksita's Samvaravimsakavrtti, a work linked with Candragomin's
Bodhisattvasamvaravims'aka, is of special interest as an example of a YogacaraMadhyamika treatise that lays particular emphasis on the Bodhisattva's
ethico-spiritual praxis (caryd). It is to be observed that the Samvaravimsaka
is related to the teaching of the Bodhisattvabhumi, a basic text of the Yogacara/Vijflanavada school, and that (unlike e.g. the &iksasamuccaya) it therefore does not belong to the Madhyamaka tradition properly speaking.802
KamalaMla

Kamalasila (c. 740—795) was the disciple of Santaraksita. As mentioned
above, he wrote an extensive and valuable commentary (Panjika), now available only in Tibetan, on his teacher's Madhyamakalarnkara. As for his Panjika
on Santaraksita's Tattvasamgraha, it is as already noted an invaluable source
for the history of Indian philosophy, non-Buddhist as well as Buddhist; it
contains the first known reference in a Buddhist treatise to the Advaitadars'ana,
which Kamalas'ila mentions in his chapter on the Aupanisadikas' doctrine of
the dtman (on Tattvasamgraha 328).303
298

Madhyamakalarnkara 8 corresponds to Pramanavarttika i. 211, and Madhyamakalarnkara 26ab corresponds to Pramanavarttika iii. 138cd (cf. Tattvasamgraha
1251).
299 This commentary is said not to be by Kamalasila in mKhas-grub*dGe*legs*dpal'bzan, rGyud'sde'spyrrnam (ed. Lessing-Wayman), p. 90. lCan'skya-Rol*pa'rrdo'rje, Grub'mtha', kha, fol. 6b, states that Dharmamitra has ascribed it to
Kamalasila(!?).
300
See above, p. 68 and note 224.
soi See above, note 266.
302 See above, p. 88.
303 Cf. H. NAKAMTJRA, HJAS 18 (1955), p. 104.—Concerning Kamalaslla's
citations of his predecessors, see E. STEINKEIXNER, WZKSO 7 (1963), p. 116 sq.
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Kamalaslla was invited to Tibet to carry on Santaraksita's work there; and
like his master he played a leading part in the establishment of Buddhism and
the Yogacara-Madhyamaka in Tibet towards the end of the eighth century.
His role at the Council of Tibet (or council of bSam-yas) in opposing the
'simultaneist' teachings associated with the Chinese Hoshang Mahayana has
often been regarded as decisive by Tibetan writers;301 but their accounts have
been questioned in some recent research on the subject.305 At all events, and
whatever the exact historical part played by KamalaSlla may in fact have
been during this famous debate on the process of attaining Awakening, his
gradualist theory on the subject is amply set out in his treatises on progressive
realization—the three Bhavanakramas—in which he deals with the interrelation
between calm (samatha) of the mind and intellective insight (vipadyand or
prajnd) with respect to the understanding of reality.306 He died in Tibet in
about 795.307
Kamalaslla's most extensive independent work is his Madhyamakaloka,
which is extant only in Tibetan translation. Based on both scripture (dgama)
and reasoning (yukti), this treatise expounds in detail the theory of the nonsubstantiality of things according to the Yogacara-[Svatantrika-JMadhyamaka
system which maintains the doctrine of non-production in reality and of production on the surface-level. The logical and epistemological problems connected with this theory are extensively discussed in this work, which is therefore one of the most important of the Indian Madhyamaka treatises from these
points of view. Much attention is given also to soteriology, and in particular to
establishing that the teaching of the one vehicle (ekaydna) is of certain meaning (nltdrtha) by contrast with the opposed doctrine of three ultimately
so4 For a study of this and connected events see P. DEMIEVILLE, Le concile de
Lhasa (Paris, 1952); G. Tucci, Minor Buddhist texts, ii (Rome, 1958); Y. IMAEDA,
JA 1975, pp. 125—46. See also the older article by E. OBERMILLER, JGIS 2 (1935),
pp. 1—11, and his preface to his publication of Kamalaslla's third Bhavanakrama in
Pamjatniki literatury naradov vostoka, Teksty, Malaja serija xvi (Moscow, 1963).
8 5
<> On this question see D. UEYAMA, Toho gakuho 35 (1964); P. DEMIEVILLE,
TP 56 (1970), p. 40 sq.; Y. IMAEDA, JA 1975, p. 140—1.
308
Compare in the Madhyamaka section of the bsTan-'gyur two works by
Vimalamitra concerned with this> problem: the Cig'car*'jug*paTnanrpar'mi'rtog*
pa'rbsgonrdon and the Rinrgyis 'jug*pa'rsgonrdon (below, p. 107).—The Tibetan
critics of the Hoshang Mahayana have attributed to him a teaching that is more or
less quietistic; but this description does not altogether tally "with what is known
from the Chinese records (studied by P. Demieville and his successors).—Kamalaslla's first and third Bhavanakramas are preserved in Sanskrit and have been
edited by G. Tucci, Minor Buddhist texts, ii—iii (Rome, 1958 and 1971) (see also
above, note 304). The first exists also in a Chinese translation (Taisho 1664).—
For bibliographical particulars see A. YUYAMA, IIJ 17 (1975), p. 265 sq.
307
See E. FEAUWALLNER, WZKSO 5 (1961), pp. 143—4. (According to some
Tibetan accounts of the events, Kamalaslla met his death as the victim of his
defeated opponents; see e.g. Bu'ston, Chos*'byun, fol. 129b [ii, p. 196]. Cf. P.
DEMIEVILLE, Le concile de Lhasa, p. 11; G. Ttrcci, Minor Buddhist texts, ii, p. 45).
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distinct vehicles of liberation. In this connexion Kamalas"Ila discusses also the
gotra and tathdgatagarbha theories, thus assuring them a much more prominent
place in later Madhyamaka thought than they had occupied in the works of
the earlier Madhyamikas.308
As is to be expected of a treatise belonging to this school, the Madhyamakaloka contains discussions of Vijnanavada doctrine. Regarding the three natures
—the parikalpita0, paratantra0 and parinispanna-svabhdva—accepted by the
Vijnanavada, it is argued that they have a propaedeutic function in philosophy
because an understanding of the first two may help one to avoid the twin
philosophical pitfalls of imputation (samdropa) and denial (apavdda); yet the
last two are not to be taken to be ultimate realities, and any canonical statement representing them as such in fact constitutes a statement of provisional
indirect meaning (neydrtha) that is simply meant to introduce philosophically
inexperienced and fearful beginners to an understanding of non-production
and non-substantiality (avatdrandbhisamdhi) (fol. 166 b). Similarly, the doctrine
of cittamdtra may assist one to understand that no external object (bahydrtha)
separate from cognition exists corresponding to the object of cognition, and
that the supposed duality of cognition (grdhaka) and cognized object (grdhya)
is false; but any canonical statement representing mind to be an entity that
exists in ultimate reality is merely a statement of provisional indirect meaning
308

Kamalasila was perhaps the first of the leading Madhyamaka masters to
incorporate the theory of the tathdgatagarbha into one of the main schools of
Madhyamaka thought. (But on Rahulabhadra and 'Naga' see above, pp. 54—57.)
The tathdgatagarbha and gotra theories occupy an important place also in the
writings of Dharmamitra (fl. c. 800 ?), and then in those of Abhayakaragupta and
other later Madhyamika masters (see the next chapter).
Since some of the problems connected with the tathdgatagarbha, the gotra and the
ekaydna figured prominently in the history of Buddhist thought in Central Asia (e.g.
Khotan; cf. the 'Book of Zambasta') and China where the Yogacara-Madhyamaka
is not known to have been an influential school, the significance attached to these
philosophical topics cannot, however, be assumed to stem from the YogacaraMadhyamaka exclusively. This complex of doctrines is in fact already attested in a
number of Sutras as well as in the Ratnagotravibhaga, which is not frequently
quoted by the Indian scholars of the Madhyamaka until a quite late date (10th—
11th century). These doctrines have been especially carefully studied in the Tibetan
exegetical literature; and the importance they assumed in Tibet may indeed be due
largely to the influence of the Yogacara-Madhyamaka school in that country (e.g. in
the domain of the Prajnaparamita-Madhyamaka synthesis; see the next chapter).
The Indo-Tibetan tradition based on the Ratnagotravibhaga, the fundamental
Indian $astra on the tathdgatagarbha, however appears to have its origins elsewhere.—As for the ekaydna theory, it is closely linked with the doctrine of the
tathdgatagarbha and the prakrtistha-gotra. Cf. D. SEYFORT RUEGG, La the"orie du
tathdgatagarbha et du gotra (Paris, 1969), p. 177 sq.; Le traite" du tathdgatagarbha de
Bu'ston Rhvchen grub (Paris, 1973), pp. 9, 27 note, 69, 142 sq.; The gotra, ekaydna
and tathdgatagarbha theories of the Prajnaparamita according to Dharmamitra and
Abhayakaragupta, in: Prajnaparamita and related systems (Studies in honor of
E. Conze, Berkeley, 1977), pp. 283—312; A. KUNST, Some aspects of the Ekayana,
ibid., pp. 313—26.
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meant to introduce the novice to the theory of pudgala-nairdtmya (avatdrandbhisamdhi) (fol. 170 b). The cittamdtra doctrine of the Vijfianavada is accordingly nothing but a step on the way toward comprehension of the paramdrtha.
This interpretation is supported with quotations from the LankavatarasUtra,
as was already the case in Santaraksita's Madhyamakalamkara-Vrtti.309 It is
furthermore to be noted that, for the Vijnanavada,the tathdgatagarbha teaching
refers only to tathatd, thus making possible the theory that there exist three
ultimately distinct vehicles of liberation (fol. 159 b); 310 but, as already noticed,
Kamalaslla rejects this last interpretation in favour of the theory of the
ekaydna, which he holds to be of certain meaning and according to which all
sentient beings (sarvasattva) will attain Buddhahood. Kamalasila thus differed
significantly from the Vijfianavada theory that understood the triydna as
three altogether separate paths leading to three ultimately different forms of
bodhi, and that also maintained the existence of a category of persons who are
permanently excluded from attaining Awakening.
Kamalas'Ila's first Bhavanakrama (in the arrangement of the bsTan-'gyur)
begins by specifying that compassion (krpd, karund), the bodhicitta and the
Bodhisattva's practice (pratipatti) are the triad of factors leading to the omniscience (sarvajnatd) of the buddha. Compassion is described as the root (mula)
of all buddhadharmas (§ 1 of Tucci's edition of the Sanskrit text); and Kamalas"ila explains how it is to be cultivated (§ 2). It is explained that it is a prerequisite for the bodhicitta (§3). This bodhicitta, which is described as consisting
essentially in the Bodhisattva's practice, is then stated to be the seed (bija)
of all buddhadharmas, (§4). Such practice consists in the conjunction of transcending discriminative knowledge (prajnd) and means (updya), there being no
incompatibility whatsoever between these two factors which, when brought
to completion, are known as the perfections (pdramitd) (§§ 5—7). This practice
leads then to apratisthitanirvdna, i.e. the nirvana in which the Bodhisattva
does not fix himself because of his full complement of compassionate means,
although by prajnd he will have eliminated all errors that would fix him in
samsdra (§8). The first two stages of prajnd are the one consisting in learning
(srutamayl) whereby the sense of the scriptural tradition (dgama) is retained,
and the stage consisting in reflection (cintdmayl) whereby the final and certain
sense (nltdrtha) of the teaching is distinguished from the provisional and
uncertain sense (neydrtha) and ultimate reality (bhuta-artha, bhuta-vastusvarupa) is realized through analysis based on both reasoning (yukti) and
scriptural tradition (§9). The function of dgama and yukti are investigated
with respect to penetration of the non-origination (anutpdda) and non-destruction (anirodha) of all dharmas, in keeping with the theory of the Middle
Way (§ 10). In connexion with cintd there follows a critique, according to the
3o» See above, note 293.
3io See D. SEYFOBT RUEGG, La theorie du taihagatagarbha et du gotra, p. 277
note 3; Le traite du tathagatagarbha de Bu'ston Rhvchen grub, pp. 31, 52 note, 99.
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principle of the absence of both a unitary and a multiple self-nature (ekdnekasvabhdva), of the notions of material atoms (anu) and a non-material consciousness (vijndna), and of the duality of 'matter' (rupa) and 'mind' (citta)
(§ 11). Next, the third stage of prajnd consisting in meditative realization
(bhdvandmayi) is described as leading to direct perception (pratyakslkarana)
of reality (bhuta-artha) (§ 12 sq.). In the first place, calm (samatha) is to be
achieved for the sake of imperturbability of mind (cittasthirlkarana) (§ 13);
Kamalaslla explains how this is to be brought about with reference to the nine
phases of the settling of mind, the six defects and the eight counteragents in
concentration (samddhi) (§ 14) and the four meditations (dhydna) (§ 15).
Following the Lankavatarasutra (x. 256—8, referred to above, p. 90), the
transcending of both external objects and idealism (cittamdtra) and the topic
of non-conceptuality (nirvikalpasamddhi) and non-dual gnosis (advayajndna)
are then taken up (§ 16); and Kamalas'Ua expounds the paramatattvadarsana
of the Mahayana (§17). Through the process of understanding thus described,
the obstacles of the passions (klesdvarana) and the knowable (jneydvarana)
are both eliminated (§ 18). A section is devoted to the distinction between
samvrti and paramdrtha (§ 19). Kamalasila then returns to the subject of the
Path that leads (to the goal of buddhahood) through the conjunction of discriminative knowledge and means (prajnopdyayuganaddhavdhl mdrgah) (§ 20).
And he concludes with further observations on pratipatti which does not
neglect analysis (pratyaveksand) (§21) and with a section on the stages of the
Path which begins with the adhimukticarydbhumi (§ 22), passes through the
ten stages of the Bodhisattva and culminates in the buddhabhumi (§23).
The second Bhavanakrama is similarly devoted to a treatment of the causes
and conditions required for achieving the omniscience of the buddha. Such
omniscience cannot be attained without the appropriate cause (hetu), for it
could otherwise always arise without any effort ever being needed. He who
wishes to attain omniscience must accordingly cultivate the triad of great
compassion, the bodhicitta and means (updya). This involves both completing
the spiritual equipment (sambhdra) of merit (punya) and gnosis (jndna), and
achieving apratisthitanirvdna the root of which is great compassion. In order
to attain this goal, calm (samatha) and intellective insight (vipasyand, i.e.
bhutapratyaveksd) must be realized in conjunction. Under the rubric of vipasyand
Kamalasila discusses the doctrine of the lack of difference in their onto-logical
status between the material (rupin) dharmas and mind (citta) and the meaning of the canonical statement 'The three levels of existence (dhdtu) are simply
citta'. And he observes that in ultimate reality (paramdrtha) citta also cannot
be real (bden pa = satya) because it perceives rupa and the other factors which
are false (allka) in nature; moreover, citta is, as already stated, not different
in its onto-logical status from the false rupa. There follows a detailed exposition
of the procedure to be employed in meditation. Attainment consists in the
realization of sunyatd endowed with all excellent modes (sarvdkdravaropetd),
i.e. Emptiness inseparable from the six pdramitds as means. Thus prajnd and
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updya must operate simultaneously (cig car = yugapat), and the Path conveys
through their conjunction (yuganaddhavdhin). In sum, with respect to realization of the Middle Way, the Buddha has declared that the gnosis of the Omniscient has its root in compassion, its cause in the bodhicitta, and its issue in
means (compare the quotation from the Vairocanabhisambodhi found in the
Sanskrit text of Bhavanakrama I, § 7: sarvajnajndnam karundmulam bodhicittahetukam updyaparyavasanam).
The third Bhavanakrama is concerned more particularly with realization in
the form of concentration (samddhi), with special reference to the Path that
conveys through the conjunction of calm and intellective insight (iamathavipaiyandyuganaddhavdhl mdrgah). In fact all samddhis are subsumed under
iamatha and vipaiyand together. Here four noetic objects (dlanibanavastu) are
enumerated for meditation: (i) the nirvikalpapratibimbaka for which the image of
all dharmas, and, for example, a Buddha-icon are objectified in iamatha without
any conceptualization (vikalpa) pertaining to the understanding of reality, the
dharmas, being those one has learnt and retained; (ii) the savikalpapratibimbaka
for which there is analysis through vipaiyand which marks the vikalpa pertaining
to the understanding of reality; (iii) the vastuparyantatd-dlambana where Thusness marked by the final limit of things (vastuparyantatdlaksand tathatd) is penetrated beginning with the first stage of the Bodhisattva, this being done in both
iamatha and vipaiyand; and (iv) the kdryaparinispatti-dlambana for which, as
a consequence of iamatha and vipaiyand, there is complete accomplishment of
the required, characterized by elimination of the obstacles and associated with
transmutation of the psychic base (dirayapardvrtti) on the succeeding stages
culminating in the buddhabhumi. Here iamatha is defined as one-pointedness
of mind (cittaikdgratd), and vipaiyand as accurate comprehension of reality
(bhutapratyaveksd) (§1). Describing next in detail how these two factors are
to be practised conjointly (§§2—4), Kamalasila observes that the form of
bhdvand wherein the mind (manas) which has stopped analysis (vicdra) is
entirely free from discursivity (nirjalpaikarasa) and flows on in virtue of its
nature (svarasavdhin) will arise only after vicdra in vipaiyand relating to
reality, i.e. the non-substantiality of pudgala and dharmas, (§ 2, pp. 5 and 8).
Kamalasila then gives a brief statement (§5) and a long refutation (§6) of the
thesis of non-mentation (amanasikara), non-direction of attention (asmrti),
non-thinking, and ataraxia or quietistic non-practice of the perfections. In
conclusion, the significance of the cultivation of sarvdkdravaropetaiunyatd is
explained. There is to be no cultivation of mind-only (cittamdtrasevana) without noetic object (dlambana). Expertness in means has to be cultivated, as
does accurate comprehension of reality; for practice (pratipatti) comprises
both prajnd and updya. This practice is necessarily progressive, gradual. Finally,
special reference is made to Nagarjuna's teaching as comprising both scriptural
tradition and exact reasoning (§7).
Between the three Bhavanakramas there is considerable overlap and repetition. Kamalasila clearly composed his three treatises for the purpose of re-
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futing what he considered to be serious misconceptions about the Path and
establishing the correct philosophical theory and meditational praxis of the
Mahayana by means of concise explanations supported by quotations from
numerous Sutras. And whether he in fact personally met in debate with the
Chinese Hoshang or not (see above), it seems that Kamalas"ila composed the
Bhavanakramas in order to respond to and document problems under discussion at the 'Council of Tibet'. It is to be noted at the same time that several
at least of the Sutras quoted—e. g. the Aksayamatinirdesa, Gayasirsa and Vimalakirtinirde&a on the relation between prajnd and wpdya (I, §§ 5—7, 20 and III, § 6)
and the Avikalpapravesadharani on the meaning of amanasikdra (I, § 17)—show
that some of the theses being propounded by the Hoshang which Kamalasila
has refuted were not being proposed for the first time in the history of Buddhist
thought; and just as the Hoshang could cite Sutra texts in support of his position, Kamalasila was able to quote other canonical texts (often from the same
Sutras) which take up and reject views ascribed to the Hoshang. Since they
are among the relatively few later Madhyamaka texts extant in Sanskrit, and
because they contain important quotations from the Sanskrit texts of Sutras
otherwise available only in Chinese and Tibetan translations, the first and third
Bhavanakramas now constitute our main original documentation for the study
of this school toward the end of the eighth century.
In addition, other works connected with the Madhyamaka and attributed to
Kamalasila are found in the bsTan*'gyur: the *Bhavanayogavatara (?) (a work
of the same type as Jiianagarbha's Yogabhavanapatha or °marga), the *Sarvadharma(sva)bhavasiddhi, and the Tattvaloka. Kamalasila also composed commentaries on the Saptasatika Prajfiaparamita, the Vajracchedika,311 and the
&alistamba(ka)sutra.
Later Yogdcdra-MddhyamiJcas
The Madhyamakanayasarasamasaprakarana by Vidyakaraprabha appears
to belong to the Yogacara-Madhyamaka school; following Santaraksita's
Madhyamakalamkaravrtti (92), it discusses Yuktisastika 35 in which it is
stated that the four elements (mahdbhuta) are contained in vijndna. This work
employs the Vijfianavadin's refutation of external objects and his establishment of the internal (i.e. subjective) only (nan cam) as a preliminary to refuting the subjective also in accordance with the Madhyamika's theory of nonsubstantiality and sunyatd on the level of ultimate truth. Vidyakaraprabha
collaborated with the Tibetan translator dPal'brcegs raksita in producing the
Tibetan version of his treatise, and he may therefore be placed c. 800.
311

While closely connected with Vasubandhu's commentary on the Vajracchedika, this work emphasizes certain concepts of the Madhyamaka. Cf. G. Tucci,
Minor Buddhist texts, i (Rome, 1956), pp. 21 sq., 28, 131 sq.
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Another work belonging to the current of thought that sought to synthesize
the Vijnanavada and the Madhyamaka is the short tract entitled Nirakarakarikas by NandaM, a Nepalese Pandit.
Jitari (whose name is also written Jetari) is counted by doxographers as a
Yogacara-Svatantrika-Madhyamika (Samala-Alikakara branch). His Sugatamatavibhanga-Karikas and Bhasya deal with the four main schools of Buddhist
thought. His discussion of the Madhyamaka begins (fol. 330 b) with arguments
in favour of the principle that things have neither a unitary nor a multiple
nature in reality (a point stressed by Srigupta and Santaraksita for example)
and that they are as non-substantial as a sky-lotus. Unlike the Vijfianavadin
the Madhyamika does not postulate a vijndna existing in reality (paramarthatah);
and his theory is quite free of the four extreme positions (anta) that posit
existence, non-existence, both, and neither. In the Bhasya (fol. 354 a) Jitari
endeavours in particular to demonstrate that Dharmakirti was in agreement
with Nagarjuna and that he taught the Madhyamaka. Jitari also wrote treatises on logic.312
Other late Yogacara-Madhyamikas will be mentioned below in the chapters
on the Madhyamaka-Prajiiaparamita and Madhyamaka-Vajrayana syntheses.

312
It would appear that there were two masters named Jitari (or Jetari), one
of whom lived c. 800 and the other c. 1000; cf. G. Tucci, Minor Buddhist texts, i,
pp. 249—52. The later one is said to have been a teacher of Dlpamkarasrijnana and
also of Ratnakarasanti.
The Sugatamatavibhangakarikas are virtually identical with the verses of
Aryadeva's Jnanasarasamuccaya (see below, p. 106) which deal with the Vaibhasika,
Sautrantika, Yogacara and Madhyamaka schools. The colophon states that the
author was born in Bengal. The Sugatamatavibhangabhasya has been assigned to
the tenth century by Kenjo SHIBASAKI, IBK 27/1 (1978), p. 493. (Verses corresponding to the Karikas are found quoted in Moksakaragupta's Tarkabhasa, as well as
in the Subhasitasamgraha where the last three are ascribed to Saraha.)

THE MADHYAMAKA-PRAjNlPlRAMITA SYNTHESIS

Beside the Yogacara-Madhyamaka synthesis discussed in the last chapter
there exists a synthesis of the Madhyamaka with the tradition of the Abhisamayalamkara, a fundamental $astra of the Prajfiaparamita doctrine which is
ascribed (like the basic Sastras of the Yogacara/Vijfianavada system) to Maitreya(natha). 313 This synthesis is traced back at least as far as the sixth century to
Arya Vimuktisena, who composed the earliest commentary now available on the
Abhisamayalamkara: the Vrtti which relates this treatise to the text of the
Pancavims'atisahasrika Prajfiaparamita, one of the large PrajriaparamitaSUtras.314 Arya Vimuktisena was followed in this same line of thought by
Bhadanta Vimuktisena (sixth or seventh century?), the author of a Varttika
on the Abhisamayalamkara.315
The connexion between Madhyamaka thought and the Paramita-yana is of
course even older. Nagarjuna himself is generally supposed to have been closely
linked with it.318 And the *Upadesa (Ta-chih-tu-lun) attributed to (a) Nagarjuna is in fact formally a commentary on the Pancavims'atisahasrika.317 The
Prajnaparamitastotra ascribed to Rahulabhadra has also been mentioned
above.318 Moreover, while the bond between the pmjndpdramitd and Madhyamaka philosophy is evident from many of the treatises of the school, the first
five pdramitds are intimately connected with the Bodhisattva's practice, a topic
that has been dealt with in a host of works by Madhyamika authors beginning
with Nagarjuna and Aryadeva.319
A very important later representative of this movement was Haribhadra,
who flourished in the later part of the eighth century, in the reign of the Pala
king Dharmapala (rg. c. 770—810 or 775—812).320 Haribhadra was a disciple of
313

Cf. D. SEYFORT RTJEGG, La theorie du tathdgatagarbha et du gotra, pp. 39—55,
on the problem of the identity of Maitreya(natha), with a bibliography of the
question.
si* See above, p. 87.
sis On Arya Vimuktisena and Bhadanta Vimuktisena see D. SEYFORT RUEGG,
WZKSO 12-13 (1968), pp. 303-17.
sis See above, p. 6.
3X7 See above, p. 32.
sis See above, p. 54.
sis For example in the Ratnavali, *Bodhisambhara-sastra, and the commentary
on the Dasabhumikasutra, all attributed to Nagarjuna; in Aryadeva's Catuhsataka;
in Candrakirti's Madhyamaka vatara, etc.
320
See the colophon of the Abhisamayalamkaraloka. — On the dates of the Pala
kings see D. C. SIRCAR, JAS (Bengal) 18 (1976), p. 98, who proposes a slightly
different chronology from R. C. MAJUMDAR'S. See also SIRCAR, X I X . Deutscher
Orientalistentag (ZDMG Supplementa III, 2, 1977), pp. 964—9.
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Vairocanabhadra, and also according to Taranatha of Santaraksita ;321 he
worked at the Trikatuka Vihara. He is renowned as the author of the very
extensive Abhisamayalamkaraloka Prajfiaparamitavyakhya—a commentary on
the Abhisamayalamkara which relates it to the text of the Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita—, of a shorter Sastra-Vrtti in verse (the 'Sphutartha') and of an
explanation of the Samcayagathas, and also as the editor of a version of the
Paficavims'atisahasrika. By some doxographers Haribhadra is considered to
belong to the Nirmala-Allkakaravadin branch of the Yogacara-SvatantrikaMadhyamaka.322
To this same current of thought belonged also Buddhajfiana(pada), a disciple
of Haribhadra,323 who thus was a representative of Santaraksita's YogacaraMadhyamaka school. He seems to be the author of a Pafijika on the Samcayagathas324 and, perhaps, of the Mahayanalaksanasamuccaya. At the same time
he was an important master of the Vajrayana and the founder of the JfLanapada lineage of the Guhyasamaja tradition.
Another representative of this synthesis was Dharmamitra, the author of the
Abhisamayalamkarakarika-prajnaparamitopadesasastratlka. In the colophon of
the Tibetan translation of this work, the only text of it available, he is referred to
as an Acarya of the Madhyamaka born in Barrla (i.e. Bangala ?). Dharmamitra
is placed in the reign of a son of King Dharmapala by Taranatha,325 who makes
him a contemporary of Dharmottara (fl. c. 800), Vimalamitra and Dharmakara.326 Dharmamitra would thus be an immediate successor of Haribhadra. At
the very beginning of his commentary he mentions in particular Nagarjuna; he
also refers to Maitreyanatha as the Yogacara author of the Mahayanasutralam821
Bu'ston, Chos*'byun, fol. 111b—112a (ii, p. 157); Taranatha, rGya'garchos*
'byun, p. 166-9.
322 j ^ r Haribhadra's explanations of the nirdkdrajndnavdda and sdkdrajndnavdda
see his Abhisamayalamkaraloka iv. 14—17. — Cf. 'Jam'dbyans'bzad'pa Nag'dban"brcon''grus, Phar'phyin'mtha'^dpyod, i, fol. l i b (= p. 23); Grub'mtha''chen"mo,
fol. 131 a—132a.
323 Bu-ston, Chos-'byun, fol. 112b (ii, p. 159—60); 'Gos-gZon-mrdpal, Deb'thersnon'po, ja, fol. 7b (i, p. 367 sq.); Taranatha, rGya*gar'chos#'byun, pp. 157, 166—9;
'Jam-dbyans#bzad'pa-Nag'dban*brcon-'grus, Grub-mtha''chen"mo, fol. 132 a. Taranatha (p. 195) makes him a contemporary of King Dharmapala.
324 This work translated by Vidyakarasimha and dPal'brcegs (and the author of
which is Buddha^rijnana according to the bsTan*'gyur) is ascribed to Buddhajnanapada by Bu*ston (Chos*'byun, fol. 112b 6 [ii, p. 159]) and the Deb^ther'snon'po,
ja, fol. 8 a (i, p. 367). Buddhajnana-pada/Buddhasrijnana is thus to be distinguished
from the Buddhasrljnana mentioned below, p. 117.
328
Taranatha, rGya - garchos - 'byun, p. 171.
326
Taranatha distinguishes this Dharmamitra from the Vaibhasika master of the
same name who wrote a Tika on Gunaprabha's Vinayasutra (rGya-gar-chos-'byun,
p. 152—153). This earlier Dharmamitra is in fact reported to have been a pupil of
Gunaprabha (see Bu'ston, Chos-'byun, fol. 113b2 [ii, p. 161]), which would make
him approximately a contemporary of Arya Vimuktisena. — Dharmakara(datta)
was the religious name of Arcata (c. 730—90 ?) (cf. Durvekamisra, Arcataloka [GOS
ed.], p. 233).
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kara, and to Kamalaslla. His work is generally known as the Prasphutapada;
it is a commentary on Haribhadra's shorter explanation of the Abhisamayalamkara, the &astravrtti ('Sphutartha'). 327 In his treatment of the prakrtistha-gotra,
one of the basic topics of the Abhisamayalamkara, in the first chapter of his
work Dharmamitra discusses the tathdgatagarbha (fol. 54 a); he thus differs from
the two Vimuktisenas and Haribhadra and follows Kamalasila who, as already
noted, introduced the tathdgatagarbha and ehaydna theories into his presentation of Madhyamaka thought.328
Abhayakaragupta, the author of a commentary on the Astasahasrika PrajfLaparamita entitled Marmakaumudi, was also a leading later representative of
this current of thought, as well as of the Yogacara-Svatantrika-Madhyamaka
school in general and of the Madhyamaka-Vajrayana synthesis.329

a
" Cf. Bu-ston, Chos-'byuri, fol. 105al—2 (ii, p. 140); Taranatha, rGya-gar-chos1'byun, p. 153.
3 8
2 See above, p. 96, and D. SEYFOBT RTJEGG, The gotra, ekayana and tathdgatagarbha theories according to Dharmamitra etc., in Prajfiaparamita and related
systems (Studies in honor of E. Conze, Berkeley, 1977), pp. 283—312.
329 On this master see below, p. 114—15.

MADHYAMAKA AND VAJRAYANA
Another religio-philosophical movement to have a very important influence
among the Madhyamikas especially during the last centuries of the first millennium P. C. was the Vajrayana, also known as Mantrayana (as the correlative
of the Paramitayana) or Tantrism. Since, beside the Yogacara, the chief
theoretical source of the Vajrayana is to be found in Madhyamaka thought the
connexion between the two cannot be deemed secondary or external. The synthesis that came about between the two, which represents a confluence and
coordination of theory and praxis, is now only partially accessible to us through
written documents and the iconological study of the art of the Vajrayana; it
was indeed to a great extent an acroamatic tradition communicated through
the Guru's oral instructions and adapted in principle to the intellectual capacity
and psychological propensities of each disciple individually. Although it is not
possible here to discuss this important current of thought, it is indispensable
to say at least a few words concerning the links between the Vajrayana and the
Madhyamikas.330
One of the central figures in this movement was Arya Nagarjuna. This Vajrayanist master bore the same name as the teacher revered by the Madhyamikas
as the originator of their school. The first and presumably most important of
the Vajrayanists to have this illustrious name331 seems to have lived in the
seventh (or at the latest in the eighth) century. The Bodhicittavivarana may
330

Already I-ching (635—713) mentions Nagarjuna's having studied theVidyadharapitaka; see E. CHAVANNES, Memoire compose a l'epoque de la grande dynastie
T'ang sur les religieux eminents qui allerent chercher la loi dans les pays d'Occident
(Paris, 1894), p. 102. About the year 400 the great Serindian Madhyamika master
Kumarajiva, who was established in Kuca and had close links with Kasmir, is
credited with the translation of a 'Tantrik' text, the Mahamayurl (Vidyarajni)
(Taisho 988) — a work with which 'Naga' has indeed been connected by the Mafijusrimulakalpa (liii. 450). Much later, c. 1000, Shih-hu translated into Chinese works
by Nagarjuna and Tantrik texts. In India, beside works by Tantrika Madhyamikas
mentioned below, a Tlka on the Anantamukhanirharadharani was composed by
Jfianagarbha in the eighth century (on him see above, p. 69). — Since this book is
concerned with the philosophical literature of the Madhyamaka school in the strict
sense, works dealing with practice and Tantra can here only be referred to briefly.
(The distinction between Madhyamaka treatises as such and other kinds of works
written by Madhyamikas was adopted also in the classifications of the Tibetan
authorities, who of course did not thereby wish to contest the complementarity and
indeed indivisibility of theory and praxis, and the ultimate coincidence of pdramitdnaya and mantranaya).
331
There may well have been more than one Tantrika named Nagarjuna (see the
literature cited below, note 333).
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well be his composition;33^ and he was most probably the author also of the
commentary on the Guhyasamaja (the Tantratika) and of the Pancakrama,
and thus the founder of the Arya lineage belonging to the Guhyasamaja tradition. This Nagarjuna was presumably the disciple of one of the most famous
of the early Vajrayanist masters, Saraha, who is also known as Rahulabhadra.333
Nagabodhi has been mentioned above (p. 57, together with 'Naga'); he
appears to have been a disciple of Arya Nagarjuna and a teacher of Vajrabodhi
(c. 671-741).
This Vajrayanist lineage evidently included other masters bearing the names
of (earlier) Madhyamika Acaryas. Candrakirti-pada is the author of a famous
commentary on the Guhyasamaja entitled Pradipoddyotana.334 Aryadeva-pada
332
This work is apparently quoted by Haribhadra, Abhisamayalamkaloka ii. 1.
A Tibetan translation of it was made by Jayananda and mDo*sde*'bar (see below,
p. 114).
333
This teacher-disciple relationship between Saraha — Rahulabhadra and Arya
Nagarjuna seems to have been projected back by some traditions to the relationship
between Nagarjuna, the author of the MMK, and an earlier Rahulabhadra, the
author of the Prajnaparamitastotra, who appears to have been a successor of
Nagarjuna I; see above, p. 54. — A Rahulabhadra is listed as a disciple of
Buddhajnana along with Dipamkarabhadra ('Gos'g^on'mrdpal, Deb-ther-snon-po,
ja, fol. 9b [i, p. 371]). The Bodhisattvagocaraparisuddhisutrarthasamgraha included in the Madhyamaka section of the bsTan*'gyur is ascribed to (a) Rahulabhadra.
The history and lineages of the Siddhas and Tantrika masters remains very
obscure for us, and our sources sometimes give quite divergent accounts of them
so that it is not yet possible to fit them coherently into the history of Indian and
Buddhist thought. On the subject cf. G. Tucci, Animadversiones indicae, JPASB
26 (1930), p. 138 sq. ( = Opera minora, i, p. 209 sq.), and Tibetan painted scrolls, i
(Rome, 1949), pp. 214, 231; S. LEVI, BSOS 6 (1930—32), p. 417 sq.; Rahula SAMKRTYAYANA, JA 1934, p. 209 sq.; H. HOFFMANN, Beitrage zur indischen Philologie
und Altertumskunde (Festschrift W. Schubring, Hamburg, 1951), p. 142; A. WAYMAN, The Buddhist Tantras (New York, 1973), p. 14 sq., and Yoga of the Guhyasamajatantra (Delhi, 1977); P. KVAEBNE, An anthology of Buddhist Tantric songs
(Oslo, 1977), p. 4 sq. (with bibliography, p. 270).
334
Buddhist tradition has distinguished between those writings of Candrakirti
that belong to the Sutra system (mdo lugs), such as the Madhyamakavatara and
the commentaries on Nagarjuna's and Aryadeva's treatises, and those that belong
to the Mantra system (snags lugs), such as the Pradipoddyotana; but it ascribes
both categories to one and the same person. (The case is thus comparable with that
of Nagarjuna himself, between different categories of whose works Buddhist
tradition has clearly distinguished while at the same time ascribing them to the same
author).
The *Trisarana[gamana]saptati contained in the Madhyamaka section of the
bsTan-'gyur is presumably by the Tantrika author since it not only picks up the
aklistajndna theme of the Bodhicittavivarana but refers to seven pitakas including
the vidyadharapitaka (fol. 293b5 and 294a7). Verse 33 seems to be quoted by
Haribhadra, Abhisamayalamkaraloka i. 3 (p. 8—9).
On a later Candrakirti who lived in the eleventh century, see above, p. 81.
Concerning the Pradipoddyotana and the related literature, cf. A.
Yoga of the Guhyasamajatantra (Delhi, 1977).
""
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is the author of the Cittavisuddhiprakarana,335 which is connected in its subject-matter with Arya Nagarjuna-pada's Paficakrama.336 He is perhaps also
the author of the Jflanasarasamuccaya, a not specifically Tantrika work included in the Madhyamaka section of the bsTan-'gyur which describes inter alia
the doctrines of the later schools of Indian philosophy, Brahmanical as well as
Buddhist.337 According to this treatise the Madhyamika does not accept the
vijndna as a real entity because it has neither a single nor a multiple own being
(ekdnekasvabhdva), just like a sky-lotus; for him reality (tattva) is free from
the four positions postulated in dichotomizing conceptualization (viz. existence,
non-existence, both, and neither) (fol. 30b). To this line of masters may belong
a (later) Santideva known also as Bhusuku,338 as well as a Bhavya.339
The Indo-Tibetan records frequently identify these Vajrayanist masters with
the illustrious teachers of the earlier Madhyamaka school whose names they
bore, and to whom these records accordingly ascribe extraordinarily long lifespans. However, at the same time, these records often differentiate very clearly
between distinct phases in these masters' teachings—such as the so-called Sutrasystem and Mantra-system—so that the identification of the persons of these
masters did not in fact necessarily result in confusion by the doxographers of
distinct doctrines.
In addition to Santaraksita and Kamalasila who were also Vajrayanists
several later masters, many of whose works are included in the Madhyamaka
section of the bsTan*'gyur, are known as representatives of the MadhyamakaVajrayana synthesis.
Kambalapada wrote a Mandalavidhi and the Prajfiaparamitopadesa (both
of which works are found in the Madhyamaka section of the Peking bsTan*'gyur),
as well as the Navasloki340 on the Prajnaparamita together with an abridgement and a commentary. He is regarded by doxographers as a Yogacara-Svatantrika-Madhyamika (Nirmala-Alikakara branch). In his Alokamala he makes
very extensive use of Yogacara ideas.341
335 This is the title of the work as quoted in the Subhasitasamgraha and as edited
by P. PATEL (Santiniketan, 1949). The bsTan"'gyur has CittavaraNavisodhananama-prakarana (for the text it ascribes to Aryadeva) and Cittaratnavisodhana
(for the text it ascribes to Indrabhuti-pada). The relation between these two works,
apparently translated about the same time (eleventh century), is not clear.
336
The Tantrika Aryadeva is also known as Karnari or KaNheri; cf. G. Tucci,
JPASB 26 (1930), p. 141 (= Opera minora, i, p. 211).
337
Cf. S. YAMAGUCHI, Chugan bukkyo ronko (Kyoto, 1944), pp. 256—431;
K. MIMAKI, La refutation bouddhique de la permanence des choses (Paris, 1976),
pp. 186—9. See also above, note 312.
838 Cf. Bu-ston, Chos-'byun, fol. 114a; A. PEZZALI, gantideva (Florence, 1968),
pp. 4 sq., 44—45, 87—89; H. HOFFMANN, Asien: Tradition und Fortschritt (Fests.
H. Hammitzsch, Wiesbaden, 1971), p. 207 sq.
33
9 He is perhaps the author of the Madhyamakaratnapradipa mentioned above,
p. 66. A Panjika on the Pancakrama was composed by a certain Bhavya-kirti, as
well as a commentary on the Pradlpoddyotana.
340 Cf. G. Tucci, Minor Buddhist texts, i (Rome, 1956), pp. 211—31.
341 In the bsTan*'gyur there is found a commentary entitled Alokamalatika on
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Advayavajra—also evidently known as Maitri-pada, a master who is reported to have rediscovered the Ratnagotravibhaga—is the author of the
Tattvaratnavali, Tattvaprakasa, Madhyamasatka and other treatises in which
short outlines are given of the main doctrines of the Buddhist philosophical
schools.342
Krsnapada is the author of the Madhyamakapratityasamutpada and the
Bodhisattvacaryavataraduravabodhananirnaya, as well as of other short works
included in the Madhyamaka section of the bsTan-'gyur.343
Mention should finally be made here of two works by Vimalamitra that are
included in the Madhyamaka section of the bsTan*'gyur. The first is a treatise
on non-conceptual (nirvikalpa) meditative realization (bhavatid) in which
entry is simultaneous (cig car = yugapad) entitled Cig"car-'jug-pa-rnanrparmrrtog'pa'i bsgonrdon, and the second is a longer text on meditative realization
in which entry is gradual entitled Rinrgyis<'jug-pa'r (b)sgonrdon. According to
the colophons both texts were translated into Tibetan by Ye*ses-sde. And their
author Vimalamitra, who thus evidently flourished by the end of the eighth
century, is apparently to be identified with the master of the same name, a
contemporary of Santaraksita and Kamalaslla, who was one of the more prominent and influential figures in the early history of Buddhism in Tibet and
who is counted as one of the chief teachers of the rjogs chen tradition of the
rSlifrma school of Tibetan Buddhism. These two treatises belong to the same
category as the works on bhdvand by Jfianagarbha and Kamalaslla mentioned
earlier.
Further representatives of the last period of the Madhyamaka school in
India who were at the same time Vajrayanists—and some of whom in addition
Kam(b)ala(pada)'s Alokamala (sNarrba'rphren'ba) ascribed to Asvabhava, whom
Taranatha appears to make an approximate contemporary of Jnanagarbha and
Kambala and describes as an advocate of the Vijnapti-Madhyamaka (mam rig gi
dbu ma) (rGya*garchos*'byun, p. 152). According to M. HATTORI, Dignaga on perception (Cambridge, Mass., 1968), p. 5, Asvabhava preceded Dharmapala in the
Yogacara/Vijnanavada school. Is this then another Asvabhava ? — On Kambala/f
Kamala see G. Tucci, Minor Buddhistt texts, i, p. 213.
See also Taranatha, rGya
gar*chos*'byun, pp. 144, 146, 152; bKa' babs*bdun'gyi#rnanrthar (transl. A. GRUNWEDEL, p. 53 sq.).

842
Cf. 'Gos'gZon'mrdpal, Deb'ther*snon-po, cha, fol. 9b—10a (i, pp. 347—9); da,
fol. 2 a sq. (ii, p. 842); D. SEYFORT RXJEGG, La theorie du tathdgatagarbha et du
gotra, pp. 36—39. He lived in the 10th—11th century. — On the Madhyamasatka of
Advayavajra/Maitripada see S. K. PATHAK, ALB 25 (1961), pp. 539—49.
343
A Krsna is included in a list of Dipamkarasrvjnana's teachers given by
'Gos*gZon-mrdpal, Deb'ther-snon'po, ca, fol. 2 a (i, p. 243—4); he was a contemporary of Naropa (Nadapada), Jitari and Ratnakarasanti. Dipamkarasrijnana translated a Triskandhasadhana by a Krsna-pada. This Krsnapada might perhaps be
the same person as the collaborator of Nag'cho'Chul'khrims'rgyal'ba (born in 1011)
in the translation of Candrakirti's Madhyamakavatara-karikas; or he may be a
namesake.—On the masters bearing this name cf. D. L^SNELLGROVE, Hevajratantra, i (London, 1959), p. 13 note.
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made extensive use of the Prajnaparamita and Yogacara/Vijfianavada philosophies and thus contributed to the elaboration of a synthesis of several currents of thought in later Indian Buddhism—will be mentioned in the next
chapter.

THE LAST PERIOD OF THE INDIAN MADHYAMAKA SCHOOL
Bodhibhadra, Dharmakirti (Dharmapdla) and DlpamharaArljndna
Bodhibhadra (/?. c. 1000), a master at Nalanda and a teacher of Dipamkaras"rljnana, wrote a Nibandhana on Aryadeva-pada's Jfianasarasamuccaya.344
Like the text on which it comments, it is of interest for the later history of the
doctrines of the Indian philosophical schools, Buddhist and Brahmanical. According to this commentary (28), for the Madhyamika absolute reality (tattva)
is free from the four extreme positions postulated in the form of the 'tetralemma' (catuskoti) within the frame of dichotomizing conceptualization (viJcalpa),
viz. existence (of the Vijnanavadin's vijndna), non-existence (according to the
Lokayata's doctrine), neither, and both. It is explained that reality has been
stated not to be some thing that is without both existence and non-existence
(gnis dan bral ba'i bdag nid) in order to remove the idea that there exists some
kind of entity having a mode of being between existence and non-existence
(trtiya-raSi), in conformity with the principle of the excluded middle. And
because the Madhyamika therefore asserts no dogmatically postulated ontological position concerning the existence of any kind of entity his theory cannot
be attacked (fol. 51 b).345 Turning to the systematic analysis of the samvrti level,
Bodhibhadra mentions both the doctrine of Bhavya and his school and that of
Santaraksita and his school; according to the first an image (snan ba) is not
made the object of valid cognition ('jal ba), and according to the second internal knowledge appears in various forms, no mental entity (snan ba'i dnos po)
being however ultimately real. With respect to praxis, the Madhyamika is of
course to engage in spiritual training (siksd) (fol. 51b—52 a).
Bodhibhadra also composed important works on the Bodhisattva's vows
(samvara)3i6 and on yoga and meditation.
Dharmakirti of Suvarnadvipa (fl. c. 1000), another of Dipamkarasrijnana's
principal teachers, was born in a royal house of Indonesia. His major work, a
344
Cf. K. MIMAKI, La refutation bouddhique de la permanence des choses (Paris,
1976), pp. 190—207.
345
See Nagarjuna, Vigrahavyavartani 29 and 59; Aryadeva, Catuhsataka xvi.
25; &antaraksita, Madhyamakalamkara 68.
346 One such work is entitled Bodhisattvasamvaravimsaka-PaNjika. Together
with S^antaraksita's Samvaravimsakavrtti, this work depends on Candragomin's
Bodhisattvasamvaravimsaka and thus belongs to the Yogacara-Madhyamaka
synthesizing movement (see also above, pp. 88, 93). Bodhibhadra also wrote
a short Bodhisattvasamvaravidhi included in the Madhyamaka section of the
bsTarr'gyur.
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Tika on the Abhisamayalamkara entitled Dur[ava]bodhaloka, was composed
in the town of Vijayanagara/Vijayapura (rNanrparrgyal-ba'rgron) in the
kingdom of Suvarnadvipa (gSer-glin)347 at the time of King Sri Cudamanivarman (dPal-gCug-grnorbu'i-go-cha).348
Dipamkaras'rijriana's master known as Dharmapala (Chos-skyon) is credited
with a work entitled Siksasamuccayabhisamaya. Two other works, the
Bodhisattvacaryavatara-sattrims'atpindartha and the Bodhisattvacaryavatarapindartha, are connected with him in the bsTan-'gyur (which states that
they were requested by his disciples Kamalaraksita and Dlpamkarasrljnana) ,349
Although these works are very brief, their author has been given an important
place in the history of later Buddhist thought as the teacher of DipamkaraSri j fiana.
The epithet 'of Suvarnadvipa' (gSer-glirrpa) is given to the above-mentioned
Dharmakirti and to Dharmapala, and these are evidently two names of one
and the same person.
Dharmakirti of Suvarnadvipa was, however, not a Madhyamika but a follower
of the Satyakara- or Sakara-Vijnanavada who held the Madhyamaka to be of
indirect meaning (neydrtha) according to a biography of Dipamkarasrijnana
(the rNam thar rgyas pa, fol. 12a). According to this same source (fol. 5a—b,
12 a—b and 24 b—25 a), his great disciples were Jnanasrimitra and Ratnakirti—
both of whom are described also as Sakara-Vij fianavadins—, Ratnakarasanti—
a follower of the Alikakara- or Nirakara-Vijfianavada who held his version of
this doctrine to be the true Madhyamaka (the so-called 'Vijfiapti-Madhyamaka')—, and Dipamkarasrijnana—a Madhyamika who followed Candraklrti
although he had received instruction also in the synthesizing Yogacara-Madhyamaka from Avadhutipada and in the 'Vijfiapti-Madhyamaka' from RatnakaraSanti (see below, Appendix II).
Dipamkarasrijnana, who is very frequently known by the appellation Atisa,
was born in a royal lineage—according to some sources that of Sahor/Za-hor—
347

Suvarnadvipa is apparently to be identified as Sumatra (and perhaps also
Java, and Malaysia; Suvarnabhumi on the other2 hand is Burma); cf. G. COEDES,
Les e"tats hindouise's d'Indochine et d'Indone"sie (Paris, 1964), pp. 259, 264.—
A certain Guru and Bhiksu Paindapatika of Yavadvipa and Suvarnadvipa is cited
in Diparnkarasrijiiana's Bodhimargadlpapanjika, (fol. 336b 3).
348
As an important artistic creation attesting the significance of the Prajnaparamita in Indonesia mention may be made of the famous image from C(h)andi
Singhasari which has been described as the portrait of a thirteenth century queen
identified with Prajfiaparamita (this image is in the Rijksmuseum voor Volkenkunde in Leiden). Such an identification of a queen with Prajnaparamita is also
known from Champa in the twelfth century. — See G. COEDES, op. cit., pp. 317—18,
341. Cf. E. CONZE, Thirty years of Buddhist studies (Oxford, 1967), p. 246 sq.
349
The bsTan#'gyur no. 5280 seems to ascribe at least the first of the two works
directly to these two disciples, but the colophons are not quite clear. Bu'ston has attributed the Bodhicaryavatarapindartha to Suvarnadvipa(-Dharmapala) (Chos*'byun,
fol. 159 a). These- two texts were translated into Tibetan by Dlpanikara4rljnana
and Nag'cho Lo ca*ba; they are summaries ot the Bodhicaryavatara.
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in Bengal c. 982. After having been the disciple of the best teachers of Northeastern India—such as Bodhibhadra, Jitari, Krsnapada, and RatnakaraSanti—
he is said to have travelled to Suvarnadvipa, with whose kings the Pala rulers
of Northeastern India had long entertained relations,350 to study there with
Dharmakirti. Following his return to India Drpamkaras"rijriana became renowned as one of the most eminent teachers of his time. At Vikramasila he was
instated as abbot under King Mahipala (rg. c. 988—1038 or 977—1027) and was
reconfirmed in this office under King Nayapala (rg. c. 1038—1054 or 1027—
1043). Owing to his great fame as a master at one of the most illustrious Buddhist monastic seminaries—and perhaps also because of his reputed connexion
with the royal house of Za'hor from which Santaraksita, the great Upadhyaya
and Acarya-Bodhisattva of the Tibetans at the time of the old kingdom, was
said to have issued—he was invited, on the advice of Ye'ses*'od of the royal
house of mNa''ris, by King 'od'lde and the Prince-Monk (lha bcun) Byarr
chuVod to the kingdom of western Tibet. He arrived there in 1042 and collaborated at the monastery of (m)Tho*l(d)in with the great translator Rin-chenbzarrpo (958—1055), who had himself studied in Kas'mir. With him Dlpamkaras'rijfiana undertook the Tibetan translation of his teacher Dharmaklrti's
Dur[ava]bodhaloka and in addition revised the Tibetan translation of the
Abhisamayalamkara. A few years later Dipamkaras'rijnana arrived in central
Tibet. First in India and then in Tibet he worked closely with his disciple
Nag'cho*Chul-khrimsTgyal*ba (born in 1011), with whom he translated many
fundamental texts of the Madhyamaka including Bhavaviveka's Madhyamakahrdayakarikas, Tarkajvaia and Madhyamakarthasamgraha, Candrakirti's
Pancaskandhaprakarana, and Dharmapala's Bodhisattvacaryavatarapindartha, Sattrim^atpindartha and Siksasamuccayabhisamaya, as well as Vasubandhu's Mahayanasamgrahabhasya and Gunaprabha's Bodhisattvabhumivrtti. In
central Tibet he worked also very closely with his disciple 'Bronrston-rGyal*
ba'r'byurrgnas (1005—1064), the founder of the bKa'-gdams-pa school. Dipamkarasrljfiana died at sNe-than in central Tibet c. 1054.351
Among DlpamkarasTrjnana's best-known works is the Bodhipathapradipa
composed at (m)Tho*lin at the request of Byarrchub-'od. A short guide to the
path of Awakening, it is one of the basic works of the bKa'#gdams-pa and
dGe'lugs*pa schools in Tibet; and its classification of practisers of the path into
three types—the lesser, the middling and the superior—was employed for example by Corrkha'pa in his treatises on the graded path (lain rim).352
350
Cf. R. C. MAJUMDAE, History of ancient Bengal (Calcutta, 1971), pp. 116, 525,
582. The historicity of this voyage has however been questioned.
381
Cf. A. CHATTOPADHYAYA, Atisa and Tibet (Calcutta, 1967); H. EIMER, Berichte uber das Leben des Atisa (Dlpamkarasrfjfiana) (Bonn, 1977). Cf. also G.
Tucci, Rin e'en bzan po e la rinascita del buddhismo nel Tibet intorno al mille (IndoTibetica ii, Rome, 1933).
382
On this work see H. EIMER, Bodhipathapradipa (Wiesbaden, 1978), which
contains an edition and German translation.
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The Bodhipathapradipa has a commentary attributed to Dlpamkarasrijnana
himself the title of which is given in our sources as Bodhimargadipa-panjika.353
In addition to expanding on the outline of the path given in the basic text, this
commentary sketches the history of the Madhyamaka school and its basic
doctrines. Among the latter special attention is given to four 'great reasons'
(gtan chigs: hetu) employed by the Madhyamika in establishing the understanding of the non-substantiality of all dharmas: (i) the 'reason' analysing the
(supposed) production of a product; 354 (ii) the so-called *Vajrakana-'reason'
(rdo rje gzegs ma'i gtan chigs) analysing origination from any of the causes
postulated in the frame of the catuskoti555 by either non-Buddhists (e. g. livara,
purusa, svabhdva, the gunas, Brahman, Visnu, Mahadeva) or Buddhists (e.g.
the Abhidharmika's six hetus and four pratyayas); (iii) the 'reason' analysing
things as devoid of both a single and a multiple nature (eka-aneka-svabhdva);356
and (iv) the 'reason' constituted by origination in dependence (pratltyasamutpdda) establishing sunyatd.357
This commentary also provides lists of works which were regarded as being
by Nagarjuna (including, in addition to the writings generally considered today
to be certainly by him, the *Akutobhaya, the Mahayanavimsaka and the
Aksarasataka)358 and by Aryadeva (including the *Madhyamakabhramaghata
[dBu'ma-rnam-par-'thag'pa^chen-po], the Hastavalaprakarana and the Jnanasarasamuccaya).359 It also lists eight commentaries on the MMK: Nagarjuna's
own (i.e. the *Akutobhaya), Candrakirti's, Bhavaviveka's, Buddhapalita's,
Sthiramati's, Gunamati's, Gunasri's, and Gunadatta's, adding that the two
great sub-commentaries on Bhavaviveka's Prajnapradipa were by Avalokitavrata and Devas"arman (i.e. the dBu-ma"dkarpo-'charba).360
This list appears to link Dipamkaras'rljnana above all with the pure Madhyamaka traditions transmitted from Buddhapalita, Bhavaviveka and Candrakirti,
rather than with the Yogacara-Madhyamaka synthesis represented by Santaraksita and Kamalas"Ila. Whereas this latter tradition had become firmly
established in Tibet during the second half of the eighth century, at the time
of the Early Propagation (sna dar) of Buddhism in that country, DipamkaraS5s The title of this commentary is so given in the Peking and sDe'dge editions
of the bsTan-'gyur.
354
The commentary here speaks of a catuskoti 'tetralemma', but just like the
basic text it enumerates only three alternatives: production of an existent product,
of a non-existent one (e.g. a sky-flower), and of one that is both existent and nonexistent. Each alternative is shown on analysis to be unacceptable.
355 See Nagarjuna, MMK i. 1.
356 This principle has been elaborated especially by ^rigupta (above, p. 68) and
as: Paiijika, fol. 322 a—323 a.

358 Later Tibetan scholarship has not accepted this list uncritically. Cf. above,
p. 49 note 129. (Dipamkarasrijnana's authorship of this commentary has indeed
been called into question.)
359 Panjika, fol. 324 a.
360 Panjika, fol. 324b.
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srijfiana and his collaborators and followers were evidently responsible for the
consolidation of the two branches of the pure Madhyamaka—those of Bhavaviveka and Candrakirti—towards the beginning of the Later Propagation (phyi
dar) of Buddhism in that country (for the role played by Jayananda and Pa*
chab in the establishment of Candrakirti's Prasangika school see below, p. 114).
Dlpamkaras'rijfiana composed the Satyadvayavatara for a king of Suvarnadvipa. In this discussion of the two truths he explains that the samvrti is twofold (mithyd and tathya) but the paramdrtha is one only, for there can be no
multiplicity in dharmatd. After having referred to Bhavya's view that unconceptualizable reality may be known by savikalpaJca as well as by nirvikalpaka
knowledge, the author states that sunyatd or dharmatd is to be known in the
way explained by Candrakirti in his Madhyamakavatara. 381
Among Dlpamkaras'rijnana's numerous other writings his very brief Madhyamakopadesa (on which there is a commentary by Prajnamoksa) and his
longer Ratnakarandodghatanama-Madhyamakopadesa require special mention together with his Sutrasamuccayasamcayartha and Mahasutrasamuccaya.
His Dharmadhatudarsanagiti incorporates a number of verses from the Dharmadhatustava ascribed to Nagarjuna (making up approximately one seventh
of Dipamkarasrijfiana's text).
Jayananda
Jayananda (flourished in the second half of the eleventh century), a scholar
of Kas"miri origin, lived at a time when there took place a renewal of interest in
Candrakirti's branch of the Madhyamaka. He contributed very considerably to
this movement especially in Tibet, where he worked extensively.362
Jayananda is the author of a large Tika on Candrakirti's Madhyamakavatara, the only commentary by an Indian master now extant on this work.363 It
asl
Vol. ha, fol. 70b = vol. gi, fol. 7 b.
sea This Jayananda would seem not to be identical with the person of the same
name who collaborated in the Tibetan translation of the Yuddhajaya[arnava]namatantraraja Svarodaya-nama (the dmndya appended to the Tibetan version
of this Tantra states that the latter was from Ya'che [Semja], and that he was
connected with the Kasmiri spiritual lineage of Somananda and Abhinavagupta;
cf. P. CORDIEB, Catalogue du fonds tibetain de la Bibliotheque Nationale, iii, p. 477).
In the colophons of the Madhyamaka vataratika and Tarkamudgara, our Jayananda
is stated to be from Kasmir. The translator of the Svarodaya would moreover
appear to have lived somewhat later than our Jayananda (cf. E. Gene SMITH'S
introduction to the edition of the dByans*'char published at Gangtok in 1970). —
A certain Kha'che Ananda/Ananta is mentioned among the ancient translators,
including Vairocana
and lDan'maTCVman, at the end of the eighth century in
Tibet (cf. dPa'>bo*gC\ig-lag#phren>ba, mKhas*pa'rdga'<ston, ja, fol. 125a); and he
has to be distinguished from our Jayananda.
863
Cf. N. AIYASWAMI SASTRI, Journ. of Oriental Research (Madras) 6 (1932),
pp. 171—83.
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is available only in Tibetan translation; and the colophon informs us that
Jayananda composed it far from his native Kas"mir, in Mrfiag ('near the Huangho and the Wu-t'ai-shan', as stated in the colophon). It was translated into
Tibetan by its author with the Tibetan translator Kun-dga'*grags. The circumstances of the composition of this work make it one of the most extensive works
of Indian philosophy to have been written outside the Indian subcontinent.384
Jayananda is also the author of another work included in the Madhyamaka
section of the bsTan-'gyur, the Tarkamudgara, a very short text in verse on
logic.
In Tibet Jayananda collaborated with the translator Pa'chab Rrma-grags
(born in 1055) who—together with him and other scholars like Kanakavarman,
Tilakakalasu and Suksmajana365—was largely responsible for the establishment
in the land of snows of Candrakirti's school of the Madhyamaka, revised the
Tibetan translation of the MMK, and translated Aryadeva's Catuhs"ataka along
with Candrakirti's commentary on it, the Madhyamakavatara, and the Prasannapada. With Pa - chab and Khu mDo*sde-'bar Jayananda translated a Sutrasamuccaya ascribed to Dipamkarasrijnana; and with mDo*sde-'bar he translated the Vaidalyaprakarana and the Bodhicittavivarana366 ascribed to Nagarjuna and revised the Tibetan translation of the Vigrahavyavartanl-Karikas.
With Grags*'byor-ses-rab he translated the Vaidalya-'Sutra', the Pratityasamutpadahrdayavyakhyana and one of the versions of the Mahayanavimsaka;
and he revised the Tibetan translation of the Aksara^ataka and its Vrtti. 367
A bhaydkaragupta
Abhayakaragupta flourished about 1100 and was a scholar of the Vikramas'ila
monastic seminary. There, in the thirtieth year of the reign of King Ramapala
(rg. c. 1077—1130 or 1072-1126), he composed the Munimatalamkara.388 This
very extensive treatise of encyclopaedic character expounds Mahayanist
gnoseology and soteriology in connexion with the Prajfiaparamita doctrine
and includes many references to the basic texts of both the Madhyamaka and
364

On Buddhism and Tibetan culture in Mi'nag, among the Tanguts, see E. J.
Tibetans and Tibetan culture in the Tangut state Hsi hsia, in L. LIGETI,
ed., Proceedings of the Csoma de Koros Memorial Symposium (Budapest, 1978),
p. 205 sq.
8«5 Cf. J. NAITDOXT, Les bouddhistes kasmiriens au moyen-age (Paris, 1968), pp.
73, 139.
366 The version in the Tantra section of the bsTan*'gyur (there is another version
in the Sutra section).
3«7 In view of this work accomplished by Jayananda and Pa'chab and by their
Indian and Tibetan contemporaries, it is not possible
to ascribe the great importance
of the Prasangika school in Tibet only to (5on-kha*pa's influence and to date it from
the fourteenth century, as has been done by some recent scholars.
868
See the author colophon in the Tibetan translation. — According to Sunrpa
Ye'ses'dpal-'byor's Re'u'mig, Abhayakaragupta died in Sin sbrul = 1125.
KYCANOV,
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Yogacara/Vijfianavada schools. In Chapter i, beside a treatment of the bodhicitta as the main subject, there is an explanation of the tathdgatagarbha theory
and the single vehicle (ekaydna) (fol. 189a). Chapter ii deals chiefly with
bhdvand as concentration (samddhi), attainment (samdpatti) and meditation
(dhydna), with the objects of meditation, and with ultimate reality as comprehended in meditation. Chapter iii is devoted to a study of the eight abhisamayas of the Prajnaparamita doctrine; the treatment of the first abhisamaya—
the sarvdkdrajnatd—includes an exposition of the theory of the spiritual 'germ'
which exists by nature (prakrtisthagotra), and in this connexion the author
discusses further the tathdgatagarbha and ekaydna.369 Chapter iv is devoted to
the qualities that are constitutive of buddhahood and comprises an exhaustive
treatment of Mahayanist gnoseology and buddhology. Abhayakaragupta describes his exposition as based on Nagarjuna and Arya Vimuktisena (fol. 396 b).
The Munimatalamkara is one of the last of the major comprehensive treatises
of Indian Buddhism, and it presents a treatment of Mahayanist thought based
on the Prajnaparamita, Madhyamaka and Yogacara traditions. Although as
such it is not in the narrowest sense a work of the Madhyamaka, it bears
testimony to the efforts made by the later Madhyamikas systematically to
elaborate a synthesis of the entire Mahayanist tradition.
Abhayakaragupta's commentary on the Astasahasrika Prajnaparamita is
held by some doxographers to conform to the Svatantrika position, like the
commentaries on the Prajnaparamita doctrine by the two Vimuktisenas,
Haribhadra and Buddhajnanapada. And Abhayakaragupta is counted as a
representative of Santaraksita's Yogacara-Svatantrika-Madhyamaka school.370
In addition, Abhayakaragupta was the author of a number of works on
iconology, ritual and several Tantrik cycles.371
Other later Madhyamikas
To this later period of Indian Buddhism, the last in the history of the Madhyamaka in India, belong also the following Madhyamika masters several of
whose works are included in the Madhyamaka section of the Tibetan
bsTan-'gyur.372
369
See D. SEYFORT RUEGG, The gotra, ekaydna and tathdgatagarbha theories of
the Prajnaparamita according to Dharmamitra and Abhayakaragupta, in: The
Prajnaparamita and related systems (Studies in honor of E. Conze, Berkeley, 1977),
pp. 283-312.
370
Cf. mKhas'grubTJe'dGe'legs'dpal'bzah, rGyud'sde'spyrrnam, p. 96; sTon*thun'chen'mo, fol. 37a—b. Cf. above, p. 87 sq., 103.
371
Abhayakaragupta is known to have worked with Tibetan translators, and he
was for example associated with sNur-Dar#ma'(or: Dharma-)grags in the -translation -made
at Nalanda of Candrakirti's f§unyatasaptativrtti. Cf. 'Gos*gZon nu'dpal,
Deb ther-snon#po, cha, fol. 7 b (i, p. 342).
372
It is unnecessary to underscore again the fact that the historical information
available on these masters is complex and difficult to interpret with certainty,
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Reference has already been made above to a later Jitari or Jetari who evidently lived c. 1000 (p. 100), as well as to a later Bhavya (p. 66), a later Candrakirti (p. 81), and a later Jfianagarbha (p. 69), all of whom flourished in the
eleventh century. On Advayavajra/Maitripada and Krsnapada see also above,
p. 107.
A certain dGe-ba('i)*lha (Kalyanadeva, Subhadeva ?) is known as the author
of the *Bodhisattvacaryavatarasamskara.
Prajnakaramati (fl. c. 950—1000) is reported to have been a contemporary of
Ratnakarasanti, Jrianasrimitra and Nadapada (Naropa) at Vikramasila.373 He
is the author of an extensive Pafijika on Santideva's Bodhicaryavatara and of
a work on the Prajfiaparamita doctrine entitled Abhisamayalamkaravrttipindartha.
Parahitabhadra (eleventh century), a Kasmiri scholar, is the author of a
Vivrti on Nagarjuna's Sunyatasaptati, which he translated into Tibetan together with g^on-mrmchog. He also composed a special commentary on two
verses of the Mahayanasutralamkara.374
Vairocanaraksita (eleventh century), a contemporary of Dipamkarasrijnana
and a scholar at Vikramasila, composed the Siksakusumamanjari and a Pafijika on the Bodhicaryavatara.375
Dharmakaramati (eleventh century), a pupil of Dipamkarasrijnana, wrote a
commentary on the latter's Satyadvayavatara.376
Another pupil of Dipamkarasrijnana known as dBuTna'rserrge (*Madhyamaka-Simha) wrote a short treatise on the philosophical systems.377
especially since the same name has often been borne by more than one person. The
writings of these masters as well as the Tibetan and other records concerning them
still await detailed study; often even their Sanskrit titles are uncertain.
373
See Taranatha, rGya-garchos-'byun, pp. 178, 181; 'Gos-gZon-nu*dpal,
Deb'thersnon'po, na, fol. 2a (i, p. 206). Cf. J. NAXJDOU, op. cit., p. 132—3.
374
A(n earlier ?) Parahitabhadra is reported to have been the pupil of
Ratnavajra, the grandfather of Sajjana and the great grandfather of Suksmajana.
Taranatha makes him a contemporary of King Mahipala {rg. c. 988—1038 or
977—1027), whose death he however places at the time of King Khrrral's death (! ?)
(rGya-garchos*'byun, p. 172).—A Parahitabhadra (evidently the one in question
above) is known as the teacher of rNog*Bkrldan'ses"rab (1059—1109) and as a
translator at mTho'lin. Cf. J. NAUDOU, op. cit., pp. 104, 176, 182—3.
375
On (this ?) Vairocanaraksita see 'Gos'gZon'nu'dpal, Deb'thersnon'po, da,
fol. 3 a sq. (ii, p. 844 sq.), who however makes him also a disciple of Abhayakaragupta (who nourished c. 1100). — The Tibetan translation of Aryasura's Paramitasamasa included in the Madhyamaka section of the bsTan*'gyur is ascribed to a
Vairocanaraksita.
376
This dKa'*'grel (Panjika.) is listed by Bu'ston as having been translated into
Tibetan by rGya*brCon-'grus-sefVge (Chos*'byun, fol. 158 b 3). It is not to be found
in the Peking and sDe'dge editions of the bsTan-'gyur.—For another Dharmakara
see above, note 326.
377
The lTa^ba'tha'dad'pa'rnanvpar'phye'ba (*Samksiptananadrstivibhaga), a
text evidently written down by the Upasaka Taro(Tara)srimitra, who translated
it into Tibetan with Chos^kyi'sesTab.—dBu'ma'i'serrge, 'Lion of the Madhyamaka,' seems to be an epithet of Dharmakaramati in the Deb'ther'snon'po, ca,
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Danasila wrote the Dhyanasaddharmavyasthanavrtti included in the Madhyamaka section of the bsTan-'gyur.378
Buddhasrijnana was invited to Tibet in 1200 by Khro-phu-krca-ba Byamspa'rdpal. 379 He wrote the Jinamargavatara which contains sections on Madhyamaka theory {nairdtmya and pratUyasamutpdda) as well as on practice,
and a commentary on the Abhisamayalamkara entitled Prajiiapradlpavali.380
Vibhuticandra (fl. c. 1200) from Varendra was one of the group of so-called
Junior Pandits who accompanied the great Pandit of Kasmir, Sakyasribhadra,
to Tibet in 1204 ;381 like his teacher he was connected with the Vihara of Jagaddala.382 He composed a quite extensive work the Sanskrit title of which is given
in the bsTan-'gyur as Bodhicaryavataratatparyapanjika Visesadyotani.383

fol. 10a (i, p. 261—2). However, Dharmakaramati and dBu-ma'i-serVge are listed
as different disciples of Dlpamkarasrijnana in most of the biographies relating to
him, including the rNam thar rgyas pa and Taranatha, rGya-gar'chos-'byun, p. 188.
378 This text translated by Rin-cherrbzan-po (958—1055) relates to a work
ascribed to Avadhuti-pada also translated by Riivchen-bzan'po.
According to Taranatha, a Kasmiri named Danasila was the contemporary of
King Mahipala (rg. c. 988—1038 or 977—1027, whose death he however places at
the time of King Khrrral's death in rGya*garchos*'byun, p. 172); it may be this
Da(nasila) who is mentioned as a teacher of Dipamkarasrijnana (under the appellation mKhas pa chen po Da chen po) by 'Gos-gZon-nu'dpal, Deb'ther'snon-po,
ca, fol. 2a (i, p. 243) ( ?). Elsewhere Taranatha has mentioned a Danasila as the
contemporary of King Gopala (rg. c. 750—770 or 775) (op. cit., p. 157); he may
then be the Danasila who collaborated with dPal'brcegs-raksrta and dPal-'byor
snin'po in the translation of the Hastavala-Vrtti, and with Jinamitra, fSilendrabodhi
and Ye'ses-sde in the translation of Candrakirti's Yuktisastika-Vrtti (?). Still
another Danasila was the contemporary of Sakyasribhadra (1127—1225 or 1145—
1243?; see below, note 381); see Bu-ston, Chos-'byun, fol. 140a (ii, p. 222). —
Cf. J. NATJDOU, op. cit., pp. 21, 86—87, 90, 186; and pp. 14, 198. It is to be noted
that a Tibetan tradition distinguishes between three persons bearing the name
Danasila; see e.g. Nor'chen-dKon-mchog-lhun-grub et al. Danrpa'rchos'kyrbyurr
chuHegs-parbsad-pa, fol. 124b, 136b, 138a.
379
See 'Gos-gZon-mrdpal, Deb-thersrion-po, fia, fol. 135b (ii, p. 709); ba, fol. 3a
(ii, p. 1065); Sum-pa* Ye'ses'dpal-'byor, Re'u'mig under the year Icags sprel = 1200.
380 The Prajnapradlpavali was translated into Tibetan by the author and gNubs (!)
Byams'pa'rdpal. In Button's Chos-'byun (fol. 139b7 [ii, p. 222]), the context
suggests the identification of the author of the Jinamargavatara with the Kasiniri
Buddhasrijnana. (On the commentary on the Samcayagathas, the translation of
which is attributed to dPal'brcegs, who lived c. 800, see above, p. 102).
asi See Bu-ston, Chos-'byun, fol. 140a 1 (ii, p. 222); 'Gos-gZon-mrdpal, Deb'thersnon'po, na, fol. 87a (ii, p. 600). — For the dates of ^akyasrlbhadra (1127—1225 or
1145—1243) see D. SEYFORT RUEGG, The Life of Bu-ston Rin-po-che (Rome, 1966),
p. 42—43 note.
382 On the Jagaddala monastery see the introduction by D. D. KOSAMBI to his
edition of the Subhasitaratnakosa (Cambridge, Mass., 1957), p. xxxvii note 7;
Y. KAJIYAMA, An introduction to Buddhist philosophy (Kyoto, 1966), p. 11.
383
Vibhuticandra appears to have been known also by the epithet rNal-'byor'
zla-ba; see fol. 229b 5—6 of his work and the colophon. Cf. J. W. DE JONG, I I J 16
(1975), p. 166—7.
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In the final section of the Tarkabhasa by Moksakaragupta, who was also
associated with the Jagaddala Vihara, the Madhyamika's theories of knowledge
and inference are briefly treated.384 This section follows the Jnanasarasamuccaya, and it quotes Dharmakirti and Prajfiakaragupta.
Many of the later treatises mentioned above place special emphasis on the
practice of the Bodhisattva beside philosophical theory, and they are connected
with Madhyamaka thought in particular through Santideva's great works,
which were in fact the source of inspiration for so many of them.
The fact that treatises belonging to the later period of the Indian Madhyamaka or at least closely connected with it—in particular the Dur[ava]bodhaloka
composed in Suvarnadvipa by Dipamkarasrijfiana's teacher Dharmakirti and
the Tika on Candrakirti's Madhyamakavatara composed in the Mi-nag region
by Jayananda—were written outside the Indian subcontinent clearly testifies
to the wide geographical diffusion and appeal of this school of thought.385
During the first 900 years of its existence the Madhyamaka thus spread from
India to both Central and East Asia, and perhaps also to some degree to Indonesia.

384
The Tarkabhasa has been edited by E. KRISHNAMACHARYA (Gaekwad's Oriental
Series, vol. 94) and H. R. KANGASWAMI IYENGAR (Mysore, 1952); it has been translated by Y. KAJIYAMA, An introduction to Buddhist philosophy (Kyoto, 1966).
Moksakaragupta is placed by Kajiyama between 1050 and 1292 since he quotes
Ratnakirti and is quoted by Mallisena in his SyadvadamanjarL
386
See above, p. 32 on the Ta-chih-tu-kur

APPENDIX I
Works on practice in the Madhyamaka section of the bsTan-'gyur ascribed to
Asvaghosa, Arya-Sura, Dharma-Subhuti(ghosa), and Matrceta

In the Madhyamaka section of the Tibetan bsTan-'gyur is found a poetical
work dealing with the six perfections (pdramitd)—liberality, conduct, patience,
energy, meditation, and discriminative understanding—entitled Paramitasamasa by Arya-i§Ura.386 If, as seems likely, he is the same person as the author
of the Jatakamala, he is perhaps to be placed in the third or fourth century (at
the latest).387 As to why a work on the pdramitds was included in the Madhyamaka section of the bsTan-'gyur, attention has already been drawn above to
the close connexion of the Madhyamikas with Paramita philosophy. It is also
to be noted that parallels to verses from another work tentatively ascribed to
Arya-^ura (the colophons refer in this case to Acarya $ura)—the Subhasitaratnakarandakakatha found in both the Madhyamaka and Epistle sections of the
Peking bsTan-'gyur388—are to be traced in &antideva's Bodhicaryavatara and
in the Prajnadanda ascribed to Nagarjuna, as well as in Arya-Sura's own Jatakamala and Matrceta's Satapaficasatka.389
According to an identification recorded by Taranatha (and apparently going
back to Indian sources) Arya-Suxa, Matrceta and Dharma/Dharmika-Subhuti
are nothing but various names under which Asvaghosa was known.390 Asvaghosa's works would seem to have been familiar to Nagarjuna and other Madhyamikas;391 and the Pratityasamutpadahrdaya (verse 7), which is traditionally ascribed to Nagarjuna, paraphrases a verse found in Asvaghosa's Saun386

Ed. A. FERRARI, II "Compendio delle perfezioni" (Annali Lateranensi, vol. x,
Vatican City, 1946).
387
On the question of his date, beside the standard histories of Sanskrit literature, see LIN Li-kouang, L'aide-memoire de la Vraie Loi (Paris, 1949), pp. 102,
310-13.
388
But not in the Madhyamaka section of the sDe'dge bsTan*'gyur.
389
See H. ZIMMERMANN, Die Subhasita-ratna-karaNdaka-katha (Wiesbaden,
1975), pp. 18-21.
S9o Taranatha, rGya^garchos-'byun, p. 71. — The question of the association of
these persons and their works has been much mooted in the past. See S. LEVI, JA
1928, ii, pp. 204—7; 1929, ii, pp. 255—85; and 1936, p. 101 sq. (on Matrceta); L. de
LA VALLEE POXJSSIN, L'Inde aux temps des Maurya . . . (Paris, 1930), p. 324;
P. MtJS, La lumiere sur les six voies (Paris, 1939), pp. 1—17; LIN Li-kouang, op.
cit., pp. 103 sq., 306 sq. (who notes, p. 311—12, that according to a Chinese tradition
Rryadeva was a co-author of the composite work in the Chinese canon corresponding to the Jatakamala).
391
See E. H. JOHNSTON, Buddhacarita, ii (Calcutta, 1936), pp. xxix, 232.
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darananda (xiii. 44).392 As for Matrceta, he is reported to have been a disciple
of Aryadeva;393 and this association might also help to account for the fact
that works attributed to these authors have been included in the Madhyamaka
section of the bsTan-'gyur (in particular in the Peking edition).394
Matrceta and Nagarjuna—as well apparently as Asvaghosa—are in addition
referred to as ascetics concerned with the affairs of the realm (yatayo rdjyavrttinah, Mafijusrlmulakalpa liii. 867 sq.).
Examples of such works included in the Madhyamaka and Epistle sections
of the bsTan*'gyur are the Maharajakani(s)kalekha (classified alongside Nagarjuna's Suhrllekha and Candragomin's Sisyalekha), Caturviparyaya[parihara]katha and Kaliyugaparikatha ascribed to Matrceta; the Astaksanakatha, Paramarthabodhicittabhavanakrama, 395 Samvrtibodhicittabhavanopades'a, and
Dasaku&alakarmapathanirdes'a396 ascribed to Asvaghosa; and the Saddharmasmrtyupasthana-Sadgatikarikas, 397 Dasakusalakarmapathanirdesa and Bodhisattvacarya[samgraha]pradlparatnamala ascribed to Dharma or Dharmika
Subhuti(ghosa).398
Matrceta is furthermore renowned as the author of lyric devotional hymns
addressed to the Buddha,399 the cataphaticism of which is comparable to that of
392
See above, p. 28.—Hsuan-tsang makes Asvaghosa and Nagarjuna contemporaries at the time of Kaniska; cf. S. BEAL, Si-yu-ki: Buddhist records of the
western world (London, 1906), ii, p. 302; and T. WATTERS, On Yuan Chwang's
travels in India, i (London, 1904), p. 245.
393
See Bu*ston, Chos"'byun, fol. 103a (ii, p. 136). Cf. Taranatha, rGya-garchos'byun, p. 70 sq.
394
It is to be noted that many of these works are found a second time elsewhere
in the Peking edition, in the sPrirryig (Epistle) section of the bsTt r'gyur. In the
sDe*dge edition several of these works are not to be found in the Madhyamaka
section at all, but in the sPrirryig and Jcbo'rchos'chun sections.
395 This work in particular is quoted in the Tibetan Siddhanta (Grub'mtha')
literature on the Madhyamaka, where it is ascribed to Arya-S§ura. It is clearly a
later composition.
39
« Edited in part by S. LEVI, JA 1929, ii, p. 268—9.
397

See S. LEVI, JA 1925, i, p. 37 sq.; P. Mus, op. cit.; LIN Li-kouang, op. cit.,

p. 104 sq. — Beside the Sanskrit text of the Sadgatikarikas (edited by Mus) and
their Tibetan translation, we have versions in Chinese and in Pali; see Mus, op. cit.
Contrary to what has been stated by Mus (pp. 2, 16), the colophon of the Tibetan
translation (Peking edition) makes no mention of the Karikas being extracted from
the Saddharmasmrtyupasthana-swfra.
398
The *Sarvayanalokabhasya ( ?) also included in the Madhyamaka section of
the bsTan*'gyur and ascribed to Subhutighosa
was translated into Tibetan by its
author with the assistance of Tin>ne*'jin<bzan*po; this writer must therefore be a
later namesake of our Dharma-Subhuti(ghosa), who lived much earlier (see below,
p. 121 note 404). The work deals with the schools of Indian philosophy, including
some later developments.
399
See D. R. SHACKLETON BAILEY, The Varnarhavarnastotra of Matrceta,
BSOAS 13 (1949—50), pp. 671 sq., 947 sq., and The S~atapancasatka of Matrceta
(Cambridge, 1951); D. SCHLINGLOFF, Die Buddhastotras Matrceta's (Abh. der
deutschen Akad. der Wissenschaften, Berlin, 1968); P. PYTHON, Sugatapancatrimsatstotra, in Vinayaviniscaya-Upalipariprccha (Paris, 1973).
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certain hymns ascribed to Nagarjuna.4°° These works are included in the Hymn
section of the bsTan-'gyur.
Whatever historical connexions may lie behind these associations between
persons and texts, all of which are undoubtedly not of the same period, these
works were evidently regarded (at least by some later Madhyamikas) as forming
a cycle of related tracts (parikathd, etc.), epistles and manuals setting out the
ethical, devotional and ritual praxis followed in the Madhyamaka school.401 For
while the Madhyamaka as a school is no doubt concerned essentially with
philosophical theory, the Madhyamikas have regularly coordinated theory with
practice on the pragmatic level of vyavahdra or satnvrti embracing 'worldly'
(laukika) conduct, devotion, ritual, and other forms of realization.
Asvaghosa (I) has been usually placed in the first or second century, at the
time of or shortly before Kaniska I ; his doctrinal affiliations are difficult to
determine with precision.402 Matrceta is generally placed in the second century;
his particular doctrinal affiliations are also difficult to determine because of
the nature of his writings.403 Dharma-Subhuti also must be placed fairly early;
he evidently belonged to an Abhidharmika line.404

*°° See above, p. 31, and D. SEYFORT RUEGG, Le DharmadhStustava de Nagarjuna in Etudes tibe"taines dedie'es a la memoire de Marcelle Lalou (Paris, 1971),
p. 456 sq.
401
P. Mus, op. cit., pp. 189—92, has described the Dasakusalakarmapathanirdesa, the Dasakusalakarmapathanirdesa, the Suhrllekha, and the Sadgatikarikas
as elementary school-manuals; but such a description can cover only one of their
purposes.
402
See E. H. JOHNSTON, Buddhacarita, ii (Calcutta, 1936), p. xiii sq. on the date.
Johnston suggests connecting Asvaghosa with the Bahusrutika section of the
Mahasamghikas (p. xxviii sq.). But B. C. LAW, Asvaghosa (Calcutta, 1946), pp.
16—17, proposes linking him with the Dharmaguptakas; and J. W. DE JONG, IIJ 20
(1978), pp. 125—6, envisages a link with the Sautrantikas. — Asvaghosa I has presumably to be distinguished from the author of the Gurupaficasika, and also of the
Paramarthabodhicittabhavanakrama (see above, note 395).
403

D. R. SHACKXETON BAILEY, The Satapancasatka of Matrceta, p. 7 sq., has

placed Matrceta in the second century, at the time of Ka.ni(s)ka II ( ?), to whom his
Epistle is apparently addressed. Similarly A. K. WARDER, Indian Kavya literature,
ii (Delhi, 1974), p. 242. However, E. LAMOTTE. Histoire du bouddhisme indien, i
(Louvain, 1958), p. 656, supposed Matrceta's Epistle to have been addressed to
Kaniska at the end of the third century. — Taranatha distinguishes between an
earlier and later Matrceta (rGya#garchos*'byun, p. 75; cf. also p. 152).
404
A verse by Dharma-Subhuti is found in Vasubandhu's Abhidharmakosabhasya (iii. 59) and in the Mahavibhasa, as well as in Chinese translations of the
earliest period by An Shih-kao and Samghavarman. See LIN Li-kouang, op. cit.,
p. 102 sq.

APPENDIX II
Ratnakarasanti's

'Vijnapti-Madhyamaka'

In connexion with the synthesis of Yogacara and Madhyamaka thought discussed above (p. 87 sq.) mention should be made of another synthesis of
Maitreyanatha's and Asanga's Vijnanavada philosophy with certain elements
of Nagarjuna's Madhyamaka that was worked out by Ratnakarasanti (c. 1000).405
In his Madhyamakalamkaravrtti-Madhyamapratipadasiddhi and Madhyam(ak)alamkaropadesa Ratnakarasanti firmly rejects the idea that all is false,
stating that it is incompatible with Nagarjuna's as well as with Maitreyanatha's
and Asanga's teachings. But in both these compositions, which are contained
in the Cittamatra (Sems-cam) section of the bsTan*'gyur, none of the main lines
of development of the Madhyamaka discussed above prevails; and Ratnakarasanti's doctrine is in essence a Nirakara-Vijnanavada teaching with the Middle
Way presented following the system of the three svabhdvas (the parikalpita°,
the paratantra0 and the parinispanna°) of the Madhyantavibhaga for example.
The traditions of the logico-epistemological schools also occupy a prominent
place in Ratnakarasanti's doctrine; and he takes his opponents to task for
having neglected the pramdnas and logical procedures.406 Ratnakarasanti's
doctrine has been referred to as the 'Vijfiapti-Madhyamaka' ( nam rig dbu
ma).i07 And the above-mentioned Upadesa is said to have been written to
oppose the doctrine of Bhadanta Candrakirti, who had strayed from the true
purport of Nagarjuna (but who later abandoned nihilism in his Tantrik commentary).408
In the Madhyamakalamkaravrtti (fol. 136 a—b) Ratnakarasanti makes the
stages of understanding recognized by the Lanka vatarasutra into four bhumis
of the Yogacara.409 The first yogabhumi consists in taking all existing dharmas
as (noetic) objects (dlambana). The second yogabhumi consists in understanding
that there is no external object of knowledge (grdhya); since everything ap405

Ratnakarasanti is stated to have been a contemporary at Vikramasila of
Jiianasrimitra, Prajnakaramati and Nadapada; Maitripada met with him; and
'Brog'mi was among his Tibetan disciples. See 'Gos*gZon*nirdpal. Deb'ther'snon'po,
kha, fol. 2 a (i, p. 206); da, fol. 2 a (ii, p. 842).
406
Madhyam(ak)alamkaropadesa, fol. 264b sq.
407
See for example the colophon to the Madhyam(ak)alamkaropadesa, fol.
267 a 3. Cf. above, p. 56 on the mam rig (gi) dbu ma.
408
See the colophon to the Madhyam(ak)alamkaropadesa, fol. 266b4—5. A
pseudo-Madhyamaka {dbu ma Itar snan: Madhyamakabhasa) holding that all is
false is mentioned in the Madhyamakalamkaravrtti, fol. 138 a 2.
409
Lanka,vatarasutra x. 256 sq. See above, pp. 90, 96.
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pears as mind only (cittamdtra) no dharma is different from mind. The third
yogabhumi consists in transcending this cittamdtra and understanding that, because no grdhya exists, no corresponding cognizing subject (grdhaka) can exist
either; cittamdtra then becomes residence in the dlambana of tathatd, a non-dual
gnosis which is without the grdhaka-laksana. Finally the fourth yogabhumi is
direct comprehension of the mahdydna consisting in residence in gnosis absolutely free from appearance (nirdbhdsa), and in which ndman and laksana
as well as grdhya and grdhaka have disappeared. In the same author's Upadesa
(fol. 266 a) these four stages are referred to as the four bhumis having respectively the dlambana of the existence of things in terms of the extreme of eternalism (as opposed to nihilism), the dlambana of cittamdtra, the dlambana of
tathatd, and absence of dlambana.
In his Triyanavyavasthana included among the Tantra-Commentaries
(rGyud-'grel) of the bsTan-'gyur, Ratnakarasanti has divided Madhyamikas
into those who maintain that relative knowledge (samvrtijndna) has images or
modes (dkdra) and those who hold that traces (vdsand) only are there (fol.
114 a), a division inspired by the well-known classification of the VijfLanavadins
as Sakaravadins-Satyakaravadins and Nirakaravadins/Alikakaravadins.410 According to the first group of Madhyamikas, while citta and jndna (ye ses) do
not exist on the paramdrtha-level, all determinations (vyavasthd) on the surface-level of samvrti—the dkdras of citta and manas—&re thought to exist in the
form of cognitive objects (visaya). The second group who deny that jndna has
modes agree with the former about the paramdrtha-level, but they hold that
the determinations of samvrti are nothing but vdsand; and citta is therefore
free from appearance in the nature of dkdras. Both groups are stated to agree in
rejecting any substantial self-nature for pratUyasamutpdda (fol. 114b—115a).
Ratnakarasanti also cites authorities who stated that the two groups differ in
their rejection of other doctrines by means of the catuskoti, which the first
formulate in terms of existence/non-existence whereas the latter formulate it in
terms of permanence/impermanence (fol. 115a).
In another major treatise, the Prajfiaparamitopades'a, Ratnakarasanti also
discusses the connexion between the Vijnanavada/Cittamatra and the Madhyamaka. Beside the Lankavatarasutra he quotes in particular Nagarjuna's Yuktisastika in support of the doctrine of consciousness only (fol. 161b—162a; cf.
169 b 8). 4U And he concludes that—notwithstanding any other differences—the
410
On this classification see for example ^antaraksita, Tattvasamgraha 1998,
and Kamalaslla, Panjika 2081; Moksakaragupta, Tarkabhasa (ed. H. R. Rangaswami Iyengar, Mysore, 1952), pp. 23, 63 (the first passage is missing in Krishnamacharya's edition, p. 11, but the second is found on p. 34); Gunaratna, commentary
on Haribhadrasuri, Saddarsanasamuccaya 11 (p. 47); Sarvadarsanasamgraha (ed.
Abhyankar), p. 46; Advayavajra, Tattvaratnavali, p. 18—19. Cf. Y. KAJIYAMA,
IBK 14/1 (1965), p. 26 sq., and An introduction to Buddhist philosophy (Kyoto,
1966), p. 62, 154sq.; H. NAKAMURA, ABORI 48—49 (1968), p. 119.
411
Yuktisastika 22 (?) with however the variant reading Ses pa (instead of dgos
pa) also found in 3antaraksita's Madhyamakalamkaravrtti (92): dnos mams skye
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Yogacarins and the Madhyamikas finally agree concerning the four above-mentioned yogabhumis (fol. 169 b). In addition, Ratnakaraganti criticizes the doctrine of those philosophers, Madhyamikas as well as Yogacarins, who hold that
knowledge has an image (sdkdra-jnana) (fol. 168 a4, 170a4).
The only work by Ratnakaras"anti actually included in the Madhyamaka
section of the bsTan>!gyur is his Sutrasamuccayabhasya-ratnalokalamkara
which contains extracts from canonical Sutras on many of the principal topics
of Mahayanist doctrine together with explanations derived from Nagarjuna's
and Asanga's teachings. Thus, like the Sutrasamuceaya ascribed to Nagarjuna,
this work is not concerned exclusively with doctrines of the Madhyamaka
school in the strict sense.

ba yod min Sinl Pgag pa'an gan na yod min zin\ j£es pa 'di nid kho na ni\ \skye %in
'gag par *gyur ba yinjj (but see Kamalasila's Panjika, fol. 138 a—b). And Yuktisastika 35: 'byun ba che la sogs bSad paj jrnam par Ses su yan dag ^duj lye [read: de]
Ses kyis ni da bral na\ jlog par rnam brtags cis ma yin\\. — Cf. Y. KAJIYAMA, Later
Madhyamikas, in: Mahayana Buddhist meditation, ed. M. Kiyota (Honolulu, 1978),
p. 132, and the synopsis published by S. KATSURA, IBK 25/1 (1976), pp. 38—41;
above, note 44.
The source of the first of these two verses and RatnakaraSanti's interpretation
have been critically discussed by Oon'kha'pa, Legs*bsad'snin*po, fol. 56 a.

MODERN EDITIONS OF THE SANSKRIT TEXTS OF THE
MADHYAMAKA SCHOOL
Advayavajra
Apratisthanaprakasa. Ed. Haraprasad Shastri, Advayavajrasamgraha, Gaekwad's Oriental Series xl, Baroda, 1927, p. 48.
Amanasikaradhara. Ed. Haraprasad Shastri, op. cit., p. 60—62.
Tattvadasaka. Ed. Haraprasad Shastri, op. cit., p. 59.
Tattvaprakasa. Ed. Haraprasad Shastri, op. cit., pp. 46—47.
Tattvaratnavali. Ed. Haraprasad Shastri, op. cit., pp. 14—22; H. Ui, Shinri no
hokan, Nagoya Daigaku Bungakubu Kenkyuronshu iii, Tetsugaku, i, pp. 1—31.
Premapancaka. Ed. Haraprasad Shastri, op. cit., p. 58.
Madhyamasatka, Ed. Haraprasad Shastri, op. cit., p. 57; S. K. Pathak, ALB 25
(1961), pp. 546—47 (with an English translation).
Mahayanavimsika. Ed. Haraprasad Shastri, op. cit., p. 54—55.
Mayanirukti. Ed. Haraprasad Shastri, op. cit. p. 44.
Panjika on the Dohakosa (of Saraha). Ed. P. C. Bagchi, Calcutta Sanskrit Series,
Calcutta, 1938.
Amrtakara
Catuhstavasamasartha. Ed. G. Tucci, Minor Buddhist Texts, i, Serie Orientale
Roma ix. 1, Rome, 1956, pp. 238—46 (from an incomplete MS containing a part
of the commentary on the Niraupamyastava and the commentary on the Acintya"
and Paramartha-stava).
Aryadeva
(Bodhisattvayogacara-)Catuhsataka. Sanskrit fragments ed. Haraprasad Shastri,
Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, vol. iii, no. 8, pp. 449—514, Calcutta,
1914. (Cf. P. L. Vaidya, fitudes sur Aryadeva et son Catuhsataka, Chapitres
viii—xvi, Paris, 1923 [with French translation]. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya,
The Catuhsataka of Aryadeva with extracts from the commentary of Candrakirtti, reconstructed from the Tibetan version with an English translation, Chapter
vii, Proceedings and transactions of the Fourth Oriental Conference, Allahabad
1928, pp. 831—71; The Catuhsataka of Aryadeva: Sanskrit and Tibetan texts
with copious extracts from the commentary of Candrakirtti, reconstructed and
edited, Part ii, Visva-Bharati Series no. 2, Calcutta, 1931 [includes Chapters
viii—xvi]. The Karikas of Chapters vii—xvi have been republished, together with
a Sanskrit version of parts of Candrakirti's Vrtti, and rendered into Hindi by
Bhagcandra Jain Bhaskar, Catuhsatakam, Nagpur, 1971. Chapters ix—xvi have
been translated into Italian on the basis of Hsiian-tsang's Chinese version by
G. Tucci, RSO 10 [1923], pp. 524-67.)
Cittavis"uddhiprakaraNa (presumably by a Deutero-Aryadeva), ed. P. Patel,
Visvabharati Studies 8, Santiniketan, 1949. Cf. Haraprasad Shastri, JASB 67
(1898), pp. 175—84; Bhagcandra Jain Bhaskar, Catuhsatakam, Nagpur, 1971,
pp. 161-9.
Kamalasila
Tattvasamgrahapanjika. See under Santaraksita.
Bhavanakrama. First Bhavanakrama, ed. G. Tucci, Minor Buddhist texts, ii,
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Serie Orientale Roma ix. 2, Rome, 1958, pp. 185—229. (French translation by
J. van den Broeck, La progression dans la meditation, Publication de l'lnstitut
Beige des Hautes Etudes Bouddhiques, Serie "Etudes et textes", No. 6, Brussels,
1977. A brief analysis of this text based on the Chinese translation was published
by P. Demieville, Le concile de Lhasa, Paris, 1952, pp. 333—5.)—Third Bhavanakrama, ed. G. Tucci, Minor Buddhist texts, iii, Serie Orientale Roma xliii, Rome,
1971. (Italian translation by C. Pensa, RSO 39 [1964], pp. 211—42. A partial
French translation from the Tibetan was published earlier by E. Lamotte in
P. Demieville, Le concile de Lhasa, pp. 336—53).
Kambala (pada) /Kam (b) alambar a (pada) /Kamala (pada)
Aryastasahasrikayah Prajnaparamitayah Pindarthah (Navaslokl). Ed. G. Tucci,
Minor Buddhist texts, i, Serie Orientale Roma ix. 1, Rome, 1956, pp. 216—17
(with Tibetan versions, Chinese version and English translation).
Candraklrti
(Bodhisattvayogacara-)Catuhsatakatlka. Fragments ed. Haraprasad Shastri,
Memoirs of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, iii, no. 8, pp. 449—514, Calcutta, 1914.
(See also under Aryadeva).
Prasannapada Madhyamakavrttih. Ed. L. de La Vallee Poussin, Bibliotheca
Buddhica iv, St. Petersburg, 1903—13. (See also under Nagarjuna).
Madhyamakasastrastuti. Ed. J. W. de Jong, Oriens Extremus 9 (1962), pp. 49—51
(with the Tibetan translation and a French translation).
Nagarjuna
Catuhstava. The Niraupamyastava and Paramarthastava have been edited by
G. Tucci, JRAS 1932, pp. 309—25 (with English translation). (T! a Sanskrit
versions of the Nirupama0, Lokatlta0, Acintya0, and Stutyatita-stavas published
by Prabhubhai Patel, IHQ 8 [1932], p. 317 sq., were restorations from the Tibetan
translations of these hymns). (An Italian translation was published by R. Gnoli
as an appendix to his Nagarjuna: Madhyamaka Karika, Turin, 1961).
Pancakrama (presumably by a Deutero-Nagarjuna). Ed. L. de La Vallee Poussin, Eludes et textes tantriques: Pancakrama (Universite de Gand, Recueil de
travaux publies par la Faculte de Philosophie et Lettres, 16me fascicule), Gand
et Louvain, 1896.
Pratltyasamutpadahrdayakarika. Ed. V. V. Gokhale, Studia indologica (Festschrift W. Kirfel, Bonn, 1955), pp. 103—4 (verses 1—5). See also L. de La Vallee
Poussin, Bouddhisme, Etudes et materiaux: Theorie des douze causes, Gand,
1913, pp. 123—4 (French translation from the Tibetan); V. V. Gokhale, Pratityasamutpadasastra des Ullangha, Bonn, 1930.
Mahayanavimsika (apparently by a Deutero-Nagarjuna). Ed. G. Tucci, Minor
Buddhist texts, i, Serie Orientale Roma ix. 1, Rome, 1956, pp. 201—3 (with
English translation).
Mulamadhyamakakarikas (as found in the Prasannapada Madhyamakavrttih by
Candraklrti). Ed. together with the Prasannapada by L. de La Vallee Poussin,
Bibliotheca Buddhica iv, St. Petersburg, 1903—13; reprinted with alterations by
P. L. Vaidya, Madhyamakasastra of Nagarjuna, Buddhist Sanskrit Texts no. 10,
Darbhanga, 1960. New edition (using a fourth manuscript of the Karikas only) by
J. W. de Jong, Adyar, 1977. (The first translations into European languages were
by Th. Stcherbatsky, Appendix to: Conception of Buddhist Nirvana, Leningrad,
1927 (Chapter i and xxv, in English); S. Schayer, Feuer und Brennstoff, RO 7
(1931), pp. 26—52 (Chap, x, in German), and Ausgewahlte Kapitel aus der Pra-
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sannapada, Krakow, 1931 (Chap, v, xii—xvi, in German); E. Lamotte, MCB 4
(1936), pp. 265—88 (Chap, xvii, in French); J. W. de Jong, Cinq chapitres de la
Prasannapada, Paris, 1949 (Chap, xviii—xxii, in French); J. May, Candrakirti,
Prasannapada Madhyamakavrtti, Paris, 1959 (Chap, ii—iv, vi—ix, xi, xxiii,
xxiv, xxvi, and xxvii, in French). There are in addition complete English translations by F. J. Streng, Emptiness, Nashville and New York, 1967, pp. 183—220;
and by K. K. Inada, Nagarjuna, a translation of his Mulamadhyamakakarika
with an Introductory Essay, Tdkyo, 1970. An Italian translation was published
by R. Gnoli, Nagarjuna: Madhyamaka Karika, Le stanze del cammino di mezzo,
Turin, 1961. An English translation of Chapters i—vii has been published by
H. N. Chatterjee, Mula-Madhyamaka-Karika, 2 vol., Calcutta, 1957—62. And
another English translation of Chapters i—vi, viii—x, xiii, xv, xviii—xix, xxii—
xxv together with an abridged version of Candrakirti's Prasannapada thereon
has recently been published by M. Sprung in collaboration with T. R. V. Murti
and U. S. Vyas, Lucid exposition of the Middle Way, London, 1979. A German
translation of Chapters i, xv, xviii, xxiv, and xxv was published by E. Frauwallner, Die Philosophic des Buddhismus, Berlin, 1956, p. 178 sq.
Ratnavali. Parts of Chapters i and ii and the whole of Chapter iv have been
edited by G. Tucci, JRAS 1934, pp. 307—25, and 1936, pp. 237—52 and pp.
423—35 (with an English translation). This edition has been reprinted by P. L.
Vaidya, Madhyamakasastra of Nagarjuna, Buddhist Sanskrit Texts no. 10,
Darbhanga, 1960, Appendix Six, pp. 296—310; and by H. Chatterjee Sastri, The
philosophy of Nagarjuna as contained in the Ratnavali, Part i, Calcutta, 1977,
pp. 83—100. (An English translation based on the Tibetan translation has been
published by J. Hopkins and Lati Rimpoche, The precious garland, London,
1975.)
Vigrahavyavartani with the autocommentary. Ed. E. H. Johnston and A. Kunst,
MCB 9 (1948—51), pp. 99—152; reprinted, together with an English translation,
in K. Bhattacharya, The dialectical method of Nagarjuna, Delhi, 1978. (This
edition replaces the inadequate one by K. P. Jayaswal and Rahula Sankrityayana, JBORS 23 (1937), which was reprinted with alterations by P. L. Vaidya,
Madhyamakasastra of Nagarjuna, Buddhist Sanskrit Texts no. 10, Darbhanga,
1960, Appendix Five, pp. 277—95). Earlier English versions of the Sanskrit
Karikas were published by S. Mookerjee, The absolutist's standpoint in logic,
Nava-Nalanda-Mahavihara Research Publication, i, Nalanda, 1957, pp. 7—41;
and by F. J. Streng, Emptiness, pp. 222—7. The first English translation, based
on the Tibetan and Chinese translations, was published by G. Tucci, Pre-Dinnaga
Buddhist texts on logic from Chinese sources, Gaekwad's Oriental Series no. xlix,
Baroda, 1929. A French translation based on the Tibetan and Chinese translations was published by S. Yamaguchi, JA, Juillet-septembre 1929, pp. 1—86. An
Italian translation of the Sanskrit Karikas was published by R. Gnoli as an appendix to his Nagarjuna: Madhyamaka Karika, Turin, 1961, p. 139 sq.
Pr aj flakar amati
Bodhicaryavatarapanjika. Edited, together with Santideva's Bodhicaryavatara,
by L. de La Vallee Poussin, Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta 1902—14; P. L. Vaidya,
Buddhist Sanskrit Texts No. 12, Darbhanga, 1960.
Bhavaviveka
Madhyamakahrdayakarikas. Chap. ii. 1—12, ed. V. V. Gokhale, I I J 14 (1972),
pp. 42—44. Chap. iii. 1—136, ed. S. Iida, Reason and emptiness, a Study in
logic and mysticism (Tokyo, 1980); iii. 275—84, ed. V. V. Gokhale, IIJ 5 (1961—
62), p. 273. Chap. iv. 7 and 56, ed. V. V. Gokhale, I I J 2 (1958), p. 179. Chap.
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viii. 1—16, ed. V. V. Gokhale, IIJ 2 (1958), pp. 167—77; viii. 18—96, ed. H. Nakamura, ALB 39 (1975), pp. 301—29. (On v. 1, 7—9, see S. Iida, Kanakura kinenronbunshu [Kanakura Festschrift], Tokyo, 1966, pp. 79—96.)
Rahulabhadra
Prajnapaxamitastotra. Ed. R. Hikata, Suvikrantavikrami-Pariprccha, Prajnaparamita-sutra, Fukuoka, 1958, pp. 1—2. (English translation by E. Conze,
Buddhist texts through the ages, Oxford, 1954, pp. 147—9).
&antarak§ita
Tattvasamgraha. Edited together with Kamalasila's Tattvasamgrahapanjika by
E. Krishnamacharya, Gaekwad's Oriental Series vol. xxx—xxxi, Baroda, 1926;
SvamI Dvarikadas Sastri, Bauddha Bharati Series 1—2, Varanasi, 1968. (English
translation by Ganganath Jha, The Tattvasangraha of $antaraksita with the
commentary of Kamalasiila, Gaekwad's Oriental Series vol. lxxx and lxxxiii,
Baroda, 1937—9.—Individual chapters have been translated by W. Liebenthal,
Satkarya in der Darstellung seiner buddhistischen Gegner, Stuttgart, 1934 (German translation of chap, i, Prakrtipariksa); S. Schayer, Kamalasilas Kritik des
Pudgalavada, RO 8 (1932), pp. 68—93 (German translation of chapter vii,
Atmapariksa) and Contributions to the problem of time in Indian philosophy,
Krakow, 1938, pp. 29—70 (English translation of chapter xxi, Traikalyapariksa.);
A. Kunst, Probleme der buddhistischen Logik, Krakow, 1939 (German translation of Chapter xviii, Antimanapariksa, together with an edition of the Sanskrit
and Tibetan texts of the Karikas).)
Santideva
Bodhicaryavatara. Ed. L. de La Vallee Poussin together with Prajnakarp rati's
Bodhicaryavatarapanjika, Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta, 1902—14; P. L.Vaidya,
Buddhist Sanskrit Texts No. 12, Darbhanga, 1960. (French translation by L. de
La Vallee Poussin, Paris, 1907, originally published in Revue d'histoire et de
litterature religieuses 10—12 [1905—7]. Other translations are by L. Finot, La
marche a la lumiere, Paris, 1920; R. Schmidt, Der Eintritt in den Wandel der
Erleuchtung, Paderborn, 1923; and G. Tucci, II cammino verso la luce, Torino,
1925).
!§iksasamuccaya. Ed. Cecil Bendall, Bibliotheca Buddhica i, St. Petersburg,
1902. (English translation by C. Bendall and W. H. D. Rouse, A compendium
of Buddhist doctrine, London, 1922).
Saraha(pada)
Dohakosa. Ed. P. Ch. Bagchi, Dohakosa, Part i, Calcutta Sanskrit Series, pp.
14—50, Calcutta, 1938 (with the commentary of Advayavajra). See also Journal
of the Department of Letters, University of Calcutta, vol. xxviii (Calcutta, 1935),
Dp. 52—120; Rahul Sankrtyayan, Dohakos, Patna, 1957 (with Tibetan and
Hindi translations).
N. B. Texts of the Indian Madhyamaka school mentioned in this book which
are not in the above list of Sanskrit texts are available, either in single or multiple translations,
in Chinese in the Taisho shinshii daizokyo and/or Tibetan
in the bsTan#'gyur (the Peking edition of which has been used in this book).

MODERN EDITIONS OF THE TIBETAN VERSIONS OF INDIAN
WORKS OF THE MADHYAMAKA SCHOOL
Aryadeva
b2i brgya pa (Catuhsataka). Chapters viii—xvi edited, together with parts of
Candrakirti's commentary, by Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, The Catuhsataka:
Sanskrit and Tibetan texts with copious extracts from the commentary of Candrakirtbi, Part ii, Visva-Bharati Series No. 2, Calcutta, 1931.
Yi ge brgya pa (and 'Grel pa) (Aksarasataka [and Vrtti], ascribed to Nagarjuna
but probably by Aryadeva). Cf. V. V. Gokhale, Aksara-Catakam (the Hundred
Letters), Materialien zur Kunde des Buddhismus xiv, Heidelberg, 1930.
Ye ses sfxin po kun las btus pa (Jnanasarasamuccaya, probably by a DeuteroAryadeva). Verses 20—28 ed. K. Mimaki, La refutation bouddhique de la permanence des choses, Paris, 1976, pp. 186—8 (with French translation).
Kamalaslla
(b)sGom pa'i rim pa (dan po) (Bhavanakrama [I]). Ed. S. Yoshimura, Tibetan
buddhistology, Kyoto, 1953; G. Tucci, Minor Buddhist texts, ii, Serie Orientals
Roma ix. 2, Rome, 1958, pp. 229—82.
(b)sGom pa'i rim pa (bar ma) (Bhavanakrama [II]). Ed. S. Yoshimura, op. cit.
(b)sGom pa'i rim pa (tha ma) (Bhavanakrama [III]). Ed. S. Yoshimura, op. cit.
Translated in part by E. Lamotte in P. DemieVille, Le concile de Lhasa, Paris,
1952, Appendix II, pp. 336—53.
De kho na nid bsdus pa'i dka' 'grel las rJes su dpag pa brtag pa. (Chapter xx of
the Tibetan version of the Tattvasamgrahapanjika, Anumanapariksa). Ed.
A. Kunst, Kamalasila's commentary on Santaraksita's Anumanapariksa of the
Tattvasamgraha, MCB 8 (1947), pp. 166—211.
Kambala(pada) /Kam(b)alambara(pada) /Kamala(pada)
bCom ldan 'das ma ses rab kyi pha rol tu phyin pa'i don bsdus pa'i chigs su bead
pa dgu pa (Navasloki). Ed. G. Tucci, Minor Buddhist texts, i, Serie Orientale
Roma ix.i, Rome, 1956, pp. 218—22 (both Tibetan translations with the Sanskrit
original, a Chinese version, and an English translation).
Candrakirti
Phun po Ina'i rab tu byed pa (Pancaskandhaprakarana). Ed. C. Lindtner, AO 40
(1979), pp. 87—145.
Byan chub sems dpa'i rnal 'byor spyod pa bzi brgya pa'i rgya cher 'grel pa
(Bodhisattvayogacara-Catuhsatakatlka). Extracts from Chapters viii—xvi
published by Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, The Catuhsataka of Aryadeva, VisvaBharati Series No. 2, Calcutta, 1931.
dBu ma rca ba'i 'grel pa chig gsal ba (Mulamadhyamakavrttih Prasannapada).
Chapters xviii—xxii ed. J. W. de Jong, Cinq chapitres de la Prasannapada, Paris,
1949; chapters ii—iv, vi—ix, xi, xxiii, xxiv, xxvi, xxvii, ed. J. May, Candrakirti,
Prasannapada Madhyamakavrtti, Paris, 1959. The Tibetan translation of the
Madhyamakasastrastuti found at the end of the Prasannapada has been edited
by J. W. de Jong, OE 9 (1962), pp. 51—54.
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dBu ma la 'jug pa (Madhyamakavatara) and dBu ma la 'jug pa'i bsad pa (Ran
'grel) (Madhyamakavatarabhasya). Ed. L. de La Vallee Poussin, Bibliotheca
Buddhica 9, St. Petersburg, 1907—12. (A partial French translation from the
Tibetan, up to vi. 165, was published by L. de La Vallee Poussin, Le Mus^on 8
[1907], pp. 249—317; 11 [1910], pp. 271—358; 12 [1911], pp. 235—328).
Dipamkarasrijnana
Byan chub lam gyi sgron ma (Bodhipathapradipa). Ed. J. van den Broeck, Le
flambeau sur le chemin de l'Eveil, Publications de l'lnstitut Beige des Hautes
Etudes Bouddhiques, Serie "Etudes et textes" no. 5, Brussels, 1976 (with a French
translation); H. Eimer, Bodhipathapradipa, Asiatische Forschungen 59, Wiesbaden, 1978 (with a German translation). (English translation by A. Wayman,
Calming the mind and discerning the real, New York, 1978, pp. 9—14).
Nagarjuna
Ga las 'jigs med (*Akutobhaya). Ed. M. Walleser, Die tibetische Version von
Nagarjuna's Kommentar Akutobhaya zur Madhyamakakarika. Nach der Pekinger Ausgabe des Tanjur herausgegeben, Materialien zur Kunde des Buddhismus, Heft 2, Heidelberg, 1923 (photographic reprint). (German translation by
M. Walleser, Die mittlere Lehre des Nagarjuna, nach der tibetischen Version
iibertragen, Die buddhistische Philosophie in ihrer geschichtlichen Entwicklung,
2. Teil, Heidelberg, 1911).
'Jig rten las 'das par bstod pa (Lokatftastava). Ed. L. de La Vallee Poussin, Museon 14 (1913), pp. 7—14 (with French translation); P. Patel, IHQ 8 (1932),
pp. 326—31.
rTen cin 'brel par 'byun ba'i snin po'i chig le'ur byas pa (Pratityasamutpadahrdayakarikas). Ed. L. de La Vallee Poussin, Bouddhisme, Etudes et materiaux:
Theorie des douze causes, Gand, 1913, pp. 122—3.
bsTod pa las 'das par bstod pa (Stutyatitastava). Ed. P. Patel, IHQ 8 (1932),
pp. 703-5.
Theg pa chen po ni su pa (Mahayanavimsika). Ed. Vidhusekhara Bhattacharya,
Visvabharati Studies i, Calcutta, 1931 (edition of both Tibetan versions with a
Chinese version). Cf. S. Yamaguchi, EB 4 (1926), p. 56 sq.; (1927), p. 169 sq; G.
Tucci, Minor Buddhist texts, i, Rome, 1956, p. 195 sq.
Don dam par bstod pa (Paramarthastava). Ed. L. de La Vallee Poussin, Muse"on
14 (1913), pp. 16—18 (with French translation); G. Tucci, JRAS 1932, pp. 322—4.
dPe med par bstod pa (Niraupamyastava). Ed. L. de La Vallee Poussin, Mus^on
14 (1913), pp. 1—7 (with French translation); P. Patel, IHQ 8 (1932), pp. 319—23;
G. Tucci, JRAS 1932, pp. 312-20.
dBu ma rca ba'i chig le'ur byas pa ses rab ces bya ba (Prajfia nama Mulamadhyamakakarikas). Ed. L. de La Vallee Poussin, Mulamadhyamakakarikas de Nagarjuna, Bibliotheca Buddhica iv, St. Petersburg, 1903—13 (Tibetan text of the
karikas printed in the footnotes).
rCod pa bzlog pa'i ehigs le'ur byas pa and r(5od pa bzlog pa'i 'grel pa (Vigrahavyavartani and Vigrahavyavartanlvrtti). Ed. G. Tucci, Pre-Dinnaga Buddhist
texts on logic from Chinese sources, Gaekwad's Oriental Series vol. xlix, Baroda,
1929 (with English translation).
Zib mo rnam par 'thag pa (Vaidalyaprakarana). Ed. Y. Kajiyama, Miscellanea
Indologica Kiotiensia 6—7 (1965), pp. 134—55.
Ses rab sdon bu (Prajnadanda). Ed. W. L. Campbell, Calcutta, 1919 (with English
translation).
Sems kyi rdo rje'i bstod pa (Cittavajrastava). Ed. La de La Vallee Poussin,
Museon 14 (1913), pp. 14—16 (with French translation).
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Srid pas las 'das pa'i gtam (Bhavasamkrantiparikatha) and Srid pa 'pho ba
(Bhavasamkranti) [and Srid pa 'pho ba'i tika of Maitreyanatha]. Ed. N. Aiyasvami Sastri, Bhavasankranti Sutra and Nagarjuna's Bhavasankranti &astra,
Adyar Library, 1938, pp. 73—103 (with restoration in Sanskrit).
bSam gyis mi khyab par bstod pa (Acintyastava), Ed. P. Patel, IHQ 8 (1932),
pp. 694—701.
Buddhapalita
dBu ma rca ba'i 'grel pa Buddha pa li ta (Buddhapalita-Mulamadhyamakavrtti).
Chapters i—xii, ed. M. Walleser, Bibliotheca Buddhica xvi, St. Petersburg,
1913-14.
Bodhibhadra
Ye ses snin po kun las btus pa zes bya ba'i bsad sbyar (Jnanasarasamuccayanibandhana). Portion corresponding to verses 20—28 of Aryadeva's Jnanasarasamuccaya, ed. K. Mimaki, La refutation bouddhique de la permanence des choses,
Paris, 1976, pp. 190—206 (with French translation).
Bhavaviveka
dBu ma r6a ba'i 'grel pa ses rab sgron ma (Prajfiapradlpa-Mulamadhyamakavrtti). Chap, i—ii, ed. M. Walleser, Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta, 1914. (German
translation of Chap, i by Y. Kajiyama, WZKSO 7 [1963], pp. 37—62; 8 [1964],
pp. 100—30. English translation of Chapter xxiv by R. Uryuzu, Kinki Daigaku
kyoyo gakubu kenkyu kiyo 2/2 [1971], pp. 15—56).
dBu ma'i snin po'i chig le'ur byas pa (Madhyamakahrdayakarikas). Chap, v, ed.
S. Yamaguchi, Bukkyo ni okeru mu to u no tairon, Kyoto, 1941; Chap. viii.
18—96, ed. H. Nakamura, ALB 39 (1975), pp. 301—29.
dBu ma'i snin po'i 'grel pa rtog ge 'bar ba (Madhyamakahrdayavrtti-Tarkajvala).
Chap. iii. 1—136, with the corresponding Madhyamakahrdayakarikas, ed.
S. Iida, Reason and emptiness, a Study in logic and mysticism, Tokyo, 1980.
Chap. viii. 1—16, with the corresponding Madhyamakahrdayakarikas, ed. H. Nakamura, IIJ 2 (1958), pp. 181—90.
sDe pa tha dad par (')byed pa dan rnam par bsad pa (Nikayabhedavibhangavyakhyana, corresponding to part of Chapter iv of the Tarkajvala). Ed. E. Teramoto and T. Hiramatsu, Kanzo-taisho-ibushurinron, Kyoto, 1935. (Partial English translation by W. W. Rockhill, Life of the Buddha, London, 1884, pp. 182—96.
German translation by M. Walleser, Die Sekten des alten Buddhismus, Heidelberg, 1927, pp. 78—93. French translation by A. Bareau, JA 1956, pp. 167—91).
^antaraksita
De kho na nid bsdus pa, rJes su dpag pa brtag pa (Tattvasamgraha, Anumanapariksa). Ed., together with the Sanskrit text, by A. Kunst, Probleme der buddhistischen Logik in der Darstellung des Tattvasamgraha, Polska Akademia
Umiej§tnosci, Prace komisji orientalistycznej Nr. 33, Krakow, 1939.
Santideva
Byan chub sems dpa'i spyod pa la 'jug pa (Bodhi[sattva]caryavatara). Ed.
F. Weller, Uber den Quellenbezug eines mongolischen Tanjurtextes, Abhandlungen der Sachsischen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig, Phil.-hist. Klasse
45/2, Berlin, 1950 (based on the editions of sNar than and sDe dge); Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya, Bodhicaryavatara, Bibliotheca Indica, Calcutta, 1960.

ABBREVIATIONS
ABORI
ALB
AM
AO
BCA
BEFEO
BSO(A)S
C!§
EB
GOS
HJAS
IA
IBK

Annals of t h e B h a n d a r k a r Oriental Research Institute
Adyar Library Bulletin
Asia Major
Acta Orientalia
Bodhicaryavatara b y Santideva
Bulletin de l'^cole francaise d'Extreme-Orient
Bulletin of t h e School of Oriental (and African) Studies
Catuhsataka b y Aryadeva
Eastern Buddhist
Gaekwad's Oriental Series, Baroda
Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies
Indian Antiquary
Indogaku Bukkyogaku Kenkyu (Journal of Indian and Buddhist
Studies)
IHQ
Indian Historical Quarterly
IIJ
Indo-Iranian Journal
JA
Journal asiatique
JAOS
Journal of the American Oriental Society
JASB
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
JGIS
Journal of the Greater India Society
JIP
Journal of Indian Philosophy
JOIB
Journal of the Oriental Institute, Baroda
JPASB
Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal
JRAS
Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland
MA
Madhyamakavatara by Candrakirti
MCB
Melanges chinois et bouddhiques
MHK
Madhyamakahrdayakarikas by Bhavaviveka
MMK
Mulamadhyamakakarikas by Nagarjuna
OE
Oriens Extremus
OLZ
Orientalistische Literaturzeitung
PEW
Philosophy East and West
PP
Prasannapada Madhyamakavrttih by Candrakirti
RO
Rocznik Orientalistyczny
RSO
Rivista degli Studi Orientali
TP
T'oung Pao
W
Vigrahavyavartani by Nagarjuna
WZKS(O) Wiener Zeitschrift fur die Kunde Siid- (und Ost)asiens
ZDMG
Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesellschafb
ZII
Zeitschrift fur Indologie und Iranistik

INDICES
I. Titles
The following index lists the titles of Sanskrit texts mentioned in this
volume. It is to be noted, however, that in a number of cases these are merely
editor's titles, or titles (re)constructed by the different editors of the Tibetan
bsTan-'gyur and its catalogues, and that the original Sanskrit titles of several
such works cannot therefore be said to be known with certainty. Particularly
doubtful forms are preceded by an asterisk. But the titles listed here can in
practice serve to identify the texts in question. After the titles the names of
their (putative) authors are indicated in parentheses. As already observed, the
authorship of a number of works is uncertain, the attributions indicated here
being taken from the colophons of the available versions (Sanskrit, Chinese
and Tibetan) or, when the colophons fail us, from the catalogues.
The abbreviation P refers to the Peking edition of the Tibetan bKa' • 'gyur
and bsTan -'gyur reprinted by the Tibetan Tripitaka Research Institute under
the direction of D. T. Suzuki (T5kyo-Kyoto, 1958), this being the edition to
which reference is usually made in this book. The numbers following P are the
serial numbers of the texts in question, P 5224—5480 corresponding to the
dBu • ma (Madhyamaka) section in the Peking bsTan -'gyur (mDo -'grel, volumes
xvii—xxxiii). D refers to the sDe-dge edition of which the dBu-ma section,
with the serial numbers D 3824—3980, has been reprinted in The sDe dge
Tibetan Tripitaka — bsTan b-gyur (Deruge-ban Chibetto Daizokyo, Ronsho-bu,
TokyS Daigaku Bugaku-bu shozo) edited by K. Hayashima, J. Takasaki,
Z. Yamaguchi, and Y. Ejima, and published for the Faculty of Letters, Tokyo
University, by the Sekai Seiten Kanko Ky5kai Co. Ltd. (Tokyo, 1977—1979).
T refers to the Taish5 Shinshu Daizokyo with its serial numbers; its index
(2nd edition), compiled by P. Demieville, H. Durt and A. Seidel, is published
as a Fascicule annexe du Hobogirin under the title Repertoire du canon
bouddhique sino-japonais (Paris—Tokyo, 1978).
Abhisamayalamkara (ascribed to Maitreya[natha]; cf. P 5184) 28, 87, 101, 110, 111
Abhisamayalamkara-Bhagavatl-Prajnaparamitopadesas'astravrtti Prajnapradlpavali (Buddhasrijnana, P 5198) 117
Abhisamayalamkarakarika-PrajnaparamitopadeSa&astratlka Prasphutapada
(Dharmamitra, P 5194) 102—103
Abhisamayalamkarakarikavarttika (Bhadanta Vimuktisena, P5186) 101
Abhisamayalamkaraloka Prajnaparamitavyakhya (Haribhadra; cf. P 5189) 93,
101—102, 105n
Abhisamayalamkara-nama-Prajnaparamitopadesasastravrtti (Sphutartha) (Haribhadra, P 5191) 102, 103
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Abhisamayalamkara-nama-Prajnaparamitopadesasastravrtti Dur(ava)bodh8lok&namatika (Dharmaklrti of Suvarnadvipa, P 5192) 110, 111, 118
Abhisamayalamkaravrtti (Arya Vimuktisena, P 5185) 101
AbhisamayalamkaravrttipiNdartha (Prajnakaramati, P 5193) 116
Acintyastava (Nagarjuna, P 2019) 31, 49
Aksarasataka (ascribed to Nagarjuna in the bsTan-'gyur, P 5234; but perhaps
rather by Aryadeva, as in T 1572) 30, 53, 112, 114
Aksarasatakavrtti (ascribed to Nagarjuna in the bsTan-'gyur, P 5235; but perhaps
rather by Aryadeva) 53, 114
Aksayamatinirdesasutra (P 842) 7, 99
*Akutobhaya. See Mulamadhyamakavrtti *Akutobhaya
Alokamala (Kamala/Kambalapada, P 5866) 106
Alokamalatlka (Asvabhava, P 5869) 106n
Anantamukhanirharadharamtika (Arya0) (Jnanagarbha, P 3520) 104n
AstaksaNakatha (Asvaghosa, P 5423, 5667) 120
Bahyarthasiddhi (Subhagupta, P 5742) 80n
Bhavanakrama I, II and III (Kamalaslla, P 5310—5312) 94, 96—99
*Bhavanayogamarga or *Bhavanayogapatha (Jnanagarbha, P 5305, 5452). See
* Yogabhavanamarga/ * Yogabhavanapatha
*Bhavanayogavatara (Kamalaslla, P 5313, 5451; cf. D 3918, 4537; read *Yogabhavanavatara ?) 99
Bhavasamkranti(sastra) (Nagarjuna, P 5240; cf. 5472) 28—29, 49
Bhavasamkrantitlka. (Maitreyanatha, P 5241) 29, 49
Bodhicaryavatara (gantideva; cf. P 5272) 82—83, 85n, 93, HOsq, 116—117, 119
Bodhicaryavataratatparyapanjika Visesadyotani (Vibhuticandra, P 5282) 84, 117
Bodhicaryavatarapanjika (Prajnakaramati; cf. P 5273) 31, 39n, 83n, 84, 91n, 93,
116
BodhicittavivaraNa I (Nagarjuna [II], P 5470; cf. 2665) 104, 105n
Bodhicittavivarana II (Nagarjuna [II], P 2666) 114
Bodhimargadlpapanjika (Dlpamkarasrljnana ?, P 5344) 29n, 49n, 53, 67n, 112
Bodhipathapradlpa (Dlpamkarasrljnana, P 5343, 5378) 111—112
*Bodhisambharasastra (Nagarjuna, T 1660) 29, 101 n
Bodhisattvabhumi (ascribed to Asanga; cf. P 5538) 93
Bodhisattvabhumivrtti (Gunaprabha, P 5545) 111
Bodhisattvacarya[samgraha]pradlparatnamala (Dharmika Subhutighosa, P 5332)
120
*Bodhisattvacaryasutrikrtavavada (Dlpamkarasrljnana, P 5342) 85
Bodhisattvacaryavatarabhasya (Dlpamkarasrljnana, P 5872) 85
Bodhisattvacaryavataraduravabodhanirnaya (KrsNapada, P 5276) 107
Bodhisattvacaryavatarapanjika (Vairocanaraksita, P 5277) 116
Bodhisattvacaryavatarapindartha (Dharmapala of SuvarNadvlpa, P 5281) 85, 110,
111
*Bodhisattvacaryavatarasamskara (*Kalyanadeva or *S\ibhadeva ?, P 5275) 116
Bodhisattvacaryavatara-sattrimsatpindartha (Dharmapala of SuvarNadvlpa ?, P
5280) 84, 110, 111
Bodhisattvasamvaravidhi (Bodhibhadra, P 5362, 5404) 109n
Bodhisattvasamvaravimsaka (Candragomin, P 5582) 93, 109n
Bodhisattvasamvaravimsakapanjika (Bodhibhadra, P 5584) 109
Catuhsataka (Aryadeva, P 5246) 33n, 39n,
50—53, 78n, 85n, 101, 114
Catuhsatakatika (Bodhisattvayogacarya0 or °yogacara0 ?) (Candraklrti, P 5266)
51—52, 81,85n, 114
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Catuhstava 31—32, 120—121
Catuhstavasamasartha (Amrtakara) 31
Caturviparyaya[parihara]katha (Matrceta, P 5425, 5669) 120
Chang-chen-lun (Ta ch'eng ~ ) (*Karatalaratna, by Bhavaviveka, T 1578) 63, 66,
72
Cig car 'jug pa rnam par mi rtog pa'i bsgom don (Vimalamitra, P 5306) 94n, 107
Cittavajrastava (Nagarjuna, P 2013) 31
Cittavisuddhiprakarana (Aryadeva [II]; cf. P 5028 ascribed to Indrabhuti and
P 2669 ascribed to Aryadeva) 106
Dasabhumikasutra (cf. P 761/31) 30, 32, 72—74
*Dasabhumikavibhasa(sastra) (Nagarjuna?, T 1521) 27n, 29, 32, 101 n
Dur(ava)bodhaloka Tlka (Dharmaklrti of Suvamadvipa). See Abhisamayalamkaranama-Prajnaparamitopadesasastravrtti Dur(ava)bodhaloka-nama-Tika
Dasakusalakarmapathanirdesa (Dharmika Subhutighosa, P 5417, 5676) 120
Dasakusalakarmapathanirdesa (Asvaghosa, P 5416, 5678) 120
Dharmadhatudarsanagiti (Dlpamkarasrljnana, P 5388, 3153) 113
Dharmadhatustava (Nagarjuna [I or II ?], P 2010) 32, 113, 121 n
Dhyanasaddharmavyavasthana (Avadhutipada, P 5321, 5446) 117
Dhyanasaddharmavyavasthanavrtti (Danaslla, P 5322, 5447) 117
*Dvadasamukhasastra or *Dvadasanikayasastra (Shih-erh-men-lun by Nagarjuna,
T 1568) 2, 27—28
*Ekaslokasastra (Nagarjuna, T 1573) 30
Guhyasamajatantra (cf. P 81) 102, 105
Guhyasamaja-Tantratlka (Nagarjuna [II], P 2648) 105
Harsacarita (Bana) 5n, 27n
Hastavalaprakarana (ascribed to Aryadeva in the bsTan-'gyur, P 5244, 5248; but
to Dignaga in the Chinese versions, T 1620/1) 52—53, 112
HastavalaprakaraNavrtti (ascribed to Aryadeva in the bsTan-'gyur, P 5245, 5249;
but perhaps rather by Dignaga) 53, 117n
*Isvarakartrtvanirakrti (ascribed to Nagarjunapada, P 5905) 30n
JantuposaNabindu (Nltisastra0) (Nagarjuna?, P 5822) 27
Jatakamala (Arya-Sura; cf. P 5650) 119
Jinamargavatara (Buddhasrljnana, P 5359) 117
Jnanasarasamuccaya (Aryadeva [II], P 5251) 54, lOOn, 106, 112, 118
Jnanasarasamuccayanibandhana (Bodhibhadra, P 5252) 58, 59n, 109
Kaliyugaparikatha (Matrceta, P 5426, 5670) 120
*Karatalaratna. See Chang-chen-lun
Kasyapaparivarta (cf. P 760/43) 6—7
Katyayanavavada 6n
*Kayatrayastotra/stava (Nagarjuna, P 2015; cf. 2016) 56
*Kayatrayavataramukha (Nagamitra, P 5290) 56 n
Lankavatarasutra (cf. P 775) 7, 20n, 54, 56, 72—73, 90, 96, 97, 122sq
Lilaval (Lllavati, by Kutuhala/Kouhala) 27 n
Lokatltastava (Nagarjuna, P 2012) 31, 49
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*Madhyamakabhramaghata (Aryadeva, P 5250) 54, 112
Madhyamakahrdayakarikas (Bhavaviveka, P 5255) 62—63, 65, 86n, 111
Madhyamakahrdayavrtti Tarkajvala (Bhavaviveka/Bhavya, P 5256) 62 sq, 64, 65,
66, 86n, 111"
Madhyamakalamkara (&antaraksita, P 5284) 90—92
Madhyamakalamkarapanjika (Kamalasila, P 5286) 93
Madhyamakalamkaravrtti (Santaraksita, P 5285) 20n, 90—92, 99
Madhyamakalamkaravrtti-Madhyamapratipadasiddhi (Ratnakarasanti, P 5573)
122—123
*Madhyam(ak)alamkaropadesa (Ratnakarasanti, P 5586) 122—124
Madhyamakaloka (Kamalasila, P 5287) 94—96
Madhyamakanayasarasamasa (Vidyakaraprabha, P 5293) 99
*Madhyamakaprajnavatara (Candraklrti [III], P 5264) 81 (in D 3863 the title is
given as Madhyamakavatara-prajna)
Madhyamakapratltyasamutpada (Krsnapada, P 5257) 107
*MadhyamakaratnapradIpa (Bhavya, P 5254) 66, 106n
*Madhyamakarthasamgraha (Bhavaviveka, P 5258) 64, 111
Madhyamakasastra 1
Madhyamakasastrastuti (Candraklrti) 8, 29, 31, 55
Madhyamakavatara (Candraklrti, P 5261/2) 7, 34, 71—74, 75, 81, 82, 85n, 101 n,
113, 114
Madhyamakavatarabhasya (Candraklrti, P 5263) 71sq
*Madhyamakavatara-prajNa (Candraklrti [III], D 3863). See *Madhyamakaprajfiavatara
Madhyamakavataratika (Jayananda, P 5271) 74, 113—114, 118
Madhyamakopadesa (Dipamkarasrijnana, P 5324, 5326, 5381) 113
Madhyamakopade£avrtti (PrajNamoksa, P 5327) 113
Madhyamasatka (Maitrlpada; cf. P 3074) 107
Madhyantavibhaga (ascribed to Maitreya[natha]; cf. P 5522) 45n, 122
Mahamayurividyarajfil 104n
*Maharaja-Kani(s)kalekha (Matrceta, P 5411, 5684) 120
Mahasutrasamuccaya (Dipamkarasrijnana, P 5358) 113, 114
MahayanalaksaNasamuccaya (Buddhajnanapada, P 5301) 102
Mahayanasamgrahabhasya (Vasubandhu, P 5551) 111
Mahayanasutra 6—7, 81
Mahayanavimsika (Nagarjuna ?, P 5233 ~ 5465) 29—30, 112, 114
Mandalavidhi (Kambalapada, P 5443) 106
Manjusrimulakalpa 104n, 120
Marmakaumudi (Arya-Astasahasrikaprajnaparamitavrtti Marmakaumudi) (Abhayakaragupta, P 5202) 103, 115
Mulamadhyamakakarikas (Prajnanama0) (Nagarjuna; cf. P 5224) In, 6, 8sq,
34—36, 60, 62, 74, 114
Mulamadhyamakavrtti *Akutobhaya (ascribed to Nagarjuna, P 5229) 12sq, 47—48,
49n, 61, 62, 112
Mulamadhyamakavrtti *Buddhapalita, (Buddhapalita, P 5242) 12sq, 60sq, 85, 112
Mulamadhyamakavrtti Prajnapradfpa (Bhavaviveka, P 5253) 12sq, 49, 62sq, 65,
85—86, 112
Mulamadhyamakavrtti Prasannapada, (Candraklrti; cf. P 5260) 7, 9sq, 34, 39n,
49, 51, 71sq, 74—81, 85n, 112, 114
Munimatalamkara (Abhayakaragupta, P 5299) 114—115
Navasloki (Kambalapada; cf. P 5210, 5906) 106
Nikayabhedavibhangavyakhya-na (Bhavaviveka/Bhavya, P 5640) 63
Nirakarakarikas (Nandasri, P 5294) 100
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Niraupamyastava (Nirupama0) (Nagarjuna; cf. P 2011) 31sq, 34, 35, 49
Nitisastra. See Jantuposanabindu and Prajnadanda
Pancakrama (Nagarjuna [II], P 2667) 105, 106
Paneaskandhaprakarana (Candraklrti, P 5267) 81, 111
Paramarthabodhicittabhavanakramavarnasamgraha (A6vaghosa, P 5308, 5431)
59n, 120, 121n
Paramarthastava (Nagarjuna; cf. P 2014) 31 sq, 34, 49
Paramitasamasa (Arya-J§ura; cf. P 5340) 119
Pradipoddyotana (Candrakirti
[II], P 2650) 105, 106n
Prajnadanda (Nitisastra0) (Nagarjuna, P 5821) 27, 119
Prajna-nama-Mulamadhyamakakarikas. See Mulamadhyamakakarikas
Prajnaparamita(sutras) 6—7, 30n, 32—33, 45n, 47n, 101 sq
Prajnaparamitastotra (Rahulabhadra)
33, 54, 101, 105n
Prajnaparamitopadesa (Arya0) (Kambalapada, P 5314, 3466) 106
Prajnaparamitopadesa (Ratnakarasanti, P 5579) 123—124
Prajnapradipa (Bhavaviveka). See Mulamadhyamakavrtti Prajnapradipa
Prajnapradlpatlka (Avalokitavrata, P 5259) 67, 86n
Prajnasataka (Nagarjuna, P 5414, 5820) 27
Pramanavarttika (Dharmakirti) 91, 93
Prasannapada Madhyamakavrttih (Candrakirti). See Mulamadhyamakavrtti Prasannapada
Prasphutapada. See Abhisamayalamkarakarika-PrajnaparamitopadesaSastratika
Prasphutapada
Pratityasamutpadahrdayakarikas (Nagarjuna; cf. P 5236, 5467) 28, 119
Pratltyasamutpadahrdayavyakhyana (Nagarjuna, P 5237, 5468) 28, 114
Rajatarangini (Kalhana) 5n
Ratnagotravibhaga (ascribed to Maitreya[natha]; cf. P 5525) 28, 32, 56, 84n, 95n,
107
Ratnagotravibhaga-vyakhya (Asahga ?; cf. P0 5526) 55
Ratnagunasamcayagathapanjika. (Bhagavad ) (Haribhadra, P 5190) 102 (see also
Samcayagathapanjika)
Ratnakarandodghata-nama-Madhyamakopadesa (Dipamkarasrljnana, P 5325) 113
Ratnavali (Nagarjuna; cf. P 5658) 6n, 8, 23—26, 49, 68n, 83, 101 n
Ratnavalitika (Ajitamitra, P 5659) 24n, 49
Rim gyis 'jug pa'i (b)sgom don (Vimalamitra, P 5334) 94n, 107
Saddharmapundarika (cf. P 781) 7, 55—56
Saddharmasmrtyupasthana-Sadgatikarikas (Dharmika Subhutighosa; cf. P 5415,
5679) 120
Salistambakakarikas (Arya0) (Nagarjuna, P 5466,
5485) 29
^alistambaka-nama-mahayanasutratika
(Arya0) (Nagarjuna, P 5486) 29
0
galistambakatlka (Arya ) (Kamalasila, P 5502) 99
Samcayagathapanjika (Buddhasrljfiana [= Buddhajnana-pada], P 5196) 102,
117 n
*Samksiptanana,drstivibhaga (*Madhyamaka-simha [dBu • ma'i • sen • ge]/Tarasrimitra, P 5295) 116
Samstuti 8, 31
Samvaravimsakavrtti (^antaraksita, P 5583) 93, 109n (cf. Bodhisattvasamvaravimsaka)
Samvrtibodhicittabhavanopadesavarnasamgraha
(Asvaghosa, P 5307, 5432) 120
Saptasatikaprajnaparamitatlka (Arya0) (Kamalasila, P 5215) 99
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*Sarvadharmabhavasiddhi (Kamalasila, P 5289; read Sarvadharmasvabhavasiddhi, or Sarvadharmanihsvabhavasiddhi as in D 3889) 99
*Sarvayanalokavisesabhasya (Subhutighosa, P 5303; the spelling of the title
adopted here follows D 3907) 120
*S"ata(ka)sastra (Aryadeva, T 1569: Pai/Po-lun) 2, 50 sq.
Satapancasatka (Matrceta; cf. P 2038) 119
Satyadvayavatara (Dipamkarasrljnana, P 5298, 5380) 113, 116
Satyadvayavatarapanjika (Dharmakaramati) 116
Satyadvayavibhangakarikas (Jnanagarbha, D 3881; not in P) 68—71, 86n, 93
SatyadvayavibhangapaNjika (Santaraksita, P 5283) 68—69, 86n, 93
Satyadvayavibhangavrtti (Jnanagarbha, D 3882; not in P) 68—71
Saundarananda (Asvaghosa) 28, 119—120
Shih-erh-men-lun (T 1568: *Dvadasamukha- or *Dvadasanikayasastra by Nagarjuna) 2, 27—28
^iksakusumamanjarl (Vairocanaraksita, P 5339) 116
Slksasamuccaya (gantideva; cf. P 5335/6) 83—84, 85, 93
Siksasamuccayabhisamaya (Dharmapala of Suvarnadvipa, P 5338, 5464) 110, 111
*Skhalitapramathanayuktihetusiddhi (Aryadeva, P 5247; probably Skhalitapramardana0 should be read with D 3847) 54
Sphutartha (Haribhadra). See Abhisamayalamkara-nama-Prajnaparamitopadesasastravrtti
Stava 8, 31—32
Stutyatltastava (Nagarjuna, P 2020) 31
Subhasitaratnakarandakakatha (Arya-Sura, P 5424, 5668) 119
Sugatamatavibhangakarikas (Jitari/Jetari, P 5296, 5461, 5867) 100
Sugatamatavibhangabhasya (Jitari/Jetari, P 5868) 100
Suhrilekha (Nagarjuna, P 5409, 5682) 26—27, 32, 49, 120
Suhrllekhatlka (Vyaktapada) (Mahamati, P 5690) 27n, 49
Siinyatasaptati (Nagarjuna, P 5227) 8, 20—21, 49
&unyatasaptativivrti (Parahita, P 5269) 116
Sunyatasaptativrtti (Nagarjuna, P 5231) 20, 21 n
&unyatasaptativrtti (Candrakirti, P 5268) 2In, 49, 81
*Sutralamkaradislokadvayavyakhyana (Parahitabhadra, P 5532) 116
Sutrasamuccaya (Nagarjuna, P 5330) 29, 84, 124
Sutrasamuccayabhasya-ratnalokalamkara (Ratnakarasanti, P 5331) 124
Sutrasamuccayasamcayartha (Dipamkarasrljnana, P 5333) 113 (see also Mahasutrasamuccaya)
Svabhavatrayapravesasiddhi (Nagarjuna?, P 5243; D 3843 has Svabhavatrayapravesasadhana) 30
Ta-chih-tu-lun (*[Maha-]Prajnaparamitopadesa ascribed to Nagarjuna, T 1509)
7, 29n, 32—33, 51, 55, 101, 118n
Tarkabhasa (Moksakaragupta; cf. P 5762) lOOn, 118, 123n
Tarkajvala. See Madhyamakahrdayavrtti Tarkajvala
Tarkamudgara (Jayananda, P 5270) 113n, 114
Tathagatagarbhasutra (P 924) 56
Tatparyapanjika Visesadyotani. See Bodhicaryavataratatparyapanjika
Tattvajnanamrtavatara (Bhavaviveka/Bhavya) 63
Tattvaloka (Kamalasila, P 5288) 99
Tattvaprakasa (Advayavajra; cf. P 3086) 107
Tattvaratnavall (Advayavajra; cf. P 3085) 58, 107, 123n
Tattvasamgraha (Santaraksita; cf. P 5764) 89—90, 93
Tattvasamgrahapafijika (Kamalasila; cf. P 5765) 58, 89—90, 93
Tattvasiddhi (Santaraksita, P 4531) 82n, 93
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Tattvavataravrtti (S~rlgupta, P 5292) 67, 86n, 91 n
*Trikayastotra/stava (Nagarjuna, P 2015) 56
Trisarana[gamana]saptati (Candrakirti [II], P 5366, 5478) 105
Triskandhasadhana (KreNapada, P 5509) 107n
Trisvabhavanirdesa (Vasubandhu, P 5559) 30
Triyanavyavasthana (Ratnakarasanti, P 4535) 123
Vaidalya-prakarana (Nagarjuna, P 5230) 8, 21, 114
Vaidalya-'sutra' (Nagarjuna, P 5226) 8, 21, 114
Vairocanabhisambodhi (P 126) 98
Vajracchedikaprajnaparamitatlka (Arya°) (Kamalaslla, P 5216) 99
Vamarhavarnastotra (Matrceta; cf. P 2029) 120
Vigrahavyavartani(karikas) (Nagarjuna; cf. P 5228) 8, 21—23, 60, 80, 114
Vigrahavyavartanlvrtti (Nagarjuna; cf. P 5232) 21sq
Vimalakirtinirdesasutra (P 843) 7, 70, 99
Vipancitartha. Vadanyayatlka (!§antaraksita; cf. P 5725, 5738) 88, 93
*Vyavaharasiddhi (ascribed to Nagarjuna) 8, 26
•Yogabhavanamarga or *Yogabhavanapatha (Jnanagarbha, P 5305, 5452 [ = D
3909, 4538]) 69n, 71
•Yogabhavanavatara (Kamalaslla, D 3918; the title is Bhavanayogavatara in
P5313) 99
Yogacarabhumi (ascribed to Asanga; cf. P 5536sq) 52
Yuktisastika(karikas) (Nagarjuna, P 5225) 8, 19—20, 49, 90n, 99, 123
Yuktisastikavrtti (Candrakirti, P 5265) 49, 81, 85, 117n

II. Names
Abhayakaragupta 95n, 103, 114—115
Advayavajra 58, 107, 116, 123n, 125
(Maitripada, Avadhutipada)
Ajitamitra 24n, 49
Aksayamati 82 n
Amoghavajra 57
Amrtakara 31, 49, 125
Aryadeva (I) 1—2, 30, 33, 47, 48, 50—54,
56, 62, 72, 78n, 80, 81, 83, 85n, 87,
101, 112, 119n, 120, 125, 129
Aryadeva (II) lOOn, 105—106, 109
Arya-^iira (Sura) 59n, 119—120
Asanga 49, 52, 53n, 55, 122, 124
Asvabhava 106—107 n
Asvaghosa 28, 59 n, 119—121
Atisa. See Dlpamkarasrijnana
Avadhutipada 100, 117n (cf. Maitrlpada, Advayavajra)
Avalokitavrata 49n, 62, 67, 86n, 112
Bana 5n, 27 n
Bhartrhari 6n
Bhavaviveka/Bhavya (I) 9n, 37, 47,
48n, 59sq, 61—67, 71—72, 73n, 74—

79, 83, 85—86, 87—89, 90, 109, 112,
113, 127, 131 (Bhaviveka, Bhavin)
Bhavaviveka/Bhavya (II) 66—67, 106,
116
Bhavyaklrti 106n
Bhavyaraja 66n
Bhusuku 84, 106
Bodhibhadra 58, 59n, 86, 109, 111, 131
'Brom-ston rGyal-ba'i-'byun-gnas 111
Buddhajnana-pada 102, 115
Buddhapalita 9n, 47, 48n, 49, 58—62,
71, 74, 78, 80n, 85, 112, 131
Buddhasrljnana 102n, 117
dBu-ma'i-sen-ge. See *Madhyamakasimha
dBus • pa Bio • gsal Byan • chub • ye • ses
80n
Bu • ston Rin • chen • grub VI n, 67 n, 68 n,
80n, 84, 85n
Byan• chub-'od (lHa-bcun) 111
Candragomin 93, 109n, 120
Candrakirti (I) 7—8, 9, 21 n, 26, 34, 37,
47, 48n, 49, 50—52, 55, 59n, 60, 66,
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67, 71—81, 82, 83, 85, 110, 112, 113, Hoshang (Hva-san) Mahay&na 94, 99
Hsiian-tsang 5n, 51, 67
114, 122, 126, 129
Candrakirti (II) 81, 105, 115, 122
I-ching 5n, 27n, 104n
Candraklrti (III) 81, 116
Indrabhuti 106n
ICan • sky a Rol • pa'i • rdo • rje
(Ye • ses • bstan • pa'i • sgron • me) IX n,
'Jam • dbyans • bzad • pa
69n, 93n
Nag-dban-brcon-'grus IXn, 89n,
Ch'ing-mu 28, 48
102n
Chi-tsang 54
(5hul • khrims • rgyal • ba (Nag • cho) 85— Jayananda 74, 85 n, 113—114, 118
Jitari/Jetari (I) 100
86, 107n, 111
Jitari/Jetari (II) 100, 107n, 111, 116
Cog-ro Klu'i-rgyal-mchan 61, 69n,
Jnanagarbha (I) 67—71, 86n, 87, 89,
85-86
(5on • kha • pa Bio • bzan • grags • pa VIII n, 93, 104n(?), 116
Jnanagarbha (II/III) 61(?), 69n, 71,
20n, 59n, 69n, 111, 114n, 124n
85n, 86n, 104n(?), 116
Jnanapada. See Buddhajn.ana-pa.da
Danaslla 117
Jnanaprabha 67
bDe-byed 26n
Jnanasrimitra 20n, 110, 116, 122n
dDe-spyod 24n, 27 n
Devasarman 49, 62, 67 n, 112
Kalhana 5n
Devendrabuddhi 69
KalyaNadeva (?) 84, 116
Dharmadasa 53, 81
Kamalaraksita 84, 110
Dharmakara(datta) 102
Kamalasila 20n, 58, 89, 93—99, 103,
Dharmakaramati 116—117
106, 107, 112, 123n, 125, 129
Dharmakirti 66, 67, 68n, 88, 91, 93,
Kambala-pada (or Kamala0) 106, 126,
100, 109-110, 118
129
Dharmamitra (commentator on Vinaya) Kanaka
varman 114
102n
Kaniska 5n, 120, 121
Dharmamitra (commentator on Prajfia- mKhas-grub dGe • legs-dpal-bzan IXn,
paramita) 95n, 102
48n, 59n, 67n, 68n
Dharmapala (of NaJanda) 51—53, 61, Khro • phu Byams • pa'i • dpal 117
67, 69, 81
Khu mDo • sde • 'bar 114
Dharmapala (of Suvarnadvipa,
Krsna-pada 84, 107, 111, 116
gSer-glin-pa) 84—85, 110, 111, 118 Kumarajiva 2, 5n, 28, 29n, 32, 50—51,
Dharmaraksa 29 n
104n
Dharmottara 102
Kun-dga'-grags 114
Dignaga 52, 53, 60, 61, 66, 67, 80, 87
Kutuhala (Kouhala) 27n
Dipamkarasrljnana (Atisa) 84—86, lOOn,
105n, 107n, 109-113, 116, 130
*Madhyamaka-simha
Divakara 67
(dBu^ma'i-sen-ge) 116
Mahamati 27 n, 49
Fa-tsang 67
Maitreya(natha) 101, 102, 122
Maitreyanatha (Pandita) 29, 49
Gaudapada VIII
Maitrlpada 107, 116, 122n (see also
'Gos-khug-pa lHa(s) -boas 81
Advayavajra, Avadhutipada)
Grags •' by or • ses • rab 114
Matrceta 119—120
Gunadatta 49n, 67, 112
Moksakaragupta lOOn, 118, 123n
Gunamati 49, 62, 112
Gunasri 49, 112
Nadapada (Naropa) 56n, 107n, 116,
122n
Haribhadra 59n, 93, 101—102, 103, Naga 56-57, 104n, 105
Nagabodhi 57, 105
105n, 115
Nagahvaya 56
Harivarman 50 n

Names
Nagamitra 56n
Nagarjuna (I) lsq, 4sq, 50, 54sq, 56—
57, 60, 75, 77, 78sq, 81, 82n, 83-84,
87, 89, 98, 100, 101, 102, 104, 112,
115, 119-121, 122, 124, 126, 130
Nagarjuna (II) (Arya-) 57, 104sq
rNog Bio • ldan • ses • rab 59 n, 85 n
Pa • chab Ni • ma • grags 85n, 113, 114
PaiNdapatika llOn
dPa'l'brdegs 59, 85n
dPal • brcegs • raksi • ta 99
Parahita(bhadra) 116
Paramartha 49n, 56
Pingala 48 n, 50
Pin-lo-chieh 48, 50
Prabhakaramitra 85
Prajnakaragupta 118
Prajnakaramati 31, 82, 83n, 84, 85n,
93, 116, 122n, 127
Prajnamoksa 113
Pulumayi 5n
Rahulabhadra (I) 4, 33, 49, 54—56, 101,
105n, 128
Rahulabhadra (II) 54, 105
Ratnakarasanti 20n, lOOn, 107n, 110,
111, 116, 122—124
Ratnaklrti 110, 118n
Rin • chen • bzan • po 85n, 111, 117n
&akyasribhadra 117
gantaraksita 20n, 47, 58, 59, 66n, 69,
71, 86n, 87-94, 99-100, 102, 106,
107, 109, 111, 112, 123n, 128, 131
gantideva 82—85, 93, 106, 118, 119,
128, 131
Saraha 39n, 54, lOOn, 105, 128
*Saramati 55, 56, 57 n
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Satakami (Satakani) 5n
Satavahana (Sata0) 5n, 24, 27n
Seng-jui 32
gSer-glin-pa 110
Silabhadra 67
grlgupta 67—68, 86n, 87, 89, 100, 112n
S~rlharsa VIII
Sthiramati 45n, 49, 61, 62, 69, 112
Subhadeva (?) 116
!§ubhagupta 80 n
Suksmaj ana 114
Sura. See Arya-f§ura
'Suvarnadvlpa' (epithet of Dharmapala/Dharmakirti). See gSer-glin-pa
Taranatha VHIn, 56, 59n, 84, 119
Tara^rlmitra 116 n
Tathagatabhadra 56
Tilakakalasa 114
Udayana/Udayin( ?) 27n
Vairocanabhadra 102
Vairocanaraksita 84, 116
Vajrabodhi 57 n, 105
Vasisthiputra 5n
Vasu51, 53n
Vasubandhu 30, 51 n, 53 n, 68n, 87,
99n, 121n
Vibhuticandra 84, 117
Vidyakaraprabha 99
Vimalamitra 94n, 102, 107
Vimuktisena (Arya) 53n, 87, 92n, 101,
102n, 103, 115
Vimuktisena (Bhadanta) 101, 103, 115
Ye-ses-'od (lHa-bla-ma) 111
Ye • ses • rgyal • mchan VIII n
Ye-ses-sde 59, 69n, 85n, 86n, 107

III. Sanskrit key-words
atiprasanga 60
advaya 25, 28, 45, 70
advayajnana 97
Advaitadarsana 89, 93
adhisthana 82
anavastha 13, 22
Anakaravada 92. See Nirakaravada =
Alikakaravada
anitya 21
anirodha 18, 76, 96

anupalambha 19
anubhava 82
anumana 22, 37n, 53, 58, 61 sq, 63—65,
70, 79, 80, 81, 89, 90, 92
anekasvabhava 68, 91—92, 97, 100, 106,
112
anta 1, 19, 42, 45, 52, 68, 92, 100
anyatva 15, 38
apavada 68, 95
apratis^hana 58, 59 n
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apratisthitanirvana 96, 97
abhava 3, 15, 18," 24, 38sq, 76, 90
Abhidharma 9, 43 n
abhidhatavya 18, 75
abhidheya 34, 46n, 74—75
abhisamskara 64, 65
abhisamdhi 26, 95, 96
abhyudaya 24, 68
amanasikara 98, 99
Amitabha 27, 32
Amitayus 32
arthakriya 64, 68, 70, 91, 92
arthapatti 90
alatamandala 24
Alikakaravada, °vadin 68, 92, 100, 102,
106, 110, 122—123. See also Nirakara0,
Anakaravada
aloka 75
alokasarnvrti 74—75
avyakrta 25, 41 n
avidya" 15, 19, 20, 28, 45
asiinya 14, 34, 39, 46 sq
asamskrta 13, 18, 38, 42n, 44n, 47, 63,
91
asiddha-hetu 77
asiddhadhara 77
astita, 24
asmrti 98
ahamkara 24, 25, 45
akara 68, 70, 91—92, 102n, 122—123
akasa 66
agama 22, 61, 81, 91, 94, 96, 98
ajavamjavibhava 46
atman' 14, 15, 19, 40, 51—52, 66, 73, 74,
89, 93
atmiya 15, 19, 74
Abhidharmika 6n, 10, 43, 47, 62, 112,
121
ayatana 12, 13, 19, 77, 81
arya 16, 34, 72, 75, 76
aryasatya 16, 42, 44
alambana 9, 122—123
alambanavastu 98
alayavijnana 72—73
asrayaparavrtti 98
idampratyayata 76
indriya 12
isvara 30, 83, 89, 112
udbhavita 76
upamana 22, 81, 90

upalambha 46 n
upasama 18, 46 n
upadatr 13—14, 40
upadana 13—14, 15, 28, 40, 45
upadaya prajnaptih 16, 44, 74
upaya 28, 72, 82, 96sq
upalambha 12, 78n
ubhayaprasiddha 79
ekatva 13, 15, 38
ekayana 26, 31, 55, 94, 95n, 96, 103,
115
ekasvabhava 68, 91—92, 97, 100, 106,
112
eklbhava 11, 38n
aitihya 90
Aupanisadika 89, 93
karuna 82, 92, 96, 97, 98
karman 13, 15, 19, 21, 24, 28, 38, 42,
45, 68, 89
karmapatha 24, 120
kaya 56n, 70
kala 52, 90
klesa 15, 19—20, 21, 28, 40n, 45, 47,
52, 68
klesavaraN^ 97
ksana 68
ksanika 76
ksanti 82, 119
khapuspa 63, 76, 100, 106, 112n
gaganapuspa 76 (cf. khapuspa)
gati/gamana 10^—11, 38
gantavya 38
gantr 10—11, 38
guna 89
grhastha 26
gotra 32, 95, 103, 115
grahaka 91, 95, 123
grahya 91, 95, 122—123
catuskoti 18, 25, 35n, 39, 41, 46, 64,
76, 92, 100, 106, 109, 112, 123
cakravartin 26
citta 18, 25, 28, 69n, 75, 97, 123
cittamatra 29, 30n, 69, 73, 90, 95, 96,
97, 98, 122—123
cittotpada 71, 88
cinta 96

Sanskript key-words
Jaina 89, 90 (cf. Nirgrantha)
jnana 26, 45, 66, 72, 74, 76, 97, 98, 123
jNapaka 22—23
jneyavaraNa 97
tattva 16, 18, 19, 21, 24, 37n, 42sq, 46,
68, 73-74, 76n, 97, 106, 109
tattvajNana 62
tattvanyatva 38n
tathata 33, 34, 46, 66, 70, 96, 98, 123
tathagata 15, 39—41, 44n, 46, 55, 92
tathagatagarbha 31—32, 34, 35 n, 5 5 —
57, 73, 95—96, 103, 115
tathagatadhatu 32, 55
tathya 40n

tathyasamvrti 64, 75, 83 n, 113
tu§nl[m]bhava 25, 34—35, 70
trtiya (trtiya-rasi) 11, 36, 38n, 40n, 41,
68, 83n, 92, 109
trikaya 56, 70
triyana 26, 31, 94—95, 96
trirupalinga 70
trisvabhava 30, 92, 95, 122
darsana 2—3, 23, 36n
duhkha 16, 28, 44
drstanta 63, 64, 65, 70
drsti 2—3, 14, 18, 34n, 36, 45, 47, 52
dravya 89
dravyasat 66, 77
dharma 2—3, 6, 7n, 10, 16, 19, 21, 22n,
24, 25, 26, 28, 31, 34, 40, 42sq, 46—47,
65-66, 69n, 80, 90, 96, 98, 112, 122
dharmakaya 26, 34, 46 sq
dharmata 28, 33, 44n, 45 n, 46, 113
dharmadhatu 31, 33, 34, 46sq
dharmanairatmya 6—7, 69, 73, 74, 98
dharmamaya-kaya 31, 34
dharmasamketa 73
dharmaspada 26
dhatu 12—13, 19, 44n, 81, 97
dhyana 83, 97, 115, 119
dhruva 31
nanabhava 11,38n
namamatra 28
nastita, 24, 25
nihsarana 14
nihsvab'hava 2, 21—22, 41, 45n, 46, 74,
91
nihsvabhavavada 2, 36n
nigamana 78
nitya 21, 25, 31, 52
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Nirakaravada, °vadin 58, 100, 102, 110,
122—123. See Anakaravada, Alikakaravada
nirodha 17, 19, 24, 38, 41 n, 44, 66, 76,
96
Nirgrantha 25, 62 (cf. Jaina)
nirvana 15, 16, 18, 19, 24, 38, 39, 41 n,
45,46, 54, 91, 96
nltartha 73, 94, 96
nlti 27
neti 25
neyartha 73, 95, 96, 110
naihsreyasa 24, 68
Nyaya 6n, 2In, 37n, 89
20, 25, 37 n, 52, 60, 64—65, 77,
78n
paksadosa 65, 77
padartha 21, 89
paratantra (svabhava) 63, 69, 72, 92,
95, 122
paraprasiddha 79
parabhava 5n, 9, 14, 38
paramanu 68, 91
paramartha 3, 16, 21, 25, 31, 33 sq,
37n, 42sq, 59n, 61, 63sq, 65sq, 69sq,
72sq, 74, 76sq, 83, 88, 92, 96sq, 100,
113, 120, 123
paramarthatas 63—65, 72, 76—77
pariNama 70
parinamana 26, 82—83
parisesa 37n
paryaya 64
paryudasapratisedha 37—38, 65, 79
papa 24
papadesana 82
paramita 26, 28, 71, 82sq, 96, 97, 101,
119
paramitanaya 104n
Paramitayana 101, 104
punya 24, 26, 83, 97
pudgala 13, 15, 25, 39, 40, 89, 91
pudgalanairatmya 6, 73—74, 96, 98
puja 82
prthaktva 13, 38n
prakrtiSanta 43 n
prakrtisthagotra. See gotra
pramdhi 26, 82
prajnapti 16, 24, 43n, 44n, 55, 70, 74,
76
prajna 24, 28, 63, 72, 82, 94, 96—97
prajnaparamita 55, 72, 82, 96, 101—103,
108, 110, 114—115, 119
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pratijna 22, 25, 36n, 37n, 42, 65, 78, 79
pratidvandvin 37n
pratipaksa 25, 37n, 79
pratipatti 96—98
pratibandhin 37 n
pratibimba 20, 24, 68, 75, 91
prativadin 70
pratisedha 36n, 37 sq, 52, 64, 78
pratisedhamatra 36n, 78
pratisamkhyanirodha 66
pratltyasamutpanna 44, 45n, 63
pratityasamutpada 9 sq, 16—18, 19,
20—21, 28, 42sq, 45, 63sq, 72sq, 75n,
76, 83, 112, 123
pratyaksa 22, 80, 81, 89
pratyaya 9sq, 28, 70, 112
pratyaveksana, 97
pratyatmavedya 75
pratyekabuddha 74
pradhana 70
prapafica 18, 34, 35, 39, 42, 46, 55, 64sq,
70, 75, 92
pra-pad- 55
pramaNa 22, 72, 75, 80—81, 83, 89, 122
prameya 22, 80
prayoga(vakya) 61, 65, 71, 78—79
prasanga/prasajyate 11, 22, 36sq, 42,
58, 60, 64sq, 71sq, 78sq, 88
prasajyapratisedha 37sq, 39, 60n, 63,
65, 79
prasthana 82
Prasangika 58sq, 71—86, 88
bahirartha. See bahyartha
bahyartha 30, 59, 66n, 69n, 73, 80,
87n, 90, 91, 95, 97, 99
buddha 16, 26, 31, 41 n, 42, 70, 72, 82,
96-97, 115
buddhabhumi 72, 74, 97, 98
bodhi 25, 29, 96
bodhicitta 62, 71, 82, 88, 96sq, 101 sq,
115, 120
bodhisattva 26, 29, 31, 52sq, 71 sq, 82sq,
93, 96, 98, 101, 109, 111—112, 118
brahmacarya 23
brahman 35 n
bhakta 31
bhakti 31, 55
bhavasamtati 15
bhava 2-^3, 9sq, 18, 22, 24, 36sq, 38sq,
53, 72, 88, 89, 91
bhavana 52, 63, 94, 96sq, 107, 115
bhutakoti 33

bhumi 26, 29, 33, 71 sq, 82, 97, 98, 122
maga 62
madhyama 1
madhyamaka lsq, 53 n
madhyama pratipat 1, 16, 43sq, 45, 47,
63, 68, 83, 96, 98
mantranaya 104n, 106
Mantrayana 104 (cf. Vajrayana)
marlci 25, 70
Mahayana 6, 26, 90, 123
madhyamika lsq, 58
maya 19, 20, 25, 63
Mayopamadvayavadin 58
marga 16—17, 44, 83, 97, 98, 99, 111—
112
mithyajnana 20, 72
mithyasamvrti 64, 75, 83n, 113
Mimamsa 38 n, 63, 89
mr?a 25, 40n
yukti 19, 21, 61, 70, 9 0 - 9 1 , 94, 96, 98
yuganaddhavahin 97—98
yugapad 98, 107
yoga 52, 72,109
yogabhumi 122—124
yogacara 1, 20n, 30n, 52—53, 63, 72,
87sq, lOOn, 104, 106, 108, 115, 122
Yogacara - (S vatantrika - )Madhy amaka
20n, 30, 59, 61, 66n, 67—69, 80, 85,
87—100, 102, 103, 106, 109n, 110, 112,
115
rasi. See trtlya/trtlya-rasi
rupa 20, 69n, 70, 75, 91, 97
rupakaya 26
12—13, 26, 38, 80, 123
laksya 12, 38, 80
linga 63, 64, 70, 81 (cf. hetu)
loka 25, 28, 72, 75
lokaprasiddha, lokaprasiddhi 72, 74, 75,
80n
lokasamvrti 16, 42, 72, 74—75
Lokayata 90, 109
lokottarajnana 64, 66
laukikajnana 64, 66
laukikatattvalaksana 43 n
vacana 22
Vajrayana 57, 66, 102, 103, 104-108
(cf. Mantrayana)
vandhyaputra, vandhyasuta 70, 76
vastu 46n, 70, 96, 98
vac 46n

Sanskript key-words
Vatsiputrlya 89, 91
vada 2—3, 21, 23, 36n
vadin 70
vasana 123
vikalpa 11, 18, 23, 28, 35, 39, 42, 45sq,
55, 66, 92, 98, 106, 107, 109, 110, 113,
122sq
vicara 14, 40, 73, 98
vijnapti 68
'Vijnapti-Madhyamaka' (mam rig [gi]
dbuma) 20n, 56, 107n, 110, 122
vijnaptimatra 73
vijnana 20n, 66, 68, 70, 83n, 91—92, 97,
99, 100, 106, 109, 123
Vijnanavada, Vijnanavadin 1, 30, 49,
51—53, 58, 61, 63, 65, 71, 72—73, 80,
81, 83, 87sq, 90-92, 95-96, 99, 100,
108, 109, 110, 115, 122, 124
vitanda VIII, 2In, 37n, 42, 65
Vidyadharapitaka 104n, 105n
viparyasa 15, 21, 38—39, 52
vipasyana 84, 94, 97—98
vipaka 28
vimukti 73
viruddha-hetu 77—78
vivikta 19, 20, 43 n
visesa 89
visaya 20, 52, 91, 123
virya 82, 119
Vedanta 62 (cf. Advaitadarsana)
vaitandika 37n
Vaibhasika 66, 91, 92n, lOOn (cf. Sarvasti vadin)
Vaisesika 6n, 10, 25, 50, 51 n, 53, 62, 63
vyavadana 92
vyavahara 16, 17, 21, 25, 42, 53, 55, 59,
70-71, 70-71, 72, 73, 74-75, 121 (cf.
samvrti)
6abda 89, 90
6abdabrahman 89
sabdartha 89
samatha 84, 94, 97—98
santa 2n, 42 sq, 75
santi 24
siva 18, 31
suddhalaukikajnana 64
siinya 3, 14, 19, 21, 22, 31, 34, 39, 41,
44sq, 63
siinyata 2, 6, 12, 14, 16—18, 20, 22sq,
26, 34, 42sq, 45, 52, 59n, 63, 64, 65,
72sq, 83, 84, 97, 98, 112, 113
sunyatakot/i 2n
sunyatadarsana 2
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sunyatadrsti 2
siinya(ta)vada 2
sunyatva 3n, 44, 45n
sraddha 21, 24
gravaka(yana) 6—7, 26, 33, 62, 74, 90
sruta 96
sruti 90
samvara 93, 109
samvrti 3, 16, 42sq, 55, 58n, 59, 61, 64,
68,'69sq, 72sq, 74sq, 76sq, 83, 87—88,
92, 97, 109, 113, 120, 121, 123 (cf.
vyavahara)
samsara 14—15, 18, 24, 46, 96
samskara 14, 15, 21, 28, 45
samskrta 13sq, 18, 38, 40n, 42n, 44n,
47, 52, 63, 76, 91
samketa 70, 73, 74
samkranti 28
samklesa 92
samgha 16, 42
satkayadrsti 41 n, 73—74
satkaryavada 28, 51, 89
sattva 28
satya 16, 21, 25, 29, 33sq, 42sq, 59,
61sq, 64, 68sq, 72sq, 74sq, 76—77,
83, 87—88, 92, 97—98, 100, 109, 113,
121
Satyakaravada, °vadin 61, 89, 92, 110,
122—123 (cf. Sakaravada)
saparyayaparamartha 64—65, 88
samavaya 89
samadhi 97, 98, 115
samaropa 68, 95
sambuddha 18
sambhara 26, 29, 92, 97
samyagjnana 19
samyagdrsti 68
sarvajnata 63, 96, 97
Sarvadharmapratisthanavadin 58
sarvakaravaropeta sunyata 84, 97, 98
Sarvastivada, °vadin 7, 33, 80 (cf. Vaibhasika)
samvrtapratltyasamutpada 43n, 76
Sakaravada, °vadin 58, 61, 89, 92, 102n,
110, 122—124 (cf. Satyakaravada)
Samkhya 6n, 10, 25, 50, 51 n, 53, 62, 63,
70
sadhyasama 12n, 22 n
samanya 89
samanyalaksana 80
savakasavacana 64, 78
SukhavatI 27 n
Sautrantika 59 n, 61, 65 n, 66, 80, 91,
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Indices

92n, lOOn
Sautrantika- (Svatantrika- )Madhyamaka
59, 66 n, 69n. See also SvatantrikaMadhyamaka
skandha 12, 13, 15, 19, 24, 28, 40, 74, 81
syadvada 90
svatantranumana 58, 61 sq, 65sq, 71,
77sq, 79, 88
svaprasiddha 79
svabhava 2—3, 10, 14, 24, 28, 30, 36,
38sq, 41, 46-47, 63, 64, 68, 76, 89,
91—92, 112

svabhavatraya 30, 69, 92, 95,122
svabhavasunya 21, 41, 44 n
svarasavahin 98
svalaksana 43n, 80
svasamvitti, svasamvedana 66n, 70,
73, 80, 87n, 91
Svatantrika-Madhyamaka 58, 61- -71,
79, 85—86, 87—88, 115
hita 25
hetu 9sq, 15n, 28, 63, 64, 70, 77, 97,
112 (ef. liriga)

IV. Tibetan terms
sgyu ma rigs grub pa 59 n
cig car 'jug pa 94n, 107
chad ston 34
'jig rten grags sde spyod pa'i dbu ma
(pa) 59n, 80n
gtam chogs 8
bstod chogs 8, 31
thai 'gyur ba 58—59
mdo sde pa'i dbu ma 59
mdo sde spyod pa'i dbu ma 59

rnam rig (gi) dbu ma 56n, 122
rnal 'byor spyod pa'i dbu ma 59
rjogs chen 107
gzan ston 34, 35n, 56n
ran rgyud pa 58—59
ran ston 34, 45 n
rab tu mi gnas pa 59 n
rigs chogs 8, 31
rim gyis 'jug pa 94n, 107
hva san 94, 99

